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ABSTRACT 
Table Head and Goose Tickle group strata in western Newfoundland 
are a deepening-upward, carbonate to clastic sequence deposited on th~ 
convergent, paleosouth-facing, North American continental margin during 
Middle Ordovician time. Preceding passive margin platform ~rowth w~s 
abruptly terminated by widespread, early Middle Ordovician block-
faulting and differential uplift (St. George Unconformity) caused by 
migration of a peripheral bulge across the platform interior. 
Subsequent sea level rise led to widespread peritidal, then shallow 
subti~al, carbonate deposition (Table Point Formation) on a tectonically 
unstable platform that formed the western flank of the evolving Taconic 
foreland basin. Synsedimentary faulting and differential subsidence 
profoundly influenced sedimentation, leading to marked variations in 
thickness and abrupt lateral and vertical changes in platformal 
carbonate lithofacies. Episodic seismicity and changes in slope 
triggered gravitational slides and flows. This platform was in turn 
tectonically drowned by extensionaJ. faulting and differenti!ll collapse 
as it became part of the outer trench slope of the subduction zone. 
Thin-bedded, hemipelagic and turbiditic limestone and shale (Table Cove 
Formation) accumulated on discontinuou&, gently-dipping carbonate slores 
and basin margins of variable duration and facing direction. Massive, 
polymictic, carbonate debris flow conglomerate, calciturbidite and shale 
(Cape Cormorant Formation) were deposited in an isolated basin adjacent 
to a high relief fault scarp that exhumed several hundred metres of 
buried, older, passive margin platformal carbonate. Lamin~ted black 
shale (Black Cove Formation) accumulated in remote, sediment-starved 
basins, and on the tops of isolated, rapidly foundered, relict 
platforms. As the (collapsed) platform entered the trench it was buried 
by siliciclastic flysch (American T~ckle Formation and Mainland 
Sandstone) derived from an advancing accretionary priam. Terrigenous 
iii 
mud, silt and sand, transported mostly by turbidity currents travelling 
southwest parallel to th9 trench axis, accumulated in topographic 
depressions controlled by antecedent structural domains. 
Contemporaneous reverse faulting generated new escarpments in the 
trench, sourcing limestone debris flow conglomerates and calciturbidites 
deposited in intra-trench depressions (Daniel's Harbour Member). 
iv 
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1.1 Introductory Remarks 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This is a stratigraphic and sedi.mentologic study of the Middle 
Ordovician Table Head Group and overlying Goose Tickle Group in the 
western Newfoundland segment of the Appalachian Orogen (Figure 1.1). 
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The Table Head is a htterogeneous package cf carbonates deposited above 
a regional, subaerial unconformity (St. George Unconformity). It 
comprises a muddy, fossiliferous, platformal limestone (Table Point 
Formation) overlain by one of three markedly different deep-water 
facies, 1) thin bedded muddy limestone and shale (Table Cove Formation), 
2) interbe~ded polymictic, carbonate lithoclast conglomerate, calcaren-
ite and shale (Cape Cormorant Formation), or (3) a thin black shale 
(Black Cove Formation). The bulk of the Goose Tickle is deep-water 
siliciclastic turbidites (American Tickle Formation and Mainland 
sandstone) punctuated by limestone conglomerate and calcarenite 
(Daniel's Harbour Member). This deepening-upward, carbonate-to-clastic 
sequence accumulated along the margin of the North American continent 
during closure of the Proto-Atlantic (Iapetus) Ocean and attempted 
subduction of the continent beneath a volcanic island arc. It records 
the cataclysmic destruction of a long-lived, passive margin carbonate 
platform and formation of • foreland basin during initial stages of the 
Taconian Orogeny. 
Similar convergent margin sedimentation has been described to the 
south along strike in the Taconian foreland of the U. s. A. Appalachians 
(Read, 1980; Shanmugam and Lash, 1982; Shanmugam and Walker, 1983; 
Bradley and Kusky, 1986; Houseknecht, 1986), and to the north in the 
Caledonian Orogen of east Greenland (Hurst and ~urlyk, 1983, 1984), and 
in other ancient orogen• of different age• (eg. Alpine-Mediterranean 
Orogen, Bernoulli and Jenkyns, 1974; Wompay Orogen, Hoffman and Bowring, 
Figura 1.1 Lithoatratigraphic framework for the Table Head and Gooae 
Tickle groups (from Stenzel~ Jl., 1990). 
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1984; Oman Mountains, Robertson, 1987a, b; New Guinea Orogen, Pigram ~ 
Al·r 1989). Most such studies have been regional in scope. The purpose 
of this study is to document, in detail, the nature of carbonate 
sedimentation during tectonism and, on the basis of these findings, 
interpret the incremental demise of the continental margin and birth of 
the foreland basin in Newfoundland. 
1.2 Geologic Setting 
Newfoundland is a part of the Appalachian-Caledonian Orogen that 
extends along the eastern margin of North America, and from the British 
IsleY through east Greenland, through Scandinavia and beyond to 
Spitzbergen (Williams and Stevens, 1974; Williams, 1978a, b; Figure 1.2, 
inset a). In North America the orogen is made up of five lithologically 
distinctive tectonostratigraphic zones, four of which comprise the 
geology of Newfoundland (Figure 1.2, inset b). The Table Head- Goose 
Tickle sequence occurs in the westernmost Humber Zone, which is the 
Early Paleozoic continental margin (Williams and Stevens, 1974; 
Williams, 1978a, b). The Humber Zon~ is bounded on the west by the 
Acadian structural Front (Williams, 1979) which separates deformed rocks 
of th~ orogen from undeformed rocks of the craton, and on the east by 
the Baie Verte-Brompton Line, a fault zone marked by ophiolite and 
ophiolitic mAlange (Williams and St-Julien, 19~2). 
The Dunnage, Gander and Avalon Zones which lie progressively further 
east are suspect terranes of uncertain paleogeographic origin, each 
accreted to North America during the Paleozoic (Williams and Hatcher, 
1983). The Dunnage Zone, comprised of island arc volcanics and sedi-
ments, represents the vestiges of the Proto-Atlantic Ocean accreted to 
the Humber Zone during Middle Ordovician Taconian orogenesis. 
The major geologic elements of the Humber Zona are Precambrian 
basement, an autochthonous sequence of early Paleozoic sedimentary 
rocks, and Taconic allochthons (Figure 1.2). Precambrian basement rocks 
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Figura 1.2 Simplified geologic map of the western Newfoundland Humber 
Zone showing section locations. Locations: 1, Big Cove; 2, Caribou 
Brook; 3, West Bay Center; 4, Piccadilly Park Roadcut; 5, Piccadilly 
roadcut; 6, Aguathuna Quarry; 7, Northwest Gravels; 8, Black cove; 
9, Cold Brook Quarry; 10, Shag Cliff; 11, Bakers Brook; 12, Stag Brook; 
13, West Brook; 14, Southwest Feeder; 15, Portland Creek Pond; 
16, Eastern Head-Cliffy Point; 17 Daniel's Harbour; 18, Daniel's Harbour 
Zinc Mine; 19, Spudgel'a Cove; 20, Table Point; 21, Gargamelle Cove; 
22, River of Ponds Lake; 23, Beaver Brook; 24, Roddickton Quarry; 
25, Springs Inlet; 26, Hwy. 430 roadcuts; 27, Northern Arm; 28, Pistol~t 
Bay (west coast); 29, Burnt Island peninsula; 30, Bakeapple Island; 
31, Callieux Bay (Vachea Point). Inset mapa: a) Appalachian Orogen in 
North America; b) Tectonostratigraphic zones in Newfoundland (modified 
from Williams (lq7aa, b, 1979), Williams and Hatcher (1983), and 
Will1ama ~ Al· (1988). 
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are mostly granitic gneisses and minor anorthosites (Bostock, 1983; 
Williams, 1985). They are structural inliers of the Grenville 
Structural Province of the Can~dian Shield. 
The autochthonous sedimentary sequence unconformably overlies 
crystalline basement and is represented by -1-2 km of latest Precambrian 
to Middle Ordovician clastics and carbonates (Figu~e 1.3). Most of 
these sediments were deposited along a paleosouth-facing shelf during 
the rifting and passive, drifting stages of the continental margin. The 
Table He~d - Goose Tickle sequenc~ deposited on the convergent margin 
caps the autochthonous succession. Younger Ordovician Long Point Group 
carbonates are the basal unit of a neoautochthonous, Ordovician to 
Siluro-Devcnian age overlap sequence deposited on the Taconian foreland 
(Williams and Hatcher. 1983). 
The Humber Arm and Hare Bay Allochthons, emplaced during Middle 
Ordovician Taconian orogenesis, structurally overlie the autochthonous 
sequence. They consist of imbricated thrust slices of Early Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks of the continental slope and rise, ie. deep-water 
equivalents of the autochthonous strata, plus slices of volcanic 
islands, oceanic crust, and mantle (Stevens, 1970; Williams and Stevens, 
1974; Williams, 1975; Figure 1.3). 
structure of the Humber zone La the product of three orogenic 
phases. Middle Ordovician Taconian orogenesis is manifest by structural 
emplacement of the Humber Arm and Hare Bay allochthons (Williams and 
Stevens, 1974). Siluro-Devonian Acadian orogenesis is in the form of 
large scale folding and thrusting and uplift of Precambrian basement 
(Cawood and Williams, 1988; Grenier, 1990). Early Carboniferous 
Alleghanian deformation is manifest by strike-slip faulting and minor 
thrusting (Williams~ Jl., 1982). 
Carboniferous sediments that discontinuously cover Precambrian base-
ment and early Paleozoic rocks (Figure 1.2) are relics of successor 
basins that fo~!d on the Taconian and Acadian forelands (Knight, 1983). 
AUTOCHTHONOUS I 
ROCKS 
1000 
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0 
paiiNe 
rMrgin 
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Figure 1.3 Stratigraphic eection of the Early Paleozoic autochthonous 
aedimentary aequence and allochthonous rocks in the Humber Arm 
Allochthon in western Newfoundland (modified from James and Stevena 
(1986)). 
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1.3 suaaary of Previous Work 
1. 3. 1 Stratigraphy 
Previous studies of what are now the Table Head and Goose Tickle 
groups have largely concerned atJ· tigraphy. The evolution of litho-
stratigraphic hierarchy and nomenclature are summarized in Table 1.1 • 
8 
• ~ames Richardson (in Logan, 1863) was first to establish an informal 
alphabetized stratigraphy for the Early Paleozoic strata exposed on the 
west coast of Newfoundland. Schuchart and Dunbar (1934) recognized 
Richardson's Divisions L, M and N as a natural grouping of strata dis-
conformably overlying the st. George aeries, which they named the Table 
Point aeries and defined informal lower (limestone), middle (limestone 
and shale), and upper (shale) lithologic subdivisions. They correlated 
sandston£& above tne Table Point series with sandstones at Long Point on 
the Port au Port Peninsula and sandstones underlying limestone conglom-
erate at Lower Head and named them the Long Point series. All limestone 
conglomerates exposed in the we'lt coast were included in the Cow Head 
Breccia, which they interpreted to overlie the Long Point aeries. 
Whittington and Kindle (1963) redescribed the sequence at Table 
Point and renamed it the Table Head Formation. They retained Schuchart 
and Dunbar's informal divisions and provided detailed accounts of the 
faunal aspects of each. C.verlying sandstones were correlated with other 
sandstones overlying the cow Head Group and informally called the 
"unnamed green sandstones". 
Schillereff and Williams (1979) mapped limestone conglomerate and 
shale sequences above the Table Point Formation and below sandstones and 
interbedded sandstone and shale in the Port au Port Peninsula area, 
which they informally named the Caribou Brook formation, and the 
Mainland Sandstone and Black Cove formation, respectively. 
Klappa ~ J.l. ( 1980) raised the Table Head Formation to group status 
and expanded its definition to include the Caribou Brook formation. The 
lower, middle and upper Table Head were rer.amed the Table Point, Table 
Table 1.1 Evolution of Stratigraphic Nomenclature 
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Cove and Black Cove Formations respectively, and the overlying breccias 
named the <.;ape Cormorant Formation. 
Stenzel fi ll• ( 1990; Figure 1. 1) redefined the Table Head Group to 
include only the Table Point .and Table Cove formations and the conglom-
eratic cape Cormorant Formation sequence that directly overlies the 
Table Point on Port au Port Peni:1su1a. The Black Cove Formation was 
included at the base of the overlying clastic sequence, provisionally 
named the Goose Tickle Group (L. A. Quinn, pars. comm., 1988). Other 
carbonate conglomerates previously included in the Cape Cormorant, but 
proven to be interbedded locally with the overlying flysch, were named 
the Daniel's Harbour Member. 
1. 3. 2 PaleoDtology and Biostratigraphy 
Detailed accounts of the Table Head faunas have been presented by 
numerous workers. Important contributions have been made on the 
brachiopods (Cooper, 1956; Pickerill n Al·• 1984b), trilobites 
(Raymond, 1925; Whittington and Kindle, 1963; Whittington, 1965), 
cephalopoda (Flower, 1978), graptolites (Reudemann, 1947; Morrie and 
Kay, 1966; Erdtmann, 1971; Finney and Skevington, 1979), conodonta 
(Flhraeua, 1970; Stouge, 1984), sponges (Klappa and James, 1980; 
Paquette fi Al·, 1983), and the microfossil Konyrium (Bergatr6m, 1979). 
Stouge • a ( 1984) study of conodonta in the Table Head Group docu-
mented a change in provincialism between the faunas of the Table Point 
and Table Cove formations. Genera and species in the Table Point are 
allied to a North American Midcontinent fauna, while those in the Table 
Cove are common to a North Atlant~c fauna. 
Studies of the graptolites by Morrie and Kay (1966), Erdtmann ( 1971) 
and Finney and Skevington (1979) documented a change in provincialism 
between faunas of the Table Cove and Black cove formations and the 
American Tickle Formation. Grapt-:>litee in the two lower units have 
stroniJ Pacific affinities with species common to Australia, while those 
in the flysch are allied to a North Atlantic fauna. 
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Collectively, studies of the trilobites (Whittington and Kindle, 
19631 Whittington, 1965), brachio1ods (Roes and James, 1987), conodonta 
(F&hraeua, 19701 Stouge, 1984), and graptolites (Morrie and Kay, 19661 
Erdtmann, 1971; Finney and Skevington, 1979) conclude that the Table 
Head is upper Whiterockian (early to middle Llanvirnian) in age, and the 
overlying Goose Tickle is uppermost Whiterockian (middle Llanvirnian to 
Llandeiloian) in age. Lucid discussions on correlations between these 
faunas and biostratigraphic faunal zones established for North America, 
Europe and Australia are presented in Roes and James (1987) and Williams 
G Al· (1987). 
1.3.3 Bediaeatology 
General attributes and distribution of Table Head and Goose Tickle 
strata have been documented in the context of geological mapping by num-
erous workers, but the strata have largely escaped detailed sedimento-
logical analyses. Delong and Middleton (1978) briefly described the 
Cape Cormorant Formation at Cape Cormorant in an abstract and inter-
preted the carbonate conglomerates and calcarenites as debris flows and 
turbidites. Klappa !!t y. (1980) described major lithofaciee of each 
formation in their Table Head Group at ita type locality. They inter-
preted the Table Point as a platformal limestone deposited in peritidal 
and shallow subtidal environments, the Table Cove ae upper to lower 
slope limesto~ea, the Black cove as a basinal deposit, and the Cape 
Cormonnt as debris flows and turbidites originating along fault scarps 
in the basin. Stouge ( 1981) included preliminary sedimentologic study 
of the Table Head Formation (Ulllll Whittington and Kindle, 1963) in the 
Table Point - Port-au-Choix area, which he interpreted ae a shallow 
shelf, elope and basin sequence deposited during rapid eubaidence and 
transgression on a gently-dipping platform. 
Stevens ( 1970) was first to consider the Table Head and overlying 
conglomerates within the Middle Ordovician tectonic framework. He 
interpreted the conglomerates aa being shed from fault ecarps related to 
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collapse of the miogeosyncline, and interpreted the entire sequence aa a 
aeries of westward-migrating bank ~dge (Table Point), basin elope or 
margin (Table Cove) and baein (Black Cove) facies depoaited aa the mio-
geosyncline rapidly subsided. James ~ Jl. (1979) modified Stevena' 
(1970) hypothe1is, and interpreted the Table Head strata aa strandline 
to deep basin sediments deposited on the platform as it began to subside 
as a result of horst and graben tectonics. Klappa ~ Jl. (1980) docu-
mented hlghly variable thickness and complex atratigraphic relationships 
among formations they included in the Table Head and proposed that the 
sequence recorded the transformation of a stable margin into a pericra-
tonic foreland basin with a major ~-dipping slope. Their tectonic 
model postulated horst and graben fragmentation of the platform prior to 
deposition of the Table Point, deposition of the Table Cove and Black 
Cove formations during initial collapse of the platform, and subsequent 
west-directed thrust~ng in the basin which uplifted the platform and 
gave rise to Cape Cormorant Formation conglomerates. A similar sequence 
of tectonically-controlled sedimentation events for the Table Head 
sequence was outlined by James~ Al· (1989). Knight (l986c) docun~nted 
the sedimentology and stratigraphic relationship~ of tha Table Head and 
Goose Tickle groups in the Pistolet Bay - Hare Bay area. He described 
and illustrated sections where the top of the Table Point Formation is 
fractured and directly overlain by the Black Cove Formation, and des-
cribed both matrix-poor and matrix-rich limestone conglomerates and cal-
carenites interbedded with the flysch and included in the Cape Cormorant 
Formation (~ Klappa .t §!., 1980). For the anomalous Table Point-
Black Cove sequences Knight proposed very rapid subsidence and drowning 
of the Table Point platform. Conglomerates were attributed to a pro-
tracted history of faulting of the platform as it collapsed and uplift 
after burial by basinal shale. 
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1., scope aDd Aias of This ltudr 
This study is a detailed, regional anal:rsis of carbonate rocks 
formed during tectonism of the Middle Ordovician continental margin 
(Figure 1.1). It is focused on the Table Head Group but includes atudy 
of the Black Cove Formation and Daniel's Harbour Member, both of which 
are intimately linked to the Table Head but are now included in the 
Goose Tickle Group. The bulk of the Goose Tickle Group is under study 
by L. A. Quinn. 
Stratigraphic sections were stud.4ed in numerous coastal outcrops 
between Port au Port Peninsula and the tip of the Great Northern 
Peninsula, in several inland brooks, and in numerous drill corea from 
the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine (Figure 1.2; Appendix H). Carbonates 
immediately underlying the Table Point Formation, moat commonly the 
Aguathuna Formation (St. George Group), and the St. George Unconformity 
were also examined, as were siliciclastic sandstones of the Goose Tickle 
Group overlying the Cape Cormorant Formation and enclosing the Daniel's 
Harbour Member. Detailed measured sections are included in the back 
pocket. The data base covers an area approximately 400 km along and 50 
km across the ancient margin. 
The specific objectives of this study are to: 
1) Describe the regional distribution and sedimentology of the Table 
Head Group and the Black Cove Formation and the Daniel's Harbour Member 
of the Goose Tickle Group. Emphasis is placed on the deep-water Table 
Cove and cape Cormorant formatiors and the Daniel's Harbour Member which 
heretofore have not been studied in detail. 
2) Document and evaluate sedimentologic and stratigraphic expres-
sions of synsedimentary tectonism in each lithostratigraphic unit and 
relate them to temporal changes in bathymetry and configuration of the 
platform ~.:ring foreland basin development. 
3) Relate the temporal tectono-sedimentary stages to morphotectonic 
regimes along collisional plate margins and construct a tectonic model 
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for foreland basin development. 
1.5 Organization of Results 
Results are presented in two parts. Part I - Sediaantology -
presents solely sedimentologic descriptions and interpretations of each 
lithostratigraphic unit comprising the foreland basin succession, as 
well as the underlying Aguathuna Formation, and incl~ding sandstone 
unite in the Goose Tickle Group. Part II - Sediaentation and Tectonics 
- presents, in a temporal framework, descriptions and interpretation& of 
the aedimentologic and atratiqraphic evidence for aynsedimentary 
tectonism and propoaea a model for foreland basin evolution. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
! 
PAJI.'l' I 
SEDIMEJII'l'OLOGY 
CBAP'l'D 2 
INTRODUC'l'ION TO SEDIMEJn!OLOGY 
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The eight major lithostratigraphic unite of the upper St. George, 
'l'able Head, and Goose Tickle Groupe include a wide range of initially 
carbonate then clastic rock types which record both aerial variation and 
temporal changes in depositional setting. The purpose of the following 
chapters (3-9) is to document the sedimentologic attributes, charac-
terize the styles of sedimentation, and interpret the depositional 
environments of each of unit. Detailed analyses are preeented for the 
Table Point, Table Cove, Cape Cormorant and Black Cove Formations and 
for the Daniel's Harbour Member of the American Tickle Formation. The 
Aguathuna Formation and the American Tickle Formation and Mainland 
Sandstone which bracket that sequence and are essential components of 
the foreland basin are treated in leas detail. The Aguathuna hae been 
the focus of other regional and detailed studies by several previous 
workers (Levesque, 1977; Pratt, 1979; Pratt and James, 19861 Knight and 
James, 1987; Lane, 1990). Detailed study of sandstone units in the 
Goose Tickle Group is currently underway by L. A. Quinn. 
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CJIAPTBR 3 
SBDIIIBIITOLOOY OP DB AGUAftUIIA POIUIATION 
3.1 O.Qerel Character aod Stratigraphic Relatiooabipa 
The Aguathuna Formation at the top of the St. George Group is com-
posed mostly (70-95\) of unfossilifaroua, microcrystalline dolostone, 
aubordinata fossil-poor, grey limaatone, and minor dolomitic shale. 
These strata vary markedly in thickness acx·osa the study area, ranging 
from as little as 2 m to 130 m, and are locally missing from the 
ordovician succession. Stratigraphic relationships with underlying and 
overlying formations are complex. In moat places they conformably over-
lie muddy and fossiliferous or peloidal limestone, or dolostone of the 
catocha Formation, but locally that contact is defined by the erosional 
St. George Unconformity. They are everywhere overlain by fossil-~or, 
peritidal carbonates, mostly limestone, of the Table Point Formation 
(Tabla Head Group) (Chapter 4). That contact is locally conformable, 
but more commonly ia also defined by the St. George Unconformity. 
3.2 Litbofaciaa 
The Aguathuna is made up of six lithofacies that record deposition 
in extremely restricted, peritidal environments (Tabla 3.1). The reader 
is referred to theses of Levesque (1977), Pratt (1979) and Lane (1990) 
and to P~att and James (1986) for more detailed descriptions and 
discussions of these sediments. 
3.2.1 Dololaaioite (Lithofacies 1 in Table 3.1) 
Dololaminite is the moat conspicuous and common component of the 
Aguathuna (Figure 3.l.a, b). Commonly associated with desiccation 
cracks (Figure 3.l.c) and tepee structures (Kendall and Warren, 1987), 
these aadiments are interpreted to have been dapoaitad on low energy, 
muddy, high intertidal to aupratidal flats. Crinkly, cryptalgal 
dololaminite bears the signature of organic binding, indicating that 
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Table 3.1 Aguathuna Formation Lithofacies: outcrop appearance, 
depositional and diag•netic characteristics, and interpretation. 
Abbreviations; Colours - lt.•light, aed.•madium, dk.•dark, gy.•grey, 
gu.•green, yl.•yellow, bo.•brown. Textures: M•mudstone, W•wackestone, 
P•packstone, a-grainstone, P•floatstone. cgl.•conglomerate, •icrocryat.• 
microcrystalline, aed. cryst.•madium crystalline. Structures - cross 
laa.•cross-lamination, par.•parallel, discoo.•diacontinuoua, laa.•lam-
ination. 
* - indicates the predo.ioaot lithology, sedimentary structure, develop-
ment of burrowing, or fossils. 
** - cauliflower-ahaped nodular evaporites pseudomorphed by silica and 
coarse dolomite, the former commonly retaining a crystalline fabric of 
fine lathes of an original evaporite mineral. 
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Table 3.1 Aguathuna Formation Lithofacies 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
LITHOFACIES 
Stra.ttolite 
Burrowed 
Dolostone 
(4) Fossil-poor 
Peloidal 
Li.estone 
(5) Dola.itic 
Shale 
aJL.mll, 
BEDDING STYLE 
& THICOIESS 
lt. gn.-gy., 
die. bn.·gy •• 
yl.- & blocky· 
weathering, 10·100 
em beds 
gy.·bn., yl.-
weathering, 30-100 
em beds that are 
laterally continuous 
a few metres to a 
few 10s of metres 
tan, bn., gy., 
blocky-weathering, 
20-100 c. beds in 
units to 10 m thick 
med. gy. or Lt. gy. 
bn., rubbl y &/or 
recessive-weather-
ing, 10-40 em beds 
in 10-400 em inter· 
vats with stylo-
nodular or stylo-
sutured bedding 
Lt. gn.-gy. to 
dk. bn., recessive-
weathering, Ci) em· 
thick drapes, Cii) 
1-75 em beds (local· 
ly of great lateral 
extent, & (iii) sev-
eral metres thick 
'pods' 
(6) lntrafon.a- yl.-gy. & dk. bn., 
tional Breccia yl.- & blocky-
weathering beds 
20-50 em thick 
IXJFOSIT lOll 
microcrystalline dolomite*, 
& dol0111itic M & fine, 
peloidal G* with thin beds 
(1-10 em) of dolostone 
intraclast cgl. & ripple-
scale, cross-lam. peloidal 
G, small scours 
same as for dololaminites 
microcrystalline or med-
ium crystalline dolomite 
peloidal, fossil-poor W 
& p 
peloidal, fossil-poor P 
& G 
dolomitic shale with 
up to 25X silt*, 
& shaley dolomite*, 
minor 0.5-5 em thick, 
quartz & chert sand, 
granule, pebble beds, 
shale intraclast cgl. 
& oncol ite F 
PRIMARY SEDIMENTARY 
STRUCTURES 
crinkly, cryptalgal lamina-
tion* (a fraction of a mm 
to 1 mm thick); planar, 
hor. to low-angle lam.* 
(1-10 mm); desiccation 
cracks, tepee structures 
crinkly, cryptalgal lamina-
tion define LLH build-ups 
(<10-20 em dia.); dolomitic 
shale drapes (1-10 em 
thick) locally (see (5) 
below) 
discontinuous lamination; 
bored &/or eroded hard-
grounds on upper bedding 
planes locally 
none* 
structureless or parallel 
lamination & ripple-scale 
cross-lamination 
fenestral fabric locally 
planar & wavy parallel 
lamination (<1-5 mm)*, 
desiccation cracks 
poorly-sorted & clast- none 
supported, pebble to boulder 
size, angular dololaminite 
clasts & pebble to cobble 
size quartz/chert clasts in 
an argillaceous dolomite/ 
dolomitic shale matrix 
BIOGENIC STRUCTURES/ 
SKELETAL COMPONENTS 
(1) minor burrowing locally 
no fossils 
(2) none 
(3) bioturbated* 
Thallassinoides, Plano-
lites, & Chondrites 
locally 
no fossils 
(4) bioturbated* 
sparse ostracodes*, tri-
lobites*, gastropods, 
& small cephalopods 
none 
no fossils 
none 
no fossils 
(5) none 
no fossils 
(6) none 
no fossils 
Table 3.1 continued 
DIAGENETIC 
FEATURES 
penecontemporaneous dolo-
mitization, early nodular 
evaporites** & early 
multicoloured, banded 
chert nodules 
penecontemporaneous dolo-
mitization & early multi-
coloured, banded chert 
nodules 
penecontemporaneous dolo-
mitization; early nodular 
evaporites+ & black cryp-
tocrystalline chert nod-
ules 
pressure dissolution-gen-
erated stylo-bedding 
same 
same 
none 
none 
DEPOSITIONAL 
ENVIRONMENT 
extremely hypersaline, 
algal-microbial mat-
covered high intertidal 
& supratidal mud flats 
exposed for prolonged 
periods of time 
hypersaline, algal-microbial 
mat-covered, shallow subtidal 
to low intertidal mud flats 
in protected, coastal 
embayments 
low energy, hypersaline 
shallow subtidal to low inter-
tidal mud flats inhabited by a 
soft-bodied infauna 
& grazers 
restricted, shallow subtidal, 
mixed sand/mud flat supporting 
a soft-bodied infauna & low 
diversity shelly fauna 
high energy, shallow subtidal 
mobile sand shoal or low 
intertidal sand flat 
restricted, moderately high 
energy, shallow subtidal to 
low-intertidal, algal-microbial 
mat-covered sand flat 
extensively exposed & un-
commonly inundated sabkhas 
& stranded tidal flat 
ponds that were 'sinks' 
for fine-grained, wind-blown 
clastics 
subsurface intrastratal 
dissolution of evaporite 
beds in sabkha sediments 
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Figure 3.1 Aguathuna Formation; field photos. a) Upper Aguathuna 
(blocky-bedded dolostones) - Table Point Formation (limestone) contact 
at Table Point. Contact is accentuated by pressure dissolution in the 
limestone. b) Polished slab of cryptalgal dololaminite; Table Point 
section. Scale is in centimetres. c) Polygonal deaiccation cracks in 
dololaminite; Table Point section. Metre stick for scale. d) Bedding 
plane view of small hemispherical stromatolites; Table Point Bection. 
e) Slab of Lurrowed dolostone; Table Point section f) Burrowed dolo-
atone with cauliflower-shaped evaporite nodules (arrows) replaced by 
coarse dolomite and/or silica; Aguathuna Quarry. g) Wavy-laminated, 
dolomitic shale overlying erosional topography on the St. George 
unconformity (arrows) developed between middle and upper Aguathuna dolo-
atones at Table Point. b) Intraformational (collapse) breccia with 
angular fragments of dololaminite (arrows) and dark chert surrounded by 
fine-grained dolomite matrix; north shore of Portland Creek Pond. 
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sediment accretion was controlled by algal-microbial mats that mantled 
the sediment surface (Logan et al., 1964; Kendall and de'E Skipwith, 
1968; Shinn n J.l., 1969; Davies, 1970). Planar dololaminite, in 
contrast, is thought to have been deposited on mat-free flats, possibly 
in areas of high sedimentation (Lane, 1990). 
Prolonged exposure and hypersaline waters excluded virtually all 
organisms from this zone of the tide flats. Restricted marine circula-
tion combined with evaporation resulted in the generation of brines from 
which evaporites were precipitated, and which facilitated early dolomit-
ization of the sediments (eg. Illing n ll·, 1965; Shinn et Jll., 1965; 
Butler, 1969; McKende n .A!·, 1980). Cauliflower-shaped nodules and 
thin beds of evaporites (Figure 3.1. f), moat likely anhydrite (see Pratt 
and James, 1986, Fig. 6A), which grew displacively in the sediments 
before they were lithified and were dissolved and/or pseudomorphed by 
coarse dolomite or silica during early diagenesis (Kinsman, 1969; 
Butler, 1969; Chowns and il:Jkins, 1974; Tucker, 1976; Kendall, 1984). 
3.2.2 Stro .. tolite (Lithofacies 2 in Table 3.1) 
This lithofacies is represented by relatively thin and discontinuous 
beds of small, laterally-linked, hemispherical stromatolites (LLH-type 
of Logan et al., 1964) (Figures J.l.d and 3.2). Commonly interatrati-
fiP.d with dololaminitea, stromatolites are prominent components of 
Aguathuna sections only locally (eg. Shag Cliff in Bonne Bay and Port au 
Port). They are interpreted to have formed on algal-microbial mat-cov-
ered flats under conditions of low wave energy and current velocities 
either in protected, low intertidal areas (Logan n U·, 1964) or in 
shallow subtidal settings (Gebelein, 1969) within a peritidal complex. 
Since those in the Aguathuna do not bear evidence of prolonged subaerial 
exposure, their growth must have been permitted by elevated seawater 
salinity which excluded grazing and burrowing organisms, thereby allow-
ing mats to prrJliferate (Garrett, 1970). Thin shale drapes (Lithofacies 
5, Chapter section 3.2.5) commonly mantle stromatolite beds and may 
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indirectly indicate that these structures preferentially formed in pro-
tected, coastal embayment&. Deposition of such fine, terrigenous sedi-
ments suggests the carbonate sediment supply was cut off, which in 
coastal embayment& would likely have occurred as a consequence of tidal 
flat progradation that changed embaymente into tidal flat ponds that 
became sinks for wind-blown sediment. 
3 • 2 • 3 Burrowed Dolostone ( Li thof ac ies 3 in Table 3 • 1 ) 
Burrowed to bioturbated, finely crystalline dolostone either grada-
tionally overlies dololaminite, forms discrete beds that punctuate 
dololaminite sequences, I"T.' comprises massive-looking, 1-10 m thick 
intervals in the Aguathuna locally (Figure 3.l.e). In the absence of 
conclusive evidence of prolonged exposure these sediments are inter-
preted to have been deposited in quiet, restricted, shallow subtidal to 
low intertidal environments. Harsh conditions imposed by abnormal 
seawater salinity and/or intermittent exposure prevented inhabitation by 
shelly organisms, but allowed a burrowing infauna to thrive. Variations 
from completely bioturbated beds to partly burrowed, laminated muds 
probably reflects a landward topographic and environmental gradient 
across the mud flat defined by increasingly inhospitable conditions 
(Shinn n U·· 1969). The finely-crystalline nature of the dolomite and 
cocmtOn preservation of biogenic structures and fabrics suggest these 
sediments were also dolomitized early (Friedman, 1980; Hardie, 1987). 
This is further supported by the presence of nodular evaporite pseudo-
morphs in the sediments which indicate exposure to hypersaline brines 
during very shallow burial {Hardie and Shinn, 1986; Figure 3.1. f). 
3.2.• Liaeatone (Lithofacies 4 in Table 3.1) 
Limestone beds are minor components, comprising between <10-30' of 
Aguathuna sequences. They are invariably fossil-poor and, in moat 
cases, lack evidence of subaerial exposure, and so are interpreted to 
have been deposited in shallow subtidal to possibly low intertidal 
environments under comparatively normal, yr>:. restricted marine waters. 
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Burrowed, muddy sediments were deposited in tranquil or protected, low 
energy, subtidal settings where a soft-bodied infauna thrived but 
abnormal sea water salinity prevented all but a low diversity shelly 
fauna to survive. Burrowed, peloidal sands were deposited under similar 
conditions but in comparatively shallow water where currents and waves 
were more effective at winnowing away fine sediment. Current-strati-
fied, peloidal grainstor.e was deposited either in subtidal shoals or on 
intertidal sand flats that were regularly reworked by tidal currents 
and, or waves where substrate mobility, perhaps combined with abnormal 
seawater salinity, excJ.uded both shelly organisms and burrowers. 
Peloidal sands with fenestral fabrics were deposited on more protected 
and restricted, intertidal sand flats where sediment accumulation was 
controlled by algal-microbial mats (Hardie and Shinn, 1986). 
3.2.5 Doloaitic Shale (Lithofacies 5 in Table 3.1) 
Thin beds of silty, dolomitic shale comprise <5-10\ of 111ost 
Aguathuna sections. They are commonly either ( i) interbedded with 
dololaminites, (ii) drape stromatolites, or (iii) underli~ intraforma-
tional breccias (see Chapter section 3.2.6; Figure 3.1.g). Anomalously 
thick shaley units (several metres) constitute the uppermost Aguathuna 
locally on Port au Port Peninsula (Big Coil'e section A, back pocket) and 
in the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine (DHZM) area (Lane, 1990). 
These sediments are interpreted as accumulations of wind-transport-
ed, dominantly terrigenous sediment deposited in environments only 
rarely inundated by marine water. Thin, laterally extensive shales 
intimately associated with dololaminites are interpteted to have been 
deposited on sabkhas situated landward of. mat-covered carbonate tidal 
flats, as are other thin, structureless shales immediately below 
intraformational breccias (Lithofacies 6, Chapter section 3.2.6) (Lane, 
1990). Shales overlying stromatolites are thought to have accumulated 
in tidal flat ponds that evolved from protected, coastal embayment& 
during tidal flat progradation. Anomalously thick shale units are 
interprotted to have been depoalted in sinkholes (Knight 13i Al·, in 
press) or other topographically isolated depressions developed on the 
St. George Unconformity. 
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3 .2.6 Iatraforaatioaal Breccia (Lithofacies 6 in Table 3.1) 
:Intraformational breccia (intrastratal breccia of Lane, 1990) is a 
prominent component of Aguathuna sequence& in which sabkha shales are 
alao abundant, specifically in the Table Point - DHZM area (Figures 
3. 1. h and 3. 2 ) • The genes is of these beds is quite complex (Lane, 
1990), but their (i) co!Mion occurrence above silica clast- and shale-
mantled subaerial disconformities, ( ii) lack of evidence of subaqueous 
transport or reworking, and (iii) common aagging and/or brecciation of 
overlying dolostones indicate that they formed in the shallow subsurface 
by collapse of lithified sediments due to diasolution of an underlying 
evaporite bed (Rubin and Friedman, 1977; Friedman, 1980). Thin sabkha 
shales immediately below these beds are inferred to have originally 
hosted the evaporite. 
3. 3 stratigraphy 
The Aguathuna Formation is compriAed of three members originally 
delineated and informally defined by Lal'le (1990) in thick formation 
sequences at and around the DHZM (Figure 3. 2. a) • The lower member 
consists of a basal, cyclically-bedded unit overlain by a thick burrowed 
unit. The middle member, which is bounded at the top by the St. George 
Unconformity, is composed mostly of cherty dololaminites and lesser 
interbedded burrowed dolostone. The upper member consists of multiple, 
small-scale, dololaminite to burrowed dolostone cycles. Regional 
correlations made on the basis of lithology and/or style of sedimenta-
tion, and confirmed by identification of the St. George Unconformity 
baaed on physical evidence of exposure and biostratigraphic evidence of 
a depositional hiatus, has proven the Aguathuna elsewhere to be in-
variably incomplete, composed of only one or two of the members present 
Figure 3.2 Stratigraphy of the Aguathuna Formation. A) Schematic composite section from the Daniel's 
Harbour Zinc Mine (DHZM) area from this study and Lane (1990, Figures 2.2 and 4.1). Columns, from left to 
right include: age; stage; graptolite zones (lg - Didymograptus protobifidus, 2g - U· bifidus, Jg -
Iaograptus victoriae (St. George Unconformity hiatus), 4g- Paraqlossoqraptus "etheridgei (tentaculatus); 
conodont zones; informal member. Scale is the same as for b). Offsets in the lower member (dashed 
correlation lines) show variation in thickness of the middle member in a subsidence doline at the DHZM. 
Arrows to the right denote deepening-upward sequences. b) Lateral variations in lithofacies of the lower 
member of the Aguathuna. Table Point section frum thiR study and Knight and James (1987)1 Shag Cliff 
section from this study; Northwest Gravels section modified after Pratt (1979) and Knight and James (1987). 
Locations of all sections in a and b shown in inset map. Limestone beds are light grey, dolomitic shale beds 
are dark grey, and dolostone is white. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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in the vicinity of the mine. Complications of Aguathuna stratirraphy 
are addressed in Chapter section 11.3. 
3.3.1 Lower Aguathuna 
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The lower Aguathuna is most widespread and is consistently composed 
of a basal, cyclically-bedded unit and upper burrowed unit. Variations 
in the lithofacies make-up of the basal unit between the DHZM area and 
the Port au Port Peninsula suggest that the nature of the peritidal 
system varied along strike (Figura 3.2.b). In general, the number of 
sabkha shales and intraformational (collapse) breccias in the sequences 
decreases toward the south, whereas the number of stromatolite beds and 
proportion of more normal marine limestone increases. Moreover, in the 
north, beds and cyclic lithofacies sequences show great lateral con-
tinuity, soma baing traceable mora than 300 km1 (Lane, 1990), whereas 
those in the south are highly discontinuous (Pratt, 1979; Pratt and 
James, 1986). Collectively these features suggest that the peritidal 
system in the north was characterized by extremely restricted condi-
tions, with tidal flats and sabkhas that covered large areas of a vary 
gentle topography, possibly disposed in broad belts parallel to a 
shoreline, while in the south it was characterized by ~attar marina 
circulation, areally restricted and/or highly transient tidal flats, and 
numerous protected embayment&, all of which suggest it may have 
consisted of a complex of small islands, banks and shallow channels 
(Pratt and Jl'.•,.::e, 1986). Increased dissection and complexity of the 
peritidal system may reflect increasing wave energy between the DHZH 
area and Port au Port, that was either determined by distance from the 
shalf margin or controlled by the distribution of barriers along it. 
3.3.2 Middle Aguathuna 
The middle Aguathuna is recognized only in the vicinity of the DHZM 
(Knight~ Al·• in press; Figure 3.2.a). It varies markedly in thick-
ness (2-70m), is interpreted to disconformably overlie the lower 
member, and is bounded at the top by another erosional surface that 
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correlates with the St. George Unconformity (Lane, 1990). Unusually 
thick sequences were deposited in subsidence dolines that formed locally 
and concurrently with subsurface dissolution and collapse, and the 
generation of rock matrix breccias in the underlying Catoche Formation 
(Lane, 1990). 
3.3.3 St. George Uncoofor.itJ 
The St. George Unconformity is an erosional, commonly karatified 
surface that is recognized regionally (Knight ~ Al·, in press). In 
sequences at and around t~e DHZM it separates lower from middle 
Aguathuna dolostone& (Figure 3.2.a), but in all other areas it define& 
the contact between (i) the lower and upper Aguathuna, (ii) lower 
Aguathuna dolostone& and basal Table Point Formation limeatones, (iii) 
the Catoche Formation and upper Aguathuna dolostones, or (iv) Catoche 
limeatones or dolostone& and Table Point limestone. 
Erosional relief on the unconformity in most outcrops is on the 
order of a few centimetre& or tens of centimetres (Figure 3.l.g and 
J.J.b). Exceptional is the exposure in Aguathuna Quarry where the 
surface is defined by a broad (>200 m) channel with more than 10 m 
relief (Figure 3.3.a). Even more extensive erosion, however, is 
demonstrated by the amount of stratigraphic relief on the unconformity 
regionally, which is in excess of SO m. The surface is locally 
discontinuously mantled by a thin lag of insoluble quartz and chart sand 
or pebbles, and/or silica sands are incorporated in overlying 
carbonates. 
Evidence of karst is widespread and includes both surface and 
subsurface features that are developed on and in both Aguathuna doloa-
tonea and Catoche Formation carbonates below the unconformity (Lane, 
1990; Knight 11 Al·, in press). The former include rillenkarren, small, 
irregular-ehaped, solution depreasions (Figure 3.3.c), rubble breccia& 
(paleosoils), small ainkholes, and solution-enlarged joints, fractures, 
and vugs that are filled with sediments derived from above the 
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Figure 3.3 St. George Unconformity. a) High-relief erosional contact between Aguathuna Formation 
dolostone& and basal Table Point Formation limestones at Aguathuna Quarry. The unconformity defines a broad 
channel discontinuously ma~tled by silica pebbles and locally etched by dissolution pita (Figure J.J.c) and 
rillenkarren. Lower quarry wall in the centre of the photo is about 5 m high. bl Low relief, erosional 
contact (arrows) between light-coloured, blocky-bedded, Aguathuna dolostone and dark, massive-weathering 
Table Point Fm. limestone; Black Cove section. The unconformity is mantled by a sandy, limestone lithoclaat, 
silica pebble conglomerate. c. James (-1.5 m high) for scale. c) surface karst on the unconformity; 
Aguathuna Quarry. Bedding plane view of dissolution pita on chert-bearing dolostone. Hammer for scale. 
d) 'Egg carton• cave (subsurface karat) between lower Aguathuna dolostone beds -8 m below the unconformity; 
NW Gravels. Hammer for scale. 
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unconformity surface. Subsurface karat features include stratiform 'egg 
carton• caves (Figure 3.3.d) and rock matrix breccias that formed by 
dissolution of limestone beds, and vertical, tabular or pipe-shaped, 
rock matrix breccias. 
The st. George Unconformity is recognized in nearly every sequence 
in western Newfoundland, thereby demonstrating widespread subaerial 
exposure of the shelf (Knight At Al·• in press). Gaps in both conodont 
and shelly faunas at the unconformity suggest that the depositional 
hiatus represents only 1-3 million years (Flhraeus, 1977; Stait and 
Barnes, 1988; Stait, 1988; Boyce et !1·, 1988). Thus far the only place 
the unconformity is not recognized is in the anomalously thick Aguathuna 
sequence at Shag Cliff in Bonne Bay (Schuchart and Dunbar, 1934; 
Levesque, 1977; this study; Figure 3.2.b). Discontinuous exposure of 
the uppermost Aguathuna and basal Table Point Formation there, plus lack 
of biostratigraphic information from the section preclude demonstrating 
either continuous sedimentation or a depositional hiatus. 
3.3., Upper Aguathuna 
The upper member of the Aguathur.a discontinuously overlies the st. 
George Unconformity (Knight~ !1., in press; Figure 3.2.a). It 
generally ranges from 5-15 m thick, but is up to 60 m thick where it 
fills in sinkholes developed on the unconformity in the vicinity of the 
DHZM (Lane, 1990). 
3.• su..arr and BDviroaaeatal Recoaatructioo 
Fine-grained dolostones, fossil-poor limestones, and thin, silty 
shales which comprise the Aguathuna Formation record deposition in very 
restricted, low energy, peritidal environments (Figure 3.4). Dololami-
nites accumulated on extensively exposed, high intertidal and supratidal 
flats. Burrowed dolostone& were deposited on restricted, low intertidal 
to shallow subtidal fiats. Stromatolites grew in protected, hyper-
saline, coastal embaymenta. Limestones were deposited in comparatively 
Figure 3.4 Reconstruction of depositional environments recorded by Aguathuna Formation lithofacies. 
Lateral changes in peritidal complex are inferred from lithofacies distributions in the lower member of the 
Aquathuna. ~•Y to symbols is in Appendix A. w 
w 
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normal marine, nearshore environments. Shales composed mostly of wind-
blown, terrigenous sediment, accumulated on eabkhas and in stranded, 
tidal flat ponds isolated from a marine carbonate supply. Elevated 
salinity of ambient marine and groundwater, more so than any other 
physical parameter, appears to have determined the distinctive charac-
teristics of the carbonate sediments deposited in each environment, 
controlling not only the distribution and diversity of shelly and 
soft-bodied organisms and, consequently, the distribution of algal-
microbial mats, but also early dolomitization of original lime sediment 
in the most restricted environments and precipitation of evaporites in 
tidal flat and sabkha sediments. 
Nodular and bedded evaporites associated with syndepositional dolo-
atone are peculiar to the Aguathuna, and suggest that these sediments 
accumulated under extremely arid climatic conditions (Schopf, 1980; 
Hardie and Shinn, 1986). Evidence of evaporites is lacking in underly-
ing and overlying peritidal deposits including analogous, dolostone-dom-
inated sequences in the Boat Harbour Formation and limestone-dominated 
sequences of the upper Catoche Formation and basal Table Point Forma-
tion, all of which are interpreted to have been deposited under semi-ar-
id or humid climatic conditions (Pratt and James, 1986; Knight and 
James, 1987; Rosa and James, 1987; Knight~ Al·, in press; this 
study), a conclusion that agrees with the paleogeographic posi .. ion of 
the ancient shelf at 20-30° south of the Equator during this time 
(Scoteae ~ Al·• 1979). 
Since the continental margin did not shift dramatically in latitude 
during this period of time, and therefore it is unlikely that Aguathuna 
sediments record a complete change in climate, evaporite precipitation 
must either reflect a marked change in local climate, or is an expres-
sion of extremely restricted marine circulation. A change in local 
climate could conceivably be an orographic effect of encroaching 
volcanic highlands (eg. Preas and Siever, 1982, Figure 6-6), but sudden 
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reversion back to humid climatic conditions indicated by basal Table 
Point peritidal sediments, which demands either very rapid eroeion or 
great lateral displacement of the arcs, makes t~tia unlikely. Alterna-
tively, restricted circulation impoaed by temporary barriers along the 
shelf margin that limited exchange with open ocean waters and eeverely 
dampened wave-induced movement of water across the shelf, could have 
generated extremely saline waters conducive to evaporite precipitation. 
Lithologically distinctive, lower, middle, and upper members of the 
Aguathuna Formation record a three-phase depositional hiatory. Lower 
Aguathuna strata were deposited regionally across tr . shelf. Variations 
in lithofacies comprising the basal, cyclic unit (Figure 3.2.b) suggest 
that the configuration of the pe~itidal system varied along strike 
(Figure 3.4), probably in response to different local hydrodynamic con-
ditions determined either by distance from the shelf margin or by the 
distribution of barriers along it. The regional distribution of the 
upper, burrowed unit, however, indicates a relative rise in sea level 
and establishment of more uniform conditions across the shelf. 
Middle Aguathuna dolostone& arc preserved only in the DHZM area. 
Their distribution may be in part a function of subse~uent erosion and 
formation of the St. George Unconformity. However, the intimate associ-
ation of these deposits with contemporaneous, subsurface karat and 
dissolution collapse suggests deposition reflects local flooding by 
marine waters in a topographic low while surrounding areas were sub-
aerially exposed. 
The St. George Unconformity records a period of shelf-wide expo-
sure, nondeposition, and erosion. The surface truncates middle 
Aguathuna dolostone& in the DHZM area, and lower Aguathuna strata 
elsewhere, locally eliminating them entirely from the Ordovician 
succession. Widespread development of karst at and below the uncon-
formity records the effects of prolonged exposure to meteoric water. 
Upper Aguathuna carbonates were deposited only locally above the 
unconformity. Their restricted distribution suggests they record 
inundation by marine waters and reestablishment of very restricted, 
peritidal environments locally on the shelf while adjacent areas re-
mained subaerially exposed and were sites of nondeposition. 
3. 5 Signal• of Convergent Margin ~ectoniae 
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The Aguathuna Formation comprises the top half of a large-scale, 
shallowing-upward sequence deposited on the platform from late Early 
Ordovician through early Middle Ordovician time (Knight and James, 1987; 
James §.t. al., 1989; Figure 3.5). The upper Boat Harbour - Catoche -
Aguathuna succession is interpreted as a third-order sequence (.!!.D.!ll 
Mitchum n ll· I 1917 and Vail n .!..!·, 1977) that records deposition in 
response to a relatively rapid sea level rise, followed by a slow down 
in the rate of sea level rise or lowering of sea level. Similar to 
other Early Paleozoic, third-order sequences, notably the Cambrian Grand 
cycles (Aitken, 1966), sea level fluctuations indicated by changes in 
the type of sediment deposited are considered to be eustatic. 
There are several features of the Aguathuna, however, that are 
uncharacteristic of passive margin carbonate sequences and indicate that 
regional and local tectonics overprinted eustasy and influenced peritid-
al sedimentation. They include: 1) temporary establishment of extremely 
restricted circulation across the shelf; 2) gentle folding of lower 
Aguathuna dolostone& prior to deposition of the middle member and the 
latter's limited distribution in the DHZM area; 3) tilting and gentle 
folding of Aguathuna strata locally prior to subaerial exposure and 
formation of the St. George Unconformity; 4) evidence of structural 
control on the distribution and development of karst; 5) great 
variation, both regionally and locally, on the level of erosion on the 
St. George Unconformity; 6) highly discontinuous deposition of upper 
Aguathuna dolostone& above the unconformity. Each of these is addressed 
in Part II 1 Sedieentation aod Tectonics, Chapter 11. 
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Figure 3. 5 Depositional megacycles of the Lower Ordovician st. George 
Group (Watts Bight, Boat Harbour, Catoe he and Aguathuna formations) 1 
modified after Knight and Jamea ( 1987) • 
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CIIAPTER 6 
SEDIMENTOLOGY OP TilE 'l'ABIJI: POIII'.r PORMA'riON 
~. 1 Geoaral Cbaractariati.ca aod Stratigraphic Ralatiooahipa 
The Table Point Formation ia a variably thick package (60-250 m) of 
grey, foaailiferoua limestone and minor dolostone. In moat places theae 
atrata diaconformably or conformably overlie the Aguathuna Formation, 
but locally they diaconformably overlie older catoche Formation car-
bonates. Diaconformable contacts are defir·td by the St. George 
Unconformity (S. G. U.) (Chapter section 3.3.3). Table Point limestones 
are moat commonly gradationally overlain by thin-bedded, shaley 
limestones of the Table Cove Formation (Chapter 5). Locally on the Port 
au Port Peninsula they are disconformably overlain by reaedimented 
carbonate conglom-erates, calcarenites, and shale of the Cape Cormorant 
Formation (Chapter 6). Elsewhere the Table Point is abruptly overlain 
by black, laminated ahale of the Black cove Formation (Chapter 7) • 
The Table Point Formation is made up of twelve marine and marginal 
marine lithofaciea (Figure 4.1). The lithofaciea are distributed among 
three units that everywhere comprise the formation. The Basal Peritidal 
Unit (BPU) is an extremely heterogeneous package of restricted, shallow 
aubtidal, intertidal and supratidal limestones and doloatones. The 
Middle Subtidal Unit (HSU) is a comparatively uniform package of shallow 
aubtidal sediments that overlie the BPU. The Upper Subtidal Unit ( usu) 
ia a second heterogeneous package of limestones deposited in 
comparatively shallow subtidal settings. Sedimentologic and diagenetic 
attribute& of each lithofacies are detailed in Table 4.1. 
6. 2 Baaal Peritidal Unit (BPV) 
This unit ia an assemblage of seven lithofacies deposited in 
supratidal, intertidal and restricted subtidal environments (Lithofaciea 
1 through 8 in Table 4.1; Figure 4.1). It is equivalent to the Spring 
I.nlet Kember of the Table Point (Rosa and Jamea, 1987). Diagnostic 
Upper 
Subtidal 
Unit 
(USU) 
Middle 
Subtidal 
Unit 
(MSU) 
Basal 
Peritidal 
Unit 
(BPU) 
Aguathuna Fm 
Table Point Formation Lithofacies 
10 
A® 
8 
~6W 
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Pigure 4.1 Generalized, diagra~~~~~atic diatribution of Table Point 
Pormation lithc.faciee. Numbere 1 through 12 correepond to Table 4.1. Jtey 
to eymbola ie in Appendix A. 
Table 4.1 Table Point Formation Lithofacies. Environmental interpretations are based on comparison with 
both modern, shallow marine, carbonate deposits and other ancient, platformal carbonate sequences (Laporte, 
1967; Bathurst, 1975; Ginsburg, 1975; Wilson, l97S; Enos, 19831 Shinn, 1983; Wilson and Jordan, 1983 •• 
water depth estimate& ba~ed largely on assemblages of photosynthesizing microbes and cal- careous algae (Ginsburg n U·· 1971; Guilbault n Al,., 1976; Wray, 1977). 
Colours: lt.•light, dk.=dark, gy.•grey, yl.•yellow, bn.•brown, ga.•green, bk.•black. 
Composition: M•mudatone, W•wackestone, P•packatone, G=grainstone, R=rudatone, F•floatatone; pel.=pe1oidal, 
fossil.•fossi1iferoua, intra.•intraclastic, cgl.•conglomerate, aicrocryat.•microcrystalline. 
Structures: laa.•lamination, bor.•horizontal, par.•parallel, diacon.=disc~ntinuous, diaen.•dimensional, 
atrat.•atratification, dia.=diametre, aap.•amplitude, vave.•wavelength, aic. envelopes= micrite envelopes. 
fossils: oatra.•oatracode, gastro.•gastropod, art. (inart.) bracb.•articulate (inar~iculate) brachiopod, 
trilo.•trilobite, ecbin.•echinoderm, crin.•crinoid, crat.•cyatoid, ortho. cepb.•orthoconic cephalopod, 
bryo.•bryozoan, lg.•large. 
~= on•oncolite, fr•fragment, no•nodule, en•encrusting/coating, ra•raft. 
DBIM•Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine. 
The symbol (*) denotes the predominant lithology, sedimentary structure, development of burrowing, or 
fossils which for the case of fossil-poor sediments does not mean abundant. 
.... 
0 
1 
- Lithofacies 6 in the MSU is more fossiliferous than it is in the BPU; faunal list in column 5 represents 
MSU occurrences. 
LITIIOF.I.CIES 
(1) CIYPTAI.GAL 
LMIIITE 
(lfU) 
(2) FEIESTUI. 
LIIESTOIIE 
(IPU) 
(3) a.tlCMD 
DOLOSTOIIE 
(IPU) 
(4) CIOSS-IIEDDBI, 
PELOIDAL 
tiii.AIISTOIIE 
(3 types) 
(lfU) 
coua•. IEDDIIIG 
STYLE I TNICICIIESS 
lt. gn. gy., yl.-
1 blocky-weathering 
5·100 Cll beds 
tan, lt. bn., or 
lt. gy. •ssive 
or flaggy·weathering 
1·300 Clll beds in IJ'Iits 
up to 15 • thick 
lt. gn. gy., dk. gy., 
yl.· I blocky-weather-
ing, 10·90 Clll beds in 
IJ'Iits up to 3 • thick 
lt. gy. bn., yl.· 
weathering, -sive or 
blocky, or flaggy beds 
5·50 e. thick in IJ'Iits 
up to 11 • thick 
Table 4.1 Table Point Formation Lithofacies 
..,., dolomitic M* I fine pel. 
PIG, •i C!"OCryst. dolomite 
fenestral pel. intra. Ptw-, clot· 
ted, pel • ..,. , thrOIIIbolitie 
pel. MJW & thin beds of: l•i· 
nated or burrowed II, onc:ol it ie 
F, LLN I LLH/SN strOMatolites 
(1·10 Cll), gastropod coquina, 
coquina, rippled pel. G; 111inor 
fine quartz sand &/or silt 
dolo.itie ..,., 11icrocryst. dolo· 
•ite*, fossil. w, thin (<0! Clll), 
discontinuous astra. coquinas 
astra. coquinas 
(4A) fine to .ectiUI·grained pel· 
oidal, intraelastie, fossil· 
poor G*; 11inor fine quartz sand 
& silt Ceg. Caribou Brook) 
(48) fine to .ectiu.·grained 
intraelastie, peloidal G/P 
(Garaa-elle section only) 
(4C) very fine-grained, dolo.i • 
tie peloidal G* with interbeds 
of pel. fossil P/W & thin ftll· 
luse coquinas in the upper part 
of the unit 
(Table Point section only) 
PIIYSICAL SEDIIIEIITMY 
STIUC11IIES 
crinkly, eryptalgal l .. ination 
(a fraction of a .- to 1 .. 
thick) 
l•inoid & irregular fenestrae*; 
smell stromataetoid cavities*; 
desiccation cracks, hardgrounds 
locally; intrafon~~tional (col· 
lapse) breccia (10·40 em) in 
DHZM cores 
none* 
disrupted, fiM parallel 1-i-
natlon in some beds 
5-20 Clll, high-angle trough cross· 
stratification*; parallel 1 .. 1-
nation, dol0111itie 11 flasers 
5·50 e. tangential eross·strat· 
ifieation* (unidirectional 
foresets in 1 thinning- & fin· 
ing upward package) 
5·20 ~. low·angle, trough cross· 
stratification* (in thinning-up· 
ward sets); hor. to low-angle, 
parallel l•ination*; -thick 
dolo.itie II flasers; 2·di.en., 
flat-topped? ripples; bi~lly 
oriented gastro. & ortho. cepha· 
lopods; irregular relief erosion 
surface at one horizon (karst? 
or hardgrOIJ'Id) 
11inor burrowing locally 
no distinct burrow*; neo.par 
burrows or spar-filled burrows 
in some beds; Palaeophyeus 
local I y 
vague ~~attling (bioturbated); 
Chondrites & Palaeophycus 
locally 
locally burrowed; Paleeophyeus 
on the tops of SOllie beds 
burrows In finer·grained, 
thinner eross·sets 
seettered Chondrites in cross· 
stratified G; large Qhondrit£1 
<6·8 .. die.) & large (1-2 e. 
wide) branching, horlzontel 
burrows C?Pal!eophycus) in as· 
societed IUddier sedi.ents 
.. 
... 
Table 4.1 continued 
IKELfTAI. 
a-GEIITS 
(1) rare ostracodes 
(2) ostra.•, trilo*, gastro•, 
aponoe spicules* 
<3> ostracodes & trilobite"* (ca..only ~ldic) 
(4A) aperae leperditild & other ostra· 
codes*, gastro.*, ..all ortho. 
cephalopoda*, trllo., art. brach., 
echin., !!Y!! & Nalnis 
penecont..,or-- dolcaitization 
•ic. envelopes/bored grains; early 
vadose & phreatic ca.nts (pendent 
colu.nar & blocky calcite>; inter· 
nal sedilllel"'t; vadose silt; partial 
early dolcaitization 
penecont~raneous dolCllllitization 
oolitic coatings on grains in s0111e 
beds; partially dolCllllitized (early?); 
110lluscs sil tcifled locally; •icro· 
stylolitic bedding 
(48) leperdittld & other ostracodes*, partially dola~ltized ?early; 
trllo.*, echin., Halvsis fraglllel'lts •inor authigenic cp~rtz 
(4C) ostracode valves & Merchisoni in 
G; gastro., trllo., art. brach. 
ortho. cephalopods & snail (1·7 .. , globular sponges in as· 
associated .uddier sediments 
early? dolcaitization; silicified 
110lluscs above cnission surface 
DEPOSITimiAL 
EIIVIILGMEIIT 
extensively-exposed, hypersaline, high Intertidal to supratidal, 
•icrobial •t-covered flat; •rine invertebrates excluded 
restricted, •icrobial .. t-covered, very shallow subtidal to high 
intertidal flats; periodic subaerial exposure &/or abnor-.1 seawater 
salinity li•it .. rine biota 
quiet-water, extre.ely restricted, s .. i-enclosed shallow subtidal, 
intra·platfona basin to ?intertidal .ud flat 
current· &/or wave-agitated, IIObile sand flat; as discontinuous 
patches on a .uddy seafloor & as belts or areas .. rginal to 
•t·covered tidal flats 
shallow slbtidal sand bar or tidal channel bar; sands deposited frOM 
high--rgy currents in •!grating dunes & ripples lrder progressively 
decreasing water depth &/or flow strength 
shallow slbtidal sand body (?)fonned in the breaker zone of nor..l 
waves; sands deposited fro. both unidirectional currents and 
oscillatory flow by Migrating Megaripples 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
LITIIIFACIES 
.IIIIOWED, 
FOSSIL ·POOl, 
II.IIDY 
LIIESTCIE 
( ... ) 
(tiJIO types) 
11011111ATED, 
FOSSIL·POOR, 
P£LO!DM. 
PACXSTmE 
(IPU & 11&1), 
•YOZOU 
II ClEM 
(IPU) 
(Appendix I) 
(Sh~~g Cliff 
only) 
11011111ATED, 
FOSS Ill FEIOUS, 
YIICICESTCIE 
(11&1) 
a>UUI, 1810116 
mu & TKICICIIESS 
( 5A) dt. gy. • blocky-
to rubbly·weethering 
(locally recessive, 
-vy·perted bedding), 
10·300 c. beds in units 
up to 35 • thick 
(51) cit. gy. & bk., re· 
cessive·westherlng, 
parted, nodular bedding 
in 1 unit -a • thick 
(Big Cove & Caribou 
Brook sections only) 
l t. to lied. gy., IllS· 
sive·weathering beds 
50·300 c. thick in units 
2·50 • thick 
IIIOttled elk. gy. 1 bk., 
llhlte, & yl. bn., rlb-
bly·westhering, cryptic 
lu.ps (0.5·1.5 • die., 
1·1.5 • high) in • 1.5 • 
thick bed 
lied. gy. to dk. gy., 
rubbly·weethering, 
thick to -sive beds 
(1·7 •> in units up to 
145 • thick 
Table 4.1 continued 
CDIPOSITICII 
foss fl·poor M", pel oidel W*, pel. 
fossil. IIi P; SMtl sponge 
biohenns (50·100 c. die., 10·15 
- high) locally (see (9) below> 
5·10 c. ostracode-rich, clotted 
peloidal W noci.lles & 1·5 c. 
thick calcareous shale partings; 
•inor fine quartz send & silt 
fossll·poor, peloidal, intraclas· 
tic P*, pel. W; thick units with 
thin, coarse-grained l-es & 
beds of peloidal, intreclestic 
G/R & 110llusc coquinas 
-.1d praper: bryozoan bindstone 
flanking bedS: fossil. P; inter· 
-.nf lledi-.ts: dol0111itic M; 
cap bed: fossiliferous, Intra· 
clastic oncolitic G/R 
ranges fr0111 fossil·beering M to 
very foss! l iferous, pel. W/P 
• discontinuous lenses (1·30 c. 
thick, 3·100 c. long) of fossil· 
iferous, pel. intra. P/R, fine· 
grained, peloidal, fossil. G/P & 
spiculitic M or finely-fossil. 
w (see Table 4.2) 
PHYSICAL SEDUIEITAIY 
STIUCTUIES 
none*; fine parallel l•in.tion 
in some thin M beds; 1·2 • thick 
coarsening-upward units 
low-angle discordances between 
several deci111eters thick beds, 
possibly gravity slide or slump 
structures 
none*; rare parallel l .. inetlon; 
coarse lenses with erosional bases, 
shotlter porosity, infiltration fab-
rics, nonaal grading, parallel 
l•inetion, aligned fossils (see 
Table 4.2) 
none* 
none* 
lenses with erosional bases & flat 
or rippled topa; shelter porosity 
& infiltration fabrics; preferen· 
tially oriented concave-down shells, 
parallel t .. instion, ripple-scala, 
crosj·t .. instion 
IICiiEIIC ITU:n&S 
bioturbltld*; neosper C& less 
c--.ly peloidal G burrows>; 
Chondrites prevalent in sc.e 
units; Peleeophvcus prevalent 
in ~-parted beds 
bioturbated* 
bioturbltld*; neosper, dolcal· 
tic & peloidal P/G burrows; 
Petaeophvcus on sc.e bedding 
planes; ChO!ldrltn locally 
bioturbated* 
bioturblted* 
l- burrowed or wf th 
burrowed topa 
• w 
Table 4.1 continued 
(5A) ostra.•, trilo.•, ... tro.*, 
sponge spicules*; ..-rse echin. 
bryo., art. brldl., ortho. ceph· 
alopods Girvanelta• (fr, •, on, 
n) Hedstroe~~ia, very •inor 
Nuit I. Halvsis 
(51) leperditiid & other os· 
tracodes*, gastropods 
(6) ostra.•, trilo.*, Maclurites*, 
Merchisoni* & other gastro.*, 
ortho. & coiled ceph.*, lapidi· 
panis*, Pulchrll•ina (in s~ 
beds>; 11inor echin., bryo,, art. 
brach., l ithistid sponges, i!r 
yanella* (fr, n, on), Hedstroemia 
__ (n), Wetheradella?, .!!!.!nil. !b!iJ 
DIAGIEIETIC 
FEATUIES 
11ic • .welopes/bored grains; partial· 
ly dola.itized (?early) & early· 
forlled phostlhatic chert nGCalles in 
s0111e units; ~~~takly· to ~~~tll·devetoped 
pressure dissolution generated, stylo· 
nock.llar bedding 
pressure-dissolution enhanced, early 
diagenetically·un.ixed(?) bedding 
11ic • .welopes/bored grains; chert 
nGCalle horizons cOIIIIOI"'; veakly·devel· 
oped, pressure-dissolution generated 
stylo·nGCallar or stylo·brecciated 
bedding 
DEPOSIT IUIAL 
IEIIVIICIIIEIT 
protected and restricted, shall~·Niter, intra·plttfona basin; 
tbnol'lllll sea Niter salinity and( or) l~ oxygen levels c-ed by 
ll•ited exchtn;e with open ~~trine Niter end poor circulttion 
restricted the 111rine biota 
restricted depression H (5A) above, but possibly a brackish Niter, 
stranded tidal flat pond episodically fli'Oded by 111rine Miters but a 
continuous sink for fine, windblown sedi~~~ent and catch·btsin for 
fr~~water runoff 
gently agitated, restricted, stabl"l sand flat tbove nol'lllll ~~ave btse; 
sediaents 11ii'I'ICllled by currents &/or 11aves, but stabilized by organic 
fillll or early ce~~ent; depth and energy lntei'Mdiate between !Mibi le 
sands (4) and burrowed lUis (5 or 8); <10 • ~~ater depth 
(7) encrusting & stick·shaped bryo· 
zoans• (25·30X), gtstro. am.ll 
coiled ceph., art. brach. <.ant>; 
echin.*, ostra.*, gastro.*, 
•ic. envelopes/bored grains; partial· SMtl organic buildups that fonned In the slbtidal on a stable, grainy 
ly dol011itized s~trate (eg. (6) above) in -7·10 • Niter (see Appendix C) 
trllo.•, ortho. ceph.*,bryo.*, 
Girvanella oncolites (to 2 ca) 
(Rp bed) 
(8) abundant & diverse biota: leper· 11ic. -.topes/bored grain.:; chert 
ditiid & other ostra.*, illaenid nodule horizons (con~~Gn); veil· 
& btthyurid trilobites, orthid vell·developed pressure dissolution 
art. brach.*, echin., Maclurites*, generated stylo·nodular bedding 
Merchlsoni & other gastro.•, lg. 
(to 80 Cll long) ortho. cephalo· 
pods, bryo.*; l ithistid sponges, 
Lepidipenis; Girvanella* Cfr, no, 
•• en), H!dstroe~~ia. Nuia. Halvsis 
quiet 111ter, open? •rine slbtidal platfol'll setting bel~ nol'ftlll Nave 
btse & above stol'll ~~ave btse, vell 11ithin the photic zone & probably 
in no 110re than a fe~~ to several tens of •tres water; light & oxygen 
levels, salinity & temperature conditions suitable for a diver•e 
asseMblage of organi1111 
LITIIJFACIES 
(9) SPC11GE 
IIOIIEIIII 
(1111) 
(10) SPOIGE-ONCOLITE 
IIOSTilOME 
(IJSU) 
(11) ECIIICDEIII-
ALGAL ·LINEST~ 
(USU) 
CIDL ... , IBID Ill& 
lnlE I TIUCDESS 
dk. gy., r~ly weath-
ering, circular to el-
liptical .aunds (50-
200 Cll di I. I 30-70 Cll 
high) in 1-2 • thick 
horizons 
!lied. gy. to lt. gy, 
.. ssive or rubbly-
weathering, 0.5-5 • 
beds in 5-40 • thick 
lt. gy. or tan, -.ssive 
or blocky-weathering, 
30-100 c. beds in w.its 
1-5 • thick 
Table 4.1 continued 
aJIIOSITIOI 
.uwd proper: sponge-bearing 
fossil. W/F 
Wlderlyi,.' flrii,. beds: 
echinode...-rich, peloidal 
intra. G/R 
sponge-bearing ll ... tones range 
fra. W,P, F & R containing 
variable ..aunts of fossil frag-
-.nts, peloids, intraclasts & 
Girvane!.la oncol ites (0.3-1 .S c. 
dia.) (grain-supported textures 
i~rease up·sectlon) 
echinoder.·algal P & echin.· 
algal Intra. P, echin. G or 
echin.· trilo. G/R (latter 
locally with black shale Ntrix); 
•inor fine ~rtz unci & silt 
in P/G/R 
PIIYSICAL SEDIIEIJTAIY 
STIUCTUIES 
none• in the mound 
flanking beds ~cructureless or 
~~egarfppled (1111pl.•10 c.; 
wave.a4S Cll) 
none 
none in P/W; vague parallel 1 ... 
ination, shelter pores & infil· 
tration fabrics in ~ G beds; 
synsedimentary, tectonic, shale· 
filled fractures locally 
IIOGEIIIC STIUCTUIES 
bioturbated*, neospar burrows 
bioturbated* 
neospar burrows c0111110n, 
dolOMitic & peloidal G 
burrows locally 
bioturbated* or neospar bur· 
rows in ladty sedi--.ts; none 
in G/R; black, art! llaceoua 
carbonlte·filled burrows or 
borings at the top locally 
... 
Ut 
SIELfTAl 
CIII'CIEIITS 
DIA&EIIETIC 
FEATUI£S 
Table 4.1 continued 
DEPOSITIOIAL 
EIYIIICIIEIIT 
C9> globular, cylindrical, vase- Mic. envelopes/bored grains open MSrine, shallON s~tidal organic buildup!; that forMed on grainy 
sedi_,t patcnes on a laJddy seafloor above norMal Nave base "or shaped, stick-like & encrusting 
lithistid aponges* & spicules, 
leperditiid & other ostra.*, 
Maelurit!l*, Mershisoni* & other 
gastro.*, art. braeh.*, eehin.•, 
trilo.•; Girvantllt*, Solenopora, 
Hed!trQ!!it. Halysis & Nuia 
(10) globular, irregular & vase-shaped 
l ithistid sponges* (spicules & 
holdftsts), lg. (to 75 ~) ortho. 
& (to 2S ~) coiled ceph.*, eehin. 
(crin. & cyst.)* , ostra.*, cheir-
urld, illaenld I ?astphid trilo-
bites*, art. braeh.*, .-.11 gas· 
tro.•, bun & tNig·like bryo.* 
Lepidipenis. Pulchril .. ina 
Gi rvanetla* (no, fr, on>, !!d!* 
Halysis*, ~green alga* 
Spl!aerocodh111. wethertdella, 
coccoid algae 
(11) eehln. (crln. & cyst.)*, ostra., 
trllo., ... 11 (c15 ~) ortho. & 
coiled (c6 ~) ceph., art. brtch., 
lithistid sponges (uncommon), 
spicules, LIDidfpenis, inert. 
brtch., bryozoans, Gi rv-lla* 
era, on, no, en), Nuia*, Ul1l'-.:l 
dtsyt;ladaeean alga*, Halvsis, 
coccoid algae 
•ic. envelopes/bored grains; pre· 
pressure dissolution v·shaped ?ten-
sion cracks, authigenic "-"rtz & 
albite; Neak stylo-nodular to micro· 
stylolitic bedding; pyrite-replaced 
fossils I intraclasts at the top 
dense 11icrite envelopes, syntaxial 
overgrONths & displacive neomorphic 
spar on eehinodenn fraglll!nts; neo· 
.orphic pseudospar intraclasts; 
11icrittc ftnagrounds & a Mineralized 
hardground tt the top locally; 
partial replacement of sediment by 
calciua phosphate, 11icroquartz, •icro· 
crystalline dolomite & pyrite 
in the presence of gentle currents; Ntter less than 2S • & possibly 
only a feN ~~~etres (eg. 3-5 •> deep 
open Mrine, shallON subtidal setting, regularly agitated by gentle 
Naves &/or currents in Ntter less than 25 11 to possibly only t feN 
•tres deep; opthun conditions of light, Ntter 110\'ement & salinity 
conducive for pro I i feratlon of sponges, echinoderMS, & algae & a 
diverse assemblage of other invertebrates 
open Mrine, shallow slbtidal, crinoid-cystoid & algae-covered, 
•adoNa probably In less than 10 11 of Mater; depending on depth bottom 
currents & Naves Mere wak (IIUddy sands) to vigorous (clean sands); 
sedimentation interrupted by depositional hiatuses, the final one 
(locally) resulting in a Mineralized hardground 
liTI!OFACIES 
( 12) ST1!!JI!A TACJ IS 
...., 
(USU) 
ID..CIII, IEDD IIIG 
STYLE I Til CICIIESS 
dk. gy. with lt. gy. 
-tt les or l t. bn. vi th 
tan 110ttles, Mssive· 
weathering t 1-tone up 
to 35 • thick 
Table 4.1 continued 
-..d base: ca.plex assei!Dlage 
of -siw or thin·bedded, pel., 
intra. G/R, fenestral liaestone 
(pel. W/P) & ostracode M 
(Piccadilly) 
-..d: fossiliferous to fossil· 
poor, peloidal. intra. Wt~•; 
•lnor echinodel'll-rich G/R & onco· 
lite·Lapidipenis F (Piccadilly); 
fossil-poor W (Burnt Island) 
PIIYSICAL SEDUIEITARY 
STRUCTUIES 
synsedimentary hish·anple frtc· 
!!!t!! (few • to several Cll vide, 
up to several 10s of Cll vertical 
extent) filled 11i th ostra. M or 
•icrosparitic internal sedi.ent & 
fibrous ~rine cement; M·filled 
sheet-cracks (1·3 c. 11ide, sev· 
eral 10s of em long) 
pervasive fine fenestral fabric; 
dotcnitic M·fi tled sheet cracks 
(as at base>; synsedi.entary, 
high-angle, •rine cement·filled 
fractures (few~ vide) & echino.· 
rich, peloidal G·fi tied fissure 
(0-50 Cll vide) at the top (Picca· 
dilly); high·angle, echinoder. G· 
fil ted fractures (<10 1:11 11ide, in-
deter.! nate vertical extent) <Burnt 
Island) 
IIOGEJIIC STIUC11IIES 
•inor burrwing 
bioturbated*, 
•icrosparitic burrows 
(12) echinoderMS* 
ostra., tri lo., bryo •• 
Girvenel!a. Halxsis, 
HedStroe.ia. Nuia 
leperditiid & other ostra.*, 
echin.*, globular & stick· 
like lithistid sponges* & 
spicules*, Lapidipenis, 
gastro., art. brach., 
trilo., ortho. ceph. 
Girv-lla* (no, on) 
Halysis. Nuia, ~
dasyeladacean alga 
Table 4. 1 COi'ltinued 
D IAGEIIETI C 
FEA-n..ES 
•icritized hardgrounds on G; 
pendant (vadose) & isopechous 
(phreatic) fibrous .. rine ceaent 
in fenestrae & synsedi-.ntary 
fractures 
•icrlte envelopes & bored skeletal 
grains; classical c.-size Stromatactis, 
larger interconnected Stromatactis, & 
sheet-like Stromatactis (<5 c. wide & 
>1 • long> complexly filled with 
internal sedi-.nt (M or peloidal G) & 
roof·thickened (vadose) or isopechous 
(phreatic) fibrous .. rine ce.ent 
DEPOSIT ICIIAL 
EWIIICIIEIIT 
shailow subtidal to intertidal, aleae·•icrobe & sponge? constructed 
bull~ developed above a tidal flat/sand shoal c~lex; overall quiet 
water or protected setting experiencing gentle currents & periodically 
accreting to sea level; episodes of synsedi..ntary fracturing caused 
by displeceaents on nearby faults 
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lithofacies are fenestral limestone, cryptalgal laminite, burrowed, 
microcrystalline dolostone, and cross-bedded, peloidal grainstone. They 
occur together with muddy and peloidal sediments bearin~ a restricted 
assemblage of shelly fossils. 
t.2.1 Peritidal Lithofacies (Lithofacies 1-4, Table 4.1) 
Fenestral limestone (Figure 4.2.a) and cryptalaal laminite (sea 
Figure 3.2.b) are distinctive and characteristic tidal flat deposita 
(Ginsburg, 1975; Hardie and Shinn, 1986). Fenestrae and crinkly 
lamination indicate that sediment accumulation was influenced by 
algal-microbial mats. Desiccation cracks and vadose silt and cement in 
fenestrae prove that the sediments accumulated on periodically exposed 
surfaces. Scarcity of dolomitized sediments and apparent absence of 
~vaporites suggest deposition under semi-arid to humid climatic 
conditions. 
Burrowed dolostone& (Figure 4.2.b), some of which contain relict 
fine, (?)cryptalgal lamination, are interpreted to have been deposited 
1n very shallow, highly restricted, possibly stranded depressions. 
Limited lateral distribution of this lithofacies indicates the 
depositional environment was aerially restricted. Ita common occurrence 
immediately above restricted, subtidal limestones (Lithofacies 5 in 
Table 4.1) and ~verlain by fenestral limestone, further suggests that 
this environment evolved by filling in of a semi-enclosed, intra-plat-
form depression subsequently covered by prograding tidal flat deposita. 
Early dolomitization is interpreted to have been caused by exposure to 
hypersaline waters generated in the depression due to limited exchange 
with normal marina water. 
cross-bedded, peloidal grainatone was deposited in three settings by 
different processes. 1) Parallel-laminated and small-scala, high-angle, 
cross-bedded sands (Lithofacies 4A in Tabla 4.1; Figura 4.2.c) are 
interpreted to have been deposited on high energy, shallow subtidal to 
low intertidal, mobile sand flats. Common association with fenestral 
so 
Figure 4.2 Basal Peritidal Unit lithofa~iea; outcrop and thin section 
photos. a) Photomicroqraph of fenestral limestone; Aquathuna Quarry. 
Laminoid fabric suggests alqal-microbial m~t binding. Arrow pointe to 
pendant fibrous marine cement. Dotted line marks a surface between two 
fenestral fabric types. Bar scale is l mm. b) Polished ~lab of 
Chondrites burrowed, limey dolostone; Tab).e Point. Up is to the left. 
c) Blocky-bedded, cross-bedded peloidal grainstone (Lithofacies 4A); 
caribou Brook. d) Polished slab of partly dolomitized, burrowed 
wackestone ( Lithofacies SA); Table Point. Up is to the left. 
a) Polished slab throuqh an irregular omission surface in dolomitic 
peloidal grainstone (Lithofacies 4C); Table Point. Echinoderm grainstone 
fills topography on the surface. f) Photomicrograph of ostracode-rich 
wackestone (Lithofacies SB); Big Cove section A. Bar scale is 0.5 mm. 
g) Photomicrograph of dolomitic fossiliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 
SA); Table Point (as d, above). b, bryozoan; g, gastropod; t, trilobite. 
Bar scale is 0.5 mm. 
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Figure 4.2 
1 em _;oo. 
~ 
limestone suggests that these flats formed seaward fringes on mat-
covered tidal flats or formed in adjacent, leas protected settings. 
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2) Unidirectionally cross-stratified peloidal sands characterized by 
thinning-upward set size, fining-upward grain size, and an upward 
increase in burrowing (Lithofacies 4B in Table 4.1) were deposited by 
migrating sandwaves and rippJea under progressively weaker, unidirec-
tional currents and/or decreasing water depth. They are interpreted to 
have been deposited in either J.n a migrating tidal channel bar (eg. 
Shinn, 1983) or a shallow subtidal sand bar (eg. Ball, 1967) where 
bedform migration and sediment deposition occurred primarily during one 
phase of the tidal cycle. 3) Exceptionally well-sorted and very 
fine-grained peloidal ··'lnds with distinctively low-angle, trough 
cross-stratification reminiscent of swaley cross-stratification (Leckie 
and Walker, 1982; Walker et ll•• 1983) (Lithofacies 4C in Table 4.1) are 
more difficult to interpret. Sediment size (0.03-0.1 mm) and paucity of 
high-angle cross-beds almost demand that these sands were deposited from 
high velocity, oscillatory flows (see Harms !!.!;, Al·, 1975, Fig. 2). 
However, the presence of some high-angle cross-bedding and vertical 
burrows in the sands that are not obviously linked to an overlying 
truncation surface suggest the sediments could have been deposited by 
continually migrating dur.es under unidirectional currents. To accom-
modate the poaaibility that both proceaaea were operating, it is 
postulated that these sands accumulated in a breaker zone where wave 
act ion was dominant and currents were generated ( eg. Bourgeois and 
Smith, 1984). An irregular omission surface near the top of the 
lithofacies (Figure 4.2.e) suggests that the sand bar was at one point 
subaerially exposed. Early dolomitization could have occurred in a 
mixing zone around a freshwater lens developed beneath the emergent bar 
at that time (Choquette and Steinen, 1980). 
4. 2. 2 Restricted Subtidal Lithofacies 
Fossil-poor muddy limestone, burrowed, peloidal packstone and 
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bryozoan mounda (Lithofacies 5, 6, and 7, Table 4.1) in contraat to 
other BPU lithofaciea are comparatively foaailiferous and/or burrowed, 
and lack evidence of exposure. They are interpreted to have baen 
subtidally deposited, though it is po .. ible that Lithofacies 5 and 6 
accumulated in the lowest portions of intertidal flata as wall. Paucity 
of shelly foaila and the low diveraity asaemblage in these aed~nts 
indicate that the depositional environments were generally inhospitable 
to moat marine organisms. Calcareous algae in all of the lithofaciea 
indicate very ahallow water, while predominance of Girvanella auggeata 
water depth probably was not more than 5-10 m (Ginsburg n J.l., 1971; 
Wilaon, 1975; Moore, 1977). 
Fossil-poor muddy limestones include lithologies that vary in atyle 
of bedding, skeletal components or burrowa, and diagenetic features. 
Distinctive parted-nodular, ostracode wackeatone (Figure 4.2.f) could 
also have been deposited in a stranded, b ·ackiah water depreasion where 
carbonate sediment was diluted by windblown claya. Chondritet-
burrowed, dolomitic limestone with phosphatic chert nodule horizon• 
(Figure 4.2.d,g) indicate deposition in a poorly-oxygenated, abnormal 
marine (either hypersaline or brackish), subtidal setting where abundant 
organic matter deposited with and preserved in the sediment catalyzed 
several early diagenetic procesaea (Badiozamani, 1973; Knauth, 1979; 
Southgate, 1986; Soudry and Lewy, 1988). 
Small bryozoan mounds not previously recognized in the Table Point 
Formation are described and compared with similar, but slightly younger 
buildups, in Appendix B. Greater diversity of the shelly fauna associ-
ated with the mounds, plus their appearance in a BPU sequence in which 
cross-bedded peloidal sands and burrowed, peloidal packstone& are prom-
inent components, suggest they formed under more normal marine condi-
tions in an area of greater current activity and less restricted 
circulation. 
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t.2.3 Peri~idal Sequences 
BPU lithofacies commonly occur in repeated ver'.ical sequences 
interpreted to record shallowing-upward (Figure 4.3). Lithofacies which 
define them are not everywhere the same, but most complete sequences are 
1) muddy and/or peloidal, burrowed, subtidal limestone (Lithofacies Sa 
and 6), 2) fenestral limestone or rippled, peloidal sands (Lithofacies 2 
and 4a) deposited on restricted and exposed tidal flats, and 3) a 
cryptalgally-laminated dolostone or dolomitic limestone cap (Lithofacies 
1 in Table 4.1) deposited on high intertidal and supratidal flats. 
Subtidal and supratidal components are not present in every sequence. 
Fenestral limestones in these sequences commonly display a fining-
upward fenestral fabric (Figure 4.3.b,c). A coarsening-upward fabric is 
developed in soma shallowing-upward sequences as well. However, where a 
coarsening-upward fenestral fabric is accompanied by increasingly muddy 
texture and the uppermost sediments are burrow-mottled, and evidence of 
subaerial exposure or a supratidal cap lacking, the coarsest fenestrae 
are interpreted to represent burrows in semi-lithified subtidal 
sediments, and the entire sequence is interpreted to recora 
deepening-upward (Figure 4.3.d). 
t.3 Middle Subtidal Unit (MSU) 
This unit is composed mostly of burrowed, peloidal packstone and 
fossiliferous, stylo-nodular wackestone, but small sponge bioherms also 
occur locally within the muddier lithofacies (Figure 4.1). Nona of 
these sediments bears evidence of subaerial exposure, nor are they 
interstratified with sediments deposited in the intertidal. They are 
interpreted aa wholly subtidal. 
t.3.1 Burrowed, Peloidal Packstone (Lithofacies 6, Table 4.1) 
Thia lithofacies makes up anywhere from only the lower tier to all 
of the MSU (Figures 4.1 and 4.4.a-c). Although it also occurs in the 
underlying Basal Peritidal Unit, here it comprises much thicker units, 
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Figure 4.3 Shallowing-upward and deepening-upward sequences in the BPU. 
Curves to the right ahow changes in relative aea level (SL). a) Thin 
sequences with subtidal bases and supratidal cape; Southwest Feeder. 
b) Stacked fenestral limestone beda with a fining-upward fenestral 
fabric and supratidal cape; Burnt Island. c) Thick shallowing-upward 
sequences with fining-upward fenestral fabric in fenestral limestone 
components; DHZM core DH-2513. d) Stacked beda of fenestral limestone 
with coarsening-upward fabrics interpreted to record deepening-upward, 
DHZM core DH-2512. SUP•aupratidal, I•intertidal, HI•high intertidal, 
M/HI-mid to high intertidal, L•low intertidal, SUB•subtidal, SL•sea 
level. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.4 Middle Subtidal Unit lithofacies; outcrop and thin section 
photos. Bar scales on all photomicrographs are O.S mm long. 
o, ostracode; i, intraclast; at, stylolite; b, bryozoan; e, echino-
derm; a, mollusc; g, gastropod; a, sponge spicule; c, cystoid; t, tri-
lobite; B, burrow. a) Blocky-bedded, burrowed peloidal packstone 
(Lithofacies 6); Black cove. Beds in foreground are 30-40 em thick. 
b) Photomicrograph of burrowed packstone (Lithofacies 6); Aguathuna 
Quarry. Up is to the left. Fine-grained, peloidal packstone is overlain 
by coarse peloidal grainstone, possibly a storm layer, that also fills a 
burrow. c) Coarse-grained, peloidal, intraclastic, fossiliferous 
grain-/packstone (Lithofacies 6); Aguathuna Quarry. Micrite envelopes 
define spar-replaced mollusc fragments. d) Lapidipanis in burrowed, 
fossiliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 8); Table Point. e) Typical 
outcrop of burrowed, fossiliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 8); Table 
Point. Cliff is approximately 22 m high. Chert-covered bedding plane 
(ch) is 102 m above the base of the formation. White arrows point to 
tops of gravitational slides 12 m and 19 m above the chert. f) Photo-
micrograph of burrowed, fossiliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 8); drill 
core DH-1382. g) Thin-section negative of a normally-graded, intra-
clastic storm deposit in burrowed, fossiliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 
8); drill core u.s. Borax #2 (B0-2). Micritic intraclasts and peloids 
are light grey; skeletal fragments (mostly trilobites and ostracodes) 
are dark grey; very dark grey, inter- and intraclast material ia 
neomorphic calcite. Upper peloidal grainstone is burrowed. h) Sponge 
bioherms (arrows) (Lithofacies 9); Table Point. Bioherms overlie and are 
flanked by echinoderm grain-/rudstone (g). Hammer (centre of the photo) 
for scale. 
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Figure 4.4 
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is punctuated by intraclast lenses and coquinas, and commonly contains 
large numbers of the acleroaponge Lapidipanie (Paquette~ Al·• 1983; 
eg. Figure 4.4.d) or the possible coelenterate Pulchrilamina (Toomey and 
Ham, 1967; Toomey and Nitecki, 1979). These grainy sediments are 
interpreted to have been depoeited on stable sand flats, similar to 
those in the interior of the Bahama platform (Bathurst, 1975), that were 
affected by gentle currente and/or waves which prevented large amounts 
of mud from accumulating but allowed a burrowing infauna to thrive. 
sediment stability may have been provided by organic films or mate, or 
by micritic cement (Shinn, 1969; Bathurst, 1975). Such cement may 
contribute to the muddy texture of these sediments. 
Although waters above the sand flat may have been gently and 
continuously agitated, only evidence of exceptionally high energy 
currents and waves is preeerved. Coarse-grained, intraclaatic and 
bioclastic beds and lenses that punctuate burrowed sediments possess 
features of storm deposita (column 3, Lithofacies 6 in Table 4.1; 
ct. Kreisa, 1981; Kreisa and Bambach, 1982; Aigner, 1982). Also, coarse 
grainstone-filled burrows (Figure 4.4.b) resemble 'tubular tempestites• 
described in modern platform carbonates and generated when coarse sedi-
ment transported by storm-generated currents falls into open burrows 
(Wanless~ Al·• 1988). The sea floor is inferred to have been above 
normal wave base, ~ut within a depth range where only recorda of epi-
sodic high energy depositional events escaped homogenization by burrow-
era. The cyanophyta Girvanella, and the green and red algae present are 
not indicative of a specific water depth, but their presence agrees with 
inferred shallow conditions and, like the Bahama platform, the sea 
bottom may have been mostly leas than 10 m deep (eg. Bathurst, 1975; 
Moore, 1977). 
,,3.2 Bioturbated, roaailifaroua Wackaatoaa (Lithofacies 8, 
Table 4.1) 
This lithofacies is either the da.inant component or constitutes the 
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upper tier of the MSU in moat sections (Figures 4.1 and 4.4.e,f). The 
enormous amount of mud, the generally unbroken and unabraded nature of 
the shelly fossils, and pervasive bioturbation indicate that these 
sediments were deposited in verj quiet water. Large abundances and 
diverse shelly taxa indicate normal marine, oxygenated waters and imply 
good circulation. 
Evidence of waves and currents in the muddy sediments ia confined to 
thin lenses or beds interpreted as storm deposita (Figure 4.4.g; Table 
4.2). The coarsest of these are thought to be storm wave-generated laga 
that have undergone little lateral transport. Finer-grained sediments 
that overlie the lags or occur alone in lenses were deposited both from 
wave-generated auapensions and from waning, turbidity or density flows. 
There is no detectable, systematic change in the type of storm deposit 
up aection indicating that water depth did not change directionally -
either deepen or shallow - with time. 
The depth at which these sediments were deposited cannot be 
precisely determined. The combination of normal, very quiet water 
sediment accumulations and storm beds implies deposition somewhere 
between below normal wave base and above, or just below, storm wave 
base. The calcareous algae indicate the sea floor lay within the photic 
zone which, combined with the prolific, shelly invertebrate assemblage, 
suggests depths of leas than 100 m (Benedict and Walker, 1978; Wilson 
and Jordan, 1983). The presence, but scarcity of green algae (Halyais 
and Nuia) may, ~aaed on occurrences of modern forma, indicate depths 
greater thar. 25m deep (Wray, 1977). Associated sponge bioherms 
(section 4.3.3 below), which appear to have formed in very shallow 
water, strongly suggest that unless there were dramatic changes in water 
depth, the muddy sediments were probably depo~ited in no more than a few 
to several tens of metres of water. 
1.3.3 Spooge Bioheraa (Lithofacies 9, Table 4.1) 
Small, muddy sponge build-ups formed locally on the subtidal ahalf 
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Table 4.2 
COMPOSITION AND DEPOSITIONAL MECHANISM 
SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES 
1 .S (1)* coarse, poorly-sorted, fossili- - in situ reworking by s"torm waves 5 
~;.i~:.o·~ ferous intraclastic peloidal with a unidirectional component packstone/rudstone of flow during storm peak ~ deposition of coarse material as 
erosional bases; autochthonous a winnowed lag or after short 
commonly unbroken fossils; mudstone lateral transport 
and wackestone intraclasts; 
plate-shaped fossil fragments deposition of fine sediment 
parallel to bedding; valves oriented during waning stages; absence of 
concave-down; shelter porosity and rippled sands suggests this may 
.~ infiltration fabrics common have occurred solely from suspen-
.~ l ::r I sion, though laminated sand may 
"7 also have been deposited in upper 
~~~~ (2) as (1) with normally-graded, flow regime plane bed under parallel-laminated, fine-grained either unidirectional or oscil-.11~ peloidal, fossiliferous grainstone latory flow 
to mudstone cap 
_.s. ~ 
'p 
3 'N~,~~ii:.·~~-=.c (3) as (1) but: abruptly overlain by f--lt. f a thin mudstone layer I 
4 ~ (4)** well-sorted, fine-grained, - high flow stage erosion of muddy -,..;r l:' .i1CJ . 
~~ peloidal fossiliferous grainstone sediments by either waves or cur-
rents; incomplete Bouma sequences 
::S...l. .1.. .l I suggest: deposition from low vel-T "T 
- erosional bases; parallel-lami- ocity gravity currents 
inated with or without a thin 
mudstone cap 
- parallel-laminated sands deposit-
"'"'r 
J:.. ed in upper flow regime plane bed 
t. from either unidirectional or 
5~#~~ (5) as (4) but cross-laminated high velocity oscillatory flows 
J: 
- cross-laminated sands deposited Lo..L. 7'\:: 
.! (6) as (4) but ripple cross-lami- from unidirectional flows nated to parallel-laminated sand 
1 - (couplet) to mudstone cap (triplet) - mudstone deposited from suspension 
.t:: l <;. tS~I - ripple cross-laminated sand, par-7~ (7) as (4) but with a flat base and allel-laminated sand/laminated 
-" ...... 
ripple form top mud couplets and triplets deposit-
'1:. .S ed from waning low-velocity 
T gravity currents 
8 .:> (8) mudstone or finely-fossiliferous deposited from suspension from .s~ 1 [ spiculitic wackestone low-velocity gravity currents T T (possibly upper plane bed uni-
directional or high velocity 
low relief, erosional? bases; oscillatory currents 
parallel lamination 
Table 4.2 Storm lenses in the bioturbated, fossiliferous wackestone 
lithofacies (MSU). Lenses range from 1-30 em thick; most are less than 5 
em. Disruption by burrowing is common; Palaecphycus is common on upper 
surfaces of 4-6 and 8. Similar deposits occur in the burrowed, peloidal 
packstone lithofacies. Interpretations of depositional mechanisms based 
on Bowen et al., (1974), Harms et al., (1975), Kreisa (1981), and Kreisa 
and Bambach (1982). 
* = common in MSU wackestone below and above sponge bioherms; 
** = most common in MSU wackestone directly above burrowed, peloidal 
packstone 
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(Figure 4.4.h). Klappa and James (1980; 1989) have documented the 
sedimentological, paleontological and ecological attributes of these 
mounds and have discussed their significance in the evolution of early 
Paleozoic buildups. 
Elongation of these bioherms in response to prevailing currents or 
waves and the asymmetric distribution and rippled character of 
pelmatozoan grainstone& around some of the mounds (F~gure 4.4.h) 
indicate that the bioherms formed at depths shallower than thoae which 
ambient muddy wackestone& (Lithofaciaa 8) were deposited. Al~hough 
Klappa and James (1980) concluded that the ~~unds accreted to aea level 
and were subaerially exposed, evidence of this waa not obaerved by the 
writer. The presence of dominantly cyanobacteria and calcareous green 
algae suggests depths of leas than 25m (Wray, 1977); a similar 
assemblage in other small, Ordovician-age organic buildups has been 
interpreted to signify depths of leas than 10 m, and possibly as little 
as 3m (Moore, 1977). 
4.3.4 Early Litbificatioa; Diageaetic Beddiag 
Thin (1-2 em), lumpy, atylo-nodular bedding ie a characteristic 
feature of the bioturbated, fossiliferous wackestone lithofacies of the 
KSU. It is also developed in subtidal limestones in the BPU, and to 
various degrees in the sponge-oncolite biostrome and echinoderm-algal 
limestone of the Upper Subtidal Unit (Chapter section 4.4), as well as 
in the burrowed limestone lithofacies of the Table Cove Formation 
(Chapter section 5.2). There is compelling evidence that this bedding 
ia an early diagenetic stratification (Bathurst, 1987) overprinted by 
pressure dissolution during burial. 
Evidence of early lithification of theae sediments includes the 
following. 1) Near surface-derived mudstone intraclaata and fossil 
fragments with attached aediment in storm lenses demonatrate cohesion or 
incipient lithification of sediments at the surface. 2) Discrete 
burrows ahow no evidence of compaction; soma are filled with peloidal 
sediment demonstrating that they were open to the sediment-water 
interface. 3) Thin gravitational slides generated at the sediment-
water interface include conglomerate domains generated by brittle 
failure of lithified sediments. (These structures are described, 
illustrated and discussed in Chapter section 12.1). 
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These muddy sediments are homogeneously burrowed. With the 
exception of storm lenses, observed thin bedding does not correspond to 
discrete, primary depositional layers. Surface-generated gravitational 
slides in these sediments, however, include folded domains defined by 
thin, style-nodular bedding. If thin bedding were solely generated by 
pressure dissolution during burial, stylolites and pressure dissolution 
seams would invariably be oriented parallel to the depositional/burial 
eurface, cross-cutting, rather than outlining folded sediments. 
Therefore, bioturbated sediments must have been overprinted by an early 
diagenetic stratification before sliding. 
Lithification at or just below the sediment-water interface was 
probably accomplished by a combination of cementation and neomorphism 
(Bathurst, 1975). Predominance of pebble-size limeston~ clasts in 
conglomerate domains of gravitational slides, similar in dimension to 
nodules comprising present thin bedding, indicates that lithification 
proceeded in thin horizons by heterogeneous cementation of limestone 
lumps or nodules which with time c~alesced to form more or laPs contin-
uous ~ads. The process is analogous to submarine nodule cementation and 
hardground formation documented in Recent subtidal sediments (Taylor and 
Illing, 1969; Fischer and Garrison, 1967; Muller and Fabricius, 1974; 
Mullins~ Al·• 1980). Similar mechanisms have been invoked for the 
generation of nodular limestones and hardgrounds in other ancient 
fine-grained carbonates (Kennedy and Garrison, 1975; Jones~ Jl. 1979). 
'·' Upper Subtidal Unit (USU) 
Three different lithofacies comprise the top of the Table Point 
(Figure 4.1). All contain evidence of deposition in environments 
shallower than those inferred for underlying MSU limestones. 
6.t.l Spooge-Oocolite Bio•troae (Lithofacies 10, Table 4.1) 
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A sponqe-oncolite biostrome gradationally overlies burrowed, fos-
siliferous wackestone (Lithofacies 8) at several localities. In 
contrast to underlying deposits, the sediments are lighter in colour, 
are more fossiliferous <•nd increasingly eo up section), host large 
numbers of lithistid sponqes (up to >35 m1 ), and contain a diverse and 
abundant assemblage of calcareous algae and Giryanella oncolites (Figure 
4.S.a, c-e). 
The high diversity of organisms present indicates that these ardi-
ments were deposited in an open marine, shallow subtidal aetting with 
optimum conditions of water depth, water movement and salinity that 
permitted proliferation of sponges and calcare~us algae and inhabitation 
by a variety of epifaunal organisms and a soft-bodied infauna. Numerous 
upright invertebrates and calcareous alg~a that would have been affec-
tive bafflers, and organisms that would have been effective encrusters 
or sediment binders, such as Girvanella, Sphaerocodium (Figure 4.5.e), 
Wetheredella, laminated bryozoans, and Pulchrilamina, indicate that 
sedimentation was profoundly influenced by the community itself. 
Oncolites dispersed throughout the muddy sediment and locally con-
centrated in coarse layers indicate at least intermittent agitation of 
the seafloor. More or lees continuous, albeit gentle, current and wave 
activity is suggested by the abundance of sessile, filter-feeding 
invertebrates (eg. sponges, bryozoans, Pulchrilamina, echinoderms) that 
require moving water to supply nutrients. Nearly pervasive bioturbate 
fabrics agree with such moderate energy conditions, implying relatively 
slow and continuous processes of deposition and erosion conducive to 
infaunal inhabitation and reworking of the sediment (Howard, 1975, 
1978). 
Biostromal limestones lack evidence of exposure and so are inferred 
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Figure 4.5 Upper Subtidal Unit lithofacies; outcrop and thin section 
photos. o, oncolite; b, Halysis; n, Nuia; t, tril•:lbite; e, echinoderm. 
Bar scales on all photomicrographs are 0.5 mm. a) Globular, colonial, 
and vase-shaped (Archaeoscyphia?) lithistid sponge~ (outlined) in the 
sponge-oncolite biostrome (Lithofacies 10); Table Poi:lt. Bar scale is 10 
em long. b) Siliceous-dolomitic cru&t on echinoderm-algal limestone 
(Lithofacies 11) at the top of the Table Point; west coast Pistolet Bay. 
c) Photomicrograph of lli••anella oncolite floatstone with algae-rich, 
fossiliferous wackesto~~ matrix from the sponge-oncolite biostrome; 
Table Point. d) Phot~micrograph of branching, tubular green algae 
(unnamed) from the sponge-oncolite biostrome; drill core DH-1382. 
e) Photomicrograph of Sphaerocodium in the sponge-oncolite biostrome; 
Table Point. f) Photomicrograph of echinoderm-algal pack-/grainstone; 
west coast Pistolet Bay. Nuia is most abundant; large Girvanella-coated 
oncolite is in the upper right. Pseudospar intraclasts with micrite 
coats and micritic cores are either recrystallized micritic grains or 
~. g) Photomicrograph of echinoderm-algal pack-/wackestone; 
Bakeapple Island. b) Ou~crop of underlying fenestral limestones and 
base of the Stromatactis mud mound at Piccadilly. Up is to the right. A. 
Pye for scale. i) Polished slab of limestone from the Piccadilly mound 
with complex internal sediment- and cement-filled Stromatactis. Up is to 
the left. 
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to be wholly subtidal. Increasingly grain-supported textures up through 
the biostrome suggest sedimentation occurred in progressively shallower 
water under increasingly agitated conditions. The abundant and diverse 
assemblage of calcareous algae (Figure 4.5.c-e) indicates a shallow 
environment. Halysis haa been reported only in restricted intertidal 
and very shallow subtidal sediments where it is associated with 
Girvanella and algal mats (Guilbault ~ A.l.·, 1976). l'llU..!, known to 
occur in many early Paleozoic, shallow subtidal limestones (Toomey and 
Klement, 1966; Toomey, 1967; Stricker and Carozzi, 1973; Guilbault et 
Al·, 1976; Wray, 1977; Toomey and Nitecki, 1979; Gnoli and serpagli, 
1980; Mamet and Roux, 1982; Rosa et ll•, 1988), is thought to be a green 
alga that grew in shallow, agitated settings. Encrusting Wetheredella 
and Sphaerocodium near the top of the biostrome are prominent sediment 
binders and framework components in early Paleozoic reefs and reef flats 
(Ginsburg et al., 1971; Wray, 1977; Bourque et .!.!·, 1981, 1986), which 
suggests that here they are also indicative of high-energy conditions. 
Encrusting bryozoans and Pulchrilamina at the same level are sediment 
binders and frame builders in other, possibly wave-resistant, early 
Paleozoic buildups (Pitcher, 1964; Toomey and Ham, 1967; Toomey and 
Nitecki, 1969), which further supports the conclusion that these 
sediments were deposited in progressively shallower water. 
The sponge-oncolite biostrome is similar to a sponge-algal facies 
described by Alberstadt and Repetski ( 1989) in Lower Ordovician 
carbonates in the southern United States. The lateral distribution of 
those deposits, between restricted shelf carbonates and deep-water 
clastics, in contrast, indicates they formed in an outer shelf or 
deep-ramp setting. 
4.4.2 Echinoderm-algal Limestone (Lithofacies 11, Table 4.1) 
This lithofacies includes both grain-supported and lesser mud-
supported limestone rich in echinoderm deoris ar.d a variety of cal-
careous algae (Figure 4. 5. f, g). Profuse echinoderms suggest clear, 
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shallow, normal marine waters (Broadhead and Waters, 1980). Shallow 
depth is also indicated by the algae - Nuia, dasyclads, and Girvanella, 
which collectively suggest depths of less than 10 m (Stricker and 
Carozzi, 1973; Wilson, 1975; Wray, 1977; Ross §.! ll·, 1988). Muddy 
packstone and echinoderm-algal wackestone are interpreted as in ill,y 
accumulations of skeletal debris and baffled sediment on a crinoid, 
cystoid and Nuia covered seafloor where currents and/or waves were less 
effective than burrowers at reworking the sediment. Clean echinoderm 
sands are interpreted as current or wave winnowed accumulations in 
adjacent, shallower water flats. 
4.4.3 Stro-tactia Mound (Lithofacies 12, Table 4.1) 
Massive, mottled, muddy Stromatactis mounds, previously unrecog-
nized in the Table Point, occur at the top of the formation at 
Piccadilly (Port au Port Peninsula) and on Burnt Island (Pistolet Bay) 
(Figures 4.S.h,i and 4.6). More widespread development on the platform, 
however, is indicated by occurrences of mound limestone clasts in 
Daniel's Harbour Hbr. conglomerates (Chapter 9). 
The well-exposed mound at Piccadilly is -35 m thick and at least 150 
m wide (Figure 4.6). Its absence from nearby outcrops demonstrates that 
it is leas than 10 km wide in east-west cross-section. Detailed 
sedimentology and diagenesis of this buildup is documented by Stenzel 
and James (in press). The mound on Burnt Island is similar in 
composition, texture, fabric, and diagenetic features, but limited 
exposure (only the top 80-100 em in an area a few tens of metres square) 
precludes the same degree of analysis. 
These buildups are envisaged as isolated, shallow subtidal to 
intertidal islands of mud, similar in disposition if not origin to mud 
mounds currently forming in Florida Bay (Bathurst, 1975; Enos and 
Perkins, 1979; Boscence ~ al., 1985). Fenestral limestone and peloidal 
grainstone underlying and at the base of the Piccadilly mound indicate 
nucleation on a topographic high. Synsedimentary fracturing of basal 
Stromatactis 
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Figura 4.6 Schematic section through the Stromatactis mud mound at 
Piccadilly (from Stenzel and James, in preaa). BFU • basal fractured 
unit; vertical linea represent poorly-exposed or covered intervals. 
Sketches to the right show stratigraphic changes in cavity size and 
morphology, and in internal sediments and cements that fill them. 
Location is shown in Figure 1.3. 
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mound sedi~nts ia interpreted to have been caused by displacement• on a 
nearby fault, suggesting that local topography was structurally control-
led. Compositional, textural and biotic attributes indicate mound 
growth continued under shallow, somewhat restricted, low energy condi-
tions. Sediment accumulation was influenced by stalked echinoderms, 
sponges, and algae on the mound surface that baffled currents and 
trapped fine sediment, and by algal-microbial mats, masses or filma that 
trapped and bound the sediment and probably played an active role in 
early lithification (Monty~ 11·• 1982; Bridges and Chapman, 1988). 
Pervasive early lithification of mound sediments is indicated by the 
general absence of evidence of compaction and is demonstrated by early 
marine cements, hardgrounds, internal sediment- and cement-filled 
Stromatactis, sheet cracks and synsedimentary fractures. The distri-
bution of marine cements within some Stromatactis cavities indicate 
precipitation in the vadose zone and prove that the mound was at times 
exposed. 
The origin of Stromatactis in the mounds cannot be attributed to a 
single mechanism. Small, classical Stromatactis cavities could have 
originated as shelter pores, as decayed algal material or sponges, or as 
partially filled burrows (eg. Pratt, 1982; Shinn, 1968; Bourque and 
Gignac, 1983), but their final size, shape and distribution appears to 
have been controlled by sediment texture and the amount and volume of 
water flushing through the sediment (eg. Wallace, 1987), both ultimately 
determined by tidal current and/or wave activity on the mound surface. 
Up-through-the-mound increase in the size and complexity of these struc-
tures indicates increasingly agitated, probably shallower conditions. 
Sheet-like Stromatactis associated with high-angle, synsedimentary 
fractures at the top of the mound, in contrast, are interpreted to have 
originated as fractures generated by slumping or nearby faulting. 
'·'·' usu Mineralised Hardground 
Echinoderm-algal limestone and Stromatactis mound limestone at the 
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top of the Table Point exposed around Pistolet Bay are locally mantled 
by a thin (<4 em), resistant, orange-weathering, phosphatic, siliceous, 
dolomitic and pyritic crust (Figure 4.S.b). Uppermost limestones of 
both lithofacies ar• invariably synsedimentarily fractured and/or 
veneered by conglomeratic limestone, and are abruptly overlain by Black 
cove Fo1mation shale (Chapter 7). Orthoconic and coiled cephalopods are 
conspicuously concentrated with other skeletal debris in echinoderm-
algal limestones immediately beneath the crust. Uppermost Stromatactis 
mound limestones are cross-cut by sub-vertical burrows or borings filled 
with black shale or shaley pseudospar. 
Relationships among the mineral phases seen in thin-section indicate 
phosphatization occurred before silicification and dolomitization. 
Silicification either preceded or occurred at the same time as 
dolomitization. All three phases predate shale deposition. The timing 
of pyrite formation is not constrained and may have occurred before, 
during, and/or after the other minerals formed. 
Phosphatization of the limestones is compelling evidence that crust 
is a submarine hardground that formed during a period of little or no 
sediment accumulation (Bathurst, 1975; Kennedy and Garrison, 1975; Read 
and Grover, 1977). Accumulations of pelagic cephalopods in the 
sediments just beneath the crust are also indicative of a condensation 
horizon (Wendt, 1973; Wendt and Aigner, 1985). Phosphate formation 
requires a high concentration of organic matter and is favoured in 
poorly-oxygenated environments (Bromley, 1967; Baturin, 1982). 
Therefore, phosphatization is interpreted to have occurred after 
carbonate sedimentation in shallow water ceased and during subsidence of 
the platform to a depth at which it intercepted dysaerobic water. 
The intimate association of microquartz and dolomite suggests the 
two minerals formed at nearly the same time. Both mineral phases are 
interpreted as expressions of continued nondeposition and hardground 
formation. Silicification may have resul ed from longterm exposure to 
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silica saturated basinal waters or from redistribution of biogenic 
silica (ie. radiolarians, spicules) that accumulated during subsidence. 
Dolomite may have precipitated directly from seawater or reducing pore 
waters (Marlowe, 1971; Baker and Burns, 1985; Coniglio and James, 1988), 
or formed during silicification (Jacka, 1974). 
Relationships between the hardground and deformation structures at 
the top of the Table Point are discussed in Chapter section 12.1.4. 
6.5 Su..ary and Reconatructioo of Depositional BDYirooaeota 
The Table Point Formation records deposition in several shallow 
marine and marginal marine environments (Figure 4.7). Fossil-poor 
limestones and dolostone& deposited above the st. George Unconformity 
and comprising the Basal Peritidal Uoit were deposited in a complex of 
shallow subtidal, intertidal and supratidal environments. Restrictions 
imposed by limited circulation, abnormal seawater salinity, and/or 
exposure precluded inhabitation of moat environments by a diverse taxa. 
Predominance of fenestral tidal flat limestone, paucity of early 
dolomite, and absence of evaporites indicate sedimentation under humid 
climatic conditions (Read and Grover, 1977; Hardie and Shinn, 1986). 
overall less restrictive environmental conditions than are inferred for 
underlying Aguathuna Formation carbonates further suggest improved 
marine circulation acrose the platform during this time. 
OVerlying limestones comprising the Middle Subtidal Unit were 
deposited in wholly subtidal, normal marine environments (Figure 4.7). 
Burrowed, muddy, peloidal sands accumulated in relatively shallow water, 
probably above normal wave base. Bioturbated, fossiliferous muds were 
deposited in deeper environments below normal wave base, where 
consistently low energy conditions permitted accumulation of large 
volumes of mud. Small sponge bioherms formed on the muddy sea bottom 
during periods of shoaling. Stratigraphic relationships between the two 
main subtidal lithofacies indicate deepening-upward, but the absence of 
1 cryplalgal dololaminile 
2 lenestralls. 
3 burrowed dolostone 
4 cross·bedded peloidal G 
5 restricted wackestone W 
6 burrowed peloidal P 
7 bryzoan bioherm 
8 burrowed fossiliferous w 
9 sponge bioherm 
10 sponge·oncolilt biostrome 
11 echinoderm algal Is. 
12 S!rpmatactjs mound 
Figure 4,; Schematic reconstruction of depositional environments recorded by the Table Point 
Formation. Peritidal, subtidal, and shoal water environments for Basal Peritidal (BPU), Middle 
subtidal (MSU), and Upper Subtidal (USU) lithofacies, respectively, are shown as laterally equivalent 
in order to illustrate variable water depth and are not meant to depict a erose-section acrose the 
platform at any given time. Numbers correspond to those for lithofacies in Table 4.1. Key to symbols 
is in Appendix A. 
.... 
..., 
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syPtematic changes in the style of storm beds in the deeper-water, 
fossiliferous wackestone lithofacies indicates that those aedimenta were 
not deposited under ever increasing water depth. 
Youngest platform limestones comprising the Upper 8ub~idal Uoi~ were 
deposited in ahallower setting& than underlying subtidal deposita 
(Figure 4.7). A sponge-oncolite biostrome formed locally in the shallow 
subtidal at depths of persisten~ but gentle current& and waves, where 
optimum conditions of water depth, water movement and aalinity allowed 
proliferation of sponges, a diverse aasemblage of calcareoua algae, a 
variety of epifaunal invertebrates, and a soft-bodied infauna. In other 
areas crinoids, cystoid& and a variety of short, atalked, calcareoua 
algae flourished in shallow subtidal meadows on tho seafloor. Muddy, 
echinoderm-algal sediment& accumulated io situ~ clean, echinoderm-algal 
sands were transported and reworked ~y currents and/or waves on 
adjacent, shallower water flats. In isolated areas large volumes of 
muddy sediment accumulated in low relief mounds that episodically 
accreted to or were uplifted to sea level. Peculiar hydrodynamic 
conditions must have dictated nucleation of these buildups. Continued 
gro~h was controlled by biotic components of the mound, especially 
algal-microbial mats, masses or films that acted to trap and bind the 
sediment and played an active role in early, pervasive lithification. 
4.6 Diacusaioo 
Table Point Formation sequences record inundation of the expoa~d 
platform and deposition in restricted, peritidal environments, followed 
by deepening and deposition in the wholly shallow, subtidal settings 
and, finally, late stage shoaling of the platform (Figure 4.8.a). These 
changes in relative sea level show some correspondence to both the sea 
level curve interpreted from late Early and early Middle Ordovician 
strata around Canadian North America (Barnes, 1984) and that interpreted 
from same age strata in the southwestern U- s. A. (Rosa~ Jl., 1989) 
relative sea level 
(W!Stern Nlld.) 
.·· I 
1 
1 
high a low 
eustatic sea level 
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Fortey (1984)) 
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(Ross et al., 198ii) 
I 
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Figure 4.8 Sea level curves for the lata Early to Middle Ordovician in 
North America. a) Interpretive sea laval changes baaed on aedtmantology 
of the Lower and Middle Ordovician sequence in Newfoundland. b) Sea 
level curve baaed on aadimantoloqy of coeval strata elsewhere in Canada, 
and on displacements of shalf, island and oceanic graptolite faunas in 
Ordovician strata in North America, Europa, and Australia. c) Eustatic 
curve interpreted for coeval aed~ntary rocks in Nevada deposited on 
the passive margin of North America. cat., Catocha Fm.; T. Cove, Table 
Cove Fm.; B.C., Black Cove Fm.; A. T., American Tickle Fm.; M. ss., 
Mainland Sandstone; Llan.; Llandeilo; Can., Canadian (• Ibexian), L. 
WR., lower Whiterock (North American stages). Brachiopod zonation is 
from Rosa and James (1987); the position of the lower - upper 
Anomalorthia zona is approx~ta. 
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(Figure 4.8.b,c). The former, however, was constructed without 
consideration for probable tecton~~ influences on sea laval changes, 
hence sedimentation, ao ita value as a eustatic signal ia auepact. 
Ordovician sedimants in Nevada, however, are interpreted to have bean 
deposited on a passive continental margin of North America, and eo sea 
level changes are inferred to be primarily eustatic. 
There is no c~unterpart in Newfoundland to initial (earliest 
Whiterock), rapid sea level rise and platform flooding recorded in 
Nevada. That period of time coincides with 1) the St. George 
Unconformity, and/or (2) deposition of middle and upper Aguathuna 
Formation dolostone&, and/or (3) deposition of basal peritidal Table 
Point limestones. Both Aguathuna and Table Point peritidal carbonates 
indicate that the platform was not nearly drowned, but was a site of 
very shallow marine sedimentation where sediments periodically accreted 
to sea level. Effects of eustatic sea level rise, however, may be 
recorded by MSU limestones which indicate widespread establishment of 
shallow subtidal environments. Also, late stage shoaling of the Table 
Point platform appears to correlate with sea level fall and progradation 
on the passive margin in Nevada. USU limestones could similarly reflect 
a decrease in the rate of sea level rise that allowed vertical accretion 
of the platform and deposition in progressively shallower water. 
&.7 Signatures of coovargaot Margin Sadiaaotatioo 
Table Point Formation limestones are compositionally and texturally 
similar to ather ancient and modern platform carbonates. Perception of 
possible eustatic controls on sedimentation further suggests deposition 
on a passive margin experiencing uniform, thermal subsidence. There 
are, however, several anomalous features which indicate that the Table 
Point was deposited on an unstable platform where sedimentation was 
profoundly influenced by regional and local tectonics: 1) local 
subaerial erosion and dissolution surfaces in the BPU; 2) gravitational 
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slides in BPU, MSU, and USU lithofacies; 3) gravitational slides, 
sediment gravity flow deposits, and synsedimentary, tectonic fractures 
at the top of the platform; 4) great lateral variation in the thickness 
of the formation and of the lithofacies assemblages which comprise it; 
5) nondirectional variation in the lithofacies make-up of BPU sequences, 
abrupt changes in the style of peritidal sedimentation, and anomalous, 
shallowing-upward, depositional sequences. These are described, 
illustrated and discussed in Part II: Sediaentation and Tectonics, 
Chapter 12. 
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CIIAP'rBR 5 
SBDIMIDITOLOOY OF TIIB TABLB COVB FORMATION 
5.1 General Characteristics and Stratigraphic Relationships 
The Table Cove Formation consists of thin-bedded, muddy, grey lime-
stone and par.tings or thin interbeds of calcareous shale which are 
commonly slump-folded, imbricated or conglomeratic. In many places 
these strata gradationally overlie shallow subtidal limestones of the 
Table Point Formation (Chapter 4), but the formation is highly variable 
in thickness, ranging from as little as 9 m to 126m (Figure 5.1), and 
locally is not present in the stratigraphic sequence. Where it is 
present it is moat commonly gradationally overlain by Black cove 
Formation shale (Chapter 7) (Figure 5.1)1 locally it is directly 
overlain by coarser-grained lithofacies of the American Tickle Formation 
(Chapter 8) • 
Table Cove sequences are represented by three lithofacies: the 
burrowed lLaeatooe lithofacies and parted li•estooe lithofacies, both of 
which occur at the base of the formation, and the ribbon li•••tone 
lithofacies which occurs at the top (Figure 5.2). In all sequences 
limestones change from burrowed and fossiliferous, to laminated or 
massive and fossil-poor, and shale becomes increaaingly abundant up 
section. Outcrop, compositional, and diagenetic characteriatics of each 
lithofacies are detailed in Table 5.1. The reader is referred to Figure 
1.2 for locations of sections cited in the following text. 
5.2 Burrowed Li•estooe Lithofacies (Lithofacies 1 in Table 5.1) 
~his lithofacies is composed mostly of thin-bedded, medium to dark 
grey, muddy, burrowed, fossiliferous limestone with millimetre-thick, 
argillaceous partings (Figures 5.2 and S.J.a-c). These strata occur at 
the base of the Table Cove, gradationally overlying usu platformal 
limestones of the Table Point Formation (Chapter section 4.4) at moat 
localities (eg. Figures 5.1 and S.J.a). They are differentiated from 
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Figure 5.1 Table cove Formation. a} Overview of the 93 m thick 
fo>:mation sequence (between dashed lines) from the top of the Table 
Point Formation at Table Point. b) Outcrop of the 9 m thick ':able Cove 
Formation at Black Cove. A. Pye (arrow) for scale. TP, Table Point 
Formation~ 1, burrowed limestone lithofacies; 2, ribbon limestone 
lithofacies; BC, Black cove Formation; AT, American Tickle Formation; 
MSS, Mainland Sandstone~ DB, Daniel's Harbour Member calcarenite. 
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Table Cove Formation Lithofacies 
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Figure 5.2 Schematic summary of Table Cove Formation lithofacies. 
Shaded bedding represents dark qrey, trilobite-rich limestone. Key to 
other symbols is in Appendix A. 
Table 5.1 Table Cove Formation Lithofacies: outcrop appearance, depositional and diagenetic 
characteristics, and interpretation. Interpretations of depositional environment based on comparison with 
both modern and other ancient, deep-water slope and basin margin carbonate sequences as documented by cook 
and Enos (1977) and papers therein, Keith and Freidman (1977), Cook (1979), Cook and Mullins (1983) and 
references therein, Mcilreatn and James (1984), Mullins§£ il· (1984), Coniglio (1985), James and Stevens 
(1986), Brooks and Holmes (1990), Watts and Blome (1990). 
Composition: M=mudstone, W•wackestone, P=packstone, G=grainstone, R=rudstone, P=floatstone; pel.=peloidal, 
fosail.=fossiliferous, iDtra.=intraclastic, congl.• conglomerate, claat-sup.•clast-supported, atx.-aup.= 
matrix-supported, atx.-poor(-rich)=matrix-poor(-rich), f.•cryat.=finely-crystalline,c.-cryst.•coarsely-
crystalline, dolo.=dclomite; silic. silt•siliciclastic silt, glauc.= glauconite, ausc.=muacovite, 
bio.=biotite, feld.=feldspar, vole. lithic=volcanic lithic; det.=detri~al, autb.=authigenic, 
argil.•argillaceous, ls.•limestone 
Structures: laa.•lamination, hor.•horizontal, par.=parallel, subhor.=subtorizontal, sub•ert.=subvertical, 
struc.•structure, dia.=diameter, croas-laa.=cross-lamination, trunc.•truncation; nor. graded=normally 
graded. 
Fossils: ostra.•ostracode, gastro.=~astropod, art.(inart.) bracb.•articulate (inarticulate) brachiopod, 
trilo.=trilobite, echin.=e~hinoderm, ortbo.(coiled) cepb.•orthoconic (coiled) cephalopod, bryo.=bryozoan, 
apic.=spicules; lith. sponge= lithistid sponge (glob.•globular, disc.=discoidal, cylind.= cylindrical), 
radio.=radiolarian, grapt.=graptolite, pbyllo.= phyllocarid, lg.=large, v. saall•very small, skel.•ekeletal, 
invert.•invertebrates 
Algae: onco.=oncolite, calc. algae=calcareous algae, daayclad.=dasycladacean alga 
Diagenesis; pres. diss.=pressure dissolution, atylo-nod.=stylo-nodular, pseudo-congl.•pseudo-conglomeratic, 
bdg.= bedding, agg. neoaorph.=aggrading neomorphic 
nBZM•Daniel's Harbour Zinc :4ine, WBCQ=West Bay Centre Quarry 
The symbol (*) denotes the predominant lithology, sedimentary structure, development of burrowing, or 
fossils which for the case of fossil-poor sediments does not mean abundant. 
Base• refers to base of the lithofacies sequence; ~p++ refers to the top of the lithofacies sequence. 
Table 5.1 Table Cove Formation Lithofacies 
1) BURROWED LIMESTONE LITHOFACIES 
Lithologies Colour, Physical Biogenic Skeletal Diagenetic Depositional 
Bedding Sedimentary Structures Components Features Environment 
and Thickness Structures 
1) Medium 
medil.n to dark none bioturbated*; fragments of matrix-rich, In situ grey, muddy grey, thin (1-5 small (2-4 rrm echino.*, bryo.*; pressure accUILilation of 
limestone em), stylo-nodular die.), subhor. art. brach.*, dissolution carbonate mud and 
bedding to subvert., ostra.*, small generated, stylo- skeletal debris on 
microsparitic or gastro.*, sponge nodular bedding a relatively 
- fossil-poor M, sparry calcite- spic.*, Halysis*, auth. pyrite, shallow, well-
- fossiliferous W, filled burrows; Gi rvanella*, quartz & albite oxygenated, ~r 
- muddy, fossil- Planolites Nuia*, 1JM&med slope iferous P (3-10 mm die.) and dasyclad.; rare 
small Chondrites sponges; large 
(0.5-1 nm die. l ingul ids; diverse 
tlftlels) locally assemblage of tri-
lobites; scattered 
ortho. and coiled 
ceph.; radio. and 
grapt. near the 
top++ 
2) Dark grey, dark grey to none bioturbated* similar to Lith- pres. diss. - gen- platform-derived, 
trilobite- black, very thin ology 1 plus abun- erated, matrix- organic-rich sed-(0.5-1.5 em), dant large rich, stylo-nod. iments transported 
rich knobbly bedding; fragments (1-3 em) to pseudo-congl. and deposited by 
limestone isolated thin of illaenid trilo- bdg.;pervasively gravity currents 
beds near base• bites and coarse replaced by c. or flows? onto 
- fossil fferous, & units a few echino. debris c rys t. pseudospar; the ~r slope 
peloidal W/F 10s of em to abundant pyrite; 
- muddy, fossil- 2 m thick near strong petrolifer-
iferous P/R top++ ous odor from fresh broken 
surfaces 
11 BURROWED liMESTONE LITHOFACIES continued (Table 5.1 continued) 
Lithologies Colour, Physical Biogenic Skeletal 
Diagenetic 
Bedding Style Sedimentary Structures Components Features 
and Thickness Structures 
31 Echino· medi~ grey, 1·25 erosional bases & partly burrowed* 
echino. debris* patchy to per· 
cierm-rich, em thick lenses; 
flat tops; some to bioturbated & lg. fragments of vasive replace· 
isolated or wi•h rippled (5·15 illaenid and other ment of •icritic 
skeletal sand stacked to form em 1) tops; hor. .rilobites*; ling· c~nts by 
diffuse sand lamination, shel· ulid valves, frag· 
coarse! y·cryst. 
· fossiliferous, bodies ter porosity & 
ments of art. pseudospar; 
peloidal, infiltration fab· 
brach. and bryo., skel. fragments 
intraclastic rics in some beds 
small gastro., concentrated in 
ostra. & press. diss. seams 
P/F and G/R Girvanella onco. between ls. layers 
4) Limestone medi Ull grey; none none; clasts none in conglom· 
stylolites and/or 
Conglomen~te massive; 
preserve bio· erate; clasts with thin, argillaceous 
4 m thick turbate textures abwldant fragments 
pres. diss. seams 
(OH· 1516 only) of shelly fossils between clasts like those in 
· clast-sup., Lithology 1 and in 
mtx.·poor (<101), Table Point Fm. 
pebble-grade (2·5 platform I ime· 
em> congl.; clasts stones (see Table 
are very fossil· 4. 1) 
iferous, peloidal 
II* 
51 Bentonite light rorey or none none 
none 
(OHZM cores & YBCQ white; recessive· 
and Black Cove weathering; 
sections) 2.5·8 em thick 
Depositional 
Environment 
platform·derived 
sedillll!f'lt episod· 
ically transported 
and :lepos i ted by 
storm· g-rated 
bottortl currents 
onto the~ 
slope; local! y 
reworked by per· 
s i stent bottom 
currents 
partly I ;thified, 
upper slope· or 
platform·deriv~ 
carbonate sedi · 
ment transported 
and depos i ted by 
debris flow; 
triggered by 
seismicity or 
nearby faulting 
volcanic ash layer 
deposited by 
suspension 
settling through 
the water column 
(l) 
w 
Lithologies 
1) Part"'d 
limestone 
li-tones: 
fossil-bearing 
M* & lesser fos· 
sil iferous, pel· 
oidal w 
dola.itic: shale 
partings: clay, 
f. ·cryst. O:Oio-
•ite (5·15 lUll), 
with scattered 
coarse (Z5·60 1&111) 
a;,. dol0111ite, 
sil ic. silt & 
small skel. 
fragn~ents 
Colour, 
Bedding Style 
and Thickness 
l f .. tones: I i ght 
grey; 1-10 em 
thick, plarar wavy 
and wavy nodular 
I i mes tone beds 
dola.itic shale: 
dark brown; reces· 
sive-weathering; 
2-10 mm thick 
partings 
2) PARTED L:MESTONE LITHOFACIES Table 5.1 co.,tinued 
Physical 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
none in ls. 
dola.itic shale 
with c~ction· 
generated bedding-
parallel foliation 
defined by elong· 
ate skeletal 
fragments 
Biogenic 
Structures 
ls. bioturbated*; 
burrows defined by 
quartz silt 
stringers or small 
tl.bes (2·4 nm 
dia.) of pseudo· 
spar (agg. neo-
morph. fabrics 
developed toward 
burrow centres 
that :ontain a 
small amount of 
argil. sediment), 
blocky calcite 
cement, mi~rite, 
or pyrite; 
Taenidii.Jn. 
Palaeophycus, 
Chondrites, 
lclmv;;::-::...., 
incertae 
none in shale 
Skeletal 
Components 
M with fragments 
of thin-walled 
trilo. *, small 
(<0.5 mm) ostra.*, 
small articulate 
brach.*, ~adio.*; 
echino., sponge 
spi~ .• lacy bryo., 
gastro., & calr.. 
algae typical of 
Table Pt. Fm. 
platform lime· 
stones; scattered 
trilo., ortho. 
ceph. & lg. lingu· 
lids C3· 10 IIIII) 
W similar, also 
with trilo., 
echino., stick 
bryo., small 
high-spired 
gastro. debrh· 
concentrated w;th 
l9. ard small 
ortho. ard coiled 
ceph., articulate 
brach., glob., 
disc., & cylird. 
lith. spor~es in 
30·40 c111 dia. 
'bui ld·up-~' 
Diagenetic 
Features 
limestones partly 
altered to pseudo· 
spar; abundant 
disseminated py-
rite and pyrite-
replaced skeletal 
fragmer.ts in W 
beds; I i~~~estone 
bed margins with 
aggrading neo· 
morphic fabric or 
with stylrlite at 
limestone-parting 
contact 
Depositional 
Environment 
mostly h-ipelagic 
carbonate sediMent 
and lesser autoch· 
thonous carbonate 
deposited in a 
relatively deep 
(below noi'INII wave 
base), low energy, 
~tell-oKygenated 
to dysaerobic, 
1-r Lq~er alape 
or •ictdle slope 
erwironment 
Lithologies 
21 Dark grey. 
trilobite· 
rich 
limestone 
- similar to same 
named lithology in 
Lithofacies 1 
21 PARTED LIMESTONE LITHOFACIES continued IT able 5.1 continued) 
Colour. 
Bedding Style 
and Thickness 
similar to s-
named lithology in 
Lithofacies 1 
Physical 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
none; 
orthocone ceph • 
alopods aligned on 
501111! bedding 
planes 
Biogenic 
Structures 
bioturbated* 
Skeletal 
Components 
similar to s-
named lithology in 
Lithofacies 1; 
also with common 
to abundant frag· 
ments of stick 
bryo., articulate 
brach., os·, a., 
~. raclio., 
"aclurites. 
"erchiscmi_, other 
small, high-spired 
gastro.: lith. 
sponges (to 15 c..m 
dia.) & spiculitic 
sponge holdfasts, 
ortho. ceph. 
(30-120 em long) & 
coiled ceph. 
(2·20 em dia.) 
Diagenetic 
Features 
si111ilar to s-
named lithology 
in Lithofacies 1 
Depositional 
Environment 
organic-rich, 
platform-dl!rived 
carbonate sedi · 
~~ents transport· 
ed and deposited 
on the l_.. 
~slope or 
•id-slope by grav· 
ity currents or 
flows 
CD 
"' 
Lithologies 
11 Ribbon 
limestone 
li_t_: 
• fossil-poor &/or 
peloidal. II* 
• fossil-bearing 
M* 
• rare fossil· 
ferous, peloidal 
P/R near base·· 
calcar~ shale 
interbeds: vari-
able 111110161ts of 
clays, auth. dolo. 
(5·60 jllll), auth. & 
det. quartz & al· 
bite, 51'11811 skel. 
fragments: 11inor 
ausc., biot., 
chlor., glauc., 
CaPO., feld., and 
vole. lithic frag· 
~~ents near top· ·; 
decrease in dolo. 
content (80· 30l) 
and increase in 
sil ic. silt con· 
tent (5·20l) up· 
section 
31 RIBBON LIMESTONE LITHOFACIES (TYPE AI (Table 5.1 continuedl 
Colour. 
Bedding Style 
and Thickness 
li_t_: 
dark grey brown: 
1·15 c• thick; 
tabular beds with 
planar contacts; 
pinch out lateral· 
LV over several 
10s 
of metres 
shale: 
dark brown to 
black; yellow· 
and recessive· 
weathering; few 11111 
to 30 em thick 
Physical 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
M/W: structureless 
near base· ; par. 
lam. & thin bdg. 
(few nm • 2 em 
thick) defined by 
abundance of pe· 
loids, quartz 
silt, radio., 
pyritic skel. 
grains or by dif· 
ferent neomorph. 
calcite crystal 
sizes near top··; 
P/R layers: 
erosional bases, 
nor. gradirQ, 
aligned skel. 
fragments, shelter 
pores and i nf i I· 
tration fabrics 
shale: massive 
or with weak 
foliation defined 
by elongate skel. 
fragments near 
base·; cCJq)llction 
foliation or fine, 
argil. and silty 
lam. near top• • 
Biogenic 
Structures 
u .. tones: rare 
horizontal and 
vertical neospar· 
itic burrows, 
burrows defined by 
stringers of 
quartz silt, & 
small Chondrites 
present locally 
near base· 
none in shale 
interbeds 
Skeletal 
Components 
N & W with small 
(<1 mm> fragments 
of shelly, sh~l-
low-water invert. 
& calc. elgae 
(cf. Lithofacies 
1' 1 i tho logy 1 > 
plus ? indigenous 
lingulids, thin· 
walled trilo., 
small art. brach., 
radio.& gr:spt. 
P/R similar 
shale with 
fragments of & 
intact grapt., 
phyllo., olenid, 
niel id, endymionid 
& telephinid 
trilo., small (hw 
IIIII) inert. brach; 
rare SBBII (6·10 
IIIII) art. brach. 
Diagenetic 
Features 
carbonate nud 
invariably re· 
crys tall ized 
to 11icrospar 
(3·5 jllll) with 
egg. ne01110rph. 
fabrics toward bed 
margin (50·80 jUII); 
minor (<10l) !li It· 
s i ze auth. & det. 
quartz & albite, & 
auth., nonfer. 
dolomite 
0fiOOSitiOf'al 
e. 1ironment 
mostly platfo~· 
derived, hemi • 
pelagic and lesser 
turbiditic sedi· 
ment deposited in 
a deep (below nor· 
ma I w•ve base) , 
quiet water, poor· 
ly·oxyg-ted, 
1- slope to 
basin •rvin 
environment 
31 RIBBON LIMESTONE LITHOFACIES (TYPE AI continued (Table 5.1 continued) 
Lithologies Colour, Physical Biogenic Skeletal 
Diagenetic Depositional 
Bedding Style Sedimentary Structures Components Features Environment 
end Thickness Structures 
21 Dark grey, similar to same none bioturbated* simi tar to same 
similar to same s..e as for dirk 
trilobite-f'ich n.-d strata in 
named strata in n.-d strata in grey, trilobite· 
Lithofac!es 1 and ti thofac i es 1 Lithofacies 1 
ric" l i~~~estones in 
limestone 2; 10·80 c•n thick and 2 and 2 
Lithofacies 1 .nd 
2, but deposited 
in 1 lower slope 
· fossiliferous W t.sln •111in 
.nd F environment 
31 Limestone 
conglomerate I ight to medium none none; clasts none in stylolitic eon· pertly I ithified, 
Vaches Point: grey; massive· preserve conglomerates; tacts between 
platform· & upper 
mtx.·poor, clast· weathering; bioturbate clasts with frag· clasts; 111inor 
slope-derived 
sup., pebble· grade (three congl.) textures ments of shelly interclast carbonates trans· (1·5 Cll) wl th 5·22 111 thick fossils as in MSU ~-'lrsely·cryst. ported and depo· 
scattered cobbles, and usu litho· bLocky calcite sited t.J' debris 
boulders & facies limestones cement 
flows onto the 
~~~egaboulders?; of the Table lower slope I be· 
clasts IIIOStly bur. Point Fm. (cf. sin ~rgin; prob· 
fossil. W & Table 4.1) ably originating 
fossil. pel. P/G; 
from faul t·gener· 
minor (<2X) ated escarpments that exhumed shal· 
tchino. G/P, M 
plates and calc. low!y buried 
shale patches (ie. sediments 
ribbon Is.) 
DH· 1382: poorly- medium to dark :'IOI1t ~ in eonglom· none in eongl.; 
'tylol it ie eon· 
sorted, clast-sup. grey; (nine erates; clasts clasts with frag· tacts between 
& 111tx.·sup., peb· beds) 5 em to 4 ~ preserve ments of shelly 
clasts in ma· 
ble·grade eong: .; thick bioturbate 
fossils & grains trix·poor con· 
e~asts mostly textures as in Table Pt. 
atomerate beds 
fossil., pel., 
Fm. sponge·onco. 
tonc:o. W/P biostrome (Table 4.1) and litho· 
facies 1 
3) RIBBON LIMfSTONE LITHOFACIES (TYPE B) (Table 5.1 continued) 
Lithologies Colour. Style Physical Biogenic Skeletal Diagenetic 
Depositional 
and Thickness Sedimentary Structures Components Features Enviror~ment 
of Bedding Structures 
platfona·de~ived 
1) Ribbon 
limestone 
and lesse~ wholly 
li~~e~~tones: 1'/G IIIIISSive o~ minor bu~~owing & P/G: calcite· cartx.nate nud re-
pelagic mate~ial 
li~~e~~tones: dark grey·brown; massive to par.· very small (<5 nm replaced or s il· crystallized to 
transported and 
fine-grained, continuous layers laminated; some di a. l bur rollS near i ceous spooge fine <20·60 .~'Ill 
deposited frm 
peloidal, spicu- (1·15 em thick) nor. gr£ded; rare base· • def i ned by spic., calcite· pseudospar with 
turbidity curr~ts 
litic P/G and defined by discon· fluid escape concentrations of replaced radio., 
aggrading and suspensions 
radiolarian M/11 t i nuous hummocky struct.; M/11 pyrite & v. small (<0.5 11e01110rph i c fabrics 
onto a deep (below 
either 1) fonaing strips t>r plates layers massive or IIIII) fragments of toward bed margins 
nonaal wave b .. l, 
discrete beds, 2> (20·50 em across> with lam. defined trilo., echino., (50-ZOO jill); minor 
quiet water, 
thinly·intew!d that appear as by radio. or ostra., HalysiL. 
silt-size auth. poorly•OKygenlted, 
ded, or 3 > ar· cigar-shaped nod· grapt. or very Nuia, & Girvan· quartz & nonfer. 
1- slope to 
ranged in nor. ules ( 10 em to thin beds defined ella; grapt. & dolo. 
basin •l'llin 
graded couplets several m long) in by different neo· phyllo. 
envir~t 
(few • to few em cross-section 1110rphic calcite M/W with radio., 
adjacent to 1 by· 
thick) cry~t. size or grapt., ~yllo., pass margin 
abundance of Konyrium 
fossi Is intact trilo., 
small art. br*ch., 
dol•iltite: c!ol•iltite: fine none in inart. brach. 
dol•iltite inter· dark brown, light par. & low·angle dol•iltite 
bedl: variable green-weathering; lam.,; local rip· dol•iltite: 
-.ounts r.f clay, 1·15 c•, rarely to ple·scale cross· abundant grapt., 
auth. nonferroan 30 tm thick lam., low-angle phyllo. & inert. 
dolo. and quartz; truncations, brach. (current 
alternating sili· small-scale soft· at igned on s'lllle 
ceous l11111inae' & sed. folds & surfaces) 
argillaceous faults, & convo· 
1Minae1 core· lute lam.; sili· 
spond to peloidal ce01r.1 l•i nae' 
P/G and radio. 11/11 with current 
layers in aligned spicules 
li•stones 
Lithologies 
21 Bentonite 
(W8CQ & Bleck 
Cove sect i 01\S 
only) 
31 RIBBON LIMESTONE LITHOFACIES (TYPE Bl c.mtinued (Table 5.1 continued) 
Colour. Style 
end Thickness 
of Bedding 
light greenish 
grey, recessive· 
~~eethering; 
1·12 em thick 
Physical 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
none 
Biogenic 
Structures 
none 
Skeletal 
Components 
none 
Diagenetic 
Features 
Depositional 
Environment 
altered volcanic 
ash deposited by 
suspension set· 
ling thr~ the 
water col~~~r~ 
' · siliceous laminae ere light grey, clay-poor, rich In siliceous sponge spicules, quartz silt, end dolomitlzed peloids end contain minor micritic 
peloids, s~ll calcitic skeletal fragments, glauconite and CaPO •• 
2 • argillaceous laminae are brown, cley·rich, contain widely-dispersed, silt·size dolomite and quartz, and leek calcitic or siliceous skeletal 
fragments. 
3 
·siliceous microfossil described by BergstrOm (1979) 
90 
Figure 5.3 Burrowed limestone lithofacies (Table cove Fm.); field 
photos and photomicrographs. • - echinoderm; t - trilobite; o - ostra-
code; 9 - gastropod; i - inarticulate brachiopod; p - peloid: 
py - pyrite. Bar scales on all photomicrographs except f and 9 are 1 
mm. a) Aerial view of the basal Table Cove Formation sequence at Table 
cove. Light grey beds bounded by major bedding plane breaks in 
foreground are about 10 m thick. Small arrows (right side) delineate a 
low-angle, ba~al truncation surface of a relatively large slide masa. 
b) Medium grey, muddy limestones (lithology 1 in Table 5.1) with thin, 
style-nodular bedding from near the base of the lithofacies at Table 
Cove. c) Transition from style-nodular oedding to planar, ribbon 
li~estone type bedding near the top of the lithofacies at Table Cove. 
warped bedding in the foreground is a result of gravitational sliding. 
Divisions on measuring stick are 10 em. d) Photomicrograph of typical 
medium gr~y, muddy limestone from Table Cove. e) Photomicrograph of 
peloidal, fossiliferous grainstone lense from Table Cove. Flat, elon9ate 
fragments are mostly echinoderm plates. f) Photomicrograph of 
neomorphosed, dark grey, trilobite-rich limestone at Table Cove. Bar 
scale is 0.5 mm. g) Photomicrograph of f) under cathodoluminescence. 
Bar scale is 0.5 mm. h) Coarse, echinoderm-rich grain-/rudstone lenses 
forming a diffuse sand body (arrows); Table Cove- Bellburns section at 
the head of Table Cove about 1 km southeast of the Table Cove section. 
Metre stick (centre of photo) for scale. i) Photomicrograph of 
echinoderm-rich rudstone shown in h). 
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the latter by 1) their darker colour and well-defined, thin ( 1-S em), 
matrix-rich, stylo-nodular or pseudo-conglomeratic bedding, 2) the 
presence of large inarticulate brachiopods (Ectonoglossa sp., Pickerill 
.!itt. al., 1984b), an abundant and diverse assemblage of deep-water trilo-
bites (Whittington, 1965; Whittington and Kindle, 1963; Fortey, 1975) 
and a deeper-water conodont assemblage (Stouge, 1981, 1984), and 3) 
common, though subtle, evidence of gravitational sliding. Generally the 
limestones become less fossiliferous and the argillaceous partings 
become thicker up section, thereby grading in texture, composition, and 
style of bedding into overlying ribbon limestones (Chapter section 
5. 2. 3, below; Figure S. 3. c). At one exceptional location (see Chapter 
section 5. 2.1 ( iv)) this lithofacies comprises the entire Table Cove 
Formation and is directly overlain by the Black Cove Formation. 
5. 2.1 Lithologies 
(i) Mediua grey, auddy 1iaeatone This category includes biotur-
bated, fossil-poor mudstone, fossiliferous wackestone, and muddy, 
fossiliferous packstone with thin, stylo-nodular bedding (Table 5.1; 
Figure 5.3.b-d). These lithologies make up most of the lithofacies, but 
decrease in abundance up section. Sediments are compositionally 
similar, specifically with respect to biotic components, though muddler 
in texture than underlying Table Point Formation limestones (cf. USU 
lithofacies in Table 4.1). Shelly fossils decrease in abundance up 
section, while radiolarians and graptolites become conspicuous, though 
minor components in the uppermost beds. Bioturbation is pervasive but 
generally cannot be ascribed to a particular ichnofossil. Sinuous, 
Planolites-like burrows, circular intersections of vertical (or sub-
horizonta:L) burrows, and small Chondrites occur on the upper surfaces of 
only a few beds. 
These strata are interpreted to be largely in situ accumulations of 
carbonate mud and skeletal debris deposited in somewhat deeper water 
than underlying Table Point Formation platform limestones. Diverse 
93 
benthic invertebrates and calcareous algae indicate fairly shallow, 
normal marine water. Predominance of infaunal deposit feeding organisms 
and bioturbate sediment textures imply stability of surface sediments 
and suggest that current and wave activity was weak. Increasingly muddy 
textures of the limestones, diminishing numbers of calcareous shelly 
fossils, and the appearance of pelagic radiolarians and grapt.ulites up 
section indicate progressive deepening and increasing importance of 
hemi.pelagic sedimentation. 
(ii) Dark grey, trilobite-rich liaeatooe Dark grey, fossiliferous, 
peloidal wacke-/floatstone and muddy, fossiliferous pack-/rudstone 
comprise thin beds that punctuate •ediua gray liaeatooe near the base of 
the lithofacies sequence, and comprise knobbly-weathering units a few 
tens of cont ... m'.Jt res to ~ metres thick further up section (Table 5. 1; 
Figures 5. 2 and 5. 3. e-g). Thin beds generally pinch out lat.arally over 
a few metres; it is not readily apparent whether the lensoid morphology 
is sttictly depositional or is accentuated by pressure dissolution. 
Thicker units are further distinguished from enclosing, lighter coloured 
limestones by even thinner, very matrix-t ich, stylo-nodular to pseudo-
conglomeratic bedding. 
These beds contain an assortment of skeletal grains similar to that 
found in enclosing, lighter coloured limestones ( (i), above) and are 
also invariably bioturbated (Figure 5. 3. e-g) • In contrast, the sedi-
ments are exceptionally rich in large fragments of illaenid trilobites 
and, commonly, coarse echinoderm Jebris. In addition, they are notice-
ably more pyritic and are pervasively replaced by coarsely-crystalline 
pseudospar (Figure 5 • 3. f 1 • 
Fragments of illaenid trilooites, indigenous arthropods of the Table 
Point platform (Whittington and Kindle, 1963; Whittington, 1965), sug-
gest that these sediments originated on the platform and were transport-
ed into the deeper water setting (Fortey, 1975). The darker colour and 
petroliferous odour of these sediments plus abundant pyrite are also 
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indicative of relatively high concentrations of organic matter anO: 
suggest rapid deposition of sediment derived from a shallower, more 
biologically productive area. Although bioturbation has obliterated 
primary depositional structures, the mixture of organic-rich muds and 
coarse skeletal debris suggests the sediments were deposited from waning 
bottom currents or sediment gravity flows with both bedload and suspend-
ed sediment components. Currents directed off the platform may have 
been generated by storm waves that entrained sediments in shallower 
water, or could have been triggered by seismicity. Increasing abundance 
of these allochthonous sediments up section and concurrent decline in ia 
ait.u carbonate accumulation suggest that water depth increased to a 
point where dissolved oxygen level, light level, and/or temperature were 
not conducive to biogenic carbonate production and the majority of 
sediment was transported in from adjacent shallow water areas. 
(iii) Bchiaodera-rich, skeletal sand leases Very fossiliferous 
pack-/floatstone and grain-/rudstone lenses are minor components of the 
lithofacies (Table 5.1; Figures 5.2 and S.J.h, i). In some sequences 
they are randomly distributed and widely disseminated, but locally they 
are closely stacked and define diffuse skeletal sand bodies (Figure 
5. 3. h; compare Table Point and Table Cove-Bell burna sections in back 
pocket). 
These sedirr.ents are also interpreted to have coma from the plat form 
and were transported by currents into deeper water. Oncolites link the 
sediments to a contemporaneous 1ponge-oncolite biostrome. However, 
predominance of coarse, clean echinodermal sands and paucity of mud 
suggests the sediments were d&rived specifically from areas where 
crinoids and cystoids proliferated, possibly shoals adjacent to the 
biostrome. scattered skeletal sand lenses in the muddier, deeper-water 
deposits indicate episodic transport and deposition from high ea1ergy 
bottom currents probably generated by powerful waves during storma. 
Diffuse sand bodies made up of stacked skeletal sand lenses are thought 
to have developed locally in areas most proximal to the echinoderm 
shoal. Relative to surrounding areas these sand bodies may also have 
been local highs on the seafloor that were more susceptible to normal 
waves, and possibly tidal currents, that promoted their development. 
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(iv) Liaeatone congloaerate Unique fossiliferous limestone 
conglomerate is recognized in a single drill core from the Daniel's 
Harbour Zinc Mine (DH-1516, back pocket; Table 5.1). It comprises the 
top 4 m of the lithofacies, which anomalously constitutes the entire 
formation sequence, and is directly overlain by Black Cove Formation 
shale (Chapter 7). The conglomerate is clast-supported and matrix-poor, 
and is composed of granule- to pebble-size clasts of light grey, very 
fossiliferous limestone. 
Clast size and bed thickness suggest the conglomerate was trans-
ported and deposited by a debris flow or, possibly, a high concen-
tration turbidity current (Middleton and Hampton, 1976). Composition of 
the clasts indicate a shallower-water origin. Clast size and shape 
suggest the pebbly sediment was generated by disaggregation of at least 
partially lithified, nodular limestone during transport. The sediment 
gravity flow could have evolved during transport and break-up of 
coherent strata in a gravitational slide involving surficial sediments 
in adjacent shallower water areas. It may also have been generated by 
mass-wasting of shallowly-buried sediments exhumed by faulting. Abrupt 
deepening after conglomerate deposition, indicated by overlying black, 
basinal shale, suggests that fault displacement was likely involved. 
(v) Bentonite Centimette-thick, sticky clay beds punctuate this 
lithofacies in both the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine and Port au Port 
Peninsula areas (Table 5.1). XRD analysis indicates that they are 
composed of expandable, mixed layer illite-smectite clays. They are 
interpreted as al-tered volcanic ash layers that accumulated on the sea 
floor by suspension settling through the water column. The mixed-layer 
compoaiti~n of the claya indicates further conversion of smectite, the 
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original weathering product of siliceous volcanic ash, to illite during 
burial (Eslinger and Sellars, ~981). 
5.2.2 Syoaediaentary Deforaatioo 
Deformation structures and fabrics generated by gravit~tional 
sliding are common, albethey typically obscure in this lithofacies. 
Moat slides are only a few tens of centimetres thick and are 
characterized by predominantly brittle deformation features, namely 
rotated, imbricated bedding, broken beds and conglomeratic fabric, and 
low-angle (5-15°) faults (Figure S.J.a; Appendix C). Broad, open folds 
(1~1 m; A=l0-20 em) manifest by undulatory bedding planes (Figure 
S.J.c), and indicative of ductile deformation, are also present; smaller 
wavelength folda are vaguely defined by broken limestone nodules. 
5.2.3 Interpretation 
These strata are interpreted to have been deposited on a gently-dip-
ping, moderately shallow but progressively deepening, upper slope cre-
ated by tilting and subsidence of the predeceasing, shallow-water plat-
form. Sediments deposited included in situ acc~mulations of mud and 
skeletal debris, plus material derived from the adjacent platform and 
deposited via bottom currents and sediment gravity flows. 
Numbers and diversity of invertebrates living on and in the sedi-
ments indicate normal marine, well-oxygenated bottom waters. Darker 
colour of the sediments compared to underlying platform limestones, 
however, suggests a greater quantity of unoxidized organic matter, 
possibly an indication that bottom waters were not as well oxygenated. 
Chondrites burrows in the youngest, and inferred to be deepest, upper 
slope limestones, may signify dysaerobic, interstitial, bot~om waters 
(Bromley and Eckdale, 1984). 
Low energy, below normal wave base conditio~& are inferred from the 
muddy, bioturbated texture of most sediments. Progressive deepening of 
the upper slope environment is indicated by 1) a gradual decraase in the 
numbers of benthic organisms and appearance of pelagic radiolarians and 
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graptolites, and 2) the change from primarily in aitu carbonate accumu-
lations to mostly platform-derived, transported sediments up section. 
Calcareous green algae in the initial upper slope deposits may indicate 
water depths of less than 25m (Wray, 1977), but may have been a few or 
several tens of metres greater for younger sediments deposited in more 
distal regions. 
Common remobilization of these sediments in gravitational slides 
signals a rather abrupt change from a more or less level platfo~ to an 
inclined depositional slope. Predominance of brittle deformation 
structures and fabrics indicate the sediments were fairly well-lithified 
at the sediment-water interface. Limited thicknesses of sediments 
involved in sliding probably reflects the lithification state, but also 
suggests that mass movement was triggered by either rapid increases in 
the angle of the depositional slope or by sudden changes in pore water 
pressure caused ~y earthquake shocks or passing storm waves rather than 
by local sediment overloading or by sudden depositional loading. Seis-
micity may have been related to plate convergence and volcanism outboard 
of the continental margin or it could have accompanied small displace-
mer.ts on nearby faults that controlled local subsidence. Exotic, 
pebbly, debris flow conglomerate derived from the platform or very high 
up on the slope may be a dramatic consequence of catastrophic faulting 
and extremely rapid subsidence locally. 
5.2.4 Regional Variation• 
The general character and lithologic components of the burrowed 
liaeatone litbofaciea described above come from outcrops at Table Cove 
and from drill cores at the adjacent Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine where 
the lithofacies is well-developed. In uthgr areas limestones which 
comprise the lithofacies are compositionally and texturally similar, but 
there are important lateral variations. 
The most striking difference is the thickness of lithofacies 
sequences, which ranges from aa little as 1.5 m to aa much as 22 m (cf. 
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Figure S.l.a and b); lithofacies thickness is invariably proportional to 
the thickness of the entire Table Cove Formatlon. Since the thickness 
of upper slope deposits essentially records the duration of iD situ 
carbonate sediment production, thinner upper slope sequences are infer-
red to have been depo2ited during more rapid subsidence. 
Comparatively thin lithofacies sequences differ from thick sequences 
described above in four respects. 
1) Sediments commonly cannot be differentiated into autochthonous 
and platform-derived components. This is prob~bly partly due to 
thorough mixing of sediments by burrowing organisms. It is also 
probably a function of rapid demise of the upper slope and the adjacent 
platform due to rapid subsidence. 
2) There is little evidence of downslope tran&port in gravitational 
slides or slumps. This suggests subsidence in those areas was accom-
panied by minimal tilting. 
3) Locally thin upp~r slope deposits are characterized by very 
argillaceous, nodular bedding (Figure S.4.a) interpreted as a prwssure 
dissolution fabric generated in sediments that were incompletely 
lithified before burial. Incomplete lithification indicates that either 
the contribution of clays from the water column was greater at th~ onset 
of slope formation and sedimentation, or the upper slope was deeper, 
bottom waters were leas well-oxygenated, and/or a larger proportion of 
sediment deposited was organic-rich material derived from shallower 
water areas. 
4) Thin upper slope sequences locally have multiple hardgrounds or 
firmgrounds (Figure S.4.b,c). Hatdgrounds defined by pyritic rinds 
and/or concentrations of CaP04 can be traced for a few tenq of metres 
along the length of the outcrops. Most 3re developed on muddy, burrowed 
sediments and vary from smooth to undulatory to highly irregular 
surfaces that display 2-5 em relief in aeries of scallop-shaped depres-
sions separated by narrow pinnacles (Figure S.4.b,c). In the absence of 
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Figure 5.4 Regional variations in the burrowed limestone lithofacies; 
field photos and photomicrographs. e - echinoderm; t - trilobite; 
d - dasycladacean alga; py - pyrite; pb - phosphatized sediment/grain. 
All bar scales on photomicrographs are 1 mm. a) Very argillaceous 
limestone with nodular bed~ing at the base of the Table Cove Formation 
at Beaver Brook. b) Polished slab of eroded and mineralized hardgrounds 
(arrows) from West Bay Centre Quarry. Echinoderm-rich sediment above the 
prominent, s~alloped hardground is mixed into underlying, Chondrites-
burrowed muddy sediment via larger burrows (B) that penetrate the 
hardground, extend 4-6 em below it, and concentrate the materisl above 
another? hardground. Divisions on scale are one centimetre. c) Similar 
to b), &lAo from West Bay Centre Quarry. Laminated argillaceous sediment 
overlies the uppermost, pyritized hardground. Divisions on scale are 
one centimetre. d) Photomicrograph of a phoaphatized (dense shading) 
and pyritized hardground that is bored (BO) and overlain by 
echinoderm-rich sediment. e) Photomicrograph of the same hardground 
surface as in d) with a truncated Chondrites burrow (outlined). 
f) Photomicrograph of twice burrowed, muddy sediment below a mineralized 
hardground at West Bay Center Quarry. Firat generation burrows are 
circular, microspar patches (arrows); second generation burrows, which 
do not cross-cut earlier burrows, are filled with peloidal, echinoderm 
grainstone. 
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evidence r•f subaerlal exposure and meteoric diagenesis, and lack of 
large boring bivalves in these sediments, irregular topography is 
interpreted to reflect heterogeneous mechanical erosion of the hard-
ground dic~ated by patchy distribution of well-1ithified sediment. 
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~uddy sediments beneath the hardgrounds record multiple stages of 
burrowing (Chondrites) and complex diagenetic histories involving 
neomorphism, cementation, glauconitization, phosphatization ~nd pyriti-
zation, all intimately related to hardground formation (Figure 5.4.d-f). 
Mineralized hardgrounds and firmgrounds indicate lithification of 
sediments during periods of very slow sedimentation or nondeposition 
(Fischer and Garrison, 1967; Shinn, 1969; Kennedy and Garrison, 1975; 
Fursich, 1979). Reduced carbonate production may have been the result 
of ever incteasing water depth and/or abrupt changes in depth caused by 
pulses of rapid subsidence (Purser, 1969; Read, 1980, 1982; Pedley and 
Bennett, 1985). The presence of phosphate and paucity of glauconite in 
the hardgrounds suggests that lithification and mineralization occurred 
in relatively shallow water, perhaps between 30 and 50 m deep (Bromley, 
1967). 
5.3 Parted Li•estoaa Lithofacies (Lithofacies 2 in Table 5.1) 
This lithofacies is composed of thin-bedded, light grey, planar to 
wavy, fossil-poor, parted limestone and lesser dark grey, stylo-nodular 
to pseudo-conglomeratic, fossiliferous limestone, both pervaded by 
deformation structures generated by gravitational sliding (Figures 5.2 
and S.S.a). It abruptly overlies massive, sponge-oncolite biostromal 
limestone at the top of the Table Point Format.ion (Chapter section 4.4) 
only in the Bellburns-Spudgel's Cove section. Basal beds locally rest 
discordantly on the platformal limestones, but limited exposure of the 
contact precludes judging whether it is truly an angular unconformity or 
an apparition caused by synsedimentary sliding and folding of the basal 
sediment&. This lithofacies is laterally equivalent and compositionally 
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Figure s.s Parted limestone lithofacies (Table Cove Fm.); field photos 
and photomicrographs. All from the Bellburns-Spudgel•s Cove section. 
• - echinoderm; t - trilobite; o - ostracode; 9 - gastropod; i - inar-
ticulate brachiopod; gr - graptolite; 8 - burrow; pb - phosphate grain. 
Bar scales on all photomicrographs are 1 mm. a) Parted limestone near 
the base of the section. Folding occurs in the hanging wall of a 
synsedimentary fault (arrows) at the base ot a gravitational slide. 
Divisions on the measuring stick are 10 em. b) Light grey, planar-wavy 
parted limestone overlain by dark grey, trilobite-rich limestone 
(arrow). c) Close-up of parted limestone with planar-wavy to 
wavy-nodular bedding; thin, dark grey layers are dolomitic shale. Pencil 
for scale. d) Large nileid? trilobite on the upper surface of a 
mudstone bed. e) Photomicrograph of finely-fossiliferous, silty (white 
specks), burrowed mud-/wackestone (parted limestone). Moat skeletal 
fragments are valves of very small ostracodes. Black specka are 
diaseminated pyrite and pyrite-replaced skeletal grains. f) Photomicro-
graph of recrystallized wackestone (parted limestone) with large 
fragments of trilobites and an inarticulate brachiopod, all partly 
replaced by pyrite. 9) Photomicrograph of very fossiliferous, burrowed 
wackestone (parted limestone) patchily replaced by pseudospar. Black 
ape~ks are pyrite. b) Photomicrograph of dark grey, trilobite-rich 
limestone. Siliciclastic silt and echinoderm debris are more abundant in 
field of view than trilobite material. Black specks are pyrite. 
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similar to the burrowed liaeatone lithofaciea (Chapter section 5.2, 
above), differentiated from it by more continuous and much leas fossil-
iferous limestone beds and thicker argillaceous partings, and by a 
distinctive trace fossil assemblage. These strata are abruptly overlain 
by ribbon limestone (Chapter section 5.4, below,) which are even less 
fossiliferous and are interbedded with thicker beds of calcareous shale 
(Figure 5.2). 
5.3.1 Lithologie• 
(i) Light grey, parted liaeatone This lithology i& the dominant 
component of the lithofacies (Figure 5.2). lt is composed of thin, 
planar-wavy to wavy-nodular beds of mudstone and fossil-poor wackestone 
separated by very thin, argillaceous partings (Table 5.1; Figure 
s.s.a-c). Field and petrographic aspects of these strata indicate that 
this bedding is largely defined by an early diagenetic stratification 
influenced by primary compositional layering and subsequertly modified 
by pressure dissolution during burial (Appendix D). 
Limestone beds are mostly fossil-bearing mudstones with skeletal 
components similar to, but finer-grained and less abundant than those 
present in the burrowed liaeatone lithof~ciaa (Chapter section 5.2.1, 
above) and in platformal limestones (Figure S.S.d,e). They are inter-
stratified with lesser fossiliferous, peloidal wackestone beds that 
contain a similar biotic assemblage (Figure S.S.f,g) that decrease in 
numbers up section. On some bedding planes skeletal debris is concen-
trated with orthoconic and coiled cephalopods, articulate braci1iopods 
and lithistid sponges, forming small (30-40 em diametet), ill-defined, 
low-relief buildups reminiscent of sponge bioherms in the Table Point 
Formation (Chapter section 4.3.3). Disseminated pyrite and pyrite-
replaced skeletal fragments are more abundant in these beds than in the 
mudstones, also suggesting originally higher concentrations of organic 
matter (Figure S.S.g). 
All limestone beds lack primary, physical sedimentary structures and 
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are interpreted to be bioturbated (Figure S.S.e-g). Burrow mottling is 
generally recognized by irregular patches of microspar and pseudospar; 
it is also defined ... n some beds by discontinuous stringers of quartz 
silt. Discrete burrows, mostly less than 5 mm in diameter, are alterna-
tively filler! ~11ith neomorphic calcite, blocky calcite cement, micrite, 
or pyrite. Upper bedding planes also commonly display several types of 
large horizontal traces (see Trace roaaila, Chapter section 5.3.2, 
below). 
Partings are essentially argillaceous mosaics of finely-crystalline 
dolomite with scattered siliciclastic silt, and small, mostly unidenti-
fiable, skeletal fragments. They are interpreted as carbonate-depleted 
sedin•ent layers equivalert to enclosing limestones that escaped early 
lithification and were subjected to mechanical compaction and pressure 
dissolution during burial (Appendix D). 
Parted limestones are interpreted to be a combination of hemipelagic 
sediment and lesser autochthonous carbonates deposited in a quiet water 
environment below fairweather wave base. Predominance of mud, the fine, 
fragmental nature of skeletal grains, and paucity of calcareous algae 
suggest that these sediments accumulated in deeper water than the 
burrowed liaeatooe lithofacies (Cnapter section 5.2). Mudstones with 
very small fragments of typical shallow-water invertebrates and cal-
careous algae, and radiolarians are interpreted as hemipelagic sediments 
(Wilson, 1969) composed mostly of fine sediment derived from either the 
adjacent platform or higher up on the slope, plus as pelagic material 
deposited from suspension from the water column. Dilute suspensions of 
fine sediment may have been continually transported out into deeper 
water via normal tidal currents and waves (Neumann and Land, 1975). 
More voluminous suspensions were probably generated by storms and 
transported seaward by storm ebb flows (Ball ~ al., 1967; Perkins and 
Enos, 1968; Boardman and Neumann, 1984). Diffuse clusters of sponges, 
cephalopods and other shelly invertebrates, however, also suggest that 
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some sediment was generated iu situ by benthic organisms localized on 
the seafloor in small buildups. Declining abundance of these sediments 
up section indicates deteriorating environmental conditions, probably a 
consequence of deepening. 
(ii) Dark grey, trilobite-rich liaestone Knobbly-weathering, dark 
grey, fossiliferous limestone comprises 1. 5-3 m thick beds interstrati-
fied with the parted limestone (Table 5.1; Figures 5.2 and S.S.b). It 
is compositionally, texturally and diagenetically similar to same named 
strata in the burrowed liee1tooe lithofaci .. (Chapter section 5. 2.1 
(ii); Figure S.S.h), but th.:Jy commonly contain an even more conspicuoua 
and diverse assemblage of typical shallow-water, shelly invertebrates 
and calcareous algae (Table 5.1) • Orthocones on bedding planea of some 
of these units show a preferred orientation (aee Spudgel's Cove aection, 
back pocket). 
Like similar beds in the burrowed lieestone lithofacie1 these strata 
are interpreted to have derived from the platform, specifically a 
aponge-oncolite buildup, and were transported downslope and rapidly 
deposited by gravity-driven bottom currents generated by storms or, 
possibly, triggered by episodic seismicity. Complete reworking of the 
sediments by burrowers indicates that relatively small amounts of 
sediment were deposited by each current event. Thick accumulations, 
therefore, must record long periods L .r: episodic current deposition 
either when the source was comparatively shallow and more susceptible to 
disruption be high energy storms or, when seismic activity was frequent. 
5.3.2 rrace Fossils 
(i) Description Several types of trace fossils are found on the 
upper surfaces of parted limeotone beds and, to a lesser extent, on dark 
grey limestones. Host common are large (7 mm to 2 or 3 em diameter), 
straight to broadly sinuous, horizontal to gently inclined burrows, some 
of which are up to several metres long (Figure 5.6.a). Both burrows 
expressed in positive relief and those defined by shallow grooves are 
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Figure 5.6 Trace fossils in the parted limestone lithofacies. All 
specimens are from the Bellburns - Spudgel'a Cove section. a) Large, 
gently-curved burrows (arrows) on the upper bedding plane of muddy, 
parted limestone. Divisions on the measuring stick are 10 em. 
b) Taenidium on the upper bedding plane of a mudstone bed; pencil for 
scale. Peristaltic wall morphology and internal meniscus structure are 
apparent only when the upper wall of the tunnel and internal sediment 
have been removed by weathering. Other large, full relief burrows 
composed of micrite and lacking these features may be manifestations of 
Taenidiym. c) Palaeophycus on an upper bedding plane; divisions on the 
meaeuring stick are 10 em. d) Photomicrograph of Palaeophycus burrow 
floored by internal sediment, lined with bladed calcite cement, and 
filled with equant spar; up is to the left. Other Palaeophycye burrows 
are lined with bladed calcite and filled with lime mud or are filled 
solely with blocky calcite cement. That the burrows remained open 
implies that either that walla of the structure were reinforced with 
mucous or enclosing muds were firm (see e), below). Sparry, fenestral-
looking sediment patch on the left is a sponge. Bar mcale is 0. 5 em. 
e) Photomicrograph of Palaeophycus burrow occluded by blocky calcite 
cement. Minute, spar-filled fractures around the burrow and the presence 
of fragments of the burrow wall (partly replaced by pyrite) in the 
burrow record partial collapse of the burrow in aemi-lithified sediment. 
Bar scale is 0.5 em. f) Large Chondrites on upper bedding plane near 
the top of the section; pencil for scale. 
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partly responsible for tha lumpy topography on upper and lower surfaces 
of parted limestone beds (Figure S.S.c). 
The trace fossil assemblage includes the following. Taenidium 
(!lniY O'Aleaaandro and Bromley, 1987), is a large (1.5-3 em diameter), 
low relief, straight to gently-curved burrow with peristaltic wall 
morphology and meniscate internal structure (Figure 5.6.b), interpreted 
aa a tunnel generated by an infaunal, deposit-feeder that back-filled 
ita burrow as it moved through the sediment. Palaeophycus app. 
(Pemberton and Frey, 1982), are large (0.5-2 em diameter), smooth-
walled, sub-horizontal tunnels with sharply defined walla and several 
different types of turrow fill (Figure S.b.c-e), interpreted to have 
been generated by a dep,ait-feeding organism, or possibly constructed as 
a domicile for protection and/or filter-feeding. Chondrites is a 
complex burrow system consisting of a central, vertical shaft from which 
extends a whorl of branching, smooth-walled, gently-inclined tunnels 
(Figure 5.6.f), interpreted as a feeding structure of a sessile, 
deposit-feeding organism. Ichnogenus incertae is another large, 
straight to gently-curving burrow expressed as a shallow groove with low 
(4-5 mm) lateral ridges on the tops of limestone beds which may be 
either be a surface trail of an epifaunal grazer or scavenger, a tunnel 
generated by an infaunal, deposit-feeder th~~ mig~~ted along the inter-
face between sediments of aomewhat different composition, or a pressure 
diasolution enhanced cast of Taenidium from an overlying limestone bed. 
(ii) Sigaificaace of the aaaeablage This assemblage of traces 
indicates a soft, stable •ub~trate containing an adequate supply of 
fine, organic matter to support inbenthic organisms, thereby confirm-
ing other sedimentologic evidence that these sediments accumulated in a 
quiet water environment. Though it is not diagnostic of a specific 
environment or water depth, similar assemblages dominated by infaunal 
deposit-feeders are common to both modern and ancient, fine-grained, 
deep-water sediments (Eckdale and Berger, 1978; Kern, 1978; Pickerill, 
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19807 Eckdale ~ Jl., 1984). Inhabitation of the sediment by large 
soft-bodied organisms indicates that bottom waters and near surface, 
interstitial waters were well-oxygenated (Byers, 1977). The appearance 
of Chondrites may signal decreasing 02 levels (Bromley and Eckdale, 
1984), probably a reflection of increasing water depth. 
Actual distribution of burrows in these strata is uncertain1 neither 
lower bedding planes of limestones nor bedding planes in argillaceous 
interbeds are exposed in outcrop. Apparent absence of burrows in 
argillaceous partings is thought to be at least partly due to oblitera-
tion by compaction. However, weakly-developer! nodular fabrics in 
limestone beds indicate little vertical mixing of sediment by burrowers. 
This suggests that burrowing activity may have been influenced by either 
primary compositional layering and/or the interstitial water chemistry 
of different sediment layers (Appendix D). 
5.3.3 synaediaentary Deforaation 
Deformation structures and fabrics generated by gravitational 
sliding are pervasive in this lithofacies. Discrete slides range from 
only a few tens of centimetres up to -12 m thick. The thinnest are 
analogous to those in the burrowed liaestone litbofaciea (Chapter 
s8ction 5.2.2) and are characterized by similar brittle deformation 
features. Metre-scale slides display nearly the entire spectrum of 
brittle (faults, rotated and imbricated bedding, pebbly limestone 
conglomerate) and ductile (folds, sheared bedding; structures in 
approximately equal proportion (Figure S.S.a), while deformation in one 
large slide mass at the top of the lithofacies is manifest almost solely 
by imbricate thrusts and pebbly limestone conglomerate (Appendix C). 
5.3.4 Interpretation 
This lithofacies records sedimentation on a moderately deep, 
gently-dipping carbonate slope generated by abrupt subsidence of the 
Table Point platform. Predominance of mud indicates overall low-energy 
conditions, while paucity of important carbonate-producing organisms, 
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notably calcareous algae, suggests that little sediment was generated in 
situ. Most mud and skeletal debris originated on an adjacent platform 
or higher up on the slope and was deposited either by suspe &sion 
settling through the water column (parted liaestooe) or from episodic 
gravity flows (dark grey, trilobite-rich liaestone). Skeletal compo-
nents of the latter indicate the presence of a contemporaneous, upslope, 
shallow-water, lithistid sponge buildup. Compositional and textural 
contrasts with the burrowed liaestooe lithofacies indicate deposition in 
somewhat deeper water, either in a lower upper slope or mid-slope 
environment. 
The mid-slope was normally inhabited by a limited assemblage of 
shelly invertebrates. Restrictions on their numbers and diversity may 
have been imposed by reduced light intensity, low oxygen level, low 
water temperature, or a combination of these, each of which decreases 
with increasing dPpth. Intermittently improved environmental condi-
tions, possibly oxygenation of bottom waters, allowed proliferation of a 
more diverse assemblage of invertebrates, including sponges, gastropods 
and echinoderms. 
Soft-bodied, deposit-feeding organisms thrived in the muddy sedi-
ments. Their ability to obliterate all primary depositional structures 
suggests that sedimentation was relatively slow and continuous (Howard, 
1975, 1978). Their presence implies that normally bottom waters and 
near surface interstitial waters were well oxygenated; dysaerobic to 
anoxic interstitial waters appear to have been generated in dark grey 
limestones deposited rapidly with higher concentra~ions of organic 
matter. 
Predominance of very fine-grai.ted, carbonate sediment and absence of 
current- and wave-generated structures indicate quiet water deposition, 
certainly below fairweather wave base and possibly below storm wave 
base. Minimum water depth inferred from the general absence of in-
digenous green algae is about 25m (Wray, 1977). Deposition below 
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fairweather wave base implies a similar minimum depth (Walker, 1985). 
Intermittent proliferation of diverse shelly invertebrates suggeata that 
water depth probably did not exceed 100 m (Benedict and Walker, 19781 
Wilson and Jordan, 1983). Gradual disappearance of fossiliferoua 
sediments generated by indigenous organisms up through the lithofacies 
sequence indicates that water depth increased with time. 
The abrupt appearance of these mid-slope carbonatee atop very 
shallow limestones indicates very rapid subsidence of the platform. 
Soft-sediment folds and other early deformation structures in even the 
basal elope deposita prove that subsidence was accompanied by tilting. 
Pervasive deformation due to sliding implies that virtually all sedi-
ments deposited on the mid-slope were subsequently transported some 
distance further downslope in gravitational slides. In this setting 
episodic seismicity may have been a more important triggering mechanism 
than was changing pore water pressure associated with passing storms. 
Greater instability of these sediments compared to those deposited on 
the upper slope is probably due to the presence of unlithified, argilla-
ceous interbeds which readily succumbed to shear stresses and served as 
glide surfaces even on very gentle slopes. 
5.3.5 eo .. eata 
This lithofacies comprises an anomalously thick sequen=e at the base 
of the Table Cove Formation only in the Bellburna- Spudgel's Cove area. 
It is laterally equivalent to, tl.Jugh much thicker than the bur~ed 
liaestooe litbofaciea strata at the base of the Table Cove at nearby 
Table Cove and the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine. Deposition of these 
deeper-water sediments implies more rapid subsidence of the underlying 
platform than in surrounding areas. The anomalous thickness of the 
sequence may in part be due to synsedimentary structural thickening in 
gravitational slides, and/or record a unique balance between adjacent, 
slowly subsiding, shallower, carbonate source areas and the elope which 
was able to accommodate the mass of sediment deposited on it by 
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subsiding more rapidly. 
5.4 RibboD L1aeatoDe Litbofaciaa (Lithofacies 3 in Table 5.1) 
This lithofacies consists mostly of rhythmically-interetratified, 
thin-bedded, fossil-poor, muddy or peloidal limestone and graptolitic 
shale, commonly referred to as ribbon limestone (Figures 5.1 and 5.2). 
In contrast to previously described Table Cove Formation lithofacies, 
limestone beds are on average thicker., less conspicuously burrowed or 
not burrowed at all, and contain fewer and smaller fragments of shallow 
water organisms and increasing numbers of pelagic radiolarians and 
graptolites. Interbedded shales are also thicker and contain a similar 
pelagic faunal assemblage. Field and petrographic aspects of these 
strata indicate that this bedding is defined by an early diagenetic 
stratific•tion influenced by primary compositional layering and subse-
quently modified by pressure dissolution during burial (Appendix D). 
These strata gradationally overlie the burrowed lieeatoDe and parted 
liaaatooe lithofacies (Chapter sections 5.2 and 5.3), constituting thb 
upper Table Cove almost everywhere the formation occurs; an exception ia 
noted in Chapter section 5.2.1 (iv), above. They are almost everywhere 
gr•dationally overlain by the Black Cove Formation (Chapter 7) (Figure 
5.2). Exceptional is the section at Piccadilly on the Port au Port 
Peninsula (back pocket) where ribbon limestone is directly overlain by 
coarser siliciclastic sediments of the American Tickle Formation 
(Chapter 8). 
This lithofacies includes two sub-lithofacies (Tyve A and Type B) 
differentiated by style of bedding, composition, and primary sedimentary 
structures (Figure 5.2; Table 5.1). They also differ in their as-
sociated carbonate lithologies, degree and styles of synsedimentary 
deformation, and diagenetic features. Type A comprises both very thin 
and very thick sedimentary sequences on the Great Northern Peninsula. 
Type B comprises thin sequences only on and near Port au Port Peninsula. 
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5.t.l Litbologiaa of lub-litbofaciaa A 
(i) RibboD liaaatoDa These atrata are characterized by remarkably 
tabular beds of limeatone ani:! recassive-t·•eathering ahale c;anerally 
interbedded on a scala of 1-10 em (Tabla S.1J Figure S.7.a,b). Lima-
atone beds appear continuous, but meat change c;radually in thicknaas and 
pinch out along strike over several metres or tans of metres. The 
limestone:shale ratio within discrete, SO em to 15 m thick stratigraphic 
intervals varies from 20:1 to l:SJ it does not everywhere systematically 
decrease up section, but calcareous shale is always the dominant 
component near the top of lithofacies sequences. 
Lia•~toDa beds are mostly fossiliferous and/or peloidal wackestone 
and fossil-bearing mudstone (Figure S.7.c-e); thin beds of fossiliferous 
pack-/rudstone are present near the base of lithofacies sequences 
locally. Muddy limestones contain very small fragments of shelly 
invertebrates and calcareous algae typically found in platformal and 
upper slope limestones, as well as radiolarians and c;raptolitea, and 
disarticulated, but not pulverized fragments of thin-walled trilobites, 
linqulids, and rare small articulate brachiopoda (Fic;ure 5.8). Those 
near the base lack primary sedimentary structures suggesting they may be 
bioturbated, but discrete burrows are sparse. Only coarse, skeletal 
layers show structures indicative of deposition from turbidity currenta 
(Table 5.1). Higher up section muddy limestone beds are typically 
laminated or are composed of several sediment layers a few millimetre• 
to 2 em thick (Figure 5.7.d) proving that individual limestone beds do 
not record single depositional events. Ambient lime mud ia invariably 
neomorphosed to equidimenaional microspar which increases in crystal 
size to equidimensional or loaf-shaped pseudospar toward the margins of 
~he beds (Figure S.7.e). 
Interbedded abala is composed of variable amounts of clay, authic;en-
ic dolomite, silt-aize, authigenic a~~ detrital quartz and albite, and 
minor calcareous skeletal fragments (Figure 5.7.e). Overall, ahale 
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Figure 5.7 Ribbon limestone lithofacies (Type A) (Table Cove Fm.); 
field photos and photomicrographs. e - echinoderm, t - trilobite, 
r - radiolarian, o - ostracode, a - mollusc, b - articulate brachiopod, 
ap - spicula. Bar scales on all photomicrographs are 1 mm. 
a) Ribbon limeetone at Table cove. Divisions on measuring stick are 10 
em. b) Close-up of ribbon limestone at Table Cove. Hammer (left) rests 
on deformed limestones beneath a detachment surface of a gravitational 
elide; truncated upper limb of fold on right suggest& displacement of 
the elide to the left. c) Photomicrograph of microaparitic mudstone 
from the middle part of the ribbon limestone sequence in drill core u.s. 
Borax 12 from the DHZM. Moat white grains are amall skeletal fragments; 
angular grains (arrows) are authigenLC quartz. Dense, micritic grains 
are relict peloida; black grains are authigenic pyrite. d) Photo-
micrograph of mudstone with very thin bedding defined by a change in 
neomorphic calcite cr1stal size (2-7 ~m crystals in the lower layer, 
10-30 ~m crystal& in the upper layer) which grades up into radiolarian 
mudstone; Table Cove. Arrows point to radiolarians. f) Photomicrograph 
showing aggrading neomorphic cryetal fabric toward the margin of a 
limestone bed and gradational contact with overlying shale; u.s. Borax 
12 drill core from the DHZM. g) Limestone conglomerate overlying ribbon 
limestone (algae covered foreground) at Callieux Bay (Vaches Point). 
Hammer for scale. b) Photomicrograph of conglomerate in g. Massive, 
dark gray clast in centre is radiolarian mudstone derived from under-
lying ribbon limestone; other clasts are partly neon~rphosed, burrowed, 
peloidal, fossiliferous packstone and wackestone. Coarse calcite cement 
(c) fills interclast pores; clast-clast contacts are stylolitic. 
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layers decrease in dolomite content and increase in clay and siliciclas-
tic silt content, and change from atructureless to finely-laminated up 
section. common, but widely-dispersed skeletal components in the shale 
include graptolites, phyllocarida, cephalons and pygidia of numerous 
types of trilobites (Table 5.1), very small inarticulate brachiopoda, 
and rare small, articulate brachiopoda (Figure 5.8; Whitt~ngton and 
Kindle, 1963; Whittington, 1965; Brdtmann, 1971). They are essentially 
the same as the pelagic and benthic components the limestones but, in 
contrast to those, are commonly flattened or broken by compaction. 
These strata are interpreted to be predominantly accumulation& of 
hemipelagic aediment depoaited in deep water below fairweather wave 
base, and given the absence of wave-generated structures in these 
generally unburrowed sediments, probably below storm wave base as well. 
Paucity of calcareous skeletal debris of indigenous invertebrates and 
algae indicate little, if any, in situ carbonate production, implying 
even greater water depths than those at which either of the two underly-
ing Table Cove lithofacies were deposited. Comminuted debris of typical 
shallow water organisms and pelagic creatures dispersed in large volumes 
of carbonate mud indicate that moat carbonate sediment was aupplied from 
shallower water environments, while a fraction was supplied directly 
from the water column (eg. Scholle !1 Al·• 1983; Mullins~ Jl., 1984). 
Siliciclastic clays and silt originating from either continental or 
oceanic terranes wQre continuously supplied to the water column as 
eolian dust, or by dilute suspensions generated by turbidity currents 
transporting and depositing coarser elastica elsewhere in the basin. 
Fine depositional textures and overall absence of current struc-
tures suggest that moat sediment accumulated by suspension settling. 
Rare graded beds of coarse skeletal debris, intraclasts and peloids 
record deposition from episodic turbidity currents. Very fine-grained 
carbonate sediment may have been continually ·~~rained by daily tidal 
currents and waves and transported out into deeper water (Neumann and 
Figure 5.8 Shelly fossils in Table Cove Fm. ribbon limestones. (A) - ribbon limestone type A; (B) - ribbon 
limestone type B. Bar scales are 0.5 em. a) ~lograptua cf. anna; Black Cove (B). b) Triarthus cf. 
fiacheri (cephalon); Roddickton Quarry (A). c) Endymionia cf. schucherti (cephalon); Spudgel's Cove (A). 
d) Pygidium of unidentified asaphid trilobite; Black Cove (B). e) Unidentified trilobite (cf. nielid); 
Black Cove (B). f) Thorax and pygidium of a raphiophorid trilobite (cf. ~ ap.); West Bay Centre Quarry 
(B). g) Pygidium of another raphiophorid trilobite (cf. L9nchodomua sp.; Beaver Brook (A). h) Inarticulate 
brachiopod (lingulid, cf. Obolus sp.) Black Cove (B). ~) Small articulate brachiopod (orthid); Black ~ve 
(B). j) Phyllocarid Caryocaria sp.; West Bay Centre QUarry (B). Phyllocarida are primitive relatives o the 
modern shrimp (eg. Calianassa) (Copeland and Boltmon, 1985). k) Diplograptid fragments, cf. Qiploqrapt~s; 
West Bay Center Quarry (B). 1) Cryptograptid (Glossoqraptu~? sp; West Bay Center Quarry (B). 
a) Tetragraptus?; West Bay Center Quarry (B). D) Cryptograptid (Glossograptus? sp. (cf. D, above); West Bay 
Centre Quarry (B). o) Diplograptid; Black cove (B). p) Di=hograptid (?Tetragraptus or ?Schizoqraptus) and 
other unidentified graptolite fragments; West Bay centre ~arry coast (B). 
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Land, 1975). Dense clouds of suspended sediment and turbidity current• 
originating in shallower areas ware prot:ably generated during atorma 
(Ball 6 .l.l·, 1967; Boardman and Neumann, 1984; Perkins and I! no a, 1968) • 
The sedimentary atructures (or lack of them) and the benthic, 
skeletal components in shale layers suggest those beds record the aame 
depositional processes and environmental conditions as the limestone•. 
carbonate depletion in these layers is interpreted to be partly primary 
in origin and partly the product of early diagenetic carbonate redistri-
bution and pressure dissolution during burial (Appendix D). Since 
individual limestone beds record more than a single depositional event, 
alternating limestone and shale layers are interpreted to record long 
period fluctuations in the composition of the sediment supplied to the 
slope (eg. relative abundances of carbonate, clay and/or organic matter) 
(Appendix D). Striking rhythmicity of the limestone and shale layers 
suggests sediment supp'. • was governed by long period climatic changes. 
(ii) Dark gr&J, trilobite-rich li•estone Dark grey, burrowed 
wacke-/floatstone rich in coarse fragments of trilobites constitute 
10-80 em thick, knobbly-weathering units near the base of ribbon 
limestone sequences (Table 5.1; Figure 5.2). These strata are similar 
in appearance, composition, texture, and diagenesis to same-named 
limestones in the other, lower Table Cove lithofacies (Chapter sections 
5.2.1 (ii) and 5.3.1 (ii)). Here, however, they notably directly 
overlie discrete gravitational slide masses in ribbon limestone. 
Like their counterpart• in the other two lithofacies, these 
sediments are interpreted to have come from an adjacent platform and to 
have been t.ranaported and rapidly deposited from waning bottom currents 
or aediment gravity flows. Similarly, thorough bioturbation suggests 
that the sediment was incrementally deposited and that thick accumula-
tions record long periods of episodic deposition. Moreover, burrowing 
of these sediments and paucity of burrowing in enclosing ribbon limea-
tones implies that depositing currents were ..Jxygen-enriched and 
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transported infaunal organisms along with the sediment into this deep 
environment (eg. FCSllmi and Grim, 1990). Coincidence of these deposits 
above slide masses suggests that whatever triggered mass movement also 
controlled the generation of sediment gravity flows. Mass movement may 
signal an increase in depositional slope caused by faulting or a period 
of increased seismic activity. Gravity driven currents may also indi-
cate faulting and uplift of the source area into shallower water where 
sediments were more susceptible to disruption by high energy storms. 
(iii.) Liaeatone c:ongloaerate Massive limestone conglomerate is 
interstratified with muddy (Type A) ribbon limestone at two localities. 
Three conglomerates comprise moat of the upper 60 m of the Table Cove 
Formation at Vaches Point (Figure 5.7.f; back pocket). They are matrix-
poor, lack primary depositional structures, and are composed mostly of 
clast-supported, equidimensional limestone pebbles with scattered cobble 
and boulder-size clasts; weakly brecciated areas in the conglomerate 
suggest mega-boulders are also present. Moat clasts are either burrow-
ed, fossiliferous wackestone or burrowed, peloidal packstone (Figure 
5. 7. g) , identical in composition to limestones which comprise same-named 
lithofacies in the Table Point Formation (Chapter sections 4.3.1 and 
4.3.2 ; Table 4.1). other conspicuous, but very minor clast types 
include echinoderm pack-/grainstone, which is characteristic of both the 
uppermost Table Point Formation and lower Table cove Formation lime-
stones (Chapter sections 4. 4. 2 and 5.2 .1 (iii)), plus plate-shaped 
clasts of radiolarian mudstone (Figure s. 7.g) and formless patches of 
dark, calcareous shale, both of which are constituents of enclosing 
ribbon limestone. 
Several limestone conglomerates also occur in the upper 8.2 m of the 
Table Cove in drill core DH-1382 (back pocket). The basal bed (- 4 m 
thick) changes from matrix-supported and pebbly to clast-supported and 
barely disarticulated limestone up section. Above it are several poor-
ly-sorted, matrix-supported, pebbly conglomerates (5-130 em thick). 
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Moat clasts are very fossiliferous and/or peloidal and/or oncolitic 
wacke-/packstone, identical to limestones which comprise tlia aponge-
oncolite biostrome at the top of the Table Point Formation (Chapter 
section 4. 4. 1) and the burrowed liaestoue lithofacies of the Table Cove 
Formation (Chapter section S. 2. 1) in the imm•.tdiate area. 
Matrix-supported fabrics in the thinner and finer-grained conglom-
erates in DH-1382 and great bed thickness, poor size sorting, the 
presence of megaboulders, and the absence of. stratification in the 
conglomerates at Vaches Point and the base of DH-1382 suggest these 
sediments were transported and deposited by debris flows (Middleton and 
Hampton, 1976). Predominant pebbly debris is thought to have originated 
by disintegration of semi-lithified, nodular limestones during trans-
port, the process of which appears to be frozen in the conglomerates 
where weakly brecciated megaboulders grade almost imperceptibly into 
pebbly, polymictic conglomerate. 
Debris flows may have evolved from slides that originated on an 
adjacent, contemporaneous platform or on the upper slope. Alternatively 
they may have originated by mass wasting along an escarpment generated 
by submarine faulting that exhumed buried platform and/or upper slope 
carbonates. The composition of the clasts comprising the conglomerates 
in DH-1382 suggests that they could have been derived solely from con-
temporaneous environments, but those making up the Vaches Point conglom-
erates, which are representative of a greater stratigraphic thickness of 
platform sediments, indicate faulting and uplift were involved. 
5. 4. 2 Syaeediaeat•ry Dafonaation 
Synsedimentary deformation structures and fabrics generated by gra-
vitational sliding are more pervasive and complex in thick sequences of 
ribbon limestone Type A than in other lithofacies previously described 
or in Type B ribbon limestone. Discrete slides range from only a few 
tens of centimetres to -4 m thick. Deformation is manifest by a com-
plete spectrum of brit>:.le and ductile structures and fabrics including 
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faults, rotated and imbricated beds, pebbly and chaotic limestone con-
glomerate, folds (Figure 5.7.a), sheared bedding and quasi-conglomeratic 
limestone (Appendix C). Brittle and ductile features are of equal im-
portance in the stratigraphically lowest beds, while ductile deformation 
predominates in elides at the top of the lithofacies (Appendix C). 
5.t.l Litholcgies of Sub-lithofacies B 
(i) Ribbon liaeatone These ribbon limestones form blocky-weather-
ing outcrops composed of nearly equally resistant, thin b@ds of lime-
atone and argillaceous dolosiltite generally interbedded on a scale of 
2-15 em (Table 5.1; Figures 5.2 and 5.9.a). In contrast to ribbon 
limestones previously described, bedding in these strata is defined by 
discontinuous, cigar-shaped limestone nodules with smooth or irregular 
bounding surfaces (Figure 5.9.b,c), which in plan view are proven to be 
either hummocky, rectangular stripe or irregular, polygonal limestone 
plates. Limeetone:dolosiltite ratios are highly variable among differ-
ent outcrops, but limestone beds decrease in thickness and number, and 
argillaceous dolosiltite becomes the dominant lithology up section. 
Liaeatone beds are composed of r~loidal, epiculitic pack-/grainstone 
and radiolarian mud-/wackestone. Either lithology may comprise a single 
limestone bed (Figure 5.9.d,e), but more commonly they occur as super-
posed or alter~ating layers a few millimetrea to a few centimetres thick 
in a limestone bed (Figure 5.9.f); alternating packstone-mudstone layers 
define normally-graded couplets. Peloidal pack-/grainstone, which ia 
most abundant at the base of lithofacies, typically contains very small 
fragments of shallow water, shelly invertebrates and calcareous algae 
(Table 5.1). Most layers lack distinct structure, but some relatively 
thick beds are partial Bouma sequences (Table 5.1). Radiolarian 
mud-/wackestone, which predominates at the top of the lithofacies, also 
contains scattered graptolites and phyllocaride, as well as benthic 
trilobites, and small inarticulate and articulate brachiopods (Figures 
5.8 and 5.9.e), similar to those which occur in Type A ribbon limestone. 
Figure 5.9 Ribbon limestone lithofacies (Type B) (Table cove Forma-
tion); field photographs and photomicrographs. All bar scales are 1 mm. 
a) Blocky-weathering ribbon limestone at the top of the Table cove 
Formation at Black Cove; see also Figure s.J.b. Metre st'ck (arrow) for 
scale. b) Ribbon limestone in West Bay Centre Quarry. Arr'-•ws delineate 
discontinuous limestone nodules that grade into laminated dolosiltite. 
c) Thin section negative of limestone nudule and enclosing doloailtite; 
West Bay centre Quarry. Grainy, tutbiditic laminae in limestone are 
defined by aponge spicules (black specks). Those in the centre of the 
nodule are traceable directly into adjacent dolosiltite. Featureless 
hemipelagic mudstone laminae in the nodule trace into argillaceous 
(white) laminae in the dolosiltite. Bending of doloailtite laminae 
around the top of the limestone nodule is due to differential compac-
tion, which has reduced the thickness of the carbonate-depleted 
dolosiltite -SO\. at • stylolite; black areas in the dolosiltite are 
holes in the thin section. d) Photomicrograph of vagu•ly laminated, 
coarse microsparitic peloidal packstone and mudstone; West Bay Centre 
Quarry. Peloidal (dense micrite) layers contain very small skeletal 
fragments of platformal invertebrates (o=ostracode, ezechinoderm, 
ap=spicule). e) Radiolarian (small white spheres) mudstone with a large 
trilobite; coastal outcrop east of Boswarlos. f) Photomicrogr~ph of 
alternating peloidal, spiculitic packstone (P) and radiolarian (r) 
mudotone (M) laminae; West Bay Centre Quarry. Dense micritic grains are 
peloids; white grains in peloidal layers are siliceous spicules and 
quartz ailt. g) Polished slab of laminated dolosiltite; West Bay Centre 
Quarry. Light laminae are siliceous; dark laminae are argillaceoua. 
h) Photomicrograph of laminated dolosiltite; West Bay Centre Quarry. 
Light laminae are clay-poor, contain high conc~ntrations of siliceoua 
sponge spicules, quartz silt, and dolomitized peloids, and minor 
micritic peloida and very small, calcitic skeletal fragmenta. Masaive 
lamina in centre (double arrow) is composed primarily of siliceous 
spicules; predominance of circular cross-aections indicates they are 
aligned. Dark laminae are clay-rich, dolomite- and quartz silt-poor, and 
devoid of radiolarians. Alternating siliceous and argillaceous laminae 
define norm~lly-graded couplets (arrows). 
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Beds generally appear structureless, but faint lamination is commonly 
defined by radiolarians and graptolites, and thin superposed mud-/wacke-
atone layers are commonly defined by different neospar crystal sizes 
and/or abundance of radiolarians. As in Type A limestones, carbonate 
mud is invariably replaced by neomorphic calcite and aggrading crystal 
fabrics on bed margins are distinct. 
Argillaceous interbeds, in contrast to calcareous shal• in ribbon 
limestone Type A, are very dolomitic and siliceous and very fosailifer-
oua (Figure S.9.g,h). They are invariably finely-laminated; ripple-
scale cross-lamination, low-angle truncations, small-scale, soft-sedi-
ment faults, folds, and convolute lamination occur in a few horizons. 
They paaa laterally into adjacent limestone nodules and are proven to be 
calcite- and radiolarian-depleted, and compacted (-SO\) equivalents of 
sediments comprising limestone layers (Figure S.9.b-c; Table 5.1). 
Graptolites, phyllocarids and small inarticulate brachiopods are very 
abundant (Figure 5.8; Morris and Kay, 1966; Erdtmann, 1971; Finney and 
Skevington, 1979). On most bedding planes they are broken and/or ran-
domly oriented, but on some surfaces all three components are current 
aligned. 
Similar to muddy (Type A) ribbon t"imestones described above (Chapter 
section S.4.l(i)), these strata are predominantly composed of fine, 
resedimented carbonate derived from shallow water areas, and lesser 
wholly pelagic skeletal material, deposited in a deep, quiet water 
environment. Structureless, radiolarian-bearing muds are interpreted to 
represent the pulsating background of hemipelagic sediments deposited 
from suspension. Spieulitic, peloidal sands are interpreted to record 
episodic transport and deposition from turbidity currents. The latter 
indicate that adjacent platform(&) were sites of fine peloidal an~ 
skeletal aand accumulation and so were probably shallower than platforms 
that were sources for muddy (Type A) ribbon limestone sequences. 
Thin layering witbia limestone bade demonstrates that they do not 
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record single depositional events. Moreover, preservation of similar, 
albeit compacted, layers in enclosing dolosiltite prove that thoee 
sediments are carbonate-depleted hemipelagic sediments and turbidites. 
If limestone-dolosiltite rhythms that define bedding record long period, 
cyclic changes in the average composition of the sediment as defined by 
relative abundances of carbonate, fine siliciclastics, and orga~ic 
matter, then these strata demonstrate that compositional differences 
were subtle at best. Discontinuous limestone beds th~~ pass laterally 
into compacted doloeiltite demonstrate that bedaing is at least partly 
controlled by carbonate redistribution before deep burial (Appendix D). 
(ii) Bentonite Sever~l em-thick beds of sticky clay are inter-
bedded with ribbon limestones in West Bay Centre Quarry (Port au Port 
Peninsula), the lowest of which is correlated with the single clay bed 
at the base of the ribbon limestone lithofacies in the Black cove 
section, 27 km to the east. XRD analysis indicates that they are 
composed of expandable, mixed layer illite-smectite clays. Like sLmilar 
beds in the burrowed liaeatooe lithofacies (Chapter section 5.2.1 (v)), 
they are interpreted to be altered volcanic ash layers that accumulated 
on the sea floor by suspension settling through the water column. 
5·'·' Synsediaentary Defora.tion 
Deformation structures generated by gravitational sliding are lees 
commo~ and more subtle than those in thick, muddy ribbon limestone 
sequences. Difficulties in recognizing deformed horizons is partly due 
to limited exposure and to uniform, blocky-weathering nature of these 
strata which obscures rhythmic bedding. Centimetre-scale folds in 
dolosiltite interbeds are the only distinct expression of ductile 
deformation. Brittle failure is manifest by cryptic, low-angle trunca-
tion surfaces, thin (<1 m) discontinuous domains of disoriented lime-
atone nodul~s (plates) dipping at odd angles to bedding, and, locally, 
em-wide fractures that extend into limestone nodules and are filled with 
dolosiltite. 
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5 ••• 5 IoterpretatioD 
The ribbon limestone lithofacies is interpreted to have been 
deposited at the base of a carbonate slope and adjacent basin margin. 
Most sediments came from adjacent shallower environments and were 
episodically deposited from hemipelagic suspensions and turbidity 
currents (ribbon liaeatone and dark grey, trilobite-rich 1i .. atone). 
They were commonly displaced further downslope in gravitational slides. 
Seismicity or faulting also triggered slides or generated escarpments on 
the upper slope or adjacent platform locally from which originated 
debrfs flows that transported semi-lithified, shallower water carbonates 
(liaeatone congloaerate) onto the slope and into the basin. 
A deeper-water setting than is inferred for the other Table Cove 
Formation lithofacies is indicated by the apparent absence of in situ 
generated carbonate sediment, the low diversity of benthic, shelly 
invertebrates, and low numbers and small size of soft-bodied infaunal 
organisms. Collectively these features point to restrictions imposed by 
limited light, colder temperatures, and/or limited availability of 0 2 in 
bottom waters. The presence of a benthic fauna indicates that bottom 
waters were never anoxic, but their small size and low diversity, a.ad 
the small size of burrowers, suggest that bottom waters were dysaerob;.c 
(0.1-1.0 ml/1, Rhoads and Morse, 1971; Byers, 1977). Disappearance of 
burrows up section suggests that interstitial waters became increaaingly 
dysaerobic or anoxic, thereby precluding inhabitation by infaunal 
organisms. This further implies that oxygen levels in bottom watera 
gradually diminished, probably as a consequence of gradually increasing 
water depth. 
Actual water depth can only be broadly bracketed. Absence of 
indlgenous green algae implies depths of greater than 25m (Wray, 1977), 
inferred below storm wave base conditions signal depths of at least 
several tens of metres, and the general absence of an abundant and 
diverse, indigenous, calcareous benthos probably indicates depths 
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greater than 100-150 m (Benedict and Walker, 1978; Wilson and Jordan, 
1983). Absence of evidence of carbonate dissolution (eg. red clay 
depoeits or siliceous oozes), implies deposition above the Calcite 
compensation Depth and, possibly, the Aragonite Compensation Depth. 
Depths to the ceo and ACD in modern oceans are highly variable (Li ~ 
§1., 1969; Berger, 1970, 1971, 1974; Broecker, 1974), and are unknown 
for Paleozoic oceans. Based on data from modern tropical oceana, 
specifically in areas of high organic productivity adjacent to a 
continent, such as is envisaged for deposition of the Table Cove, 
estimated maximum depths to the ceo and ACD, above which ribbon lime-
atone was deposited, are 2500 m and 500 m, respectively. 
Rhythmic bedding in these deposits is partly due to periodic changes 
in the composition of sediment supplied to lower slope - basin margin 
which has been accentuated by early diagenetic redistribution of car-
bonate and later pressure dissolution (Appendix D). Nevertheless, a 
decrease in the limestone:shale (limestone:dolosiltite) ratio up section 
indicates that progressively less carbonate sedimEnt was deposited. 
That change, which is accompanied by a decrease in thickness and number 
of carbonate beds and by either fining of the sediment and/or a change 
from mixed turbidites and hemipelagites to hemipelagic deposits up 
section, indicates either increasing distance from shallow water 
sediment sources and/or that source ar~as subsided to depths at which 
biogenic carbonate production gradually ceased and only infrequent, 
exceptionally powerful storms were capable of disrupting surficial 
sediments and transporting them out over the slo~. 
5.5 Paleoalope Direction 
Moat Table Cove Formation sequences include horizons of synsediment-
ary deformation structures indicative of gravitational sliding. Very 
few, however, are either pervasively deformed or well-enough exposed to 
permit measurements of fold axes, faults, and/or rotated and imbricated 
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bedding from which transport direction, hence slope orientation, can be 
determined (Woodcock, 1976, 1979). Numerous data collected from anomal-
ously thick slope sequences well-exposed at Table cove and along the 
Bellburns-Spudgel•s Cove coast (Figure 1.2) indicate an unconventional 
slope history, namely a reversal from northwest- to southeast-dipping 
during the course of sedimentation (Figure 5.10 and the Bellburns-
Spudgela Cove section in the back pocket). Sparse data frnm the Port au 
Port Peninsula indicate displacement on a north-dipping paleoalope. 
Among Table Cove sequances there is no consistent directional change 
in thickness or lithofacies distribution indicative of a regional 
paleoslope. This, in conjunction with data from Table Cove outcrops, ia 
interpreted as evidence that there was no single, regional slope 
flanking a single platform and that these sediments accumulated on 
numerous slopes of variable facing directions. 
5.6 Sua.ary and Reconatructioo of Depositional Envirooaents 
The Table Cove Formation consists of thin-bedded, dark grey lime-
atone and calcareous/dolomitic shale deposited in carbonate slope to 
basinal environments. It is differentiated from underlying platform 
limestones of the Table Point Formation not only by atylo of bedding, 
but by a deeper-water benthic fauna and conspicuous pelagic fauna, and 
by common to pervasive synsedimentary deformation structures generated 
by gravitational sliding. Schematic reconstructions of environments in 
which these strata were deposited are shown in Figure 5.11. 
Muddy, bioturbated, fossiliferous carbonates (burrowed liaestooe 
lithofacies) were deposited on the shallow upper slope where favourable 
light levels, nutrient supply, water temperature and oxygenation of 
bottom waters allowed a diverse, benthic flora and shelly fauna, and 
soft-bodied infauna to thrive on and in the sediments (Figure S.ll.a, 
b). Moat carbonate sediment was generated in place by the indigenous 
~enthos, but some was transported onto the elope by bottom currents 
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platform - upper slope - 0 ..... ----- slope--- - basin margin 
_ 0. • carbonate production 
--------------
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• • 1111 ..__. buildup WIVI bill WIVI bast 
Figure 5.11 Interpretive reconstruction of de~aitional environments 
for the Table Cove Fm. 1, burrowed limestone lithofaciea deposited on 
the upper elope; 2, parted limeatone lithofaciea deposited on the middle 
elope; 3, ribbon limestone lithofacies depoaited on th~ lower slope and 
basin margin. a) Ramp-atyle carbonate slope envisaged for deepening-
upward aequencea in which upper elope aedimenta gradationally overlie 
platform limeatonea and grat1~t up into muddy ribbon limestone. b) By-,.;0 -':--.B 
margin elope enviaaged for Table cove aequencea in which upper elope 
aedimenta gradationally overlie platform carbonates and are overlain by 
mixed, aandy and muddy ribbon limestone. 
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originating in adjacent platformal environment&. Locally, platform-
derived echinoderm dabria accumulated in diffuae aand bodiea on the 
upper elope, their development partly determined by the locati~n of 
crinoid-cystoid shoals on the adjacent platform, and by peraiatent 
bottom currents that concentrated the debrie (Figure S.ll.a). lleewhere 
diacontinuous sedimentation on the upper slope, caused either by puleae 
of subsidence that inhibited carbonate production or by bottom current& 
that prevented sediment from accumulating, resulted in the formation of 
firmgrounds and mineralized hardgrounds (Figura S.ll.b). 
Burrowed muds with comparatively little and finer-grained skeletal 
material (parted li8eatooe litbofaciea) accumulated on the lower upper 
slope and mid-elope, at depths well below normal wave base, but possibly 
above storm wave base (Figure S.ll.a). Moat sediments came from higher 
up on the elope or the platform and were deposited from muddy •~apen­
eions or low concentration turbidity currents. A soft-bodied infauna, 
including several l~rge deposit feeders, thrived in the eediment, but at 
moat times restrictions imposed by '~r light, low temperature, and/or 
low diaeolved oxygen content of bottom waters prevented moat shelly 
invertebrates and calcareoua algae from inhabiting the environment. 
Sparsely-burrowed or laminated radiolarian mudstone, peloidal-
spiculitic sands, and terrigenous clays (ribboo liaeatooe litbofaciea) 
accumulated on the lower elope and basin margin at depthe below atorm 
wave baae (Figure S.ll.a,b). Carboncte aediment came almoat aolely from 
the platform and upper slo,a and was deposited from stor~-generated 
euspenaions and turbidity currents. Rhythmic alternation• of limeatone 
and argillaceous layers resulted from long period fluctuation• in 
carbonate aediment supply in concert with an increasing aupply of 
terrigenous clays originating from withJn the basin. Very reatrictive 
conditions imposed by limited light, cold temperature• and/or limited 
oxygen availability precluded inhabitation, even temporarily, by a 
diverae, carbonate-producing, benthic community. Poorly-oxygenated 
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bottom waters permitted small species of trilobites and brachiopods to 
live on the seafloor. Very dysaerobic or anoxic interstitial waters 
generated by rapid consumption of the available oxygen by bacterial 
oxidation of organic matter in near surface sediments excluded inhabita-
tion by a soft-bodied infauna in all but the shallowest regions of the 
lower slope. 
There is no evidence that sediments deposited on the middle and 
lower slope and basin margin were dispersed via major channels or 
canyons that dissected the slope. Thus, shallow-water-derived hemipel-
agites and turbidites deposited in these environments are envisaged to 
have formed linear aprons parallel to the strike of the adjacent 
platform source and the slope (eg. Mullins and Cook, 1986). 
Locally •normal' sedimentation in all subenvironments on the slope 
to basin gradient was temporarily superseded by deposition of platform-
derived sediments rich in organic matter and trilobite and echinoderm 
debris (dark grey, trilobite-rich liaeatone) that were transported onto 
the slope by gravity currents or flows (Figure S.ll.a). During these 
times platform sediments may have been more susceptible to disruption 
and downslope transport either because l) the platform shoaled and was 
frequently impinged upon by powerful waves, 2) seismic activity was 
frequent, or 3) the angle of the depositional slope was temporarily 
increased by synsedimentary faulting. 
As carbonate deposition on the slope occurred, volcanism outboard of 
the continent generated clouds of ash that were transported by wind 
toward the continent, settled out through the air and water colilmn, and 
were deposited on the sea floor (Figure S.ll.a,b). Near the end of 
slope sedimentation, powerful seismic events, possibly related to 
outboard volcanism, locally triggered major slides and/or generated 
submarine escarpments from which originated debris flows that transport-
ed the semi-lithif ied, shallow water carbonates onto the slope and basin 
margin (Figure 5 .11. a). 
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Deposition of the deep-water, slope carbonates atop shallow water, 
platform limestones signals an increase in water depth accompanied by 
tilting of the platform. Table Cove Formation lithofacies sequences, in 
turn, invariably record gradual cessation of io ai.tu carbonate 
production followed by deposition of shallow water-derived, hemipelagic 
and turbiditic sediment under steadily deteriorating environmental 
conditions. Each constitutes a single, deepening-upward succession that 
involved drowning of the adjacent platform, lateral migration of deep 
water environments and sediments over shallower ones and, eventually, 
basin formation. Since deposition of the Table Cove coincides ap-
proximately with an eustatic sea level fall (Ross et li·, 1989; Figure 
4.6.c), deepening over the Newfoundland platform is interpreted to have 
been caused by rapid subsidence. 
Slope configurations and subsidence histories varied across the 
region with three different styles recognized. 
1) Table Cove sequences composed of fossiliferous, upper slope 
limestones (burrowed liaeatoDe lithofacies) that gradationally overlie 
platform limestones and grade up into muddy ribbon limestone (Type A) 
are interpreted to have deposited on a gently-dipping, uniformly sub-
siding ramp (Ahr, 1973; Figure 5.1l.a). Gradational changes in sediment 
composition and texture up section suggest that depositional environ-
ments graded on a cline between the relict platform and the basin, along 
which there were no abrupt topographic breaks or changes in declivity of 
the slope. Deposition of predominantly muddy, hemipelagic sediment on 
the lower slope and basin margin indicates contemporaneous source areas 
were sites of fine carbonate sediment accumulation and probably lay at 
depths below fairweather wave base. Concurrent deepening of the ahallow 
water sediment source and the slope suggests subsidence of the two 
areas, though not necessarily identical in rate, were intimately relat-
ed, and further suggests that ramp-style slopes were not structurally 
disjointed from adjacent relict platforms. 
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2) Table Cove sequences consisting of upper slope carbonates over-
lain by peloidal-spiculitic ribbon limestone (Type B) are interpreted to 
have been deposited on a very gently dipping slope adjacent to a by-pass 
margin (Mcilreath and James, 1984; Figure S.ll.b). Gradational contacts 
with, and compositional and textural similarities between, upper slope 
and platform sediments indicate the former record continued carbonate 
production and accumulation under steadily increasing water depth. 
However, the composition of lower slope ribbon 1 imestone indicates 
derivation, in part, from an adjacent, relict platform that remained in 
fairly shallow water where normal wave or current activity favoured 
accumulation of fine carbonate sand rather than mud. Paucity of 
peloidal and spiculitic sediments in upper slope limestones suggests 
that currents which delivered carbonate sand to the lower slope and 
basin by-passed the upper slope. Those nondepositional currents 
traveling across the upper slope may have promoted the generation of 
firmgrounds and mineralized hardgrounds locally. Scarcity of deforma-
tion structures caused by sliding in these slope deposits indicates an 
extremely low-angle depositional slope, but sediment by-passing of the 
upper slope suggests that the platform to elope tra:'lsition was relative-
ly steep. The platform - slope break is thought to have been defined by 
a fault or fault zone which was not likely expressed as an escarpment, 
but permitted the plat form and slope to subside independently of each 
other, thereby creating the vertical drop necessary to generate high 
velocity currents that by-passed the upper slope. 
3) Table Cove sequences composed of muddy, parted limestone overlain 
by muddy, ribbon limestone are also interpreted to have been deposited 
during continued subsidence of a gently-inclined, ramp- style slope. 
However, the abrupt, and possibly discordant, contact between basal, 
parted limestone and underlying platform limestone indicates that 
initial subsidence was so rapid that carbonate production ceased rapidly 
and was largely replaced by hemipelagite and turbidite deposition. This 
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:;:~:pression of differential subsidence also suggests that the elope was 
structurally separated from the relict platform that supplied sediment 
to deep water environments. 
The thickness of slope to basinal carbonates deposited was funda-
mentally, and predominantly controlled by subsidence. The rate of 
subsidence of the slope determined how long in situ carbonate production 
con·tinued. The rate of subsidence of the adjacent relict platform, 
whether it represented the shallowest region of a ramp or was aeparated 
from the slope by a fault, determined the availability of carbonate 
sediment transported into adjacent deep-water settings. Therefore, to a 
first approximation, thick Table cove sequence& (eg. Table Cove, P'igure 
S.l.a) are inferred to have been deposited in areas of relatively slow 
subsJ.dence; thin sequences (eg. Black Cove, Figure S.l.b), are inferred 
to have been deposited in areas where subsidence was rapid. Gravita-
tional sliding, which is most evident in thick Table Cove sequences, may 
have increased the thickness of those sequences by either repeating 
stratigraphy in discrete slide masses or by introducing '•llochthonous • 
slide masses into the environment. Those processes, however, probably 
only exaggerated or accentuated '1hat would have been the primary deposi-
tional thickness. conversely, thinning c:aused by gravitational sliding 
may present a very misleading picture of the depositional history of the 
area. Since there commonly is little evidence of sliding in thin Table 
Cove sequences, they are thought to closely reflect the interplay of 
local subsidence and sedimentation. 
5. 7 Table cove P'oraatioo va. Cootioeotal Slope and Rise Carbonates 
Slope to basinal carbonates of the Table Cove Formation differ in 
several respects from other deep water carbonates sequences deposited in 
continental margin settings and margins of large carbonate platforms 
(cf. cook and Taylor, 1977; Keith and Freidman, 1977; Reinhardt, 1977; 
Yurewicz, 1977; Mullins and Neumann, 1979; Cook, 1979; Cook and Mullins, 
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1983 and references therein; Mcilreath and James, 1984; Mullins~ Al·• 
1984; Coniglio, 1985; Demicco, 1985; James and Stevens, 1986; Brooks and 
Holmes, 1990; Eberli and Ginsburg, 1990). 1) Table Cove sequences are 
thinner. 2) Table Cove sequences vary markedly, and nondirectionally 
both along strike and across strike and are locally not present in the 
stratigraphic section. 3) The depositional slope faced different 
directions a~.,, locally, changed facing direction during the course of 
sedimentation. 4) Slope sequences contain no platey conglomerates. 5) 
Slope sequences only continually deepen, and do not shoal. These 
aspects of the Table Cove Formation are thought to reflect the fact that 
the deep-water slopes formed on ~ tectonically deformed platform, well 
inboard of the margin of the continent, in an evolving foreland basin. 
They are addressed in Part II - Sediaentation and Tectonics, Chapter 13. 
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CIIAP'.rBR 6 
SBDIIIEN'!OOLOGY OF THE CAPB CORMORANT FORMATION 
6.1 General Cbaracteriatic• and Stratigraphie Relattou•bipa 
The cape cormorant Formation consists of polymictic, carbonate 
lithoclast conglomerate and calcarenite, and lesser peloidal, fossil-
iferous ribbon limestone, interstratified with slightly calcareous to 
noncalcareous, graptolitic shale. Theso strata disconformably overlie 
muddy, bioturbated, fossiliferous Table Point Formation limestone 
(Chapter 4) only on the extreme western side of Port au Port Peninsula 
(Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3.a,b) and are conformably overlain by the 
Moinland Sandstone (Chapter 8; Figures 6.l.a, 6.2, and 6.3.d). 
The following sedimentologic analysis of the Cape Cormorant is based 
primarily on detailed study of the most complete, structurally intact, 
and accessible section exposed in Caribou Brook and in coastal outcrops 
several hundred metres north and south of the brook (Figures 6.l.a and 
6.2). The lower 70 m of the approximately 200m thick section is 
poorly-exposed in Caribou Brook proper and so has been documented in 
lesser detail than the overlying strata. 
Cape cormorant strata exposed along the coast north of, within, and 
south of Big cove proper were also examined but were not documented in 
detail simply because of limited outcrop accessibility. Big Cove 
Section A (Figures 6.l.b and 6.3.a,b), superbly exposed along the coast 
north of Big Cove, was measured by traverse along the top of the sea 
cliff (Figure 6.2). Observations were made from the top of the cliff 
and from a boat offshore. Big Cove section B (Figure 6.1.c) is a 
composite of two partial sections in Big cove proper (Figure 6.2). The 
Table Point - Cape Cormorant contact is exposed near the north end of 
the cove (Figure 6.3.c), but the sequence d~~s not extend high enough up 
section to expose the upper contact with th• Mainland Sandstone. 
AlU:ough neither of these Cape Cormorant sequences are complete they are 
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Figure 6.1 Measured sections of the Cape Cormorant Formation. 
a) Caribou Brook. b) Big Cove section (A) north of Big Cove; megacon-
glomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies only. c) Big Cove (B) in Big 
Cove proper; megaconglomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies only. 
Paleoslope indicators to the right of the column arez soft sediment 
thrust fault • half arrow, fold axis • line (sense of fold asymmetry • 
solid arrow), direction of thinning of megaconglomerate • outline arrow. 
Each represents one measurement unless otherwise indicated. Locations 
are shown in Figure 6.2. Key to symbols is in Appendix A. 
Neither the structural integrity of Big Cove section (B) nor correlation 
of discrete beds (primarily megaconglomerates) in Big cove proper have 
been established with certainty. The conglomerate a~ the base of the 
upper section (B2) aar be laterally equivalent to the oliatolith 
conglomerate (4a) at the top of the lower section (Bl). However, calcu-
lations made from aerial photographs, assuming constant strike and dip 
between (4a) and (Sa), indicate that as much as 25 m of section may be 
missing. The highest megaconglomerate (Sd) underlies the entire promon-
tory at the south end of Big Cove. Cliff exposures south of the cove 
indicate that it is at least 40 m thick. However, if the bed is not 
repeated by faulting at the promontory, it may be >200 m thick. 
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Figure 6.2 Geologic map of the west aide of the Port au Port Peninsula 
(this study). Caribou Brook section (Figure 6.l.a) was measured in 
Caribou Brook proper and along the coast north of the brook. Big Cove 
section (A) (Figure 6.l.b) was measured by traverse (double linea) above 
the sea cliffs north of Big Cove. Both incomplete sequences comprising 
Big Cove section (B) (Figure 6.l.c) were measured in Big Cove proper. 
1 • Mega-conglomerate in section A with Catoche Formation oliatoltth 
(Figure 6.7.a). 2 • Megaconglomerate in section A with Petit Jardin 
Formation olistolith (Figure 6.7.b). 3 • Megaconglomerate at the top of 
section A with Upper or Middle(?) Cambrian parted limestone oliatolith 
(Figure 6.7.c). 4 •Table Point Formation-Cape Cormorant Formation 
contact, base of section B. 4a • Megaconglomerate with a Catoche 
Formation oliatolith (Figure 6.J.d) 20 m above the Table Point-Cape 
Cormorant contact in section B. 5 • Megaconglomerates in the upper part 
of the Cape Cormorant of Big Cove section 82; Sa • matrix-rich 
conglomerate at 20; 5b • megaconglomerate at 60 m (corresponds to a 
prominent landslide on the coast); Sc • megaconglomerate at 80 m 
(corresponds to another landslide on the coast); 5d • megaconglomerate 
at 140 m. 
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Figure 6.3 Stratigraphic relationships. a) Helicopter view of the Table Point-cape Cormorant section (Big 
cove (A)} north of Big Cove. The cliff of Table Point Fm. limestone in the foreground is about 150m high. 
b) Table Point-Cape cormorant contact; Big Cove (A). Traced in the hills behind the sea cliff, the contact 
displays -a m erosional relief and is discontinuously mantled by lithoclast calcirudite. The Cape cormorant 
part of the cliff is a single, 39 m thick megaconglomerate. Beds in the top 10 m of the Table Point are 
folded and rotated (arrow). The cliff is approximately 150m high. c) Table Point-Cape Cormorant contact; 
Big Cove (B). The contact is marked by a minor angular unconformity; the 8.5 m thick basal conglomerate is 
made up mostly of pebbly debris. Arrows point to an olistolith (40 m by 5-40 m by 7-15 m) of Catoche 
Formation limestone in a 15-20 m thick megaconglomerate about 20 m above the contact. The flat surface of 
the clast is primary bedding; the longest dimensions are nearly perpendicular to primary bedding and nearly 
parallel to conglomerate bedding. A. Pye (arrow) for scale. d) cape cormorant - Mainland Sandstone contact 
in the caribou Brook section. The cliffs are -20 m high; A. Pye (large arrow) for scale. Prominent light 
coloured beds are calcirudite& in the green shale-calcarenite lithofacies of the cape Cormorant Fm. Small 
arrows point to the bottom and top of a gravitational slide -14 m below the top of the formation. 
A, Aguathuna Fm.; ~, Table Point Fm.; cc, Cape Cormorant Fm.; MSS, Mainland Sandstone. 
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both several tens of metres thicker than the Caribou Brook section. 
The Cape Cormorant was also briefly studied in outcrop at the south 
end of Round Head (Figure 6.2). Polymictic boulder conglomerate forms 
the west-facing, vertical escarpment of Round Head, but it is pervaai,re-
ly dolomitized and the attitude of bedding is unknown. The escarpm"tnt 
could either represent a single, flat-lying, 60 m (:!:) thick bed or a 
bedding plane exposure of a nearly vertical conglomerate of unknown 
thickness. 
6.2 Lithologie• 
The Cape Cormorant is made up of five major and one minor litho-
logies: shale, ribbon limestone, megaconglomeratefconglomerate, calci-
rudite, calcarenitefcalcisiltite, and bentonite. Their sedimentologic 
and diagenetic characteristics are detailed in Table 6.1. 
6.2.1 Shale (Table 6.1(1)) 
Dark, organic-rich shale constitutes the voluminous background sedi-
ment in the formation, comprising between 40-80\ of discrete intervals. 
It is mostly composed of clay minerals with minor very fine, silici-
clastic silt, but millimetre-thick laminae of carbonate sand, silt and 
mud are volumetrically important components. At Caribou Brook the shale 
changes from dark grey-brown, predominantly laminated and calcareous to 
black, laminated and noncalcareous to olive green and dark grey, mottled 
and noncalcareous up section (Figures 6.l.a and 6.4.a-e). There are a 
few thin horizons with disrupted laminae indicative of burrowing near 
the base of the section, but the mottled fabric of the green-grey shale 
at the top of the section indicates more pervasive burrowing. 
The shale contains relatively low numbers of a limited variety of 
invertebrate fossils (Table 6.2 and Figure 6.5). The assemblage, of 
which graptolites, phyllocarids, and small inarticulate brachiopods are 
most abundant, is similar to t!"l-:..se which occur in the Table Cove, Black 
Lithology 
11 Shale 
(0·168 11 CB) 
(figure 6,4.a) 
( 168··183 • CB) 
(Figure 6.4.b & 
C) 
(183·ZOZ • CB) 
(figure 6.to.d & 
e) 
General 
Character 
•rt browl·grey, 
slightly calcar· 
eous to noncal-
careous upsec· 
tion; gritty, 
slightly fis· 
si le; clays in 
thin section 
mostly at igned 
parallel to bed-
ding 
black, noncal· 
careous; lacks 
fissility; clays 
in thin section 
aligned parallel 
to bedding 
ollw greet & 
clllrlt grey, non· 
calcareous; 
lacks fissility; 
clays in thin 
section ~W>Stly 
allgtWd parallel 
to bedding 
Table 6.1 Cape Cormorant Formation Lithologies 
Additional Components 
minor silt·size, nonferroen, authigenic 
dolomite (commonly Mith dusty, detrital 
cores), detrital quartz, siliceous 
sponge spicules & radiolarians; scat· 
tered spherical to elliptical, blocky 
calcite(+ ferroan) grains (0.1·0.3 mm 
across) of uncertain origin; minor py· 
rite (minute fr.nboids either dissem· 
inated or concentrated in discontinuous 
streaks (0.3·0.5 mm by a few CM long); 
replaces radiolarians) 
very minor & very fine silt·size 
authigenic dolomite rhombs & detrital 
quartz; scattered blocky calcite grains 
(as above); rare siliceous spicules & 
radiolarians; very 11fnor pyrite; 
pervaded by microcrystalline, ferroan 
dolomite 
very minor, disseminated, silt·size 
authigenic dol0111ite & detrital quartz; 
comparatively pyritic (11inute framboids 
disseminated & in discontinuous streaks 
<as above) & replaces spicules, radio· 
larians & elliptical grains of si•ilar 
dimension to blocky calcite grains in 
la'lderlying shale 
Sedimentary Structures Body Fossils 
fine parallel lamination 
def i ned by I'UIIerous ye l · 
lDM·Meathering carbonate 
laminae; very 11inor 
burrowing 
fine parallel lamination; 
minor burr011ing in the top 
to.5 Ill 
1110stly 1110ttled or with 
discontinuous, relict 
parallel lamination 
suggestive of burr011ing; 
lesser parallel lamination 
c~ 
graptolites, 
phyllocarids, & 
inarticulate 
brec:hiopods; 
scattered &IIIBll 
articulate 
brachiopods, 
SNll coiled & 
orthoconic 
cephalopods; 
rare segonented 
arthropod 
antennae? & 
carbonaceous 
algal? debris 
(figure 6.5) 
Interpretation 
-tly pelagic 
sedinents deposited 
by suspension set· 
tl ing in a deep, 
quiet water, ctyseer-
obic to ano11ic basin 
or blsin .. rgln; 
carbonate-rich shale 
layers •Y be 0 
platfor.·derived 
carbonate-depleted 
h-ipelegites or ii) 
suspension settling 
deposits of carbon· 
ate-bearing turbid· 
ity currents 
... 
... 
CID 
Lithology 
21 Ribbon 
Limestone 
i > peloidal, 
spic1.0! itic 
W/P I 
radiolarian 
M 
ii) calcareous, 
dolomitic shale 
ii i) mass I ve II 
Thickness 
5·30 em, up to 
60cm 
1·20 em, up to 
2m 
20·100 em 
Table 6.1 continued 
Contacts 
sharp, c.-.only 
erosional bases; 
sharp, c_,ly 
concretionary 
tops 
sharp contacts 
with l il~~estones 
(diag-ticelly 
enhanced); flat 
shar!) or grade· 
tional contacts 
with noncalcar· 
eous shale 
flat sharp or 
gradational at 
base; flat and 
sharp at top 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
.. ssive or parallel 
lamination; minor 
convolute l•ine· 
tion; W/P end M 
fOMII 1· few Ctll 
thic:lr., nonMlly· 
graded couplets 
Biotic Components 
radiolarians & sponge 
spicules plus very 
..-11 fra~ts of 
shallow water fossils 
(eg. echinodeMIIS, 
ostracodes, trilobites, 
inarticulate brac:hio· 
pods, Girvanella, !luie, 
& Halysis 
parallel lamination graptolites, pllyl· 
locarids, sponge spic:· 
ules, radiolarians 
NSS i ve or vague none 
but pervasive mot· 
tled fabric:; upper 
bedding planes 
c:ommonly with small 
(0.3·0.5 11111 die.), 
subhorizontal 
burrows 
Interpretation 
fine·grained, platfonn-derived 
carbonates episodically tr--
ported end deposited by tur-
bidity currents I h .. ipelegic 
-..ds deposited frCIIII suspen· 
sion; I ilr.e li-Jtone c:0111po· 
nents of Table Cove fo,..tion 
ribbon liMeStones (ChapterS> 
pelegir sedillll!nts deposited by 
suspension settling end cerbo-
nete·depleted fine-grained 
carbonate turbidites end h•i • 
pelagites (as above); like 
calcareous shale/dolosiltite 
c~ts of Table Cove F•. 
ribbon li.estone (Chapter 5> -
carbonate depletion possibly 
accentuated by redistribution 
during sha'low burial 
pletfon.·derived MUds 
deposited by settling of 
volUIIinous, but dilute 
suspensi-; possibly • 
product of c:erbonate redis· 
tribution during shallow 
burial 
Lithology 
31 lithoclest 
Conglomerate & 
Megaconglomerete 
(beds >5 • thick composed 
of bouldftr·size & larger 
clasts) 
Bed Thickness & 
Morphology 
-20 1:11 to -65 • 
beds pinch end swelt 
due to a cOIIIbination of 
erosional relief on 
base I depositional 
topography on the top; 
topography accentuated 
by protruding cobbles 
or boulders; sloping 
surface topography 
indirectly inferred 
from evidence of grev· 
itational sliding (eg. 
soft·sedi~~~~~nt folds I 
wrinkles) in i~i· 
ately overlying strata 
Table 6.1 continued 
Composition & Texture 
poorly·sorted; clast size 
ranges f r0111 grll'lll es & peb· 
bles to Volkswagen size 
blocks & olistoliths to at 
least 65 • across <aver-se 
clast size generally par· 
allels bed thickness) 
mostly clast-supported; 
matrix varies from <5·30X 
1110st1y equidimensional dolo· 
stone I I i-..tone claus of 
shallow 1111rine aspect; 11inor 
chert I clasts of Cepe Cor· 
1110r...,t aspect; dolostones 
generally 1110re angular than 
l i~~tstones; 1111tres tong 
stabs, blocks & olistoliths 
are angular, their shapes 
controlled by pri•ry bed· 
ding (broadest surface of 
MnV is perpendicular or at 
a high angle to pri11111ry 
bedding in the clast) 
very dark brown, black or 
dark greenish· grey erg! l· 
laee<MJS 111trix Cidentiul to 
enclosing shale) contains 
floating grllnUie· to sit t· 
size carbonate lithoclasts 
plus radiolarians I SMBII 
calcitic skeletal fra,..nts; 
partly repl.ce by crypto· 
crystalline quartz & aicro· 
crystalline dol-i te in •-
beds 
Internal/Sedimentary 
Structures 
poorly·sorted, no preferred 
orientation of clasts, no 
stratification 
clast size & Matrix content 
decrease & the degree of 
organization generally fncrease 
with decreasing bed thickness 
diiiOI'"Plbed & i-ly-gr.W 
beds 1110st c--. In both rete· 
tlvely thin & very thick beds; 
1- trldina -tty identified 
by presence of outsized clasts at 
the tops of beds, locally bv a 
gradual Increase In clast size 
thrOI,.IIJh entire bed; grading -t 
obvious in llll!iiCDnQlomerates with 
several Metres t· ··• ctnt1 eon· 
centrated at the top 
.--tly-.--*"1 (t"" types): 
norMal, coarse tail •r•nne 
KCOIIIJ*'Iied by • dec.-- in 
.. trix up through the bed occurs 
in relatively thin (<t •> pebbly 
congt-rates; no,.l, coarse· 
ta i I er adi ng IICCCIIIIII*'Ii.t bv ., 
inc:r..e in •trill up through the 
bed .ore c--. in thick to Ms· 
sive (0.7·7 •), bout~ r•grade 
beds 
grooves (unc-): 20·50 ca 
wide, 10·20 e11 deep, <1·2 • tong 
fluid esc..,e structures (unc•· 
.on): low relief, relatively 
fine·trained sedi...,t ridges on 
upper beddint pl-. (see (4), 
tiel ow) 
Interpretation 
tr_,orted and deposHed by 
~ debril ftowa 
(ledi_,t it trentpOrted 
above the bed bv strength 
and buoy...:y of the fluid & 
dispersive pressures caused 
bv c;last c;oll tal- and de· 
posited riiPidly from suspen· 
sion by frictional frnting 
at the base of the flow) 
thickness of the deposit 
decreases t-ro flow 
Mrgins; clast size & _,t 
of .. trlx decrease with 
decreasing bed thickness 
(Increasing transport 
distance>; di-..nizad, 
,.,.., l ,.......... ' i,_,..... 
tr·traded beds •r define • 
proxiMl to distal trend 
... 
Ill 
0 
Lithology 
41 Lithodnt 
Calcirudite 
Thickness & 
Morphology 
fl!til e111 to 1.2 •; 
IDSt <50 Clll 
flat or erosional 
beses; flat to wevy 
(!rippled) or hum· 
1110eky topt (caused 
by projection of 
outsized elests) 
Table 8.1 continued 
Composition & 
Texture 
• -tty granule 
to 1111111 pebble 
size clasts <2 .m 
to 3 Clll); outsize 
elests 5·10 Cftl 
c_,, s011111 30·40 
ct11 across 
• elest·supported 
& Mtrht·poor; 
interclast poros· 
ity occluded b)' 
sitice (fine equi· 
granular or fi· 
brous quartz or 
chalcedony) &/or 
very coarsely· 
crystalline eel· 
cite or ferroan 
calcite cement 
• polymictic: 
lithoclests ere 1 
Mixture of dolo· 
stone, limestone & 
minor chert (iden· 
tical to debris 
flow conglomer· 
ates); invariably 
sub· round to ang· 
ular & equidi..n· 
sionel 
lntemal Structure 
Di_,.nfzed: erosional beses I 
flat or hUIIDCky tops; IDSt beds 
<15 Clll thick 
IIM!Miely-gr.-.: (either an in· 
creese in vrain size up throuvh 
entire bed or outsize clasts 
concentrated near top); reletively 
flat bases I (especielly in the 
coarser beds) hLIIIIIOCky tops; IIIOSt 
beds <10·50 Clll thick 
1-ly· to ~Uy-gr..W: low 
relief erosional be&es & flat or 
wavy tops; IIIOSt beds 15•25 Clll thick 
(layering defined by gradinv siMi· 
tar to crude stratification) 
Crudely·atratlffed: vaguely-bound· 
ed layers defined by chanves In 
avereve grain size); .arkedly eros· 
ionel beses & '"-c:lcy tops; beds 
15·50 Clll thick; c:_, in top 
25 • of the Ceribou Brook section 
~lly-graded: (decrease in aver· 
ege clast site>: sharp or grade· 
tionel bese*, sharp flat or IIIVV 
top; 10 c•·>1 • thick (*ca110nly 
gradationally overlie debris flow 
congl.-erates) 
._lty•tlf'a:ted. stratified: 
coarse, graded bese overlain by 
low·anvle cross·stretified c:al· 
cirudite or calcarenite with Bouma 
sequence structures; beds 20·41'1 CM 
thic:k 
Sedimentary 
Structwes 
-..rlppl•: sinuous 
to crescent-shaped; 
1 • 1.5·5 •· A • 10-~J 
01; ripple crests ~f 
fine pebblt to ..Oh• 
send size sediMent 
(c:~raole to the 
fine fraction In 
l.rlderlying sediMent) ! 
with out-sized cob· 
bles; troughs expose 
underlying c:alclrud· 
ite or are .antled by 
very Hne·grained ! 
rippled I burrowd 
c:alc:erenite/ catc:i· 
siltite; IDSt common 
atop erudely·stret· 
ified c:alc:irudites 
fluid ll!llalpe atN:· 
twea (upper bedding 
planes): large, ir· 
regular, flled!le·shi!Ped 
bulaet or toothpute· 
like ridges (to )20 c:M 
across, 10·15 Clll high, 
.. 3 • long); ·-
branch & rejoin, de· 
fining irregular pot· 
ygonel areas; c:OIIPO$ed 
of •lxtures of coarse 
send l granules (rare 
pebbles), finer than 
sedi..nt C:!llp'isfng 
entire bed); cross·cut 
bedfOIW on upper bed· 
dine planes, but do 
not croaa-c:ut OYer· 
lying llhale 
Interpretation 
transported and de· 
posited fra con· 
centrated clast dis· 
persion~ at the bHe 
of large, high 
velocity, tuMbldity 
currents; coarse 
sedi~t tr_,orted 
; n suspensIon above 
the bese of the flow 
by dispersive pres· 
sure ~rated by 
high I'1UIIIbers of 
collisions between 
clasts and deposited 
rapidly or in pulses 
by frictional freez· 
ing due to sheer at 
the bese or top? of 
the dispersion 
.... 
Ul 
.... 
Lithology 
51 Lithoclast 
Calcarenite & 
Calcisiltite 
Lithology 
61 Bentonite 
Thickness & 
Morphology 
<1 • to -50 em 
(commonly ~Nlga· 
lilted) 
thinnest beds & 
lMinse are tab· 
ular, thicker beds 
pinch and swell due 
1110stly to channel· 
ing at base & 
ripples at the top 
Table 6.1 continued 
Composition & 
Texture 
• grain size ranges 
fr~ very coarse send 
to very fine silt 
• poorly· to MOderately 
well·sorted (varies 
betNeen beds & within a 
single bed) 
• pr3dominsntly clast· 
supported & mtrix· 
poor; •inor interclast 
poros i ty oc:c I uded by 
silica & calcite c..ent 
(see 4, above); SOllie 
thin sand-grade beds & 
laminse are •trix· 
supported 
• polymictic: c~i­
tionally identicel to 
calcirudite& (4); sil· 
iciclastic sand is a 
conspicuous component 
of some beds -135 • & 
in the upper several 
.etres of the Caribou 
Brook section 
Internal 
Structure 
pertial or 
complete Bou-. 
sequences· ; 
thickest, 
coarsest beds 
have the IIOSt 
complete se· 
quences of 
structures; fine 
sand calcar· 
eni tes & celci • 
siltites are 
generally i) 
vaguely nor· 
•lly·gradecl, 
perallel·lami • 
nsted or mssive 
cr"· 0 "''> 
Sedimentary Structures 
• nor..l grading, perallel 
l .. instion, ripple cross· 
l111instion; 2· end 3·diMn· 
sionsl ripples oc:cur on upper 
bedding planes 
loaded bases c011111on; s;onwlute 
laminstion c011111on in ripple 
cross·l1111insted horizons (Tc); 
concave-up fnsrticulete brach· 
iopod valves in the finest 
l111insted or mssive portions 
(T1); fluid escape structures 
on upper bedding pl..s: i) m 
echelon ridges (1·2 a. wide, 
1·2 em high, a few ga to 20 ga 
long) c~ed of sand & gran· 
ule size sedi.ent (invariebly 
coarser than sedi.ent c~is· 
ing the top of the bed), i i) 
sharp-crested, runzel·like 
structures (1 •2·4 mm, A=0.5·1 
IIIII), locally gradr laterally 
into non·linear 118rts 
Interpretation 
IIOStly tr-ported end 
depoaited by turbidity 
currents into 1 deep, 
quiet 118ter t.sin or blsin 
.. rtin; SOle thin, .. trix· 
supported, send·gradr beds 
problbl y eiiiPIKed by thin 
debris flows 
Bed Thickness Colour & Composition Sedimentary 
Structures 
Interpretation 
1·10 em light greenish-white, 
recessive-weathering 
sticky clay; XRD analyses 
indicate •ixed·layer 
illite•s.ectite clays 
volcanic ah depoaited by 
suspension aettl fng through 
the 118ter col~ 
.... 
"' 
.., 
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Figure 6.4 Shale and ribbon limestone; outcrop photos and photomicro-
graphs. CB•Caribou Brook. BC (A or B)•Big Cove section A or B. Bar 
scales on all photomicrographs are o.s mm. a) Photomicrograph of 
calcareous, spiculitic (round grains marked by arrows) shale; 83 m in 
the CB section. Grainy layer at the bottom is the top of a very 
fine-grained, lithoclast calcarenite. Spicules are siliceous; moat other 
white grains in the shale are dolomite. b) Polished slab of black, 
noncalcareous shale with laminae and very thin beds of calcarenite and 
calcisiltite; 143 m in CB section. Uppermost calcisiltites and shale are 
cross-cut by very small burrows (dark, shale-filled in the 
calcisiltites, arrows). Bar scala is 1 em. c) Photomicrograph of black, 
noncalcareous shale (as b, above) punctuated by dolomitic calcarenite 
laminae; 146 m in CB section. Large white grains are mostly dolomite 
rhomba (arrows) with dusty (detrital) corea. Moat disseminated, white 
ailt-aize grains in the shale are nonferroan dolomite. g•graptolite, 
i•inarticulate brachiopod. d) Polished slab of mottled, greenish-grey 
shale with discontinuous calcarenite laminae disrupted by burrowing; 187 
m in the CB section. e) Photomicrograph of mottled greenish-grey shale 
(aa d), above); -194m in CB section. Discontinuous stringers of 
concentrated organic material (arrow) are commonly oblique to bedding 
and are thought to be burrows. Black grains are pyrite; acme are 
replaced skeletal grains. White silt-size grains are mostly dolomite. 
f) Polished slab of graded and laminated, peloidal, fossiliferous 
packstone (ribbon limestone) from near the base of the cape Cormorant 
Fm. exposed south of Big Cove. Lieaegang over-prints parallel 
lamination. small divisions on scale are 1 mm. g) Photomicrograph of 
peloidal-fossiliferous packstone (ribbon limestone); -23m in CB 
section. Some white, elongate grains are siliceous spicules (arrows); 
moat are unidentifiable calcitic skeletal grains. h) Interbedded 
calcareous shale (*), noncalcareoua shale (black), pebbly conglomerates 
and calcarenites in the 120-124 m interval of Big Cove (B). Up is to the 
right; metre stick (arrow) for scale. The top two calcareous shale beds 
overlie pebbly conglomerates; beds 1 and 3 have burrowed tops; bed 4 
appears burrowed throughout. Some horizons in the noncalcareoua shale 
are alae burrowed. 
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Table ~-2 Body Foss!ls In the Cape Cormorant Fonnation 155 
Body FossU Abundance Dlsbibution Fornu/Cenera Present 
CraptoUtes abundant widely Cllmacosreptus riddellensis Harris'·• 
dispersed Cryptograptus inutilis? (Hall 1858) 
and ral'ldca· Diplpgr~ decoratus Harris and 
I y oriented; Th011111a1 .. 
current Glossosraptus hincksil (Hopkinson)15 
aligned on Paraalossograptut tentaculatus <Hall 1858) 
some bedd ina ea~lime,2sraptui sp.' 
planes fl~~llesraptut sp. 
dfplOSJreptlds, dentatus group 
diplOSJraptld sp., slgmagraptid spp., 
dendroid app., unidentified spp. 
PhyDowlcls COIIIIIOI\ s- as for sl•tlar to those In the Table Cove 
graptolites and Black Cove for.atlons, 
Caryosarls (Morris and Kay, 1966) 
Inarticulate COII'IIIOn widely scattered; at least four species present; very small 
Brachiopods 1111ller f.,,. c~- (1·5 .. die.) with nearly round valves 
1110nly articulated; (.oat comnon); small (5·10 mm) with stout, 
larger forms found conical valves; large (10·20 mm) with oval 
mostly in the up- valves; very large (30·60 mm> with elon· 
per 30 • gate, subrectangular valves 
Articulate rare widely scattered; (1) less than 1.5 em .aximu. dimen· 
Brachiopods lllbroken, conmonl y sion; similar to forms in the 
articulated Table Cove Fm. (cf. Figure 5.8) 
Cephalopods very widely (1) coiled, ennulated foMIIII 1 em or 
rare scattered less in diametre 
<2> SIIIOOth wall orthocones; partial 
specimens 1.5·4 Clll wide, 8·12 Cllllong 
Arthropod very widely elongate(~ 10 em), slightly tapering 
Antennae? rare scattered (1·1.3 em), hollow, calcitic, segmented 
tube with transverse walls forming 
1·1.5 c. long chambers 
Table 6.2 Body fossils in the Cape Cormorant Formation. Graptolites 
collected during this study identified by s. H. Williams, Memorial 
University of Newfoundland). See also Figure 6.5. 
1 Reported by Whittington and Kindle (1963) in the Upper Table Head 
(Black Cove Formation) at Table Point. 2 Reported by Whittington and 
Kindle (1963) in the (Black Cove Formation) at Black Cove, Port au Port 
Peninsula. 3 Reported by Morris and Kay (1966) from the Black Cove 
Formation at Black Cove on Port au Port. ' Reported by Brdtmann (1971) 
from the Table Cove Formation at Table Cove. 5 Reported by Brdtmann 
(1971) from the Table Cove Formation at Black Cove. 6 Reported by 
Finney and Skevington (1979) from the Table Cove Formation at West Bay 
centre Quarry, Port au Port Peninsula. 
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Figure 6.5 Body fossils in cape Cormorant Formation shale. Graptolites 
identified by s. H. Williams (Memorial University). Bar scales for all 
specimens (except a) are 5 mm. a) Cryptograptua inutilia. 
b) Dip1oqraptul decoratus. c) Pseudophylloqraptua sp. d) Gloasograptue 
binckai. e) Paraglossograptye ap. f) Cryptograptid (cf. 
Gloasograptua). g) Diplograptid? fragment. b) Poorly preserved phyllo-
carid. i) Small orthid brachiopod. j) Large inarticulate brachiopod; 
incomplete shell, internal mould. Genua is indeterminate. k) Very small 
inarticulate brachiopod (cf. Paterula); valves are commonly found 
together. 1) small coiled cephalopod. a) External mould of an ortho-
conic cephalopod. D) Problematic segmented fossil probably an antenna 
of either a trilobite or eurypterid (L. Plhraeus, pera. comm., 1988); 
bar scale is 5 em. 
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Cove, and American Tickle formations (see Chapter sections 5.4.1 and 
5.4.3, 7.2 and 8.5). 
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The shale is interpreted to have been deposited mostly via suspen-
sion settling in a deep, qu\et.-water environment well below storm wave 
base, suggesting a basinal or basin margin setting for the lithological-
ly diverse formation. Terrigenous clays are inferred to have come from 
weathered, continental areas and oceanic terranes. Fine, particulate 
organic matter came from highly-productive, surface waters. Grapto-
lites, phyllocarida, radiolarians, and cephalopoda inhabited near 
surface waters and settled through the water column onto the seafloor. 
Fine, parallel lamination and randomly oriented graptolites at moat 
horizons ~ndicate that the sediment was deposited primarily from suspen-
sion. However, aligned graptolites on some bedding planes indJcate 
current activity and suggest the sediments were also deposited from, or 
reworked by, bottom currents. Laminae of fine-grained carbonate which 
punctuate the shale are interpreted as traction or suspension deposita 
of weak, low concentration, turbidity currents (see Chapter section 
6.2.4, below). Large numbers of these laminae indicate that low 
velocity bottom currents were common. 
Preservation of delicate parallel-lamination throughout most of the 
formation and the presence of a sparse, shelly benthic fauna suggest 
that bottom waters and near-surface pore waters were usually very 
poorly-oxygenated. Scattered inarticulate and articulate brachiopoda in 
the shale are inferred to be indigenous to the basin floor (see Chapter 
section 7.5). Their presence implies that bottom waters were not 
anoxic, but such low faunal diversity suggests the waters were dysaero-
bic and incapable of supporting a wide variety of shelly organisms. 
Paucity of burrows indicates that pore waters in near surface sediments 
were usually anoxic (Byers, 1977; Savrda ~ Jl., 1981). In the presence 
of abundant particulate organic matter, anoxic pore waters may have 
evolved rapidly from dysaerobic bottom waters below the sediment-water 
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interface (Fenchel and Riedl, 1970). Burrowed shale at the top of the 
formation suggests oxygenation of bottom waters improved with time. 
Changes in shale composition up through the Cape Cormorar.~ section 
and the vertical distribution of burrowing record long-term, basin-wide 
changes in sediment provenance and circulation. They are discussed in 
Chapter sections 6.7.3 and 6.8. 
6.2.2 Ribbon Liaeatone (Table 6.1(2)) 
Ribbon limestone is a relatively minor component of the Cape 
cormorant and occurs only at the base of the formation (Figure 6.1). 
This category includes thin to thick beds of 1) dark grey-brown, muddy, 
peloidal and/or fine, fossil-bearing limestone, 2) barren or radiolarian 
mudstone, and 3) carbonate-rich ahale (Figures 6.4.f-h and 6.6). In 
some horizons these lithologies are intimately interstratified to form 
typical ribbon limestone, similar to that which comprises the upper 
Table Cove Formation in outcrops on the east aide of the Port au Port 
Peninsula (Chapter section 5.4.3). Otherwise the limestones and 
calcareo~s shale form discrete beds interstratified with noncalcareous 
shale and lithoclastic carbonate sediments (eg. Figure 6.4.h). 
These lithologies are comparable to same-named strata in the Table 
Cove and are similarly interpreted to have come from a shallow water 
platform and to have been deposited by a combination of suspension 
settling and dilute turbidity currents. Rationale for this interpreta-
tion and discussion of depositional mechanisms were preqented in Chapter 
section 5.4. 
The limestone-calcareous shale rhythms, like those in the Table 
Cove, are thought to record deposition during alternating periods of 
high and low carbonate productivi:y and availability which may have been 
controlled by climate (eg. Einsele, 1982; Kaufmann, 1982). The signifi-
cance of unusually thick beds of calcareous shale and massive mudstone 
is more problematic. That they sporadically punctuate noncalcareous 
shale suggests that the overall contribution of platform-derived 
Ribbon limestone components 
(Cape Cormorant Formation) 
calcareous, dolomitic shale 
up to 2m thick (only in Big Cove) 
- lithoclast calcarenite 
Nld flat massive mudstone 
vague, pervasive mottled fabric (bioturbated?); 20-1 oo em thick 
noncalcareous shale 
~ lithoclast conglomerate 
ribbon limestone 
-limmone: 5-30 em, 60 em thick (max.) 
peloidal, spiculitic W/P, radiolarian M 
or graded couplets of the two 
~ 0 6 -9- lithologies (1-few em thick) 
A l' • •· calcareous shale: dark grey-brown 
erosional 1·20 em thick 
~-..::::ci"ii? .I/ ~ -locally slump folded 
Figura 6.6 Schematic summary of ribbon limestone component•. Intervale 
of rhythmically-interbedded limestone and calcareoua ahale occur in the 
caribou Brook section (Figure 6.l.a). Discrete beds of mudstone and 
calcareous shale are more common in Big Cove proper (Figures 6.l.c and 
6.4.g). Key to symbols ia in Appendix A. 
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sediment was diminished and was not solely or predominantly controlled 
by cyclic climate changes. If the beds are depositional in origin, then 
their great thickness implies either a prolonged period of sedimentation 
or deposition from a voluminous suspension or flow. Thick calcareous 
shale beds may have accumulated over a long period of time during which 
adjacent platforms contributed a small, but steady supply of carbonate 
eediment. Massive mudstones, in contrast, may have been deposited when 
carbonate productivity was comparatively high, b11t the platform(&) were 
at a depth where only mud accumulated and was eff.ectively entrained by 
waves and transported bas inward. Burrowing in the mudstones, which are 
interstratified ~o:.Lth generally laminated shale, suggests that either the 
sediment was transported and deposited by oxygenated currents or 
deposition coincided with improved oxygenation of bottom waters. An 
alternative explanation for the anomalously thick calcareous shale and 
mudstone beds is that they are, at least in part, diagenetic in origin, 
formed by mi9ration of CaC01 from enclosing shale and reprecipitation 
during early burial. 
Importantly, ribbon J.imest.one in the Cape Cormorant proves the pre-
sence of contemporaneous carbonate platform(&) at the onset of deposi-
tion and reconfirms the general interpretation of the depositional 
setting deduced from enclosing shale. A deep, basinal environment is 
supported by: 1) predominance of fine-grained sediment and absence of 
wave-formed structures, which indicates the sediments accumulated below 
storm-wave base; 2) presence of only traosported, hemipelagites and 
turbidites, which indicates water depths below that of iD situ biogenic 
carbonate production; 3) the apparent absence, or at least scarcity, of 
even a restricted shelly benthos and absence (in most beds) of a 
soft-bodied infauna, which indicates low oxygen availability of bottom 
waters; and 4) paucity of slump-folded horizons, thereby indicating 
deposition on a very low slope. 
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6.2.3 Litboclaat Congla.erate and Kegacoagloaarata (Tabla 6.1(3)) 
Carbonate lithoclast conglomerate and megaconglomerate are the moat 
outstanding components of the Cape Cormorant ( F igurea 6. 1, 6. 3. a-c, 
6.4.h and 6. 7), constituting approximately 25-75\ of formation sequen-
ces. Beds range from as little as 20 em up to -65 m in thickness 
(Figure 6. 7). They typically pinch and swell in thickness over dia-
tances of several or several tens of metres due to a combination of 
erosional reli"!f at tha bases and depositional topography on the tops of 
the beds (Figures 6.7.a,e,f and 6.8). Erosional relief accounts for 
moat thickness variation and is moat evident at the base of the thicker, 
coarser conglomerates. Bed surface topography is accentuated by 
protruding cobbles and boulders. 
Both conglomerates and megaconglomerates are poorly-sorted and 
clast-supported, and are composed of a polymictic suite of mostly 
shallow marine limestone and dolostone lithoclaste. (Clast diversity, 
age and origin are discussed in Chapter section 6.5.) Clasts range in 
size from granules to oliatoliths up to at least 65 m across (Figures 
6.3.c and 6. 7). Argillaceous matrix is compositionally similar to 
enclosing shale. Generally all clasts of all sizes are subround to 
subangular and nearly equidimensional. Conspicuous angularity of cobble 
and boulder size dolostone clasts compared to more rounded limestone 
clasts is thought to reflect the inherent hardness of the two litholo-
gies; dolostone& are generally homogeneously well-lithif ied and fracture 
brittly, whereas many limestones have irregular zones of weakness 
defined by burrows, patchy dolomite, or argillaceous, pressure dissolu-
tion seams, which facilitate breakdown during transport. Hegaboulders 
and olistoliths of all lithologies, whether equidimensional, rectangular 
or slab-shaped, are also generally angular, their shapes largely 
controlled by primary bedding (Figures 6.3.c and 6. 7 .a-d). The longest 
dimension of many of these is perpendicular, or at a high angle to, 
primary bedding in the clast. 
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Figure 6. 7 Lithoclastic megaconglomerate and conglomerate; field photos 
and photomicrographs. a) Oliatolith-bearing megaconglomerate (3) -65 m 
above the base of Big Cove (A); bedding dips moderately to the right. 
1-basa1 conglomerate of the Cape Cormorant Fm., 2-interbedded shale, 
calcarenite and conglomerate, ,, boulder conglomerate. Oliatolith 
(arrows) is -65 m high and 45 m wide; ita primary bedding is nearly 
perpendicular to that of enclosing megaconglomerata ( -25 m thick). 
Conodonta in the clasts prove it came from the Catoche Fm. Underlying 
Cape Cormorant strata are folded and truncated. b) Megaconglomerate 
-135 m above the base of Big Cove (A) with a Petit Jardin Fm. oliatolith 
(interbedded oolitic grainstone, digitate stromatolites, pattern 
dolomite) (arrows); up is to the right. The cliff is -35 m high. 
Massive, rubbly conglomerate (dashed outline) mantles the olistolith 
which extends several tans of metres further southeast away from the 
coast and is cross-cut by Callieux Pasa6 brook. c) Megaconglomerate at 
the top of section A with a thin-bedded, parted limestone clast from 
either the Middle or Upper Cambrian which, although broken apart in the 
conglomerate, extends for about 65 m along the coast further south. 
Bedding in the megaconglomerate dips in approximately the same direction 
and inclination as bedding in the parted limestone slab in the upper 
right. c. James (large arrow) for scale. d) Bedding plane exposure 
(near vertical bed) of several metres long blocks and slabs in a 
megaconglomerate south of Caribou Brook that is equivalent to the 
conglomerate 120 m above the base of the Caribou Brook section; see also 
Figure 6.8.f. Several of the slabs show thrombolite build-ups. N. P. 
James (arrow) for scale. e) Matrix-rich megaconglomerate (far right) 
with -2 m erosional relief; maximum thickness is -, m. Located 110 m 
above the base of Big Cove section ( B2). Up is to the right. cgl ... con-
glomerate; cr .. calcirudite. f) Small boulder conglomerate (cgl) and 
interstratified calcirudite& (arrowheads) and calcarenites; 134-142 m 
interval in Caribou Brook section. Angular boulders are predominantly 
dolostone. Up is to the left; metre stick (arrow) for scale. 
a, b, c and a represent the megaconglomerate - ribbon limestone 
lithofacies. d and f are in the calcarenite - conglomerate lithofacies. 
Figure 6.7 
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Figure 6.8 Measured sections showing lateral changes in debriY flow 
conglomerate thickness and texture. Metre values left of a) Caribou 
Brook correspond to those in Figure 6.1.a. Locations of the tope of 
sections b), f), and g) are shown in Figure 6.2. The highest conglomer-
ate in f) ie shown in Figure 6. 7. d. Correlation of eect . .;.on 9) ie baaed 
on a sandy calcarenite which alae occurs in the Caribou Brook section 
(star). Small arrowa indicate normally-g:t·aded calcirudite/calcarenite 
cape on the conglomerates. Key to other symbols ie in Appendix A. 
Histograms show the orientations of graptolites and ?Diplocraterion 
burrows at -4 m above the base of section c). 
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All conglomerates and megaconglomerates lack stratification. More-
over, since the vast majority of clasts are equidimensional, there is no 
obvious preferred orientation of clasts within beds. Exceptional are 
very large slab-shaped clasts which are commonly oriont~d with their 
broadest dimension sub-parallel to megaconglomerate bedding (Figures 
6.3.c and 6.7.c,d). Beds fall into one of four categories baMed on 
internal structure: 1) disorganized, homogeneously poorly-sorted, 2) 
inversely-graded, 3) normally-graded with matrix decreasing up through 
the bed, and 4) normally-graded with matrix increasing up through the 
bed (Table 6.1(3); Figure 6.9). Overall, clast size and matrix content 
decrease and the degree of organization of clasts increases with 
decreasing bed thickness. 
The only sedimentary structures associated with these beds are large 
grooves at the base of some cobble- to boulder-grade beds, and 
irregular, low relief, sediment ridges (<5 em) on the tops of 
calcarenite-mantled conglomerates. The former are similar to 
smaller-scale tool marks common at the base of turbidites and are 
interpreted to have been generated by clasts ~craping soft muds during 
transport (Reineck and Singh, 1980). Upper bedding plane sediment 
ridges are similar to others which occur on the tops of coarse 
calcarenites and calcirudite& and are interpreted to be expressions of 
fluid escape (see Chapter section 6.2.4). 
These thick- to massively-bedded, coarse-grained, and unsorted sedi-
ments are interpreted to have been transported and deposited by 
subaqueous debris flows (Johnson, 196?, 1970; Hampton, 1975, 1979; 
Middleton and Hampton, 1976; Pickering~~ •• 1986). Disorganized and 
inversely-graded conglomerates in the Cape Cormorant are typical of 
debris flow deposits described in other ancient, submarine sequences 
(Cook~ Al·r 1972; cook and Mullins, 1983; Enos and Moore, 1983; 
Hiscott and James, 1985; Srivastava~ Al·r 1972). Absence of grading 
indicates deposition from a flow of uniform competency throughout ita 
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Figure 6.9 Types of lithoclast conglomerates; sketches. CB=Caribou 
Brook section; BC (A or B)•Big Cove section (A) or (B). a) Diaorganiaed 
magaconglomerate; 135m in BC (A). b) Inversely-graded megaconglom-
erate; equivalent to 120m in CB (top bed in Figure 6.8.f). Grading is 
defined by concentration of large, bedded slabs at the top of the bed. 
c) Diaorganiaed conglomerate with fine sand calcarenite cap; 120 m in 
CB. d) No~lly-graded conglomerate with a graded calcirudite cap; 85 m 
in CB. Grading partly defined by an increase in matrix up through the 
bed. (Decrease in clast size exaggerated; clasts predominantly in clast-
support.) •l Noraally-graded conglomerate with graded calcirudite cap; 
140m in CB. As for d), grading is accompanied by an increase in inter-
clast matrix. f) Normally-graded conglomerate with graded, sandy 
calcarenite cap (with second amalgamated, graded calcarenite; 175 m in 
CB. Grading is accompanied by a decrease in matrix up through the bed. 
Kay to symbols is in Appendix A. 
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thickness, whereas inverse-grading indicates increased competency of the 
flow above an intensely sheared zone at its base (Middleton and Hampton, 
1976, Fig.7; Naylor, 1980). Enormous blocks and slabs in the very thick 
flows are thought to be buoyed up and rafted along near the top of the 
flow by overpressured fluids at the base (Pickering et AA•• 1986). 
Normal-grading, though not a common characteristic of debris flow 
deposits, has been documented in other ancient sequences (eg. Eberli, 
1987). Normally-graded beds in the Cape Cormorant in which matrix 
increases up through the bed may reflect decreased competency of the 
upper layer of the flow due to shearing at the top during transport 
(Middleton and Hampton, 1976, Fig.7; Naylor, 1980). Those in which 
matrix content decreases up through the bed, and which are overlain by 
graded calcarenite, may instead record deposition from a degenerating 
debris flow overridden by a high concentration turbidity current that 
entrained fine sediment at the top of the flow. 
Disorganized, normally-graded, and inversely-graded conglomerate, in 
that order, are thought to define a proximal to distal trend for debris 
flow deposits (Naylor, 1980; Eberli, 1987). 
Erosional bases and matrix-lean, clast-supported texture distinguish 
Cape Cormorant conglomerates from ideal debris flow deposits. Basal 
erosion suggests the flows, especially the most coarse-grained and 
voluminous ones, were channelized and that flow ~as not purely laminar 
(eg. Hampton, 1970). It indicates that clasts rolled, bounced, and 
scraped underlying sediments at the base of the flow and suggests that 
dispersive pressures due to clast collisions were of greater i~portance 
than buoyancy or matrix strength in sediment transport (Lowe, 1982). 
Low abundance of matrix may reflect relatively small amounts of fine 
sediment incorporated at the source of the flow and thereby confirm the 
greater importance of dispersive pressure during transport. It could 
otherwise be an artifact of compaction, ie. water and volume lose during 
burial. However, the positive correlation between bed thickness, clast 
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size and matrix- content suggests that fine sediment was commonly lost 
during transport, most likely entrained and transported in turbulent 
currents accompanying the debris flow (Hampton, 1972). 
6.2.• Li~boclaa~ Calcirudite (~able 6.1(•) 
Polymictic calcirudite& in the Cape Cormorant either constitute 
sharply bounded beds that punctuate ambient shale or they gradationally 
overlie debris flow conglomerates (Figures 6.7.e,f, 6.9.d,e and 6.10.a). 
They are, in turn, commonly overlain by graded lithoclast calcarenite 
(Chapter section 6.2.5). The tops of the beds are commonly burrowed 
(see ~race Poaaila, Chapter section 6.4). 
Beds range from a few centimetres to 1.2 m in thickness~ most are 
leas than 50 em thick. The thick~st ones invariably overlie very thick 
debris flow deposits (eg. 15m and 26m in Big Cove (82), Figure 6.1.c). 
Some beds are tabular, but more commonly they have erosional bases 
and/or wavy to hummocky tops generated by bedforms or by outsized clasts 
projecting above the top of the bed (Figure 6.lO.a). 
Calci~udites are generally composed of granule to small pebble-size 
clasts (Figure 6.10.a-d), but commonly contain outsized clasts 5-10 em, 
or even 30-40 em across. Th~y are clast-supported and matrix-poor~ 
interclast porosity is typically occluded by silica and/or blocky 
calcite cement (Figures 6.10.a-d and 6.ll.a-f). Lithoclasts are 
identical to those comprising the debris flow conglomerates (Figures 
6.10.a-d anct 6.ll.a-f~ Chapter section 6.5). 
Six types of calcirudite beds are differentiated on the basis on 
internal organization and pr~sencefabsence of stratification, four of 
which correspond to clast-supported conglomerate facies of Walker 
(1975). They are: 1) disorganized, 2) inversely-graded (Figure 6.10.b), 
3) inverselv- !Q normally-graded (Figure 6.10.c), 4) crudely-stratified 
(Figure 6.10.d), 5) normallv-graded, and 6) normally- graded, 
stratified. Detailed descriptions of each are in Table 6.1(4). 
The only sedimentary structures commonly associated with the 
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Figure 6.10 Polymictic, lithoclaatic calcirudite&, calcarenites and 
calcisiltites; slab and outcrop photos. CB•Caribou Brook. a) Calcirud-
ite& (arrows) near the top of the CB section (green shale-calcarenite 
lithofacies; -203-206 m). Thinner light coloured beds are predominantly 
calcarenites and calciailtites. Up section is to the left; MSS•Hainland 
sandstone. Pinch and swell morphology is mostly due to basal erosion, 
but is accentuated by bedforms at the top. b) Slab of an inversely-
graded calcirudite; ·134 m in the CB section. Scale is in centimetres. 
c) Slab of inversely- to normally-graded calcirudite; 130 m in the CB 
section. d) Crudely-stratified calcirudite; 196 m in the CB section. 
Bar scale is 10 em. e) Sinuously-created megaripples (small arrows) 
atop calcirudite& at ·192 m in the CB section; metre stick (arrow) for 
scale. Bedding dips steeply toward the reader; up-section is to the 
left. Flow direction is toward the upper right (east-southeast). 
f) Normally-graded calcarenite with partial Bouma sequenr.e; 110-140 m 
interval in the CB section. Marker pen for scale. g) Slab of shale with 
very thin calcarenite and calcisiltite beds. 1-matrix-supported and 
normally-graded mini debris flow(?). 2-vague lower bour.dary and uneven 
upper boundary, irregular internal lamination a result of synsedimentary 
deformation or possibly burrowing. 3-calcisiltitefmudstone with tiny 
burrows (dark spots filled with shale). '-normally-grad&d, loaded base. 
b) Large, toothpaste-like fluid escape structure protr~ding from the 
upper bedding plane of a 10-!5 em thick calcirudite; equivalent to ·123 
m in the Caribou Brook section (section g) in Figure 6.8). Bedding dips 
steeply toward the reader; divisions on measuring stick are 10 em. 
i) Upper bedding plane view of wrinkle-like, fluid escape structures 
(arrows) atop a ·25 em thick, graded calcirudite-calcisiltite cap on 
debris flow conglomerate; ·140 m in the Caribou Brook section. Bar scale 
is 10 em. 
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Figure 6.11 Polymictic, lithoclastic calcirudite&, calcarenite& and 
calcisiltites; photomicrographs. All thin sections are stained with Dual 
stain; limestones appear dark and dolostones appear light. Bar scales 
are all 0.5 mm. •=mud-/wackestone, microsparitic limestone; p•packstone; 
g•grainstone; p•peloidal; o•ooid/oolitic; ~·microcrystalline dolostone; 
d•fine- or medium-crystalline dolostone; D•very coarsely-crystalline 
dolostone; (A)d•dolostone with chert matrix; (A)•chert; f•ferroan; 
c•cement; •=silica. CB•Caribou Brook. a) Calcirudite with a calcium 
phosphate pebble (ph) with floating dolomite rhombs; -183 m in the CB 
section. Cement includes an early, very thin rim of silica and later, 
very coarse, blocky calcite. Arrows point to skeletal grain clasts. 
b) Calcirudite with neomorphoaed (microsparitic) ooid grainstone clast 
(upper left); -157 min the CB section. Cement is very coarse, blocky, 
slightly ferroan calcite. Silica may be partly cement and partly a 
replacement of carbonate. c) Calcirudite; 177 m in the CB section. 
OOlitic coatings on grains in the large grainstone pebble are micri-
tized. Cement is very ~oarse, blocky calcite. d) Calcirudite with first 
generation chalcedony and second generation blocky, ferroan calcite 
cements; -158 m in the CB section. Most intraclasts in the grainstone 
pebble (top right) are replaced by chert. e) Dolostone-dominated cal-
cirudite; cap on conglomerate at -140 m in the CB section. Argillaceous 
matrix is compacted shale rip-ups. f) Calcirudite with abundant quartz-
ose siltstone clasts (arrows) and chert; -197 m in the CB section. 
g) Sandy calcarenite with abundant simple and polycrystalline quartz 
(subangular to subround, white and black grains) and minor feldspar 
grains (twinned, arrows) from -134 m in the CB section; crossed polars. 
Very large rhombs are nonferroan dolomite. h) Very fine-grained, 
massive or graded, polymictic calcarenites; -173 m in the CB section. 
Dark grains are mostly limestone (mudstone/microspar) and lesser 
skeletal fragments. White grains are mostly dolomite; some are chert. 
Overlying shale laminae are calcareous. 
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calcirudite& are megaripples and fluid escape structures (Tabla 6.1 
(4)). Megaripples (Figure 6.10.e) occur at the top of every type of 
calcirudite, but are most common on crudely-stratified beds. They are 
composed of fine pebble- to medium sand-size sediment, comparable in 
size to the fine fraction of the underlying bed. Moat are starved 
bedforms that lack distinct internal structure; intervening troughs 
expose underlying pebbly sediment. 
Fluid escape structures are irregular, low relief, protrusions of 
sediment on the tops of the beds. They assume a variety of shapes, moat 
commonly large, irregular, wedge-shaped bulges or toothpaste-like ridges 
(Figure 6.lO.h), and are generally composed of mixtures of coarse sand 
and granules, rarely small pebbles, on average finer-grained than 
sediment comprising the entire calcirudite. Only one such structure was 
exposed in cross-section and appeared to be linked to a vertical dyke 
that cross-cut bedding. Most demonstrably cross-cut bedforms on the 
tops of the beds, but none were proven to cross-cut overlying shale. 
Although these relationships do not unequivocally determine where the 
structures formed with respect to the sediment-water interface, 
significant topographic relief on many of them suggests they formed 
beneath a sedimentary cover during shallow burial. 
Fluid escape structures are not commonly generated in permeable, 
coarse-grained sediments (Lowe, 1975), but they have been documented in 
other pebble-grade deposits (eg. Hein, 1982; Postma, 1983; Johnson, s. 
Y., 1986). Although the structures in the Cape Cormorant are not the 
same as those occurrences, they do closely resemble (in plan view) 
sandstone dykes described in finer-grained, fluvial deposita (Aapler and 
Donaldson, 1986), and are similarly interpreted to have formed by 
forceful fluid injection during burial. Limited expulsion of sediments 
and fluid ab~ve the tops of the calcirudite& and the absence of dykes 
cross-cutting enclosing shale suggest fluid injections were n~t extreme-
ly forceful, possibly due to lower water volume and pressures in the 
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relatively thin and coarser-grained beds. 
Matrix-poor calcirudite& in the Cape Cormorant are analogous to 
clast-supported, siliciclastic gravels commonly found in association 
with turbiditic sands in deep-water, submarine fan sequences (Davies and 
Walker, 1974; Walker 1975; Hein, 1982; Pickering et al., 1986). They 
are similarly interpreted to have been transported and deposited from 
concentrated c:.ast dispersions at the base of large, high velocity, 
turbidity currents (Walker, 1975). Hein (1982) calculated that a gravel 
dispersion 27 em thick, comparable in thickness to many calcirudite& in 
r.:he Cape Cormorant, would form beneath a turbidity current 100 m thicic. 
Different types of grading in the calci=udites record different 
hydrodynamic conditions during deposition (Walker, 1975; He in, 1982; 
Pickering et al., 1986). Disorganized, inversely- and inversely- to 
normally graded beds indicate very rapid deposition from suspension. 
Crudely-stratified beds indicate rapid, pulsating deposition from 
suspension. Normally-graded beds record comparatively slow deposition 
from a waning flow. Normally-graded, stratified beds record similar 
conditions, followed by traction deposition. Walker's (1975) model for 
similar siliciclastic gravels proposes that increasing segregation and 
organization of sediments record~ increasing degree of sediment trans-
port and predicts that disorganized, inversely- and inversely- to 
normally graded beds are proximal deposits while normally-graded and 
norl\lally-graded, stratified beds are distal deposits. 
Besides normally-graded, stratified beds, mE>garipples on select 
calcirudite& are the only other evidence of tractive currents. Since 
the megaripples, in most cases, overlie coarse sediments deposited from 
suspension ( ie. they are not the 'cap' of a classical turbidite), and 
are generally starved Dedforms, they are interpreted to have formed by 
high velocity, nondepositional currents that reworked the relatively 
fine-grained sediments on the upper, hummocky surfaces of tho! 
calcirudite beds. A r.rude estimate of flow velocity based on the size 
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of grains comprising the rippl.'!s (O.s--s mm) ortained from Hjulstrom's 
diagram (see Blatt et y., 1980, tl-J. 4-8) is 20-200 em/sec. The flows 
are inferred to have operated shortly after emplacement of the coarse 
sediments, and were most likely the same currents from which the coarse 
sediments were initially deposited. 
Compositional similarities between calcirudite& and debris flow 
conglomerates indicate they derived from the same source. Gradation~! 
contacts with underlying conglomerates further suggest that high 
concentration turbidity currents were commonly generated concurrently 
above moving debris flows (Hampton, 1972; Krause ar.d Oldershaw, 1979; 
crevello and Schl.\ger, 1980). Turbidity currents generated in this 
manner could continue to flow for much greater distances than the debris 
flow, depositing fine sed1.ment e\•en further from the source area (eg. 
Cossey and Ehrlich, 1979). Therefore, most c.:alciruditel" not directly 
linked to a debris ~low conglomerate may have been similarly related to 
debris f.~-ows that deposited coarser-grained, matrix-rich sediments in 
mora l'tuximal regions in the basin. 
6.2.5 Lithoclast Calc•reoites aod Ca1ciailtites (Table 6.1(5)) 
Lithoclast calcarenites and calcisiltites in the Cape Cormorant most 
commonly form sharply bounded beds that punctuate ambient shale (Figures 
6.3.d, 6.7.e,f and 6.10.a). Calcarenites also commonly gradationally 
overlie, and calci.ailtites more abruptly overlie, both debris flow 
conglomerates and calcirudites. The tops of the beds are commonly 
bur rowed (see Trace Fossils, c.tapter sect ion 6. 4) • 
Beds range from only a millimetre up to 50 em in thickness; they are 
commonly amalga.mated. The thinnest ones are generally tabular but 
thicker beds commonly pinch and swell along strike due mostly to chan-
neling at the base. The vast majority are clast-supported and 
matrix-poor (Figure 6.1l.h); some very thin beds and laminae made up of 
sand-size grains appear matrix-supported. Predominant detrital 
components are carbonate lithoclasts identical to those in the debris 
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flow conglomerates and calcirudite& (Chapter section 6.5) 1 siliciclastic 
sand is a conspicuous component of some calcarenites (Figure 6.1l.g), 
especially near the top of the Caribou Brook section. 
Calcarenites almost invariably display partial or complete Bouma 
sequences (Bouma, 1962; Figure 6.10.f,g). The exception are very thin, 
matrix-supported beds and laminae, only some of which are normally-
graded (eg. Figure 6.10.g). Bouma sequences of structures are most com·· 
plete in the thickest, coarsest calcarenites. Thin, fine-sand calcaren-
ites and calcisiltite, in contrast, are generally either vaguely graded, 
1=-arallel-laminated, or massive (Fi.gure 6.11. h), corresponding only to 
the base (TA) and ~;ghest portions (T1,f.) of the Bouma sequence. 
Calcarenite bases are also commonly loaded, convolute lamination 
commonly overprints ripple cross-laminated horb.ons, and their upper 
surfaces commonly exhibit fluid escape structures (Table 6.1(5)). Most 
of the latter are short, en echelon, comparatively coarse-grained 
sediment ridges that protrude above the top of the bed. They appear to 
be more regular and sma~.ler-scale analogues of fluid escape structures 
atop calcirudite& (Chapter section 6.2.4; Fi9ure 6.10. h) and are 
similarly interpreted as manifestations of sediment dykes produced by 
liquifaction during shallow burial. Also present in the upper, very 
fine sand and silt layers are runzel-like Atructures (Figure 6.ll.i) 
which are too small and irregular to be ripples formed by tractive 
processes and are interpreted to be expressions of either very small 
pillars formed by fluid escape or convolute lamination. 
These sediments are interpreted to have been transported and depo-
sited primarily by turbidity currents. Calcarenites with Bouma sequence 
structures that indicate deposition from a waning flow are classical 
turbidites (Bouma, 1962; Middleton and Hampton, 1976; Walker, 1984). 
Complete sequences record first rapid deposition from suspension (TA), 
then slower deposition from suspension combined with tractive currents 
(Te-c.o1), and finally slow suspension settling of the very fine sediment 
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compc.nents of the flow (Tu:d. Beds that begin with division T8 , Tc, and 
Tu are interpreted to record sedimentation from progressively lower 
velocity flows (Walker, 1967). Laminated calcisiltites similarly record 
deposition from very thin, low velocity and low concentration 
suspensions. 
fo:atrix-supported beds and laminae could be artifacts of compaction 
(ie. turbidites with abundant small shale intraclasts). Alternatively, 
they may have been deposited by thin, sandy debris flows. 
Compositional similarities between these calciturbidites and the 
calcirudite& and debris flow conglomerates, plus the fact that they 
ccmmonly gradationally cap the debris flows, suggest they came from the 
same source and that turbidity currents were con~only generated above 
debris n n•.;s during transport. 
6.2.6 Bentonite (Table 6.1(6)) 
Five thin beds of recessive-we~thering, sticky clay occur in the 
caribou Brook section (Figure 6.l.a). XRD analysis indicates that they 
are composed primarily of mixed layer, &mectite-illite clay. Lik~ other 
sticky clays that occur in the Table Point and Table Cove formations 
they are interpreted to be diagenetically altered layers of volcanic 
ash. 
6.3 Gravitational Slides 
Soft-sediment deformation structures caused by sliding are not 
abundant, but are scattered throughout formation sequences. They 
include slump folds, mullions and small wrinkles (amplitudes <1 em), 
plus b~.ocks of rotated and imbricated bedding and small throw (em-scale) 
faults (Figures 6.1 and 6.J.b,d). 
Most deformation occurs in discrete horizons a few tens of centi-
metres thick immediately below or directly above a debris flow conglom-
erate or, less commonly, a thick calcirudite. Deformation of strata 
beneath a conglomerate is interpreted to have been caused by a 
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combinatior.. of shearing and loadi ,1g during emplacement of the coarse 
debris. Deformation of overlying strata is interpreted to be the result 
of sliding down depositional topography on top of the ted, possibly 
triggered by repacking or remobilization of grains in the very shallow 
subsurface. 
Slides in interbedded shale and calcarer.ite sequAnces that are not 
closely associated with a conglomerate (eg. Figure 6.3.d) also involve 
only a f 1~w to several tens of centimetres of section. Beds involved are 
identical to enclosing undeformed strata indicating they are locally 
derived. A thin zon~ of rubbly bedding defines a shear zone above the 
basal detachment, but preservation of bedding within the slide indicates 
little internal remoulding and suggests little lateral displacement. 
Post-slide shale and calciturbidites are ponded in depressions and even 
out irregular depositional topography on some of the thicker slide 
masses. 
Paucity of evidence of gravit.'!ltional sliding suggests that sediment-
ation occurred on a very low angle slope. This agrees with the basin 
margin or basin setting indicated by the voluminous accumulation of 
laminated shale in Cape Cormorant sequences (Chapter section 6.2.1). 
Sliding in unconsolidated sediment can occur on slopes of only a few 
degrees (Lewis, 1970). In this particular setting it may have been 
triggered by seismicity or possibly by a small, but sudden change in 
slope due to faulting. 
6.4 Trace Fo••il• 
A variety of biogenic structures are found on the tops of most 
calcarenites and calcarenite-mantled calcirudite&. Vertical se'-tions 
through beds indicate that only the upper few millimetre& are burrowed. 
Most are exposed on steeply-dipping bedding planes along the co&st, the 
accessible portions of which are wa;re-battered and the upper portions of 
which are inaccessible. Consequently, though many different trace 
. . ( . I 
-~ "' . . -
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fossil forms are recognized, morphologic detail that allows more certain 
identification is limited. Poorly·preserved casts of burrows also occur 
on the base of a few calcarenites near the top of the Caribou Brook 
section; the skewed distribution may refler.t~ the paucity of exposed 
lower bedding planes lower ir. the section. 
Traces present include: Planolites and possibly Palaeophycus, 
syncoprulus, Gordia rnarina?, Chondrites spp., Diplichnites, 
Diplocraterion?, and two unidentified genera, one a large, stur-like 
burrow reminiscent of Phoebichnus, the other a cluster of tubes similar 
to Chondrites. Descriptions and interpretation of these traces are in 
Appendix E, their stratigraphic distributions in the Caribou Bcoo;t 
section are shown in Figure 6.l.a, and several are illustrated in Figure 
6.12. 
None of the trace fossils present is diagnostic of a particular 
depositional environment or water depth. Predominance of surface or 
near surface feeding trails of sediment-ingesting organi&ms generally 
point to a quiet water setting where very fine-grained sediment and 
organic matter accumulated on the sea floor. The exception, 
Diplocraterion, indicates persistent bottom current activity, which is 
also indicated by numerous carbonate laminae in the shale (eg. Figures 
6.4 and 6.ll.h). 
Overall, the assemblage is most closely allied to the Nereites 
ichnofacies typically found in deep-water, turbiditic slope and basin 
sequences (Seilacher, 1967; Chamberlain, 1971a, 1971b; Crimes, 1973, 
1977; Kern, 1978; Pickerill, 1980). The relatively low diversity of the 
assemblage, thougb not uncowmon for Early Paleozoic deep-water strata 
(Pickerill, 1981; Narbonne, 1984; Pickerill et al., 1987), may be an 
artifact of poor preservdtion of the burrows on exposed bedding planes, 
or may indicate even r.~ore restricted conditions. Chondrites, in 
particular, signals dysaerobic (0.1-1.0 ml/1 0~, Rhoads and Morse, 1971) 
conditions on the sea f:O.oor (Bromley and Eckdale, 1984), but the large 
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Figure 6.12 Trace fossils in the Cape Cormorant Fm. All burrows except 
i) are on upper bedding planes of lithoclastic calciturbidites in the 
Caribou Brook section or laterally equi•:aient strata between Caribou 
Brook and Cape Cormorant. a) Planolites?; float from the 160-170 m 
landslide int~r7al. Divisions on the measuring stick are 10 em. 
b) Faecal pellet filled Syncoprulus; -153 m. c) Chondrites sp. 
(arrows); -186m. d) Very small Chondrites sp.; 110-130 m interval io 
CB. e) Gordia marina?; -194 m. f) Oiplocraterion? (arrows); ou~crop 
south of caribou Brook equivalent to -110 m tn the caribou Brook section 
(Figure 6.8.c). g) Large radiating burrow system similar to Phoebichnue 
trichoides; 157 m. Divisions on the measuring stick are 10 em. 
g) Inchnoqenus incertae, a small tunnel system of overlapping and 
?branching burrows somewhat simil~l:. to Chr ... ndrites; -175 m. 
b) Planolites? (arrows) on the upper bedc.ing plane of a mottled mudstone 
bed; -101 m in Big Cove section (82). 
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burrows ~nd evidence of indigenous benthic trilobites (Oiplichnitel) 
su9gest t' ·t at least at times bottom waters were well oxygenated 
(Byers, 1977). 
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In contrast to the distribution of trace fossils in other ancient 
flysch sequences, the vast majority of burrows in the Cape Cormorant 
Formation occur on the tops of the calcarenites and are post-deposition-
al (compare with Seilacher, 1962; Chamberlain, 197la, 197lb; Kern, 
1978). Although there are some poorly-preserved Planolites-like traces 
on the soles of some bedp,, possible casts of predepositional burrows 
whose scarcity may be due to limited exposure of lower bed surfaces, the 
apparent distribution of the burrows is compatible with the paucity of 
burrowed fabrics in enclosing shale and suggests that the seafloor was 
not normally inhabited by an abundant soft-bodied infauna. Anomalous 
selection of organic-poor calcarenites by ~e~>9it-feeders that normally 
select organic-rich muds for their feeding forays suggests that inhab-
itation was controlled by environmental parameters other than food 
~upply or substrate. In light of evidence that bottom waters were 
normally dysaerobic c- anoxic (ie. preservation of lamination in shale) 
burrows atop the calcarenites are interpreted to indicate more well-
oxygenated conditions. Given the episodic nature, but high frequency of 
the calciturbidites, it is unlikely that the burrowed beds coincide with 
either basin-wide fluctuations in the degree of oxygen~tion of bottom 
waters or even reflect fluctuations in the level of an Oz-minimum zone. 
Instead, it is postulated that the calciturbidites were transported and 
deposited by aerated currents that also may have transported a soft-
bodied, invertebrate fauna (eg. Sholkovitz and Souter, 1975; Potter ~ 
al., 1982; ~ollmi and Grim, 1990). The allochthonous creatures, and 
possibly other tolerant, indigenous forms, temporarily thrived in the 
rapidly deposited sediment layers bathed in more well-oxygenated waters 
until strongly dysaerobic or anoxic conditions were reeatabli~hed. This 
mechanism implies that the currents originated in shallower, more 
aerated water and that the cape ;ormorant basin was stratified. 
6.5 Proveaaace of Litboclaatic Debria 
6.5.1 Co•poaitioa cf Claata 
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Debris flow conglc ·· . .!rates and calciturbidites are composed mol!ltly of 
a polymictic suite of shallow marine limestone and dolostone clasts with 
minor chert and clasts of Cape Cormorant aspect (Figure 6.13). General 
descriptions of the major clast components and some other less common 
lithologies are provided below. More detailed descriptions of repre-
sentative lithoclasts ~r.e in Table F.l in Appendix F. 
(i) Li•eatoae Lime~ton~ lithoclasts range in colour from tan, to 
l~ght or dark greyish-brown, to dark greenish-grey. They span a vast 
array of compositions and depositional textures typical of platformal 
environments (Figure 6.14.a-c,m,nt. Common skeletal components in 
clasts confirm a shallow marine (Table F.l). Very large blocks and 
olistolithio L·evec>l outcrop scale bedding styles and large structures 
which are not appar~nt in smaller clasts including: (i) 1-3 m high 
thrombolite& (Figure 6.7.d), (ii) interstratified small, digitate 
stromatolite mounds, rippled, ooid grainstone, small thrombolite mounds, 
glauconitic calcarenite, parted mudstone, and cryptalgal and pattern 
dolomite (Figure 6.7.b), and (iii~ thin-bedded, wavy-parted, burrowed 
mudstone, glauconitic flat pebble conglomerate, and laminated, micaceous 
shale (Figure 6.7.c). 
(ii) Doloatoae Dolostone lithoclasts range in colour from off 
white to brown to green to grey, and commonly weather yellow (Figure 
6.7.g). Microcrystalline to very finely-crystalline types include 
cryptalgal dololaminite, mudcracked or Drecciated dolostone, and pattern 
dolomite (Figure 6.14.i,j). More common are medium- to coarsely-
crystalline dolostone claets which include: 1) ~eplaced oolitic, 
grain-supportstone (F.~.gure 6.14.c,d,h), 2) replaced very fine, peloidal 
and/or •.ntraclastic grain-/packstone, and 3) dolostone& devoid of any 
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Debris Flow Composition 
D dolostone 
D limestone 
n= 151 
l{j other (chert. sandv CO:J) 
!:J~:::~ C. Corm. Fm. 
Figure 6.13 ComposJ.tion of debris flow conglomerates at Caribou Brook. 
Positions of beds i~ the section are to the left of the pie diagrams; 
n • number of clast~ counted. Data were collected by point counting on a 
grid on the outcrop, the spacing of which was baaed on average clast 
size. Number of data points was determined by the size of the accessible 
outcrop. Data for the 70 m conglomerate was collected in Cartbou Brook; 
30 em 9rid spacing is smaller than the average clast size of the bed, 
which contains ~aboulders up to 4 m long, but was chosen because 
outcrop was limited. MegabOulaers were counted only once. Data for the 
(113 m) conglom.rate was collected south of Caribou Brook (Figure 
6.8.e); 30 em grid spacing. Data for the (120m) conglomerate was 
collected south of Caribou Brook (Pigure 6.8.b); 30 em grid spacing. 
Data for the (178 m) conglomerate was collected in the caribou Brook 
section; 60 em grid spacing. 
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Figure 6.14 Lithoclasts; polished slabs and photomicrographs. Bar 
scales on all photomicrographs except f) and p) are 0.5 mm. 
M•mudatone; W•wackeatone; P•packatone; a-grainstone; R=rudstone; 
P•floatstone. Sample number and (inferred) or determined age and 
derivation are in parentheses. More complete descriptions are in 
Appendix F. a) Slab of partly pyritized (dark grey), clotted, peloidal, 
intraclastic, fossiliferous W with peloidal, intraclastic G pockets; 
several metres long slab in outcrop shows thrombolite macrostructure 
(#77; early Arenig, Boat Harbour Fm.). b) Slab of partly dolomitized 
(tan), intraclastic R/F with peloidal, fossiliferous W/P/G matrix. (CB. 
82; Arenig, cato~he Fm.). c) Slab of intraclastic R. (#270; 
(Cambrian)). d) Photomicrograph of intraclastic F with peloidel, ooli-
tic G matrix. All grains and cement are replaced by dolomite. •=mudstone 
intraclast; g•oolitic, peloidal G intraclast. (#67; (Cambrian)). 
e) Slab of wavy laminated to mottled, very finely crystalline, nonfer-
roan dolostone with round, quartz sand grains (dark spots); divisio~s on 
scale are 1 mm. (CB33I; (Cambrian)). f) Photomicrograph of CB33I in e), 
above; crossed polara. Large grains are quartz; most are simple quartz, 
some are polycrystalline. Very small white grains dispersed in the 
dolomite are quartz silt. g) Photomicrograph of finely crystalline, 
nonferroan dolostone with floating glauconite grains (dark), angular 
quartz silt (arrows), and inarticulate brachiopod fragment (i). (CB33A; 
(Cambrian)). Vein is blocky calcite. b) Photomicrograph of dolumitized 
oolitic G; white interclast cement ia chert. (CB33R; (Cambrian)). 
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Figure 6.14 continued i) Slab of pattern dolomite; cross-cutting 
fracture is filled with shale matrix from the enclosing conglomerate. 
(0724-7; Upper Cambrian, Berry Head Fm.). j) Photomicrograph of barren 
very finely-crystalline dolostone. (#158; age and derivation indeter-
minate). k) Photomicrograph of partly dolomitized, lithoclast calcar-
enite with phosphatic shale clast with quartz sand grains. (CB.llO; 151 
m in the caribou Bk. section; (Cambrian)). 1) Photomicrograph of medi'.lm 
crystalline, nonferroan dolostone (#149; age and derivation indeter-
minate). •I Photomicrograph of intraclastic, glauconitic F with 
echinoderm (e) G matrix. Very dark grey grains and patches are 
glauconite (arrows); echinoderm fragments have oolitic coats. (#289; 
(Cambrian)). D) Photomicrograph of muddy, burrowed, ~eloidal, 
fossiliferous P (CB33P; indeterminate, probably Lower Ordovician). Moat 
skeletal fragments (white) are calcitic spicules.; Girvanella c~ata 
(arrows) common. O) Slab of polymictic, lithoclast breccia (0714-4). 
Clasts are cemented with fibrous calcite. p) Photomicrograph of 
lithoclast breccia in o, above. d=medium crystalline dolostone; 
•=mudstone; p=perched internal sediment. Fibrous cement is partly 
recrystallized to coarse, anhedral calcite with undulose extinction. 
•p•late stage ;·locky calcite. 
Samples in a, d, e, f, g, h, j, 1 and D are from the highest boulder 
conglomerate at -178 m in the Caribou Brook section. Sample in b and o 
and p is from the boulder conglomerate at -120 m in the Caribou Brook 
section. Samples c, i, and • are from a megaconglomerate equivalent to 
the conglomerate at 120 m in the Caribou Brook section; uppermost 
conglomerate in Figure 6.8.£. 
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relict grains or structures (Figure 6.14.1). OOid-bearing lithologies 
vary cc:1siderably in composition and texture, but commonly contain 
well-rounded, mPdium- to coarse-grained quartz sand, fine, angular, 
quartz sand or silt, and glauconite (Figure 6.14.e,f,g) (Table F.1). 
All dolostone clasts are composed of nonferroan crystals with variable 
amounts of ferroan dolomite overgrowths and/or cement. Intercrystalline 
porosity in the coarser crystalline fabrics is commonly occluded by 
silica cement and blocky calcite (Figure 6.14.h; Table F.l). 
(iii) Chert Chert clast!': .:ore minor, but conspicuous components of 
almost all gravity flow dr:posits (Figures 6.11. f and 6.13). Most are 
pebble-size, but small cobble-size clasts occur in some debris flow 
conglomerates. They range in colour from brown to dark grey to black. 
Moot lack any disc1.1rnible texture or fabric, but some overprint oolitic 
or peloidal grainstone and spiculitic ?mudstone, ant'\ some bear ghosts of 
anhydrite crystals (ie. evaporite pseudomorphs). 
( iv) Other ainor exotic lithologies Sedimentary lithic fragments 
which are not obvious in the debris flow conglomerates, but which are 
conspicuous components of the cctlciturbidites, especially above 120 m in 
the Caribou Bro.:>k section, include 1) dark brown, phosphatic and 
silicified shale, some with exceptionally round, coarse-grained, quartz 
sand, 2) mica-bearing, quartz siltstone, and 3) dolomitic siltstone 
(Figures 6.ll.a, f and 6.14. k). 
(v) Clasts of Cape Cor.oraat aspect Two types of clasts that are 
compositionally allied to the r.ape Cormorant Formation occur in the 
debris flow conglomerates. Most are folded or broken, decimetre to 
metre-size rafts of interbedded lithoclast calcarenite and shale which 
are thought to have been incorporated by plucking or scraping at the 
base of the flow during transport. Also present, but extremely 
uncommon, are clasts of polymictic, carbonate breccia that is composed 
of angular, pebble-size carbonate lithoclasts, displays infiltration 
fabrics, and is cemented by fibrous, marine cement (Figure 6.14.o,p). 
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Texturally the breccia is unlike any lithology found in the stratified 
formation sequence, more closely resembling talus than debris 
transported and deposited in a gravity flow. Transport as a clast in a 
debris flow implies it derived near the source of the debris. 
6.5.2 Ages of Clasts 
All limestone and dolostone lithoclasts, as well as the chert and 
other minor sedimentary lithice found in the debris flows and calci-
turbidites have in situ counterparts in the early Paleozoic carbonate 
platform succession exposed on the south shore of the Port au Port 
Peninsula (Figure 6.15). Some of the more distinctive lithoclasts can 
be correlated directly with a specific lithostratigraphic unit. Most 
carbonate lithologies, however, occur in several formatione in the 
succession, so correlation is problematic. Moreover, although a large 
percentage of clasts are fossiliferous, the skeletal debris is mostly 
too small and broken to be identified and dated. 
To determine the ages of the clasts sixty-seven limestone and 
dolostone clasts were processed for conodonts (Table F .1) • Of those 
samples, 58% were barren and 42\ contained identifiable conodont 
elements (Figure 6.16.a; Tables F.l and F.2 in Appendix F). 
(i) Pouiliferous clasts Conodonts were recovered only from 
limestone clasts. Assemblages indicate that the clasts range in age 
from lat;est Tremadocian to early Llanvirnian (Table F. 2; Figure 6.16.b) 
and therefore were derived from limestones as old as the Watts Bight 
Formation of the St. George Group and as young as the Table Point 
Formation (Figure 6.15). Conodont faunas indicating derivation from the 
Table Cove Formation w.::!re not found. The largest percentage of clasts 
sampled are interpreted to have come from the Catoche Fm. (Figure 
6.16.b), an early to middle Arenigian unit which constitutes the 
thickest sequence of pre-Table Point limestones on the Port au Port 
Peninsula; all other formations consist of a very large percentage of 
dolostone (Figure S .15). 
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Figure 6.15 Cambro-Ordovician platformal aueeeaaion on Port au Port 
Peninsula. Cambrian elastica and carbonatee from Chow and Jamea, 1986. 
Barly Ordovician and early Middle Ordovician carbonate succession 
(modified after ~night and Jamea, 1987; thia study). CA•Cape Ann Mbr.; 
C•Campballa Cove Mbr.; BC•Btg Cove Mbr.; F•Falix Mbr.; MW•Man O'War Mbr. 
St. G. U.• st. George Unconformity. Arrowa delineate grand cycles. 
a 
42~ 
Ordovician 
Llanvlrnlan 
(T.PT.) 
57'l 
Arenigian 
(CAT.) 
c 
• 
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Figura 6.16 Agea of carbonate lithoclasts proceaaad for conodonta; pia 
diagrams. a) Percentage& of barren clast& versus foao~illfarous claets 
that contained Ordovician conodont ele1nents. Designation of barren 
claats as Cambrian or Ordovician is basad on their compositional and 
textural aimilaritiea to aama age formation• on the Port au Port Panin-
eula. b) Percentages of foasilifaroue cl4&te (axcluaively limaetona) 
determined by their conodont faunae to be Tremadocian, Are~igian, and 
Llanvirnian in age. Most are early and middle Arenigian in age, indi-
cating derivation from the catoche Formation (CAT.) of the St. George 
Group. The remaining 43' ware approximately equally div'idad among the 
Tremadocian Watt& Bight Formation (W.B.), the earliest Arenigian Boat 
Harbour Formation (B.H.), and the Llanvirnian (Whiterockian) Tabla Point 
Formation (T.PT.). None of the conodont aeaemblagea recovered from the 
clasts was diagnoetic of either the late Arenigian A~aathuna Formation 
or the Llanvirnian Tabla Cove Formation. 
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(ii) Barren claata All dolostone clasts processed, as well as 
several of the limestone clasts, were barren (Table F.l; Figure 6.16.3~. 
Paucity of conodonts in early-formed dolostone&, such as cryptalgal 
laminite and pattern dolomite, is probably a reflection of the extremely 
restricted environments in which the sediments were deposited. Th& 
absence of conodonts from more coarsely-crystalline, epigenetic dolo-
stones may reflect their original absence from the sediments, since many 
are high energy grainutones, or their destruction during dolomitization. 
Several barren dolostone and limestone lithologies, plus several 
clast types that were not processed for cor.odonts, are inferred on the 
basis of composition to be Upper to Middle Cambrian in age (Table F.l; 
Figure 6.16.a). These include: (i) ooid-bearing, quartzose, and/or 
glauconitic carbonates, (ii) pattern dolomite, (iii) dark grey, wavy-
parted, glauconitic mudstone or dolostone and micaceous shal~, (iv) dark 
brown, phosphatic and silicified shale clasts (±quartz sand), and (v) 
mica-bearing, quartz siltstone and dolomitic siltstone (Figure 6.14). 
All are cbaracteriatic of the Cambrian succession on the Port au Port 
Peninsula and are virtually absent from the overlying Ordovician strata 
(Figure 6.15). Both ooid limestone/dolostone and pattern dolomite are 
predominant lithofacies of the carbonate-do~inated units of each of the 
three grand cycles comprising the Port au Port Group (Chow, 1986; Chow 
and James, 1986). Notable quantities of round, medium- and coarse-
grained, quartz sand are also present in these units, particularly the 
Felix Cove Member of the Petit Jardin Formation (Chow, 1986). 
Wavy-parted limestone is the definitive lithofacies component of the 
shaley hall-cycles of the grand cycles. Parted limestones bearing 
glauconite, micscecus silt and flat pebble conglomerates specifically 
occur in the oldest, Cape Ann Member of the Petit Jardin. That member, 
as well as the underlying March Point Formation, also cont~ins 
quartzose, glauconitic calcarenites and silty shale. Phosphatized 
sediments and siliciclastic siltstone are components of the March Point. 
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6.5.3 Interpretation of the Litboclast Debris Source 
The composition and age of the carbonate lithoclasta indicate d~ri­
vation from the early Paleozoic platform succession. Sudden exposure of 
those buried strata to erosion and redeposition aa clasts in sediment 
gravity flows, plus the angular shape and enormous aize of many clasts, 
suggest they were exhumed by faulting. The age range of lithostrati-
graphic units represented in the rePedimented beds, as estimated from 
the thickness of the in-place strati~raphic succession on the Port au 
Port, indicates that at least SOO m of section were uplifted, exposed 
and eroded. In the absence of evidence that the resedimented carbonat~• 
had experienced subaerial exposure (eg. nonselective dissolution of 
carbonate sediments, karst sculpturing), the fault scarp is inferred to 
have been entirely submarine. 
Mass wasting of exhumed, lithified carbonates along the escarpment 
would likely have involved minor to catastrophic rock falls, which 
consequently formed enormous piles of very coarse, angular talus at the 
base of the scarp. Large slabs in the debris flow conglomerates with 
broad dimensions at high angles to bedding (eg. Figures 6.3.c and 
6.7.c,d) indicate that mass-wasting was controlled by high angle 
fractures parallel to the escarpment, or at least at a high angle to 
bedding. Lithified, polymictic breccia clasts in the debris flow 
conglomerates likely represent cemented talus that was exhumed and 
retransported after a long period of exposure to marine waters. 
In this unstable se~ting several interrelated mechanisms could have 
triggered flows that transported coarse debris away from the escarp-
ment into the basin. Episodic faulting could have increased the slope 
of the talus piles above the angle of repose, thereby triggering rock 
slides which during transport incorporated fine-sediment and evolved 
into sediment gravity flows as the material moved down slope. Earth-
quakes that accompanied fault displacements may also have sent shock 
waves that either increased pore water pressure of enclosing clays and 
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other finer-grained carbonates near the base of the talus piles, thereby 
reducing the strength and inducing mass movement of the sediment (Dott, 
1963). Lastly, mass wasting, especially rock falls involving enormous 
blocks, may also have triggered rock slides or, by sudden loading, 
increased pore fluid pressure leading to instability of the sediment 
pile and gravity flows. 
6.5.4 Te•poral Cbaogea in Sedi•ent Gravity Plow Co•position 
All debris flow conglomerates and calciturbidites are polymictic, 
composed of a variety of limestone and dolostone lithoclasts derived 
from different stratigraphic levels (Figure 6.13) Since the vast 
majority of clasts in any given bed are of indefinite origin it is 
impossible to determine stratigraphic changes in the ages of clasts 
comprising the beds in the field. The large number of indistinct, 
barren dolostone clasts make this task extremely difficult even by 
combined analyses of extensive point count, petrographic, and micro-
fossil data. 
(i) Evidence of atratigrapbic unroofiog There are three compo-
sitional aspects of the debris flows and calciturbidites which suggest 
progressive, stratigraphic unroofing of the exhumed, early Paleozoic 
platform. 
First, among megaconglomerates in the Caribou Brook and Big Cove 
sections there is a distinct increase in the age of the largest clasts 
up section. 1) In Big Cove (A) (F.a•!r.e 6.l.b) the basal conglomerate 
contains large blocks of mottled mound llthofacies limestone, cryptalgal 
dololaminite, light brown, peloidal grainstone, very similar to lithol-
ogies that comprise the Table Point, Aguathuna, and Catoche formations, 
respectively (Figure 6.15). Basal conglomerates in caribou Brook and in 
Big Cove (8) (Figures 6.l.a, c) are compositionally similar but finer-
grained, and in all locations distinctive Cambrian lithologie• are 
absent. 2) The megaconglomerate -ls m above the base of the formation 
in Big Cove (B) (Figure• 6.l.c and 6.3.c) contains an enormous, 
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fossiliferous-peloidal limestone slab determined by conodonta to have 
come from the Catoche Formation (sample 0718-5 in Tables F.l and F.2). 
3) At 65 m above the base of Big Cove (A) (Figures 6.1.b, 6.3.a, and 
6.7.a), a second megaconglomerate contains an oliatolith determined by 
conodonta to have been derived from the early Early Ordoviclan Catoche 
or s~at Harbour formation (sample CB-COC in Tables F.l and F.2). 4) The 
next megaconglomerate, about 135m above the base (Figures S.l.b and 
6.7.b), contains an enormous clast composed of interatratified small, 
digitate stromatolite mounds, rippled, ooid grainstone, small 
thrombolite mounds, g~auconitic calcarenite, parted mudstone, and 
cryptalgal and pattern dolomite, inferred to have been derived from the 
Upper Cambrian Petit Jardin Formation. 5) Finally, at 22S m ~bove the 
base (Figures 6.l.b and 6.7.c), a fourth thick conglomerate contains a 
very large, disintegrating, wavy-parted, silty and glauconitic limestone 
raft, inferred to have been come from the Middle Cambrian Cape Anne 
Member of the Petit Jardin or, possibly the underlying March Point 
Formation. 
Second, distinctive Cambrian lithologies are not obvious components 
of lithoclastic beds until -120 m in the Caribou Brook section (Figure 
6.1.,). Calcarenites and calcirudite& below this level contain sparse 
ooid-bearing limeetone clasts, but the fact that none are sandy or silty 
or glauconitic and that no oolitic dolostone clasts are present suggest 
they may have come from only Ordovician units. The abrupt and 
conspicuous appearance of the spectrum of Cambrian lithologies in the 
120 m conglomerate suggests those strata were not initially exhumed 
along the fault scarp. 
Third, petrographic examination of calcarenites and calc1rud1tes in 
the Caribou Brook section indicates a qualitative increase in the 
dolostone clast:limestonb clast ratio between 80 m and -140m in the 
section (Figure 6.l.a). A similar change in composition is recorded in 
debris flow conglomerates (Figure 6.13). If moat dolostone came from 
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lithostratigraphic units older than the Catoche Formation (Figure 6.15), 
then the increase in abundance of dolostone clasts in this lower part of 
the section suggests those deeply buried strata were gradually uncover-
ed. The fact that this compositional change precedes and accompanies 
the appearance of distinctive Cambrian clasts in the section supports 
this interpretation. 
Collectiveiy these observations suggest gradual unroofing of the 
buried platform sequence along the fault scarp. 
(ii) Influx of siliciclastic sand Lithoclast calcarenites with 
noticeably large amounts of siliciclastic grains occur in two strati-
graphic intervals of the cape Cormorant at Caribou Brook, between 134 
and 149m and from-183m to the top of the section (Figure 6.l.a). The 
base of the lower interval is marked by a 30 em thick, greenish-grey 
coloured, very small pebble-based (<l em) calcirudite that grades up 
into sandy calcarenite with Bouma sequence structures. The colour of 
the bed, which distinguishes it from other calciturbidites and allies it 
to the Mainland Sandstone, reflects a relatively high percentage of 
argillaceous matrix. Siliciclastic grains are not prominent components 
of the pebbly base, but angular to subround, quartz and untwinned or 
albite-twinned feldspar comprise 25-35\ and S-15\, respectively, of the 
overlying calcarenite portion of the bed (Figure 6.ll.g). Several very 
thin, siliciclastic-rich calcarenites and calcisiltites occur in the 15 
m section above this bed. 
The top 20 m of the formation bears several calcarenites in which 
the fine-grained, ripple-cross-laminated and/or parallel-laminated 
portions of the beds consist predominantly of quartz and feldspar. Some 
very thin, laminated siltstones are also present in this interval. 
Siliciclastic sediments in the calcarenites near the top of the 
formation are similar enough in composition and size to those that make 
up the overlying, turbiditic Mainland Sandstone to infer a sedimento-
logic linkage. Their presence suggests they were entrained by litho-
clast-bearing turbidity currents as they travelled over areas in the 
basin where tine-grained, siliciclastic turbidites were being concur-
rently deposited. 
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The origin of siliciclastic sands in calcarenites much lower in the 
Cape Cormorant section is not as certain. Their compositional and 
textural immaturity links them to the Mainland S4ndstone. However, 
other outstanding detrital components of the basal Mainland, such as 
iron-rich chlorite and a variety of shale intraclasts and lithoclasts, 
are not present. Moreover, quartz and feldspar grains in the calci-
turbidite at 134m are much coarser-grained (0.25-2 mm) than they are in 
the sandstone at the base of the Mainland (0.04-0.2 mm). The 
differences suggest that despite similar weathering characteris~ics, 
this sandy interval is not linked to the Mainland turbidites. 
An alternative origin is breakdown and resedimentation of Cambrian 
sandstones uplifted and exposed along the fault scarp from which all the 
carbonate debris was derived. It is supported by the fact that the 
basal sandy calcarenite occurs only 13 m above the first debris flow 
conglomerate with oolitic and pattern dolomite clasts, only 10 m above 
the first appearance of siltstone clasts in a calcirudite, and directly 
above the first calcirudite bearing distinctive phosphatic shale clasts 
(Figure 6.l.a) all of which are inferred to have come from Upper and 
Middle Cambrian formations. Either the March Point or underlying Hawkes 
Bay Formatlon (Figure 6.15), or possibly lateral equivalents, could be 
the source of the sand. Derivation from a lower stratigraphic level in 
the Paleozoic succession is unlikely given the scarcity of siliciclastic 
grains in the calcarenites and apparent absence of coarse, resedimented 
sandstone clasts in tt.e calcirudite& and debris flow conglomerates. 
6.6 IDterpretive RecoDatructioD of the DepoaitioDal SettiDg 
The thick sequence of dark shales, reaedimented lithoclastic con-
glomerates, calcirudite& and calcarenites, and ribbon limestone is 
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interpreted to record sedimentation in a deep-water, basin margin to 
basinal environment. The basin was bounded along at least one ma~gin by 
an escarpment g•tndrated by faulting that exhumed early Paleozoic 
platform carDonate~. For some time e~rly in its history the basin was 
also bordered by one or more shallow-water platforms. A schematic 
reconstruction of this setting is shown in Figure 6.17. 
Enormous quantities of terrigenous mud accumulated on the basin 
floor, delivered by a continuous rain of fine sediment suspended in the 
water column. Highly productive surface waters also supplied abundant 
organic debris to the basin floor including graptolites, phyllocarids, 
cephalopoda, and radiolarians, as well as fine organic matter contrib-
uted by phytoplankton living in the photic zone. Volcanism outboard of 
the continent gave rise to clouds of ash which \:ere episodically blown 
into the area and settled onto the sea floor. 
Pl•tform{s) bordering the basin were sites of in situ carbonate 
production. Peloidal sands, mud, and fine skeletal debris accumulating 
in the shallow-woter environments were periodically swept away by power-
ful waves and currents and transported into deep water. The transported 
sediment was delivered to the basin floor both by slow suspension 
settling through the water column and by rapid deposition from turbidity 
currents, forming distinctive ribbon limestones in the basinal sequence. 
Fault scarps defining at least one margin of the basin exposed old, 
buried, platform carbonates. Ir•tense fracturing and faulting of the 
lithified strata facilitated mass wasting, resulting in the formation of 
enormous talus piles of coarse, angular debris. That debris was episod-
ically destabilized by catastrophic rock falls and earth~akes shocks, 
and was disrupted by faulting, all of which could have triggerod rock 
slides or avalanches from which sediment gravity flows were generated. 
Debris flows evolved from masses of tumbling, rolling, and sliding rocks 
as they incorporated water and fine sediment, forming slurries that 
transported pebbles, cobbles, boulders, and blocks or slabs up to 
basin margin SL 
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Figure 6.17 Scheaatic reconstruction of the depositional envi~onment for the Cape Cormorant 
Formation. SL, eea level; PWB, fairweather wave base. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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several tens of metres long into the badin. Flow size and size of 
transported debris would have depended on the area, volume and size of 
debris initially involved in the avalanche, and flow competency would 
have been determined by the consistency of the clay-water fluid. The 
largest debris flows would have beuu generated when and where faulting 
was most frequent and • he escarpment ( s) had greatest vertical relief. 
Turbidity currents may have similarly originated by avalanching of 
talus piles when large volumes of fine debris, either in the piles or 
gen"!rated by crushing l.n an avalanche, were throw into suspension, and 
flowed down into the basin depositing '.:hin sheets of sandy and silty 
sediment. Th·~y were also generated above moving debris flows. Some-
times the entrained sediment was rapidly deposited atop the coarse, 
debr~s flow deposit. ~ore commonly the currents travelled beyond the 
snout of the debris flow, trar.sporting and depositing sediment farther 
out in the basin. 
Debris flows and turbidity currents likely would have emanated from 
all points along the length of the escarpment(&). Small, submarine fans 
may have developed locally and tt:mporarily (eg. Watts, 1988), but 
sediment dispersal in the basin as a whole is unlikely to have occurred 
via a single, large, channelled, fan complex such as emanate from the 
mouths of submarine canyons r.Jn modern continental slopes (eg. Normark, 
1970\. Instead, flows originating at the escarpment(&) would have 
formed discontinuous sheets or lobes, with highly variable width:length 
ratios, in which the coarsest sediment was deposited in an escarpment-
parallel zone nearest the source, while the finest material was 
deposited in the far reaches of the basin. 
Bottom waters in the basin were normally very poorly-oxygenated. A 
limited brachiopod fauna tolerant of low 0: levels inhabited the basin 
floor, presumably living on the sediment surface. Near-surface muds 
were commonly anoxic and did not allow inhabitation by a burrowing 
infauna, but small numbers of bun·owers inhabited the sediments during 
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times of improved aeration of bottom waters. Turbidity currents 
transporting lithoclastic sediment into the basin carried with them more 
well-oxygenated waters derived from shallower depths. Once transported 
into the basin, the oxygenated waters veneered the sediment interface, 
temporarily creating a hospitable environment for a limited soft-bodied, 
mostly deposit-feeding in fauna that fed in the finest sediment layers of 
the turbidites. 
Poorly-oxygenated bottom waters may have been a consequence of poor 
circulation, probably caused by submarine topography that limited 
exchange with aerated surface waters and/or normal marine bottom waters. 
Oxygen stratification of the water column would have been exacerbated by 
high organic productivity of surface waters; abundant decaying organic 
matter settling through the water column rapidly consumes available 
dissolved oxygen. Fluctuations between dysaerobic and strongly dysaer-
obic or anoxic conditions could have been caused by changes in surface 
water productivity or episodic lowering of barrie.::& to circulation. 
6.7 Cape Co~rsnt Foraation Litbofaciea 
The five predominant lithologies that make up the Cape Cormorant 
comprise three lithofacies: 1) megaconglomerate-r ibbon 1 imestone, 2) 
calcarenite-conglomerate, and 3) green shale-calcarenite (Table 6.3). 
Lithofacies 1) forms the lower 80 m of the Caribou Brook section and all 
of Big Cove sections (A) and (B); lithofacies 1), 2) and 3) form a 
single vertical succession at Caribou Brook (Figure 6.1). 
6. 7 .1 Negacongloaerate-Ribbon Liaeatone Lithofacies 
(i) Deacription This lithofacies is distinguished by exceptionally 
coarse and voluminous debris flow conglomerates and the presence of 
ribbon limestone, both interstratified with a large amount of dark shale 
and relatively minor lithoclastic calciturbidites (Table 6.3). These 
strata, and specifically the outstanding megaconglomerates, are spec-
tacularly exposed along the coast in and around Big Cove (Figures 
Lithof.cies 
ttegac llll!ll~ate· 
libban Li-t-
C.tc:erenite -
Congl.-rate 
Cieogrephic I 
Stratigrephic: 
Distributian 
• all of Big Cove 
sections <A> & (8) 
• lowr 80 111 of 
the Caribou Brook 
section 
· megaconglOMerate 
c~ri ses ROW!d 
Head (Figure 6.2); 
neither thickness 
nor stratigraphic 
position are known 
Caribou Brook 
80·183 m interval 
also in Cointres 
Brook (north of 
Mainland) & in 
Three Rock Cove 
Brook (south of 
Round Mead) 
(Figure 6.2) 
Table 6.3 Cape Cormorant Formation Lithofacies 
Shale 
· very abundant (CB> to 
extrenely abundant (BC) 
(>60·80X> 
• dark grey·brown (CB) or 
black (IC) 
· slightly calcareous to 
nonc:alcareous 
· minor burrow-mottling 
(100·130 m) in BC (82> 
· common pelagic inver· 
tebrates, benthic brar.h· 
i opods comnon 
· very abundant (>50·60%) 
increasing to >70% be· 
tween 140 and 160 m 
· dark brown·grey, 
slightly calcareous 
betveen 80·140 m, black 
noncalcareous between 
140·159 m, dark yrey 
brown, noncalcareous 
betveen 1n·184 11 
• 111inor burrow·mottling 
at 120 111 & 134·149 m 
• comMOn pelagic & 
benthic invertebrates 
libban LiEStone 
• relatively minor, but 
conspicuous ribbon 
ti.estone intervals at CB 
• discrete beds of muddy 
l iMStone & 
calcareous shale 
interstratified with 
lithoclastic turbidites 
and non-calcareous shale 
at BC 
· 11n01111l ous bur rowed 
RUdstone above 126 "' in 
BC (82) 
• extremely minor 
COIIIpOnent 
· sparse IW.Idcty I imestone 
beds between 80·125 • 
(may be confused with 
fine·grained lithoclastic 
turbidites) 
· discrete ralcareous 
shale beds absent 
• 11111jor c~t (cam· 
prises -75% of BC(A) 
• extreMely thick/Massive 
& IIIBtrix·rich 
· 40 ~ · >65 • thick, 
IIIOSt >10 Rl 
· coarse· to extremely 
coarse·grained; predom· 
inantly boulders, mega· 
boulders,& olistoliths 
(commonly several 10s of 
llll!tres IIIBXi- dimension) 
· disorganized & normal· 
ly·gracled beds most 
cannon 
· thick turbiditic calci· 
rudite •caps• common 
above graded beds 
· relatively minor 
c~t 
· thick to relatively 
thin & 118trix·lean 
<25 em to 7·8 • thick, 
IIOSt <1.5 Ill 
• relatively fine· to 
coarse·grained; predol· 
inantly pebbles, cobbles 
& small boulders, fev 
metre diameters blocks & 
•labs to 10 "' tong 
present in the thickest 
flows only 
Turbiditic 
C.l c:aren i tes 
• relati,.ely 11inor 
c~t 
• 1 11111 • 20 t11 thick, 
mostly calcarenites 
& calcisiltites sparsely 
punctuating dark shale 
- unc:OIIIIIOnly -lg-ted 
· graded calcirudite& 
IIIOS tl y above debris f low 
conglomerates 
· burrowing inconspic· 
uous except in the upper 
30 111 of BC (82) 
·Major c~t 
• <1 mm · 1.2., thick. 
IIIOStly thin calcarenites 
& calcisiltites 
· 'distal', non.ally· 
graded and graded, 
stratified calcirudite& 
pro.inent in the tower 
50 • ( llhere debr i s ft ows 
are also 1101t numerous); 
'proxi~~al', disorgan· 
ized, crudely-stratified 
& ;nversety· graded 
calcirudites prominent 
above 153 • 
lithofecies 
C.lQI'el'li te -
Conglc.erate 
(CGntiNai) 
Green Shiite -
C.lQrenite 
Geognp.ic: ~­
Stratigraptic: 
Distributi-
Caribou Brook only 
uppe11110st ZO 111 
Table 6.3 continued 
stt.le 
· very abundant (50-SOX 
in intervals between 
major calcirudites) 
• dark greenish-grey, 
noncalcareous 
·burrow 10ttling very 
COIIIIIOn 
- common pelagic & 
benthic invertebrates 
none 
Debri • Flow 
c:or.tc.!f'lltes 
- di sorgani ted, nonaa ll y· 
& inversely-graded beds 
present 
- turbiditic calcarenite 
caps very c0111110n; 11011t 
are <5·10 a. thick 
none 
T&rbiditic 
C.lcarenites 
• ~~egaripples present 
atop bedi. in the 1411»r 
35 Ill 
- tops typically bur· 
rowed (conspicuous above 
135 Ill) 
• quartzose/feldspathic 
calcarenite at 134 •; 
sandy calcarenites & 
thin siltstones between 
U4·146 111 
· •ior CllftiPOI'Ient 
• <1 .. to 30 c. thick 
- bimodal population of 
thin, fine calcarenites 
& calci~iltites & thin 
to lledi~ calcirudites 
- 'proxi•l', disorgan-
ized & crudely strati· 
fied calcirudites aost 
c011110n; inverse! y· & 
inversely· to non~ally· 
graded, no.-..1 t y-
graded & graded strati· 
f i ed beds at so present 
• aegaripptes atop 
several calcirudite& 
• tops invariably 
burrowed 
• (siliciclastic) sandy 
& silty calcarenites 
present 
1\) 
0 
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6.3.a-c and 6.7.a-c, e). Though poorly-exposed and comparatively thin 
in Caribou Brook proper, the megaconglomerates have prominent topo-
graphic and (aerial) photographic expression in the hills 400-650 m 
southwest of the brook; one bed (-50-70 m thick) contains clasts up to 
10m by 50 min cross-section (note •megaboulders• in Figure 6.2). No 
one megaconglomerate has been traced between adjacent sections, due in 
part to limited exposure and/or accessibility of some outcrops and 
structural complexities between sections. However, marked variations in 
thickness and texture of the basal conglomerate in the three measured 
sections (compare Figure 6.l.a-c) suggest that the debris flows are in 
fact discontinuous sheets of highly variable dimensions, lateral extent 
and volume. 
(ii) Interpretation These strata are interpreted ae proximal 
deposits of a newly formed, fault scarp-bounded basin which was supplied 
with carbonates derived both from one or more tecton~cally active, 
escarpments and one or more adjacent, relict platforms. Deposition of 
these strata directly atop shallow water, platformal limestones (Table 
Point Formation) implies that basin formation was an immediate conse-
quence of down-faulting. Predominance of megaconglomerates and paucity 
of lithoclastic turbidites identify this lithofacies as proximal with 
respect to the faulted basin margin (r.~evel!~ and Schlager, 1980; Cook 
and Mullins, 1983). Deposition of coarse ddbris adjacent to the fault 
may have been accentuat.ed b;;· a structural depression, specifically a 
roll-over structure on the hanging wall of the down-faulted, basin block 
(Gibbs, 1984), which trapped, or at least hindered basinward transport 
of debris (eg. Eberli, 1987). More fluid and higher velocity turbidity 
currents, in contrast, by-passed proximal areas and transported and 
deposited relatively fine sediment further out in the basin. 
The intercalated ribbon limestones attest to one or more contempor-
aneous platforms, mere relics of the preceding, regional carbonate shelf 
platform. One likely site of carbonate production was atop the escarp-
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ment-bounded horst which experienced relative uplift and remained a 
topographic high while the cape Cormorant basin formed. However, since 
ribbon limestone constitutes the sole deep-1~ater, carbonate deposited 
atop platformal limestones east of the immediate basin (Table Cove 
Formation, Chapter 6), it is poaYible that these sediments came from 
other aubmarlne highs flanking the basin. 
6.7.2 Calcarenite-Congloaerate Lithofacies 
(i) Description This lithofacies is distinguished by numerous 
calciturbidites, comparatively fewer and thinner debris flow conglom-
erates, and very minor ribbon limestones interatratified with slightly 
calcareous to noncalcareoua shale (Table 6.3). An approximate time line 
defined by the first appearance of Cambrian lithoclaats in debris flow 
deposita and turbidites indicates that these strata are coeval with the 
upper 100-140 m of megaconglomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies in the 
Big Cove area (Figure 6.1.a,c). 
Debris flow deposita are the moat striking components of the 
lithofacies, but compared to those in the megaconglomerate-ribbon 
limestone lithofacies they are on average thin~e~, finer-grained, and 
matrix-lean, constitute a lesser percentage of the whole stratigraphic 
thickness, and decrease in number and thickness up section. The 
thickest flows in the lower 45 m contain very l3rge blocks and rafts 
(Figur.e 6.7.d), but none comparable in size to those in underlying and 
adjacent megaconglomeratea. 
Calcirudites, calcarenites, and calcisiltites, all present in large 
numbers, generally become thinner-bedded and finer-grained and display 
less complete Bouma sequences up section. Calcirudite& with 'distal' 
internal structure are conspicuous in the lower 50 m where debris flow 
conglomerates are also most numerous. Calcirudite& with 'proximal' 
internal structure reappear in the upper 15-25 m of the lithofacies. 
(ii) Interpretation Predominance of calciturbidites identifies the 
lithofacies as distal with respect to the faulted margin. Transport and 
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deposition by leas voluminous and finer-grained debris flows in the 
caribou Brook area while deposition of megaconglomerates and ribbon 
limestones continued around Big Cove is thought to reflect diminished 
supply of coarse, lit~oclaatic debris and reduced size of the flows at 
their origin, and, possibly, trapping of debris flows in a structural 
depression in front of the fault scarp. Whether the turbidity currents 
originated at the escarpment or were generated above debris flows, they 
generally indicate by-passing of the proximal area where debris flow 
deposition continued. The calcirudite&, calcarenites and calcisiltites 
record a wide range of flow strengths, but their genel:al fining- and 
thinning-upward trend mirrors that of the debris flow conglomerates, 
further indicating that the escarpment was becoming an increasingly 
benign source of sediment. Reappearance of calcirudite& near the top of 
the lithofacies sequence, however, suggests reactivation of the fault. 
Scarcity of ribbon limestones, and their eventual disappearance up 
section, implies that relict platforms, including the escarpment-bounded 
block, subsided to depths at which bio9enic carbonate sediment was no 
longer produced and/or waves and currents were no longer capable of 
entraining sediments and transporting them basinward. 
6.7.3 Green Shale- Calcareuite Lithofacies 
(i) Description This lithofacies consists of a bimodal population 
of fine calcarenites and very coarse calcirudite& interstratified with 
dark green and grey, noncalcareoua shale (Table 6.3). It is further 
differentiated from the other two lithofacies by the absence of debris 
flow conglomerates and ribbon limestone. 
Greenish-grey, burrow-mottled shale is the diagnostic feature of the 
lithofacies (Figure 6.4.d,e). Ita colour, thought to reflect a high 
percentage of chlorite, links the sediment to overlying Mainland 
Sandstone graywac~ea (Chapter 8), as does the presence of siliciclastic 
sand and silt in some of the calciturbidites (Chapter section 
6.5.4(ii)). 
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Predominant thin, fine-grained calcarenites and calcisiltites are 
mostly parallel-laminated (~), but more complete Bouma sequences are 
not ~ncc~on. Outstanding calcirudite& in the otherwise fine-grained 
sequence (Figures 6.3.d and 6.10.a,d) display a range of internal 
structures, but are primarily of •proximal' aspect. Megaripples that 
veneer many of these (Figure 6.10.e) record poet-depositional reworking 
by nondepositional tails of the gravel-bearing flows. 
(ii) Ioterpretatioo Predominance of fine-grained calciturbidites 
and absence of debris flew conglomerates identify this lithofacies as 
distal. In contrast to underlying strata, however, these strata record 
simultaneous deposition of escarpment-derived carbonate sediment and 
terrigenous muds of an encroaching, siliciclastic depositional system. 
Overall, the marginal escarpment contributed relatively minor amounts of 
sediment. However, renewed influx of lithoclastic calcirudite& to the 
basin, which marks a reversal in the fining-upward trend recorded in the 
underlying lithofacies, suggests reactivation of at least a segment of 
the fault that triggered mass wasting and/or more voluminous sediment 
gravity flows. The greenish-grey shale is interpreted to have been 
deposited from dilute auapensions at the tails of siliciclastic-bearing 
turbidity currents, and thus heralds encroachment of sandy turbidites in 
the basin. Siliciclastic e~~t and sand incorporated in calciturbidites 
further indicate that currents originating at the escarpment travelled 
over areas where siliciclastic turbidites were being deposited, thereby 
also signalling proximity of the siliciclastic depositional system. 
The appearance of a more persistent burrowing infauna in the basin-
al muds suggests that oxygenation of bottom waters had improved. The 
change m~y have been 1) the consequence of continuous sedimentation or 
tectonic uplift which raised the seafloor above the oxygen minimum ¥One 
in the water column, or 2) the result of improved circulation due to 
reduced submarine topography or, possibly, 3) frequent influx of 
well-aerated, siliciclastic-bearing turbidity currents into the basin. 
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6.8 Paleocurrent and Paleoalope Data 
Field measurements and observations indicative of paleocurrent 
and/or paleoalope direction include: ripple and megaripple strike, 
ripple foreset and ripple trough orientation, graptolite orientation, 
o!·ientation of grooves, thinning direction of debris flow conglomer-
ate~, orientation and asymmetry of slump fold axes, orientation of 
soft-sediment wrinkles, orientation and thrust direction of soft-
sediment faults, and orientation of imbricated bedding. Data collec-
tion was restricted by limited exposure in some locations and/or parts 
of the section, and by the nature of the outcrop. Near vertical bedding 
limited accessibility at both Caribou Brook and Big Cove; weathering 
commonly obscured details of internal structure of calciturbidites and 
reduced relief on upper bedding planes thereby obscuring asymmetry of 
bedforms. The majority of data are compiled in Figure 6.18; additional 
data are in Figures 6.1.c and 6.8. 
6.8.1 Megacoagloaerate-Ribboo Liaeatoae Litbofaciea 
Moat paleoslopef-current data from this lithofacies come from Big 
Cove (B) (Figure 6.1.c); exposure ia poor in Caribou Brook and Big Cove 
(A) ia inaccessible. They are too sparse to generate a clear picture of 
basin configuration. Orientations of fold axe& and wrinkles auggeat a 
northerly-striking slope. Inferred directions of displacement are 
inconsistent, but in conjunction with the single soft-sediment thruat 
auggeat the elope dipped eastward. Thinning directions of debris flows 
conglomerates in the section, which given the short distances over which 
thickness changes were noted are probably more reliable indicators of 
basal channel margins or lateral margins of the flows, indicate 
ambiguous northeast/southwest and south-east/northwest flow, which is 
compatible with the slope suggested by the other data. Similarly, the 
outcrop/topographic expression of a megaconglomerate in the inland area 
around Caribou Brook (see •megaboulders' in Figure 6.2) outlines a 1500 
m long lena which thins markedly to both the northeast and southwest. 
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Figure 6.18 Paleocurrent and paleoslope data from the Cape Cormorant 
Fm. and the Mainland Sandstone at Caribou Brook. Data have been rotated 
once with respect to bedding. A second rotation about the gently 
plunging axis of the large-scale syncline of which the outcrop is a part 
(Figure 6.2) would change the values shown by only -10-15° (counter 
clockwise). 
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The thinning directions Are inferred to define lateral flow margins, 
implying (ambiguous) southwest/northeast transport, consistent with the 
orientation of the slope inferred for Big Cove. 
None of the data come from ribbon limestone components' rare ripple 
cross-lamination was typically convoluted. Relatively few but thick 
beds of platform-derived sediments in Big Cove (B) (Figure 6.1.c), and 
thinner, but more numerous beds at Caribou Brook (Figure 6.1.a) aay 
represent a southwest to northeast, proximal to distal trend away from 
an up slope, relict platform. However, since ribbon limestone consti-
tutes the sole deep-water, carbonate lithofacies (Table Cove Formation, 
Chapter 5) east of the Cape Cormorant basin, it is possible that these 
sediments came from several relict platforms so the significance of the 
directional change in bed thickness and number is suspect. 
6.8.2 Calcareaite-Coagla.erate Lithofacies 
Paleoslope and paleocurrent data from these strata at Caribou Brook 
indicate two transport directions: north and (ambiguous) 
east-northeast/west-southwest (Figure 6.18). Fold axes, mulliens and 
soft-sediment wrinkles define an east-west trending, north-dipping 
paleoslope. That configuration is supported by most paleocurrent data 
from calcarenites which, though widely-dispersed, overall indicate 
transport to the north, as does a single, northwest-striking, megaripple 
train inferred to record flow to the northeast. Oriented graptolites 
show two, ambiguous orientations (north-northeast/south-southwest and 
southeast/northwest) at one horizon, but strongly define ambiguous, 
north-northeast/south-southwest flow at another (see also Figure 6.8). 
The latter agrees with current data from the calcarenites and is 
interpreted to reflect north-flowing currents. 
In contrast, grooves at the bases of debris flow conglomerates 
indicate· ambiguous east/west or northeast/southwest flow. In light of 
the slope direction inferred for the underlying and coeval megaconglom-
erate-ribbon limestone lithofacies, they are interpreted to indicate 
·--~ 
. . . 
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transport toward the east. 
6.8.3 GreeD Sbale-Calcaraoita Litbofaciea 
Paleocurrent data from these strata at Caribou Brook are markedly 
different from thoae in the underlying lithofacies (Figure 6.18), 
Strikes of small ripples range from southeast- to east-northeast and 
trough axes and dip directions of foreset laminae indicate tranaport to 
the eaat or aoutbaaat. Strikes of megaripples atop calcirudites are 
divided among two populations, one oriented nearly north-south (a single 
data) depoaited from eaat-flowing currents and a aecond, nearly 
east-west trending set deposited from currents flowing to the 
south-southeast. A groove at the base of one of thesa, though 
ambiguous, is inferred to indicate transport to the southeast. Struc-
tures indicating flow to the east occur at the base of the lithofacies, 
while those indicating flow to the southeast occur at the top (see 
Figure 6.1.a). 
Measurements of fold axes, wrinkles, and imbricated bedding come 
from a single gravitational elide at 188m (Figure 6.l.a) and indicate a 
nearly east-west striking, north-northwest dipping paleoslope - the 
same as that inferred for the underlying lithofacies. The slide 
approximately marks the stratigraphic interface between sequences with 
calciturbiditee transported to the east and those with calciturbiditea 
transported to the southeast. In light of similar bimodal transport 
directions in the underlying lithofacies, east-flowing current• and a 
north-dipping slope are still considered compatible, while deposition 
from southeast flowing currents implies a nearly 180 degree reversal of 
the slope of the basin. 
6.9 Baaio Configuratioo aod Devalopaent 
Integration of information on stratigraphic relationship&, the 
lateral and vertical distribution of lithofacies (and changes in 
sediment composition), and paleocurrent and paleoslope data permit 
reconstruction of the Cape cormorant basin and interpretation of its 
history. 
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6.9.1 Locatioa, Orieatatioa aad Morphology of the Faulted Nargia 
The lateral distribution of Cape Cormorant Formation lithofacies 
(Table 6.3) give some indication of the location of the fault scarp 
source of carbonate lithoclastic and, therefore, the location and trend 
of one basin margin. Extraordinarily thick and coarse-grained sequences 
of the megaconglomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies around Big Cove 
compared to that around Caribou Brook (Figure 6.1) auggeat the 
escarpment was located south-southwest of Port au Port Peninsula. 
However, massive megaconglomerate at Round Head (Figure 6.2), hence the 
inferred presence of the megaconglomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies 
north of Caribou Brook, more strongly suggests the basin margin fault 
trended north Q[ north-northeast and was located west of the peninsula 
(Figure 6.19.a). That interpretation is supported by the fact that 
nowhere on the Port au Port Peninsula east of Cape Cormorant outcrop• 
are Early Paleozoic carbonates missing from the autochthonous sequence. 
It is also supported by interpreted eastward transport directions of 
both debris flow conglomerates and some calcirudite&. 
Whether the fault scarp trended north or northeast it would have 
created between -1.5 km and 3 Km across-strike distance between the Big 
Cove and caribou Brook areas, enough to account for marked thinning of 
proximal, sediment gravity flow depositB documented between the two 
areas (cf. Eberli, 1987). The structure, which extended a distance of 
at least 30 km, may have been linear, or it may have had nn mo~e 
irregular morphology due to offsets along cross-faults (Figure 6.19.a). 
The apparent absence of megaconglomerates from Cape Cormorant sequences 
between caribou Brook and Round Head supports the latter configuration, 
suggesting that area lay basinward of a reentrant along the escarpment. 
6.9.2 Baaia Geoaetry aad Diaeaaioaa 
The outcrop distribution of the Cape Cormorant (Figures 6.2 and 
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6.19.a) indicates the basin was at least 30 km long and at least 4-5 km 
wide. The faulted margin can only be placed at some uncertain distance 
west of present day outcrops, ie. out in the Gulf of st. Lawrance. 
Great thickness and enormous clast size in megaconglomeratee around Big 
Cove suggest the fault may have been within a few kilometres of where 
the debris was deposited (eg. Eberli, 1987). However, debris flows with 
enormous clasts in other ancient sequences are proven to have travelled 
more than 10 km, and up to 50 or 75 km away from the source (Cook and 
Mullins, 1983), so proximity of the Cape Cormorant scarp cannot be 
certain. Moreover, in light of the interpretation of Stockmal and 
Waldron (1990) that the entire early Paleozoic, autochthonous succession 
on the peninsula has been transported at least 30 ~n from the southeast, 
the actual location of the scarp may have been located many kilometres 
to the east of present day outcrops. The location of the eastern basin 
margin, the nature of which is discussed below, is more precisely con-
strained by outcrop data; Cape Cormorant strata are not part of the 
autochthonous succession exposed inland more than -s km from the west 
coast. 
6.9.3 BaaiD Bvolutioo 
(i) Phase 1 The initial phase of basin development involved cata-
strophic faulting and rapid subsidence and drowning of the shallow water 
platform, and formation of a deep basin bounded to the west by a high 
relief, submarine fault scarp. Synsedimentary deformation of the 
youngest platformal strata (Figure 6.1.a-c) suggest subsidence was 
accompanied by gravitatio: al sliding. The west-dipping, rotated and 
imbricated limestone beds in Big Cove (A) inuicate a northerly-striking, 
east-dipping slope for the nascent basin. 
(ii) Phase 2 The second phase coincides with deposition of the 
megaconglomerate-ribbon limestone lithofacies in the Big Cov~ 4nd 
Caribou Brook areas, as well as in the vicinity of Round He~~- At least 
a few hundred metres of the Early Paleozoic carbonate sequence was 
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Figure 6.19 Paleogeographic reconstruction and evolution of the Cape 
cormorant basin. a) Map showing the inferred location of the fault 
scarp and opposing counterelope, and transport directions of debris 
flows and tur~idity currents during different stages of basin 
development. b) Schematic reconstruction of the basin with a north 
dipping axis during deposicion of the megaconglomerate - ribbon 
limestone and calcarenite - conglomerate lithofacies c) Schematic 
reconstructio~ of the basin with a south dipping axis during deposition 
of the green shale - calcarenite lithofacies. 
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exhumed along the western fault scarp which was highly unstable and 
contributed an enormous volume of exceptionally coarse debris transport-
ed by debris flows several kilometres out into the basin (Figure 
6.19.b). Straightforward stratigraphic unroofing of the exhumed 
platform sequence recorded in the sediment gravity flows im~lies that 
either an escarpment-bounded horst was narrow and completely destroyed 
by mass wasting as relative uplift continued, or mass wasting was 
confined to a narrow fracture zone parallel to the fault, inboard of 
which well lithified carbonates were resistant to gravitational col-
lapse. The latter implies that the escarpment persisted with several 
hundred metres vertical relief from the top to the basin floor. It is 
the favoured reconstruction because of overwhelming evidence that bottom 
waters were stagnant, a condition that likely would have evolved and 
persisted in the presence of submarine topography that restricted 
circulation. 
One or more relict, shallow water platforms flanked the basin during 
this time and carbonate mud and fine skeletal and peloidal sands 
accumulating on them were episodically transported into the deep water 
basin via turbidity currents and suspensions. One platform was probably 
atop the fault-bounded horst west of the basin (Figure 6.19.b), but it 
is possible that some of the sediment w~s supplied from relict platforms 
off to the east as well. 
(iii) Phase 3 The third pharae coincides with deposition of. the 
calcarenite-conglomerate lithofacies at Caribou Brook while deposition 
of megaconglomerates and ribbon limes•.one continued around Big Cove. 
Uplift along the western fault reached its maximum by this time, 
expoair•g buried carbonates down to at l.aast the lower Upper Cambrian and 
possibly the upper Middle cambrian; total vertical displacement must 
have been at least 500 m. Regression of proximal, escarpment-derived 
sediment gravity flows back toward the margin and deposition of this 
distal assemblage at caribou Brook, however, implies the escarpment had 
, • ' I , 
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reached a relatively stable configuration and mass wasting along it had 
diminished. Deprivation of the caribou Brook area of coarse, resedi-
mented debris could also in part t•eflect trapping of very coarse and 
vol•1minoua debris flows in a structural depression adjacent to the 
escarpment. Greater stability of the fault suggests that movement on it 
slowed down and/or occurred less frequently. If differential movement 
was sufficiently reduced, the basin, rather than steadily deepening, may 
have begun to fill with sediments supplied to it from the escarpcnent, 
from the water column, and from adjacent relict platforms. Paucity and 
eventual disappearance of ribbon limestones from these deposita imply 
that those platforms were drowned as a result oi continued subsidence. 
Paleocurrent and paleoslope data from the calcarenite-conglomerate 
lithofacies (Caribou Brook) indicate that the cape Cormorant basin was 
elongate, trending parallel to the western faulted margin, and ita aY.is 
sloped toward the north (Figure 6.19.b). Voluminous debris flows 
travelled directly into the basin, perpendicular or at a very high angle 
to the trend of the escarpment. Turbidity currents, at least those 
transporting relatively fine sediment (current structures in 
calcirudite& are largely absent), were deflected along the basin axis 
and flowed north, down-slope. Current deflection implies a west-dipping 
counterslope on the eastern margin of the basin. Reflection of 
east-flowing currents off the counterslope also explains the dispersion 
of transport directions recorded by the calciturbiditea. Since no Cape 
cormorant Formation deposita are found more than about 4. 5 km east of 
the west coast of the peninsula, the counterslope '!lust have been 
immediately to the east. Whet11er it was simply defined by westerly tilt 
of the Cape Cormorant basin block ( eg. Gibbs, 1984), or was generated by 
an independent subl!larine high off to the east is not known, but it 
served to depositionally isolate this basin from the one created in the 
east Port au Port area. 
(iv) Phase 4 This phase coincides with deposition of the diatal, 
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green shale-calcarenite lithofacies at Caribou Brook, strata which 
record two significant changes in sedimentation: 1) renewed influx of 
coarse lithoclastic debris from the wester.n escarpment which temporarily 
reversed the thinning- and fining-upward trend defined by the two 
underlying lithofacies, and 2) introduction of chloritic, green shale 
and siliciclastic silt in the basin which signalled encroachment of a 
turbiditic, siliciclastic depositional system (Figure 6.19.c). 
Paleocurrent and paleoslope data from these strata indicate that 
renewed influx of coarse lithoclastic sediments and the introduction of 
allochthonous siliciclastics into the basin were accompanied by signifi-
cant changes in its configuration (Figure 6.19.c). Structures in 
calcarenites and calcirudite& indicate a rather sudden change from 
north-flowing currents (in the underlying assemblage) to east-flowing, 
then to southeast-flowing currents. One hundred-eighty degree reversal 
in flow along the basin axis requires tilting to the south. North-
northwest displacement in the slide mass only a few metres below calci-
rudite& deposited from southeast-flowing currents indicates that the 
change was kbrupt. Simultaneous influx in coarse lithoclastic debris 
suggests that tilting involved reactivation of a northern segment of the 
fault scarp. Structural adjustments that altered the slope of the basin 
also permitted the flow of siliciclastic-bearing, turbidity currents 
into the region. 
(v) Phase 5 The final phase of bas.ln development coincides with the 
onset of almost exclusively siliciclastic turbidite sedimentation - the 
Mainland Sandstone. Several thin to thick-bedded calcarenites and 
calcirudite& interbedded with the sandstones both in the Caribou Brook 
section (Figure 6.l.a) and in Cointres Brook (Figure 6.2) suggest the 
fault scarp probably still had significant relief and was flanked by 
talus piles, but the infrequency of gravity flows that travelled into 
the basin indicate minimal mass wasting, probably a reflection of both 
the stable configuration of the scarp and infrequency of seismicity 
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which triggered it. 
Current structures in sandstone beds in at least the lower 15 m of 
the Mainland at Caribou Brook indicate unidirectional flow toward the 
north (Figure 6.18). That direction is nearly oppoaite to both the flow 
direction of calca:enites in the underlying cape Cormorant and to the 
transport direction for turbidites higher up in the formation (L. A. 
Quinn, 1990, pers. comm.; Williams, 1985; Figure 6.19.a). The north 
flowing currents indicate that 3ither 1) silic1..~lastic sediment initial-
ly entered this sub-basin from the south, or 2) currents travelling 
south into the basin ricocheted off a counterslope, or some remaining 
submarine barrier, and were reflected back up slope (eg. Hiscott and 
Pickering, 1984). In light of the regional paleocurrent data for the 
Mainland Sandstone (Chapter section 8.3) the second hypothesis is 
favoured. 
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CBAPTBR 7 
SEDIMENTOLOGY OF TBB BLACK COVE FORMATION (OOOSB TICKLB GROUP) 
7.1 Geoeral Cbaracteriatica aod stratigraphic Relatiooabipa 
The Black Cove Formation is a black, finely-laminated, graptolitic, 
noncalcareous shale with minor silt laminae (Figure 7.1). It is 
everywhere a distinctive unit at the base of the Goose Tickle Group 
except at two localities on the Port au Port Peninsula: 1) Piccadilly, 
where Table Cove Formation ribbon limestones are directly overlain by 
American Tickle Formation siliciclastics and 2) on the far west side of 
the peninsula, where the Cape Cormorant Formation is directly overlain 
by the Mainland Sandstone (Figure 1.2, locations). Regionally the Black 
Cove ranges from 1.5 m to 22 m thick. In many places it conformably and 
gradationally overlies upper Table Cove ribbon limestone (Chapter 
section 5.4; Figures 5.1 and 7.1.a), at one locally it directly overlies 
lower Table Cove strata (see Chapter section 5.2.l(iv)), and elsewhere 
it abruptly overlies massive, fossiliterous limestone of the Table Point 
Formation (Chapter 4; Figures 7.l.b and 7.2.a). The shale is everywhere 
gradationally overlain by interstratified shale, siltstone and sandstone 
of the American Tickle Formation (Chapter 8; Figures 5.1 and 7.1). 
7.2 Coapoaition 
The shale is composed of illitic and chloritic terrigenous clays 
plus variable amounts of dolomite, siliciclastic silt, authigenic 
pyrite, and noncalcareous skeletal debris and unidentifiable organic 
matter (Table 7.1; Figure 7.2.c-f). Invariably high concentrations of 
unoxidized organic matter in the sediment are implied by its black 
colour (Potter et §!., 1980). Greatest compositional variation is in 
abundances of dolomite and siliciclastic silt; the former invariably 
decreases up section, while the latter increases up section. The 
dolomite is authigenic and is interpreted to have replaced and overgrown 
Characteristics and Stratigraphic Relationships 
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Figure 7.1 Representative, schematic sections of the Black cove 
Formation. Stratigraphic relationships shown - a) overlying ribbon 
limestones (Spudgel's Cove) and b) overlying platformal limestones (west 
Pistolet Bay), are most common. Rey to symbols is in Appendix A. 
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Figure 7.2 Black Cove Formation; field photos and photomicrographs. 
Bar scales on all photomicrographs are 0.5 mm. Prominent white lines 
crossing photomicrographs are epoxy-filled fractures in the thin 
section. a) Table Point - Black Cove contact on Bakeapple Island; beds 
dip moderately to the left. c. James (arrow) for scale. b) Laminated 
shale on Bakeapple Island. c) Finely-laminated shale in Beaver Brook. 
Light-weathering laminae have higher concentrations of dolomite. Pencil 
for scale. d) Photomicrograph of pelagic ahale (type A) with flattened 
graptolitea; Spudgel's Cove. e) Photomicrograph of silty pelagic shale 
(dark; type A) with interlaminated, ailt-poor, chloritic shale turbi-
dites (type C; arrows); top of the Bla~k Cove on Bakeapple Island. Clay 
domains are sparse in the pelagic laminae, but discontinuous, single 
grain thick ailt laminae (second arrow from bottom) define layering as 
do changes in organic matter c~ntent (darkness). f) Photomicrograph of 
alternating, streaky, pelagic laminae (h; type A) and massive, sparsely 
dolomitic (whitG grains) turbidites (not labeled; type B); Black Cove. 
Streaky foliation in the former is defined by discontinuous clay domains 
(light coloured). Arrow points to small, dolomite silt lanse. 
(i) • inarticulate brachiopod. g) Photomicrograph showing graded, 
siliciclastic turbidite (light) - pelagic shale (dark, graptolitic) 
couplets (arrows); Spudgel's Cove. Lower couplet defined by siltstone 
turbidite (type B) that grades up into silty shale (type D) and pelagic 
shale (type A). Second couplet defined by silty shale turbidite (type D) 
gradationally overlain by pelagic shale (type A). Dark streaks are 
flattened graptolites. 
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Table 7.1 Characteristics of the Black Cove Formation. 
Part 1: Inorganic and Organic Components of the Shale. 
~.Pt.ra. • Table Point Fm.; ~.c.ra. =Table cove Fm. 
OG=overgrowths; inc.=increases; qta.=quartz; feld.=feldspar; plagio.= plagioclase; aicro.=microcline; 
ausc.=muscovite; biot.=biotite; cblor.=chlorite; glau.=glauconite; pbospb.=phosphatic; skel. frag.•skeletal 
fragments; dia.=diametre; lg.=large; org.=organic; ppt.=precipitation; ppl.=plane polarized light 
! - Most chlorite grains are compositionally similar to enclosing shale (ie.pale, iron-poor chlorite and 
illitic clay); they are commonly deformed by compaction and are thought to be minute shale ri.p-ups. Other 
grains are composed of dark green, strongly pleochroic, iron-rich chlorite with a fibrous (serpentine-like) 
crystal habit; some are polymineralic, occurring together with very small, clear, nonpleochroic and low 
birefringent, equidimensional to lath-shaped, silicate minerals of uncertain identity (?quartz, feldspar, 
clay mineral, zeolite). These grains are not bent or compacted and are believed to be mafic igneous or, 
possibly, sedimentary lithic fragments. 
Part 21 Description and Interpretation of Depositional Layers. 
Table details colour of the sediment in thin section under plane polarized light, thickness range of 
individual laminae, relative abundances of organic aatter, dolomite and siliciclastic silt, and the nature 
of the lower and upper contacts of the laminae with enclosing sediments. ~ (turbidite) subdivisions 
correspond to those of Stow and Shanmugam (1980) in Figure 7.4. 
Terrigenous Clays 
illitic: clear or pale 
brown, pleochroic, low 
birefringent 
chloritic: clear or pale 
green, very low bire· 
fringent 
admixed with dark organic 
Matter; mineral grains 
aligned with c·axis par· 
allel to bedding 
Type Col car Thic.,_. 
A dark , ·20 1111 
orange 
brown 
Table 7.1 Characteristics of the Black Cove Formation 
Part 1: Inorganic and Organic Components of the Shale 
Dolomite 
5·60X of the shale 
(generally more dolomitic 
where it directly overlies 
the T.Pt. Fm. then where 
it overlies the T.C. Fm.); 
invariably decreases in 
abundance up·section); 50· 
60 jiJII, mledral to el.lle· 
dral, mast l y non fer roan 
(commonly with ferroen 
OG); some with detrital 
cores; compaction 
deforMation of organic 
stringers around crystals 
indicate some dola.ite 
formed before significant 
burial 
Siliciclastic 
SiltNery Fine Sand 
5·30X of the shale (inc. 
In abundance & changes 
from di ssemlnatecl to 
concentrated in l11111inae 
upsection>; mostly qtz. 
<-75·95X), plus feld. 
<plagio. >> micro. & un· 
twinned), plus minor 
.usc. (>) biot., chlor. 
or chlor.·bearing lithic 
frag.', glauc. & phosph. 
skel. frag.; qtz., feld. 
& micas most abundant 
near bese, chlor. grains 
increasingly abundant 
higher up·section 
Pyrite 
conspicuous throughout the 
shale; minute (<0.05 mm 
dia.) spheres (dissemin· 
atecl), oblate aggregates 
(0.04·0.25 mm dia.) of 
minute spheres & lg. cubes 
(to 2·3 mN across) (com· 
manly concentrated in lam-
inae>; compaction defol"ll· 
ation of org. stringers 
around aggregates indi· 
cates ppt. before deep 
burial; cubic crystals 
that cross·cut laMinae or 
have qtz. beards in pres· 
sure shadows formed later 
Part 2: Description and Interpretation of ileptlsitional Layers 
Organic Dolomite Silic. 
Matter Silt 
very IIIOderate to low 
high hi gil 
lCNer Upper 
Cant act Canta.:t 
sharp sharp 
or 
grade· 
tional 
Internal Strutture 
• organic·rich/organic·lean 
couplets, 0.5·1.0 ma thick 
• foliation defined by organic 
Mltter & lenticular clay 
ctc.alns (0. 1 ·0.3 • by 
0.5·3 ... , 
• clays aligned parallel to 
bedding 
• discontinuous dolomite 
l•inae (1·2 grains thick) 
Organic Matter/ 
Fossils 
fraggents and intact 
specimens of graptolites, 
phyllocarlds (Caryocaris), 
..all (5·7 m.) inarticu· 
lat~ brachiopods (?Obolus 
&tor ?leptobolus); perva· 
sive particulate organic 
Mltter (orange·brown cast 
to secli ment in ppl.), 
plus minute blebs and 
discontinuous organic 
stringers (probably ca.· 
pacted graptolites & 
phyllocarlds & algal? 
debris) 
lnterpretat I an 
PELAGITE 
· deposited by suspens f on 
settling 
• reworked by gentle bottom 
currents 
Table 7. 1 • Part 2 continued 
Type Colaur ThicU... OI"Janic Dola.ite Si I ic. l- lqler lntenwl Structure I ntet'p'etat ian 
llatter Silt Cont.:t Cont.:t 
• dark 0.5-6 - low MOderate low sharp gracla- - structureless or with dis- ~TE-RICII nBIDITE orange to tionel continuous dolomite l•inae (r- or r-) 
brown high at the base & within l•ina - oeposited fro. suspension 
clays .oderately well fra. high density, low 
aligned perallet to bedding velocity *lows 
c light 0.1·25 nm very absent absent sharp sharp - structureless SILICICLASTIC TURBIDITE 
green low to to or grad· or • clays poorly· to well· (T') 
grey very .oderate ationel gracla· aligned parallel to • deposited fro. suspension 
low (above E) tionel bedding fro. low aensity, low 
· scattered graptolites velocity flows 
define foliation i" 
thicker l11111inae 
li light 0.1·1 nm low low moderate sharp grade· structureless or with dis· SILICICLASTIC TURBIDITE 
green to tionet continuous silt l•inae cr-or...-> 
grey high (1·2 grains thick) at the • deposited fra1 suspension 
base and within l•ina fra. high density, low 
• vague coerse·tail grading velocity flows 
E light 1·3 11111 low low very sharp sharp · structureless or with per· SILICICLASTIC TURBIDITE 
gr-1 high or allel· to low-angle 111111· ( .... ) 
grey grade· ination • deposited by traction at the 
tionel · erosional or micro· loaded base of turbidity flows 
bases 
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very small calcitic grains. Siliciclastic silt and very fine sand 
grains are compositionally similar to those comprising siltstone and 
sandstone beds in the overlying American Tickle (Chapter 8). cnmmon 
skeletal camponents include graptolites, phyllocarida and small 
inarticulate brachiopods (Figure 7.2.d,f,g; see Whittington ard ~i0dle 
(1963) and Morris and Kay (1966) for faunal lists). They are g~ncrally 
sparsely distributed in the shale, but are also concentrated in specific 
laminae. 
7.3 Depositional Layering 
7.3.1 Description 
The shale ia invariably finely, parallel-laminated (Figure 7.2.b-g). 
In outcrop, laminations are defined by subtle colour changes that 
reflect differences in carbonate content, particularly dolomite, at the 
base of the sequence, and in siliciclastic silt content in the upper 
part. No other physical or biogenic structures are apparent. Five 
types of laminae are differentiated (Table 7.1). Their general distri-
bution in Black Cove sequences is shown schematically in Figura 7.3; 
several are illustrated in Figure 7.2. 
7.3.2 Interpretation 
Differences in abundance of organic matter, dolomite, and silici-
clastic silt indicate Black Cove shales were derived from three sources. 
Subtle differences in sedimentary structures and microfabric suggest 
more than one depositional mechanism was involved. Interpretations are 
based on comparison with fine-grained sediments on modern marine slopes 
and in ba~ins, and with other ancient counterparts, interpreted to have 
been deposited by slow suspension settling and from dilute turbidity 
flows and weak bottom currents (O'Brien, 1970; Rupke, 1975; Piper, 1978; 
Stow, 1979; O'Brien et J1., 1980; Stow and Sha~nugam, 1980; many authors 
in Stow and Piper, 1984). 
A B a 
Bakeapple 
Island 
Black Cove 
Figure 7.3 Stratigraphic distribution of hemipelagic and turbiditic muds ~n the Black Cove Formation. 
a) Schematic representative Black Cove sequence showing changes in composition up section. Letters 
A-E correspond to laminae types described in Table 7.1 and in the text. Width of bars to the left of 
the column denote relative abundance of the laminae. Columns 1-5 on the right come from thin-sections 
of Black cove samples (in parentheses) that demonstrate variations in composition at different heights 
above the base of the formation. "' w0 
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( i) Beaipelagic auda Type A laminae, which are punctuated by all 
other laminae types (Figures 7. 2. d-f and 7. 3; Table 7. 1) , are inter-
preted as hemipelagites. Diffuse lower contacts and sharp upper 
contacts indicate continuous deposition periodically interrupted by 
other sedimentation events. Large numbers of pelagic graptolites and 
phyllocarids point to derivation of the sediment directly from the water 
column. Very thin, organic-lean:organic-rich couplets resemble varvea 
and are thought to record periodic changes in primary planktonic produc-
tivity in surface waters (eg. Thornton, 1984). Small amounts of 
dolomite correspond to altered carbonate mud and silt grains derived 
from coeval, distant platforms or adjacent slopes and transported 
seaward in surface suspensions or nepheloid layers at intermediate 
depths (eg. Pierce, 1976). Siliciclastic silt is ;.robably partly eolian 
dust and partly grains put into suspension by gravitational sliding 
and/or turbidity currents transporting coarser siliciclastic sediment in 
other areas of the basin. Preferential alignment of clays suggests that 
they accumulated by slow suspension settling (O'Brien et AL_, 1980). 
Discontinuous dolomite and silt laminae suggest the sediments were 
episodically winnowed by gentle bottom currents. 
The origin and significance of lenticular clay domains (Figure 
7.2.e), which together with organic matter stringers define the streaky 
foliation in these lamin1:1e, are uncertain. Alternative explanations 
include: 1) expressions of a compacted bioturbate fabric (N. O'Brien, 
1989, pers. comm.); 2) compacted faecal pellets; 3) compacted floccule&; 
4) miniature clay flasers deposited from low velocity bottom currents 
(N. O'Brien, 1989, pers. comm.). The pure clay composition of the 
domains argues against a biogenic origin, either as burrows or faecal 
pellets. Interpretation of the domains as clay floes ia reasonllble 
given the importance of flocculation in transport and deposition of 
fine-grained sediment (Potter et _u., 1980, references cited therein). 
The large size of the domains, however, argues against this origin, for 
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although floccule& as large as 1 mm in diametre have been described from 
Tertiary sediments (Pryor and Van Wie, 1971), those generated 
experimentally and documented in nature are generally much smaller 
(Kranck, 1975; Gorsline~ al., 1984). The least controvertible 
interpretation is that the domains represent flasers. As such they 
demonstrate very small scale depositional relief on the muddy sea bottom 
and are indicative of the high frequency of very gentle, depositional 
bottom currents operating while pelagic sedimentation continued. 
(ii) Turbiditic aud1 Other clay, dolomitic or silty clay, and 
silt laminae (Types B-B) (Figures 7.2.d-i and 7.3; Table 7.1) are 
interpretad as turbidity current deposits. Low at-undances of organic 
matter and pelagic skeletons indicate the sediments were not derived 
directly from the water column. Sharp basal contacts, some with minor 
erosional relief, indicate rapid onset of deposition. Moderately to 
weakly developed clay micro-fabric implies rapid sedimentation rather 
than slow settling (O'Brien et ll·, 1980). Laminae Types 8-B compare 
well with subdivisions of the ideal silt and mud turbidite sequence 
proposed by Stow and Shanmugam ( 1980) (Figure 7. 4) interpreted to be 
deposited primarily from suspension from a muddy turbidity flow. 
Type 8 laminae are carbonate-enriched turbidites; the dolomite 
content reflects original mud and silt-size CaC01 components trans-
ported with the clay. J,aminae Types c, D, and B are fine, siliciclastic 
turbidites that generally form discrete layers in the shale; the 
vertical sequence E-D is recogn_ized locally. Their compositional 
similarities to turbiditic sandstones in the overlying American Tickle 
(Chapter 8) indicate that these deposits are fine-grained equivalents. 
Reciprocal distribution of the carbonate turbidites and silici-
clastic turbidites up through Black Formation sequences (Figu~e 7 .3) 
indicates a temporal change in sediment provenance. Concomitant 
decrease in the pelagic sediment component up section indicates that 
this was accompanied by a change to turbidity current-dominated 
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Figure 7. 4 Idealized sequence of structures in a fine-grained turbidite 
(from Stow and Shanmugam, 1980); COlr•plete sequences are uncommon. 
Relationship to other turbidite sequence schemes is shown in the columna 
to the right • 
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aedimentation. 
7.4 Other Sediaentary Structures 
Black, cobble-aize, diac-shaped concretions composed of dolomitic, 
microcrystalline quartz occur locally in discrete horizons (Figure 7.1). 
Concretionary limestone layers are also present in the ahale, but are 
very unc~~on. They range from 10-20 em thick and are composed of 
coarse to very coarse, equidimensional to wormy pseudospar; cone-in-cone 
structure (Franks, 1969; Coniglio, 1985) is well-developed on the 
margine of some. 
7.5 Reconatruction of tbe Depositional Bnvironaeot 
Black Cove shale is interpreted to have been deposited in a deep, 
quiet-water, sediment-starved, anoxic basin (Figure 7.5). Fine sediment 
size attests to low energy conditions; absence of wave-formed structures 
or evidence of continuous bottom currents implies deposition well below 
atorm wave base. Absence of evidence of gravitational sliding points to 
a basinal rather than lower slope or basin margin setting. Predomina-
tion of pelagic graptolites and phyllocarids and absence of soft-bodied 
and shelly benthic organisms, except possibly inarticulate brachiopods, 
indicates bottom waters were normally toxic. Gradational stratigraphic 
relationships between the shale and underlying ribbon limestones (Table 
Cove Formation) and the presence of some carbonate concretions and beds 
ia the shale indicate that the basins lay beyond the toes of carbonate 
slopes. Deposition of shale directly atop platformal limestone (Table 
Point Formation), however, indicates that starved, basinal conditione 
were alao generated by very rapid deepening over the platform. 
Pelagic sediments composed of terrigenous clays, fine carbonate, 
siliciclastic silt, and remains of pelagic organisma and organic matter 
originating in biologically productive suzface waters, comprised the 
continuous background sedimentation (Figure 7.5). Varve-like, 
Black Shale 
Figure 7.5 Reconstruction of the basinal environment envisaged for the Black Cove Formation. 
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organic-rich:organic-lean couplets suggest periodic, possibly seasonal, 
fluctuations ~n primary productivity. An apparent decrease in abundance 
of organic matter up section indicates that either biologic productivity 
gradually declined, basinal waters became increasingly well-oxygenated 
such that more organic material was oxidized as it settled through the 
water column, or, most likely, organic matter became diluted by ever 
increasing amounts of terrigenous sediment transported into the basin. 
Very thin, fine-grained turbidites composed of clays and variable 
amounts of fine carbonate a»d siliciclastic silt and comparatively 
little organic debris, were episodically delivered by thin and weak, low 
density currents. With the exception of those depositing laminated, 
siliciclastic silt and very fine sand, flow~ were solely depositional, 
the prevailing mechanism being suspension settling. Mineral markers in 
these deposita, namely dolomite and siliciclastic silt, indicate they 
came from two different sources. During initial basin sedimentation 
hemipelagite accumulation was interrupted by deposition of turbiditi.c 
muds enriched in fin~-grained carbonate. Those sediments came from 
coeval, albeit very distant, carbonate depositional environments, and 
were deposited by currents moat likely generated by storms that 
entrained sediment on relict platforms or by mass movements on an 
adjacent carbonate slopes (Figure 7.5). Later, pelagic sedimentation 
was interrupted by deposition of fine, and increasingly coarse-grained, 
siliciclastic turbidites. Silt- and very fine sand-size mineral and 
lithic components of those layers link them to overlying, coarser-
grained siliciclastics (American Tickle Formation; Chapter 8) which came 
from a complex terrane made up of plutonic, volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks. The fine-grained turbidites record deposition from the moat 
distal flows of high velocity, high concentration turbidit] currents 
that transported and deposited coarse-grained siliciclastics elsewhere 
ir. the basin, and herald the arrival of. prograding, turbidity 
current-dominated depositional systems (Figure 7.5). 
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Absence of infaunal organism and preservation of very fine lamina-
on indicates that bottom waters ware strongly dysaerobic or anoxic 
(Byers, 1977; Savrda et Al·· 1984). Preservation of abundant organic 
matter in the sediment and early precipitation of pyrite are also 
indicative of such conditions. The former implies that neither basinal 
nor interstitial waters contained en~ugh dissolved 0 2 to permit complete 
oxidation of organics either during transport or after deposition. 
Pyrite precipitation, which requires H2S, a by-product of bacterial 
sulphate reduction, alBo indicates strongly reducing conditions in the 
shallow subsurface (Fenchel and Riedl, 1970). 
The only organisms which may have lived on the basin floor were 
tiny, inarticulate brachiopoda. Although their presence in the black, 
graptolitic shale is not anomalous, their life mode is uncertain and 
they may have been epiplanktic (Reudemann, 1934; Watkins and Berry, 
1977; Williams and Lockley, 1983), epibenthic (Sheehan, 1977), or 
benthic organisms (Cherne, 1979). Their small size, delicate shall, and 
mode of preservation are compatible with both a benthic existence on a 
soft substrate and with an epiplanktic mode of life. However, since all 
modern day inarticulate brachiopods are benthic (Boardman~ Al·• 1987), 
some known to be tolerant of very low 0 2 levels (Cloud, 1948), those in 
the Black Cove are thought to have been benthic as well and indicate 
that bottom waters were at least periodically dysaerobic rather than 
perpetually anoxic. 
7.6 Relationship Between Anoxia and Starved Sediaentation 
Coincidence of anoxic bottom water and starved sedimentation 
recorded by the Black Cove Formation suggests the two phenomena are 
interrelated. Paucity of carbonate, in particular, suggests deposi-
tion below the ACD (Aragonite Compensation Depth) and/or the CCD 
(Calcite Compensation Depth). Such an interpretation is ruled out for 
the following reasons. 1) Strongly dysaerobic to anoxic bottom waters 
are inferred for lower slope and basin margin environments in which 
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Table cove Formation ribbon limestones were deposited (Chapter section 
5.4); black shale is the major component of ribbon limestones at 
Piccadilly (Port au Port Peninsula) where the Black Cove Formation is 
not recognized as a discrete unit. 2) Black shale is a major component 
of deep-water f~ysch sequences of the Goose Tickle Group (Chapter 8), 
also indicating poor oxygenation of bottom waters. 3) Anoxic conditions 
are recorded in the deep-water Cape Cormorant Formation (Chapter 6); 
black shale is the distinctive background sediment of a -20 m thick ~nit 
in the calcarenite - conglomerate lithofacies at Caribou Brook and con-
stitutes a large proportion of the voluminous background sediment of the 
megaconglomerate - ribbon limestone lithofacies in Big Cove. 4) There 
is no evidence of partial seafloor dissolution of carbonate grains in 
any of the carbonate-bearing formations. 5) There ar& no conspicuous 
accumulations of siliceous fossils, specifically radiolarians, which 
might be expected in such deep-water environments. 
These relationships suggest that black basinal shale was deposited 
abowe the ceo and probably above the ACD. Reasonable depths of these 
compensation depths in the Ordovician basin, previously estimated for 
the depth of the lower slope (Table Cove Formation, Chapter section 
5.4.5), are 2500 m and 500 m, respectively. 
The relationships also point to the existence of an Oxygen Minimum 
Zone (OMZ; <0.5 ml/1) at some critical depth in the water column which 
transacted several depositional environments. Its presence ia supported 
by a progressive decrease in abundance and diveraity of benthic fauna 
between platform limestones (Table Point Formation, Chapter 4), upper to 
lower slope limestones (Table Cove Formation, Chapter 5), and basinal 
shale, which indicates a progressive decrease in the degree of oxygen-
ation of bottom waters with increasing depth. Oxygen demand would have 
been determined by the amount of organic matter suspended in the water 
column, whereas oxygen supply would have been controlled by diffusion 
from well-aerated surface waters and/or by diffusion from or mixing with 
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an even deeper, well-oxygenated water layer (Richards, 1957). 
ThereforE!, the generation of strongly dysaerobic or anoxic bottom watere 
implies a large eupply of organic matter and/or very limited vertical 
and lateral circulation. 
The origin of the OMZ in the Middle Ordovician foreland basin and 
possible implications for basin configuration and bathymetry are 
addressed in Part II - Sediaentatioo and Tectonic&, Chapter 14. 
CIIAPTBR 8 
SBDIICDITOLOGt OF 'rD AMERICAJf '.riCILE FORMATION 
AND IIAIIILAND SANDS'.rOIIB 
(OOOSB '.riCKLB GROUP) 
8.1 General Cbaracteriatica aod Stratigraphic Relatiooabipa 
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The American Tickle Formation and the Mainland Sandstone are thick 
sequences of dark greenish-grey, turbiditic sandstones and siltstones 
and shale (Figure 8.1). The two formations are differentiated primarily 
by texture and scale of bedding, but they also differ in several other 
important respects. 
The American Tickle Formation is mostly very thin- to medium-bed-
ded shale, silty shale and siltstone with minor thin to medium beds of 
very fine- to medium-grained, and rarely coarse-grained sandstone 
(Figure 8.l.a). These strata are widespread in the study area, nearly 
everywhere gradationally overlying black shale of the Black Cove 
Formation (Chapter 7; Figure S.l.b). Sequences are punctuated at 
several different stratigraphic levels at many localities by thick to 
massive beds of grey limestone conglomerate and/or thin to very thick 
beds of quartz-bearing, limestone lithoclast calcarenite (Figure 8.l.a) 
which constitute the Daniel'• Harbour Member of the formation (Chapter 
9). In the Hare Bay and Pistolet Bay areas (Figure 1.2) there are also 
othor carbonate lithoclast-bearing conglomerates and calcarenites near 
the top of the siliciclastic sequences, distinguished from Daniel's 
Harbour beds by abundant green and black shale clasts, and thought to 
have come from the Northwest Arm Formation of the Hare Bay Allochthon 
(Tuke, 1968; Stevens, 1970; Knight, 1986c; Quinn, 1988a). The total 
thickness of the American Tickle Formation is difficult to assess, 
largely because sequences are commonly severely deformed or poorly-
exposed. Thicknesaes of relatively intact sequences range from at least 
80 m to 100 m in the Piatolet Bay and Hare Bay regions, respectively 
Humber Arm 
Allochthon 
>80-350m± 
~=== 
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Figure 8.1 Schematic, composite aectiona of the American Tickle 
Formation and the Mainland Sandstone. B. c., Black Cove Pm.; c. c., Cape 
Cormorant Fm.; L. Pt., Long Point Gp. Key to other aymbola ia in 
Appendix A. 
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(Quinn, 1988a), to at least 250m to 350m (approximated) in West Brook 
and west of Shag Cliff in Bonne Bay (this study) (Figure 1.2). True 
thicknesses may indeed be highly variable due to relief on the struc-
tural contact with overlying mAlange at the base of the allochthons. 
In contrast, the Mainland Sandstone is composed mostly of medium to 
very thick beds of fine- to very coarse-grained sandstone and compara-
tively minor thin-bedded, very fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and 
shale (Figure 8.l.b). The formation is defined (Schillereff and 
Williams, 1979) and conventionally identified only on the west coast of 
the Port au Port Peninsula, but similar thick-bedded sandstones also 
comprise parts of siliciclastic sequences between Spudgel's Cove and 
Table Point on the Great Northern Peninsula (Figure 1.2). On Port au 
Port the Mainland overlies interstratified polymictic, carbonate 
lithoclast conglomerate and calcarenite, and shale of the Cape Cormorant 
Formation (Chapter 6; Figure 6.3.d). A few thin (<10 em) and rare, 
thick-bedded (75-90 em), polymictic calcarenites of Cape Cormorant 
Formation aspect occur near the base of the Mainland there. Daniel's 
Harbour Member conglomerates and calcarenites are not present. The 
Mainland Sandstone has a directly measurable thickness of 700 m (Quinn, 
1988a), but may be as much as 1500 m thick (Stevens, 1970). 
The American Tickle Formation and the Mainland Sandstone constitute 
the youngest strata in the Middle Ordovician foreland basin succes-
sion. American Tickle clastics are, in many places, structurally 
overlain by m6lange at the base of the Humber Arm and Hare Bay 
Allochthons. The Mainland Sandstone on west Port au Port Peninsula, 
beyond the western extent of the Humber Arm Allochthon, grades up into 
limey sandstones and limestones that are lithologically similar and age 
equivalent (Stevens, 1970; Cawood 11 AI·· l988a, b) to strata at the 
bAse of the neoautochthonuus Long Point Group (Rodgers, 1965; Bergstr&m 
~ Al·· 1974). 
A separat~, detailed sedimentologic analysis of these strata, with 
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particular emphasis on sediment provenance, is currently under way by L. 
A. Quinn. The purpose of this chapter is establish the character of 
these strata and the general style(&) of sedimentation during this phase 
of foreland basin evolution. 
8.2 Litbofaciea 
The two formations are comprised of four main lithofacies distin-
guished by their predominant lithologies. Diagnostic characteristics, 
distribution, and interpretation of each are summarized in Table 8.1; 
representative schematic sections are in Figure 8.2. The reader ia 
referred to Figure 1.2 for locations of section:-· cited in the text. 
8.2.1 Litbofaciea 1 (Sbale-Doaioated) (~able 8.1) 
Turbiditic sequences composed mostly of black, graptolitic shale 
with minor, thin siltstone and fine-grained sandstone turbidites 
(Figures 8.2.a and 8.3.a,b) are best developed at the base of the 
flysch, gradationally overlying Black Cove Formation shale. Siltstone 
and sandstone beds invariably increase in number and thickness up 
section. Shale-dominated strata are also minor components of other 
coarser-grained and thicker-bedded lithofacies (Table 8.1). 
These sequences are mostly pelagic muds deposited slow~y from sus-
pension and/or by very dilute turbidity flows, and lesser silt• and 
sands deposited by low concentration, silt-dominated and high concen-
tration, higher velocity turbidity currents, respectively. Predominance 
of pelagic sediments and the overall thin-bedd~d n.ature of the turbid-
ites, as well as the gradational relationship of these strata with 
underlying shale indicate that these are the most distal deposita of a 
turbidity current-dominated depositional system in a basinal setting. 
Baaed on relative abundances of silt and sand turbidites, sub-litho-
facies 1a, 1b and 1c record depositio~ in increasingly proximal regions 
of the system. 
a IIIII 
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Figure 8.2 Schematic depictions of flysch lithofacies. a • shale-dom-
inated. b • siltstone- and shale-dominated. c - siltstone-dominated. 
d • sandstone-dominated. Numbers correspond to those in Table 8.1.. 
Scales are in centimetres. Key to symbols is in Appendix A. 
Table 8.1 American Tickle Formation and Mainland Sandstone Lithofacies: lithologic components, sedimentary 
structures, location and stratigraphic position, and interpretation. Lithofacies are cross- referenced (in 
parenthesPs, eg. 02.2) with deep-water facies of Pickering~ Jl., (1986). In Coapooeots' strl• of Bedding 
gr~in size refers to coarsest fraction at the base of the bed. Asterices are used to correlate between 
lithology in this column and Bed Thickness and Sediaeotary Structures. Interpretation of depositional 
mechanisms and environment are baaed on Pickering ~ Al· (1986) and on comparison with other similar, 
ancient siliciclastic turbidite sequences (eg. Rickard and Fisher, 1973; Morris, 1974; Poole, 1974; Walker 
and Kelle=, 1977; ~hanmugam, 1980; Belt and Bussi6res, 1981; Shanmugam and Lash, 1982; Ricci Lucchi, 1985; 
Lash,l988). 
Idealized Bouma sequence: A - normal grading, 8 - parallel lamination, c - ripple cross-lamination, D -
parallel lamination, E - laminated or burrowed, pelagic mud. 
grad.=gradational, laa.•lamination, .ed.•medium, bdg.•bedding, ONNP•Gros Morna National Park 
1 
- crude lamination interpreted to be generated by frictional freezing on traction carpets at the base of 
turbidity flows (Hiscott and Middleton, 1979, 1980). 
Litho-
facies 
1a 
1b 
1c 
Table 8.1 American Tickle Formation and Mainland Sandstone Lithofacies 
Components & 
Style of Bdg. 
interl.ninated or thinly-
interbedded black shale* 
(E2.2) (50-70l) & anmy 
green siltstone or shaley 
siltstone** (01.1/01.2) 
(30-TOX) 
similar shale-silt 
couplets as 1a plua minor 
thin to medium beds of 
green siltstone to very 
fine-grained sandstone••• 
(01. 1) 
similar to 1b plus minor 
thin to medium beds of 
fine· to medium-grained 
(rarely coarse) 
sandstone* (C2.2/C2.3) 
Bed 
Thick-
ness 
*0.1·10 em 
**0.1·2 em 
• "*3·15 em 
*1·20 em, 
some to 50 em 
thick 
Lithofacies 1 (Shale-Dominated) 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
*parallel la~~ination 
** sharp base & sharp or grad. top; 
structureless or fine parallel 
lamination; some convolute lam. 
*** sharp, planar upper & lower 
contacts; lack obvious internal 
structure 
• planar or erosional bases; flutes; 
some pinch out laterally over a few 
tens of metres; normal grading; 
B0111111: I or C 
* thicker, fine-grained beds with 
Bouma: A, AB, ABC, At:., BC, 8, & C; 
med. scale cross·bdg., climb. ripple 
cross-lam. &/or loaded ripples/ 
convolute 1... c_., 
Occurrence In 
Study Area 
1a, 1b, & 1c occur at 
the t.se of the 
flysch between Table 
Point & Portland 
Creek Pond & locally 
in the Pistolet Bay 
area (west side & 
Burnt Island) 
1a & 1c comprise all 
of the Aller i can 
Tickle Fm. between 
Parsons Pond & 
Baker's Brook in GMNP 
& at Black Cove 
Interpretation 
distal turbidites: 
mostly pelagic MUds 
depos i ted by suspension 
settling &/or by dilute 
turbidity flows and 
lesser si Its & sands 
deposited by low 
concentration & high 
concentration, higher 
velocity turbidity 
currents, respectively 
Litho· 
facies 
2a 
2b 
Table 8.1 continued 
Lithofacies 2 (Siltstone· end Shale-Dominated) 
Components & 
Style of Bdg. 
Bed 
Thick· 
ness 
thin t~ medium beds of *5-15 em 
green-grey silty shale* 
(01.2) Mith minor black 
shale** (E2.2) & thin **0.5·5 em 
beds of ten·Meathering, 
fine-grained sandstone*** ***1·5 em 
(C2.3>; rare medium to 
thick beds**** (C2.2) ****20·50 em 
similar to 2 but thicker 
bedded; greenish-grey 
siltstone*, black 
shale**, orange· 
Meathering, fine· to 
medium·grained 
sandstone*** 
*10·60 em 
**1·15 em 
***15·60 Clll 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
• sharp & planer contacts; struc· 
tureless or vaguely laminated 
**parallel laminated 
*** sharp & planar contacts; 
Bouma: 8 or D. C; convolute laM. & 
loaded ripples c....,., 
**** thicker beds with vague nonnel 
grading and med. scale cross·bdg. 
* as above 
** as above 
*** normal grading; Bouma: I or D. 
c. ac. IC; medium-scale cross·bdg. 
in some of the thicker beds 
(commonly convoluted) 
Occurrence In 
Study Area 
2a at the blse of the 
AMerican Tickle Fm. 
on Bakeepple Island 
(Pistolet Bay) & all? 
of the Allier i can 
Tickle in Hare Bay 
2b all of the 
AMerican Tickle Fm. 
around Bonne Bay 
Interpretation 
diatal turbiditea (mre 
proxiMil than 1): mstly 
turbiditic ~ silts 
deposited rapidly fr0111 
high concentration, silt· 
or IIIUd·dcllinated fl01111 & 
lesser pelqic sedi~~ent & 
classical sandy turbid· 
ites deposited fr0111 high 
concentration currents 
Litho-
facies 
3a 
3b 
4a 
Components & 
Style of Bdg. 
Bed 
Thick-
ness 
thin to medi~ beds of *10·20 em 
green-grey siltstone* 
(01.1) interbedded Nith 
minor shaley strata (1a) **15·20 em 
and minor medi~ beds of 
fine· to medi~- grained 
sandstone** (C2.2?> 
similar to 3e plus thick *60·80 em 
beds of medi~- to very 
coarse-grained sandstone* 
(C2.2> 
thin to thick beds of 
fine· to medium-grained 
sandstone* <C2.2/C2.3> 
and lesser (<SOX> inter· 
bedded shale or thinly· 
interstratified shale, 
siltstone & very fine· 
grained sandstone** 
*5·60 em 
**5·150 em 
Table 8. 1 continued 
Lithofacies 3 ISiltstone-Dominatedt 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
* planar upper & lONer contacts; 
lack distinct internal structure 
** planar upper & l01o1er con· 
tacts; normal grading; lack distinct 
internal structure 
* normal grading; lack distinct 
internal structure 
Lithofacies 4 CSendstone-Domineted) 
• planar l01o1er & upper contacts; 
flutes conmon; erosional channelling 
& lateral pinching out of beds 
unconmon; ~n:onmonl y -lg-ted; 
801.111111: B, BC, C; cl iiiD. ripple 
cross-lam. & convolute l8111ination 
conmon 
Occurrence In 
Study Area 
3a & lb occur in 
vertical succession 
above 1b in Southwest 
Feeder, together 
foming a single -70 
m thick thickening· 
and coarsening·upNard 
s~e 
4a: base of the 
Mainland Sandston.• at 
Mainland; occurs in a 
structurally isolat~ 
outcrop on the coast 
at WBC; base of the 
~rican Tickle F•. 
at Springs Inlet 
Interpretation 
int,_.iate to pi"QQli•l 
turbidites: IIIOStly 
turbiditic silts 
deposited rapidly fr~ 
suspension fr011 ION 
concentration, silt· 
donlinated flONS & lesser 
sand deposited fr~ 
ca.paratively large, high 
concentration currents 
prw.i•l turbiditea: all 
sub-lithofacies cOftPOSed 
.astly of turbiditic 
sands deposited fr~ high 
velocity, high concen-
:.-:.~ion currents; 
4a - 4d are classical 
turbidites; absence of 
typical turbidite &true:· 
tures in 4e sandstones 
<except crude l•ina· 
tion') .. y indicate rapid 
deposition fr• a dense, 
cohesionless suspension 
or be the result 
of fluidization 
Utho-
facies 
4b 
4c 
4d 
4e 
Table 8.1. Lithofacies 4 (Sandstone-Dominated) continued 
Components & 
Style of Bdg. 
Bed 
Thick-
ness 
1110stly (80%) medium to *30-100 Clll 
thick beds of medium-
grained sandstone & 
lesser fine- and coarse-
grained sandstone* (C2.2> **<10 em 
& minor thin black 
shale** interbeds 
medium to thick beds of 
fine- to very coarse-
grained sandstone 
(C2.2/C2.1) & minor 
argillaceous interbeds** 
(ie. 1b&1c) 
thick to very thick, 
coarse-grained sandstone 
or granule-based beds* 
(C2.1) Mith •inor 
argillaceous interbeds** 
*20-120 em 
*70- 200 em 
**<15 Clll 
thick to very thick, *50·200 ~ 
Medium- to coarse·grained 
sandstone* (B1.1 or S2.1) 
& •inor argillaceous 
interbeds** 
Sedimentary 
Structures 
* planar lOMer & upper contacts; 
thickest beds commonly amalgamated; 
* medium-grained beds Nith Bouma: 
A, B, ABal, BC, C, CD 
* thinner & finer-grained beds Mith 
Bouma: AC, CD; loaded ripples & 
convolute lamination common 
* thick, coarse beds Nith Bouwe: 
AlorBC 
* thicKest & coarsest beds Nith 
erosional or loaded bases; ~ly 
-lg-ted; nor11111l grading; Bouma 
A, AI, AC; some rippled horizons 
convoluted 
* finer-grained & thinner beds Nith 
pl-r or erosional bases; some 
pinch out laterally over several 
t- of metres; nol'lll81 grading; 
Bouma: A, ABC, AC, ABal; division C 
commonly Mith .edium-scale cross-
bdg., climb. ripple cross-1 ... &tor 
convolute tam. 
* cOIIIIIOI"IlY _,g .... ted; non1111l 
grading; BOUIIII: A, AI, AC; division 
C commonly convoluted 
* planar or erosional bases; sOMe 
pinch out laterally; thicker beds 
c_,ly -lg-ted; crude, tOM-
angle stratification in some beds; 
fluid escape structures in others 
Occurrence In 
Study Area 
4b gradationally 
over I ies u at 
Springs Inlet, 
c~rising a -40 • 
thick, thickening- & 
coarsening-upward 
sequence 
4c & 4d in Table 
Point and spudgel's 
Cove sections only; 
Table Cove: 4c over-
lies 1a, 1b & 1c at 
the base, ccnprising 
the top half of 1 40 
11 thick coarsening-
up-Nerd sequence; 4d 
over I ies 1 second, 1c 
interval f~naing the 
top 17 • of a second, 
37 • thick, thicken· 
ing- & coarsening·up-
lllrd sequence; 
Spudgel's Cove: 4c 
overlies 1a & 1c at 
the base, fonaing the 
upper 100 • of the 
sequence 
4e: top of the Main-
lend Sandstone at 
Mainland ( • ..,im, 
1988), over I ying 4e & 
thereby defining a 
single >700 • thick 
thickening· & coar-
sening-~rd 
~· 
Interpretation 
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8.2.2 Litbofaeiea 2 (liltatooe- aod Sbale-Doaioated) (Table 8.1) 
Siliciclastic sequences composed primarily of thin to medium beds of 
silty shale and black shale with minor, thin or medium beds of fine-
grained aandstone (Figures 8.2.b and 8.3.e) comprise the base of the 
American Tickle Formation locally in Pistolet Bay and characterize most 
of the formation in Hare Bay (Quinn, l988a) and in Bonne Bay. 
These strata are interpreted to be mostly turbiditic, silty muda 
deposited rapidly from high concentration, silt- or mud-dominated flows 
and lesser pelagic shale and classical, sandy turbidites deposited from 
high concentration currents. Predomination of fine-grained turbidites 
and the gradational relationship with underlying black basinal shale 
locally indicate these sediments also comprise a relatively distal, 
basinal assemblage. Comparatively low abundances of pelagic muds 
suggests the depositional setting lies in a more proximal position 
within the basin than that inferred for lithofacies 1 sequences. 
Greater bed thickness and coarser grain size in sub-lithofacies 2b 
turbidites suggest it iB a 1:1ore proximal assemblage than is 
sub-lithofacies 2a. 
8.2.3 Litbofaciea 3 (Siltatooe-doaioated) (Table 8.1) 
Strata composed mostly of thin to medium beds of structureless 
siltstone with minor shale and medium to thick beds of fine- to 
medium-grained (rarely coarse) sandstone (Figure 8.2.c) makes up most of 
the American Tickle in Southwest Feeder. 
Sub-lithofacies la and 3b are interpreted to be mostly turbiditic 
silts deposited rapidly by suspension from low concentration, 
silt-dominated flows and lesser sand deposited by comparatively large, 
high concentration currents. Lack of typical turbidite structures other 
than grading in the sandstones may be a function of poor exposure (brook 
bed) rather than true absence. Paucity of pelagic shale identifies the 
depositional setting as higher energy, more persistently turbidity 
current-dominated than is inferred for lithofacies 2. 
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Figure 8.3 Siliciclastic flysch lithofacies; field photos and photo-
micrographs. Bar scales on all photomicrographs are 0.5 mm. 
a) Polished slab of thinly-interbedded shale and siltstone turbidites, 
Lithofacies la (American Tickle Fm., 'banded argillite• facies of Quinn 
(1988a); Portland Creek Pond. b) Thick shale, minor silt8tone and 
medium-scale, medium-grained turbidites, Lithofacies lc (American Tickle 
Fm.); Black Cove. c) Thin, planar-bedded eiltetone (light), ehaley 
siltatone (medium) and shale (dark), Lithofacies 2a (American Tickle 
Fm., 'eilty argillite facies• of Quinn (1988a); Northern Arm, Hare Bay. 
Hammer (arrow) for scale. d) Classical, thin and medium bedded, fine- to 
medium-grained turbidites, Lithofacies 4a (base of the Mainland 
Sandstone); Caribou Brook. e) Amalgamated, medium to thick beds of 
medium-grained turbidites, Lithofacies 4b (American Tickle Fm.); Spring 
Inlet, Hare Bay. Bed marked by arrows is about 60 em thick. 
f) Amalgamated, very thick-bedded, very coarse-grained turbidites, 
Lithofaciee 4d (top of the Mainland Sandstone (Quinn, 1988a); Table 
Cove. Up is to the right. 9) Thin section photomicrograph of 
fine-grained, quartz-rich graywacke (crossed polars); American Tickle 
Fm., Pistolet Bay (west side). Most large grains are simple quartz; (eb) 
- shale lithic; (pq) - coarse polycrystalline quartz; (eq) - strained 
quartz; (f) - feldspar. b) Photomicrograph of coarse, quartz-rich; 
American Tickle Fm., Portland Creek Pond. Matrix has been replaced by 
coarse calcite (grey, interclast material); (ee) -siltstone fragment; 
(eh) - phosphatic shale fragment; (•) - volcanic lithic (aphanitic, 
plagioclase lathes); (x) - coarse, polycrystalline quartz. Other clear 
grains are simple quartz. i) Photomicrograph of medium-grained, 
quartz-rich graywacke; Mainland Sandstone, Spudgel's Cove. Majority of 
dusty grains (x) are feldspar (f). (eh)- shale lithic fragments. Arrow 
points to iron-rich, fibrous chlorite and pyrite grain, believed to be 
an altered mafic volcanic fragment. 
Figure 8.3 
b 
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8.2.4 Lithofacies 4 (Saodatooe-doaioated) (Table 8.1) 
Siliciclastic sequences dominated by thin to very thick beds of 
sandstone (Figure 8.2.d) occur locally at the base of the flyach (eg. 
4a, Table 8.1; Figure 8.3.d), but more commonly gradationally overlie 
finer-grained turbidite lithofacies and/or compriae the atratigraph-
ically highest flysch. Sub-lithofacies 4a (Figure 8.3.d), 4b (Figure 
8.3.e), 4c, 4d (Figure 8.3.f), and 4e (Quinn, 1988a, Figure 4), in that 
order, are differentiated by increasing sandstone bed thickness and 
grain size, increasing commonness of amalgamated beds, and decreasing 
abundance of interbedded fine-grained sediments. 
These lithofacies are composed predominantly of turbiditic sands 
deposited rapidly from high velocity, high concentration currents. 
Predomination of sandstone beds suggests they all record deposition in 
positions within depositional systems more proximal than those indicated 
for the other lithofacies. Sub-lithofacies 4a, ~b, 4c and 4d are 
classical turbidite sequences with sandstones bearing sedimentary 
structures that record deposition from a waning flow (Bouma, 1962). 
High percentages of amalgamated beds in 4b, 4c, and 4tJ point to a higher 
frequency of powerful depositional currents than in sub-lithofacies 4a 
and so are inferred to be of more proximal aspect. Increasing grain 
size and bed thickness in these lithofacies records an increasing energy 
gradient which may also define a distal to proximal trend. Massive, 
amalgamated sandstones of sub-lithofacies 4e which lack typical Bouma 
sequence structures are also interpreted to have been deposited from 
thick, high velocity, high concentration currents. Absence of sediment-
ary structures in some beds may indicate rapid sedimentation of a dense, 
cohesionless suspension or reflect post-depositional liquefaction. 
8.2.5 Correapoodeoce to Subaariae Faa Facies 
All American Tickle Formation and Mainland Sandstone lithofaciea 
clearly record deposition in a turbidity current-dominated, deposi-
tional system. Each can be assigned in a general way to an environment 
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within a submarine fan complex (Figur.e 8.4). Parallel-bedded, 
unchannelized turbidites, which charucterize the vast majority of these 
lithofacies (1, 2, 3, 4a), are considered diagnostic of sedimentation in 
smooth fan environments, either the outer parts of a suprafan lobe, the 
lower fan, or basin plain. Since turbidite thicknesa and grain size in 
thoae settings decrease out toward th~ basin (eg. Normark, 1978), litho-
facies 4a, 3, 2, and 1, in that order, may be visualized as proximal to 
distal deposita from the oute~ fan to the basin floor. Actual grada-
tional, spatial relationships between their respective depositional 
environments, however, cannot be established regionally and can only be 
inferred from lithofacies sequences within a single, vertical 
succession. Maximum grain size, for example, could be determined by the 
nature of the source rather than dista~ce of transport (or flow 
velocity). As such, shale-poor, siltstone-dominated sub-lithofacies 3a 
and 3b, which occur in a sequence devoid of sandstone-dominated 
lithofaciea, may actually record deposition in a more proximal position 
of a fan system than does sandstone-dominated lithofacies 4a above 
basinal shales in another sequence. 
Thick- to very thick-bedded, amalgamated and/or channelized, 
coarse-grained sandstones, such as comprise sub-lithofacies 4d and 4e, 
are diagnostic of mid-!an channel deposits (Figure 8.4; Hiscott, 1980). 
Preservation of typical Bouma sequence structures in 4d sandstones and 
paucity of such structures in 4e sandstones may reflect more rapid 
emplacement and fluidization of the latter in a more proximal channel 
position (Walker, 1984). 
Other medium- to thick-bedded sandstones which comprise sub-litho-
facies 4b and 4c share characteristics with both unchannelized and 
channelized fan deposits (ie. planar contacts and channelling, amalga-
mated sandstones and classic turbidites), and eo in the context of the 
submarine fan model are best assigned to either a distal mid-fan or 
proximal outer fan setting (Figure 8.4). 
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Figure 8.4 Submarine fan modal (a) and generalized depositional 
sequence generated during fan progradation (b) (from Walker, 1978). In 
(b): CT=clasaical turbidites, MS~massive sandstones, PS•pebbly 
sandstone, CGL•conglomerate, DF•debris flow, SL•slump. 
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9.2.6 Vertical Sequeo~e• 
American Tickle and Mainland sandstone lithofacies are commonly 
arranged in coarsening- and thickening-upward package& (Table 8.1). 
They are recognized at the formation scale, ie. in sequences a few to 
several hundred metres thick which are thought to be the moat complete. 
Similar trends are also recognized in the basal few to several tens of 
metres of siliciclastic sequences in moRt other localities, but whether 
they continued up though the entire section was not determined. In the 
Pistolet say region Cumming (1983) and Quinn (1988a) report coarsening-
upward then fining-upward in the lower 100 m (by their descriptions) of 
the American Tickle Formation. 
Smaller thickening- and coarsening-upward packages are recognized in 
the siliciclastic sequence at Table Cove (lithofacies 4c and ,d, Table 
8.1) and are reported in the lower Mainland Sandstone (lithofacies 4a) 
at Mainland (Quinn, l988a). 
In the submarine fan model for turbidite sequences (Figure 8.4) 
coars~ning- and thickening-upward packages are attributed to prograd-
ation of depositional lobes of a fan (Mutti and Ghibaudo, 1972 cited in 
Walker, 1984; Walker and Mutti, 1973). Those which are a few metres 
thick are thought to record progradation of the lobe fringe, while 
sequences a few tens of metres thick are thought to be generated by 
progradation of an entire lobe. These processes may be responsible for 
the small-scale, coarsening- and thickening-upward sequences in these 
Ordovician turbidite sequences. Coarsening- and thickening-upward 
sequences recorded over a few to several hundred metres of section, 
however, can not be attributed to these processes, and instead is 
inferred to record progradation of entire depositional system(s). 
Reversal of this trend in the Piatolet Bay area suggests progradation 
was followed by abandonment of the system. 
8.2.7 Lateral DiatributioD 
Across the study area there is a fairly consistent polarity to the 
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distribution of lithofacies comprising the ailiciclastic sequence& 
(Quinn, 1988a, b; this study). In general, sequences composed pre-
dominantly of ahale, siltstone and fine-grained aandatone are beat 
developed in the most eastern and northern parts of the study area. For 
example, lithofacies 1 comprises the entire flysch sequence in Black 
Cove and West Brook and lithofacies 2 ccmprises the entire siliciclastic 
sequence in Northern Arm. In contrast, flysch sequences dominated by 
sandstone are nearly restricted in outcrop to the most western local-
ities, specifically on west Port au Port Peninsula (Mainland Sandstone, 
lithofacies 4a and 6e) and at Spudgel's Cove and Taole Cove (lithofacies 
4c and 4d). The only conspicuous exception to this trend is the 
sandstone-dominated American Tickle sequence at Big Spring Inlet (Hare 
Bay). Comparatively and consistently finer-grained siliciclastic 
sequences further east and south in Canada Bay, however, are reported by 
Cumming (1983). 
8.3 Regional ~aleocurrenta 
Current structures in the turbidite sequences regionally indicate 
flow generally to the south. Measurements from Port au Port Peninsuia 
and in the Spudgel's Cove- Table Cove area on the Great Northern 
Peninsula indicate flow direction to the southwest (Quinn, 1988a). 
Those in the Hare Bay and Pistolet Bay areas of the Great Northern 
Peninsula indicate transport to the west and south (Williams and Smyth, 
1983; Knight, 1986c). Few data collected in these areas during this 
study agree with these findings. 
8.4 Sandstone Co•poaition and Provenance 
Sandstones in the two formations are compositionally and texturally 
immature, quartz-rich feldspathic and lithic greywackea (classifica-
tion of Dott, 1964). They are poorly-sorted and are composed mostly of 
angular to subrounded grains enclpsed in an argillaceous, illitic-
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chloritic matrix ( lS-40'). Detrital components are itemized in Table 
8.2 and representative thin sections are in Figure 8.3.g, h, and i. 
Very f ine-qrained sandstones and siltstones, in comparison, are mostly 
quartz and feldspar, the paucity of identifiable lithic fraqments 
attributed to ~reakdown of such polymineralic grains by weathering and 
during transport. 
Detrital components of the sandstones indicate a geoloqically 
complex so~rce. Given the high abundance of sedimentary lithic 
fragments and conspicuous presence of volcanic lithics, and the presence 
of chromite in the heavy nineral assemblage, the .,riter agre£s with 
Stevens' (1970) hypoth~sis that the sediment came from the Humber Arm 
and Hare Bay allo-::hthons when they formed an advancing accretionary 
prism at the margin of the continent. That hypothesis is supported by 
(i) the ability to ccrrelate many of the sedimentary and igneous lithic 
fragments with specific lithologic components of the allochthons 
(Stevens, 1970) and by (ii) trace element analyses of the sandstones 
which show high conc-=ntrations of chromium and nickel and underscore the 
contribution from ultramafic sources (Hiscott, 1984). However, 
relatively high abundances of quartz and feldspar in the sandstones 
raise the question of some other, or an additional sediment source 
(Quinn, 1988b). They could simply reflect the fact that easily 
disaggregated quartzose-feldspathic sandstones in the accretionary prism 
(eg. Summerside, Irishtown and Blow Me Down Brook formations in the 
Humber Arm Allochthon (Stevens, 1970; Williar.1s and Godfrey, 1980; 
Williams et al., 1982; Quinn and Williams, 1983; Williams and Cawood, 
1986) and the Maiden Point Formation in the Hare Bay Allochthon 
(Williams and Smyth, 1983)) were major sadiment contributors. 
Alternatively, they may indicate that an exposed granitic terrane, 
specifically Precambrian basement, supplied detritus to the basin 
(Quinn, 1988b). Resolution of this provenance question awaits 
completion of more detailed petrographic and geochemical analyses of the 
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rable 8.2 Detrital Coapooeota of Allericao Tickle Fo~:W&tioD 
and Mai.olaod SaodatoDe Saodatooea 
Quart a 
P'eldapar 
Lithic 
P'ragaeot.a 
other 
GraiDI 
50·75~ 
10·25X 
10·40~ 
few X 
maxiiiiUIII 
1) IIIOnOCrystell ine 
2> fine polycrvstelltne 
3> coarl>P. polycrvstell ine' 
(SOllie strained> 
1) albite 
2) microcl ine 
3) untwinned K·sper 
1) sedi--.tary ·quartzose siltstone; quartzose, fine· to 
llll!dil..111·grained sandstone; shale/argi IIi te (several types 
disti~uished by colour); chP.rt; microsparitic r.elcite 
(I illlestonel; llledi1111 crystalline dolostone 
2) i.....- · eltered interMediate and -fie volcanics: (i) 
fine crystal! ite, fibre, and spher:Jl itic fibre aggregates of 
iron-rich chlorite; ( i i) · aphanitic aggregates of 
plagioclase lathes end/or chlorite end/or pyrite; (iii)· 
fibrous serpentine); siliceous plut.,ic fraSPef~ts: ( i) 
pllaner·itic intergrowths of quartz, l·spar and biotite 
11inor IIIUScovite, biotite, chlorite 
trace IMIOUntsof sphene, zircon, rutile, illmenite, 
clinopyroKene, chr0111ite 
1 
- some polycrystalline grains may be siliceous plutonic lithic fragments. 
Table 8.2 Detrital components of American Tickle Formation and Mainland 
Sandstone sandstones. General compositional and textural characteristics 
are baaed on field observations and petrographic examination of 
twenty-six thin-sections. Percentages of quartz, feldspar, and lithic 
fragments are visual est i.mates from ten thin sect ions of fine- to very 
coarse-grained sandstones and are in agreement with relative abundances 
given by Quinn ( 1988b) • Numbers 1 , 2, etc. denote order of abundance. 
sandstones being conducted by L. A. Quinn. 
8.5 Foaeil• aad Biogeaic Structure• 
Graptolites are the only common skeletal components. They occur 
mostly in shale, but broken fragments are also concentrated near the 
base of some turbidites. 
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There: is very little evidence of burrowing. Pelagic black shale is 
invariably laminated and primary depositional structures are invariably 
preserved in the turbidites. Small (few mm diametre), poorly-preserved 
Planolites are present on the base of some sandstone beds. 
8.6 Recoaatructioa of tbe Depoaitioaal Eavironaeot 
Siliciclastic sediments comprising the American Tickle Formation and 
the Mainland Sandstone record rapid, but episodic deposition of compo-
sitionally and texturally immature sediment by turbidity currents in a 
deep-water basin. Primary depositional structures in the sandstone and 
siltstone beds are diagnostic of rapid deposition from a waning flow. A 
deep-water setting is inferred from the occurrence of these strata 
conformably above other deep-water strata, namely the Black Cove and 
Cape Cormorant formations, and is confirmed by absence of wave-generated 
structures and by the presence of a solely pelagic, graptolite fauna. 
Absence of benthic organisms, except for a sparse soft-bodied infauna, 
and preservation of primary sedimentary structures suggest the basinal 
waters were strongly dysaerobic or anoxic (Byers, 1977; Savrda fi a1., 
1984). sandstone composition indicates derivation from geologically 
complex sources comprised of sedimentary, volcanic, plutonic, and 
possibly metamorphic elements. 
Regional paleocurrents suggest the turbidites were deposited in an 
elongate, northeast-trending basin that dipped off to the south. The 
distribution of thick, coarse, channel-like sandstones suggests that the 
major depositional axis of the basin was situated on th~ western flank 
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of the outcrop belt. Coarsening and thickening of turbidites up through 
the siliciclastic sequences indicate that sedimentation was accompanied 
by progradation of the depositional system(s) into the basin. 
8. 7 Diacuaaioo 
American Tickle Formation and Mainland sandstone siliciclastics are 
similar to other ancient flysch sequences, particularly counterparts 
further south in the Appalachian orogen (eg. Rickard and Fisher, 1973; 
Morris, 1974; Hiscott, 1977; Walker and Keller, 1977; Shanmugam, 1980; 
Belt and Bussi6res, 1981; Shanmugam and Lash, 1982; Lash, 1988), as well 
as in other foreland basins (eg. Poole, 1974; Ghibaudo, 1980; Hoffman, 
1987; Ricci Lucchi, 1985;). Moreover, the lithofacies which comprise 
them correspond closely to those which form the framework for the 
submarine fan model for deep-water turbidite sedimentation. Regional 
paleocurrents from the two formations, however, do not indicate a fan 
geometry for the entire basin, and detailed lithofacies and paleocurrent 
data necessary to establish their presence locally were not obtained in 
the course of this study. 
A tilted, trough configuration for the basin is a reasonable recon-
struction based on limited paleocurrent data. However, there is no 
obvious north to south, proximal-distal gradient indicsted by grain 
size, bed thickness or depositional structures in the siliciclastics 
sequences to suggest sediment was supplied to the basin mostly or solely 
via its up-slope, northern end. Instead, some features of the 
siliciclastic sequences suggest that the sediment was introduced to the 
basin at several points: 1) distinctive outcrop expression of 
siliciclastic sequences different regions of the study area; 2) presence 
of proximal turbidite lithofacies at Big Spring Inlet (Hare Bay) 1 3) 
restriction of some lithofacies to limited areas, such as lithofacies 2a 
to the Pistolet Bay and Hare Bay areas and Lithofacies 2b to the Bonne 
Bay area. Furthermore, the regional west to east, proximal - distal 
trend defined by the distribution of lithofacies is quite unlike what 
would be predicted given evidence that the source of the sediment w~s 
located off to the east. 
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All of these features have important implications for foreland basin 
configuration, sediment dispersal and depositional history. They are 
addressed in Part II - Sedi•eotatioa aod Tectooica, Chapter 14. 
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CBAPTBR 9 
SEDIMENTOLOGY OP TBB DJUfiBL' S BARBOUR NIIIBBR (OOOSB TICitLB GROUP) 
9.1 General Cbaracterietice and Stratigraphic Relationebipe 
The Daniel's Harbour Member of the Goose Tickle Group is thin to 
massive beds of limestone lithoclast conglomerate and thin to very thick 
beds of quartz-bearing, limestone lithoclast calcarenite which locally 
punctuate fine-grained, American Tickle Formation siliciclastics 
(Chapter 8) (Figure 9.1). Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerate also 
occurs locally as isolated lumps in melange at the base of the Humber 
Arm Allochthon. Neither lithology is recognized in the Mainland 
Sandstone. 
Daniel's Harbour Member beds differ from Cape Cormorant Formation 
conglomerates and calcarenites (Chapter 6) in three respects. 1) They 
are not rhythmically-interstratified with shale, but sporadically punc-
tuate turbiditic, siliciclastic sediments. 2) The conglomerates are, on 
average, very thick or massive and, rather than being conspicuously 
polymictic, are composed mostly of grey-brown limestone clasts. 3) The 
calcarenites are a mixture of carbonate lithoclast and siliciclastic 
grains, including sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic lithic 
fragments. 
9.2 Liaeatone congloaerate 
9.2.1 Deacription 
Two distinctive types of limestone conglomerate are present 
{Figure 9.2). Claat-aupported congloaerate characteristically 
comprises light grey, massive-appearing beds which lack obvioua primary 
sedimenta:y structures and internal organization (Figure 9.3.a,b). Of 
the two conglomerate lithologies it is moat widespread, occurring in 
many American Tickle sequences between Port au Port Peninsula and Cape 
Norman at the tip of the Great Northern Peninsula (Figure 9.1, inset). 
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Figure 9. 1 Measured sections of the American Tickle Fm. showing the 
stratigraphic distribution of Daniel's Harbour Member beds (shaded). TP, 
Table Point Fm.; ~. Table cove Fm.; BC, Black Cove Fm.; AT, American 
Tickle Fm.; DB, Daniel • a Harbour Member. Inset map shows the locations of 
all measured sections with conglomerates and/or calcarenites in the 
American Tickle. They are absent between Serpentine Lake (SL) and Bonne 
Bay (BB) (Williams and Godfrey, 1980; Williams ~ al., 1982; Quinn and 
Williams, 1983; Williams and Cawood, 1986). 
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Figure 9.2 Schematic sections of clast-supported and matrix-supported 
conglomerates characteristic of Daniel's Harbour Member beds. 
Abbreviations are as follows: M, mudstone; Yfa, very fine sand; Yea, very 
coarse sand; x-atrat., cross-stratification. Arrows in calcarenites 
signify normal grading; B, c and D refer to Bouma sequence divisions. 
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Figure 9. 3 Daniel • a Harbour Member conglomerates; outcrop and slab photos 
and photomicrographs. a) Massive, clast-supported conglomerate at Black 
Cove (Figure 9.1.1). Up is to the left. Metre stick (arrow) for scale. 
Boulder debris in the foreground is weathered conglomerate. 
b) Pebbly clast-supported conglomerate with out-sized limestone boulders 
(arrowa) at Daniel's Harbour (upper bed in Figures 9.1.3 and 9.4). Hammer 
for scale. c) Polished slab of clast-supported conglomerate from Eastern 
Head. Different colours of clasts demonstrate the polymictic nature of the 
conglomerate. Moat grains in clasts are skeletal fragments. Interclast 
matrix is a mixture of carbonate and clays; clast contacts are marked by 
dark pressure dissolution seams or micro- stylolites (arrows). d) Ribbon 
limestone rafts in clast-supported conglomerate at Daniel's Harbour (upper 
bed in Figures 9.1.3 and 9.4). Hammer (arrow) for scale. e) 
Clast-supported conglomerate with fossiliferous wackestone megaclaat 
(directly behind and left of measuring stick) and rounded coarse-grained 
sandstone boulder (sat); Eastern Head locality south of Cliffy Point. 
Bedding is preserved in the limestone clast; its contact with encloeing 
conglomerate is gradational. Divisions on scale are 10 em. f) Broken up 
and folded quartzose calcarenite clasts in clast-supported conglomerate at 
Black Cove. Metre stick for scale. g) Massive, pebbly, clast-aupported 
conglomerate with outsized, quartzose sandstone boulder (arrow) and white 
fenestral limestone block (to the right); Eastern Head locality south of 
Cliffy Point. Divisions on measuring stick are 10 em. b) Polished slab of 
mottled Stromatactis mound limestone clast from the conglomerate at 
Piccadilly. Scale is in centimetres. 
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Figure 9.3 continued i) Helicopter view of the fossiliferous wackestone 
olistolith at the south end of Cliffy Point. Lithistid sponges in the 
clast indicate derivation from the sponga-oncolite biostrome of the 
Table Point Fm. Massive debris on the left is clast-supported, pebbly 
conglomerate. j) Rubbly, matrix-supported conglomerate on the west side 
of Piatolet Bay (Figure 9.1.5). Bedding is nearly horizontal; prominent 
atylo-foliation is nearly vertical. Division& on acale are 10 em. 
k) Close-up of pebbly, matrix-supported conglomerate shown in j). 
Divisions on scale are 10 em. 1) Fine pebble conglomerate with outsized 
shale clasts; top of the conglomerate at Northern Arm (Figure 9.1.4). 
•) Raft of interbedded shale and coarse-grained, turbiditic sandstone 
(arrows) in the matrix-supported conglomerate (cgl) at Northern Arm. 
Bedding in the conglomerate dips -75° to the left (west); prominent 
stylo-foliation dips -55° to the right (east). Divisions on scale are 10 
em. n) Photomicrograph of matrix-supported conglomer~~e from Northern 
Arm. Vary closely-spaced pressure dissolution seams or argillaceous 
material and scattered siliciclastic silt and dolomite (white grains) 
characterize the matrix between clasts in the plane of stylo-foliation. 
More widely-spaced pressure dissolution seams and pseudospar make up the 
matrix between clasts in the plane perpendicular to the foliation 
(between arrows); very thin rinds of bladed calcite are a pressure 
shadow phenomena that occur along those contacts. w, fossiliferous, 
peloidal wackestone; p, peloidal, fossiliferous packstone. Bar scale is 
0.5 mm. o) Photomicrograph of coarse-grained quartzose lithic sandstone 
clast from Eastern Head. f, feldspar; as, fine sandstone; d, dolostone; 
sb, shale; ls, limestone; v, volcanic lithic (plagioclase lathe-
chlorite-pyrite (centre); fibrous chlorite (bottom)); p, phosphatic 
shale?. Matrix is replaced by ferroan calcite. 
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It is best exposed at, and in the vicinity of, the type locality, 
Daniel's Harbour (Figure 9.4). Matrix-aupported coogloaerate, in 
contrast, forma speckled, light grey and black, knobbly··weathering beds 
(Figure 9.J.j,k). It occurs in American Tickle sequences only in the 
northern part of the study area (Figure 9.1, inset). 
Physical attributes of the two conglomerate lithologies are shown 
schematically in Figure 9.2 and are detailed in Table 9.1. In common 
they 1) show the same range of thickness, forming thin to massive beds, 
2) are primarily composed of pebbly limestone debris (Figure 9.5), 3) 
generally lack internal organization, oriented clast fabric (Figure 
9.6), and sedimentary structures and 4) are overprinted by a prominent 
style-foliation commonly at a high angle to bedding (Figures 9.2, 
9.3.j,k,n and 9.4). 
The most outstanding difference between the two lithologies is 
abundance of matrix, hence the clast- versus matrix-supported texture of 
the beds. They are further distinguished from each other by the 
following: 1) Pebbly clast-supported beds commonly contain dispersed 
cobbles and small boulders, scattered, out-sized boulders, and, locally, 
enormous limestone blocks or slabs ranging from 5 to 10 m up to more 
than 45 m in maximum dimension (Figure 9.3.b,d-g,i). Matrix-supported 
beds, in contrast, are on average, even more uniformly fine-grained; 
limestone clasts exceeding 20-30 em in diameter are uncommon. 2) 
Clast-supported conglomerates contain a noticeable, albeit small 
percentage of •exotic' clast types including other distinctive types of 
limestone, dolostone, chert and siliciclastic clasts (Figure 9.3.d-g; 
Table 9.2). Matrix-supported beds are more compositionally homogeneous; 
all •exotic' clast types (with the possible exception of siliciclastic 
ones) are even more uncommon than they are in clast-supported conglom-
erates and some (eg. part~d and ribbon limestone, white fenestral 
limestone, dolostone, and chert) are not present (Table 9.2). 3) The 
most common outsize clast in massive, clast-supported beds is 
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Figure 9. 4 Map of Daniel' a Harbour Member conglomerate• at Daniel • a 
Harbour. The lower bad haa vary large claata (shaded) mostly concen-
trated near the top. Upper bad haa a high relief lower contact and ia 
matrix-rich in the lower several metrea. Both bade contain large pab- bly 
conglomerate clasta. American Tickle Fm. claatica underlie the subtidal 
gut bat-en the two beda and are exposed only at vary low tide. 
Table 9.1 Characteristics of Daniel's Harbour Member Conglomerates; Abbreviations are as follows: D.Bbr., 
Daniel's Harbour; C.P~., Cliffy Point; B.Bead, Eastern Head; cgl., conglomerate; la, limestone; A.T., American 
Tickle Fm.; Q, quartz; r, feldspar; M, mudstone; bdg. bedding. 
1 At several localities precise measurements are difficult to obtain because contacts with enclosing 
siliciclastics are not exposed and the attitude of bedding is uncertain, or the possible effects of tectonic 
folding or faulting cannot be determined. 
Thic:u-. ' 
Texture (Figure 9.!') 
~it ion 
(Table 9.2) 
Metria 
(Table 9.2) 
Table 9.1 Characteristics of Danie''s Harbour Member Conglomerates 
Clast-Supported COngla.erate 
0.1-70 m; most are >10m ~hick 
- basal: sharp with a few cmtdr.1 erosional relief or loading C~l~ept bed 1 at 
D.Hbr. with 7-8 m, Figure 9.4); underlying clastics conmonl·; fnldP.d & rip·ups (up 
to several m long) concentrateo near the base; some very thi.:k ~fl 11i th a basal 
melange·like zone that grades~ into pebbly cgl. (Figure 9.1.4) 
-~= sharp & relatively flat with a f~11 em hummocky relief c~xe~pt the l~r 
bed at O.Hbr. with protruding megaboulders, figure 9.4) 
• thick & mnssive beds tabular at the scale of the outcrop 
· relatively thin beds (<3m) pinch & swell due to erosion at the base & hummocky 
topography on the l.op of the bed 
poorly·sorted, but mostly composed of pebbte·size & smaller (<5 em> clasts; 
commonly 11ith dispersed cobbles & small boulders (10·40 em), scattered outr.ized 
boulders (1·4 m), & locally enormous blocks or slabs from 5·10 m up to 45 m in 
maximum dimension (eg. O.Hbr., C.Pt., E.Head) 
• thinner beds (<3m ) are consis>ently finer-grained, lacking clasts ~1 m across 
mostly fossil·bearing, peloidal ls clasts Cover the entire clast aize range); 
scattered fossils as clasts include lithistid & calcareous sponges & sponge 
holdfasts, & orthoconic & coiled cephalopodG 
· largest limestone clasts commonly disintegrating along the margins into pebble 
size debris 
minor amounts of 'exotic' limestone & clastic clasts 
· large clasts of ribbon & parted Is commonly folded &/or broken Into plate-
shaped clasts; siliciclastic clasts commonty folded & disintegrating along the 
margins contributing matrix to the cgl. 
5·15X; dark grey·brown, black, or greenish-grey mixture of carbonate mud, clays, 
disseminated silt & sand size calcite grains (some skeletal fragments) & 
authigenic nonferroan dolomite; minor Q & F silt & sana, very minor sand·size 
lithics (as occur in A.T. clastics (Chapter 8) & clastic clasts in the t·gl.) 
(Figure 9.3.c) 
Metria-SUpported Congla.erate 
0.1·62 m; most are <10 • thick 
same as for elast·supported beds 
similar to elast·supported beds 
poorty·sorted, predominantly r~le·sfze 
clasts; on average finer·grained than 
clast-supported conglomerates, clasts 
greater than 20·30 eM across are rare; 
largest clasts Cup to 5·10 m long) are 
either black shale, siltstone or sandstone 
similar to clast·s~:<ed egl.; large 
fossils rarely occur as ciscrete clasts 
·rare large ls clasts alao disintegrati~ 
along the margins into pebble size debris 
'exotic' limestone & clastic clasts more 
uncommon than in clast·supported cgl. 
- large siliciclastic clasts c01.morly 
folded & disintegrating along the margin8 
contributing natrix to the cgl. 
35·60X (g-rally decreases in abundance 
up through the bed>; black calcareous 
shale with silt· to granule·size grains of 
microsparitic ls & comminuted skeletal 
debris plus disse~inated silt·size, 
authigenic nonferroan dolomite; minr.r 
(!5X) silt and vf sa~·size Q, F & 
muscovite (except in the viei~ity of 
disintegrating clastic clasts) (F!gure 
9.3.n) 
Internal Structure 
Clast Fabric 
(figure 9.6) 
Sedi..-.tary 
Structures 
Stylo·fol iation 
Table 9. 1 com.nued 
Clast-SUpported Congla~erate 
predominantly disorganized 
- discontinuous, roughly bedding· parallel parting defines thick to massive 
;ayers, but does not correspond to discernible changes in composition or texture 
- inverse grading at D.Hbr. (figure 6.4) defined by concentration of outsized 
bloc~s & rafts at the top of the lower bed 
• crude nDIWil grading (accoqlanied by a decrease in matrix) in some beds that 
are gradationally overlain hy graded calcarenite/calcirudite 
most clasts are equidimensional & show no preferred orientation 
• M plates disposed at all angles to bdg., are preferentially oriented sub-
parallel to bdg. or gently-inclined 
• large inequidimensional clasts & rafts also with highly variable orientation 
(original bdg. in those clasts locally parallels cgl. bdg. suggesting that clast 
bedding defines the broadest a·b plar~ of the clast (Figure 9.6.c)) 
mostly lacking 
· tapering, sediment-filled fissures (<10 em wide) extending 0.5-2 m down from 
the top of the bed present locally; filled with 1) finer-grained limestone 
congl~~rate (where overlain by calcarenite, eg. Baker's Brook) or Z> black silty 
shale (where directly overlai~ by A.T. clastics, eg. Stag Brook) 
prominent; commonly oriented at moderate to very high angles to bdg.; clast 
contacts commonly defined by micro-stylolites or pressure dissolution s~ams 
- does not overprint limestone clasts, but is expressed as cleavage ir some 
siliciclcstic clasts 
- proven locally to parallel axial planar cleavage in adjacent A.T. clastics 
which is interpreted to have formed in response to folding during Acadian 
(Siluro-Devonian) orogenesis (eg. Cawood and Williams, 1988) 
Matrix-Supported Congla~erate 
predominantly disorganized 
- vagUP ....,._, grading in two of the 
thicker beds; top few to several em 
composed of a bimodal mixture of gran. 
small pebble Is clasts & lg. shale clasts 
(10-30 em long) (figure 9.3.1) overlain by 
graded calcarenite 
same as for clas.t-supported cgl.; paucity 
of plate-~haped M clas~s precludes 
establishing whether they are 
preferentially oriented; silicic"astic 
clasts appear to be ~riented with their 
broadest dimension sub-parallel to bdg. 
none 
very well-developed; expressed as very 
closely-spaced pressure dissolution seams 
within the ~trix & at clast-matrix 
contacts 
- locally overprints limestone clasts; 
invariably expressed as cleavage in 
clastic clasts 
- also parallels a~ial planar cleavage 
(eg. Wiliams and Smyth, 1983) 
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Figure 9.5 Clast size distribution in clast-supported conglomerates. 
Graphs are baaed on point counts using a spacing of 10 em in transects 
spaced 2-6 m apart perpendicular to strike, generally up through the bed. 
At Black cove the number of points (n) • 184; maximum clast size in 
transects (max) • 40 em in diametre. At Cliffy Point n • 327, max • 4 m 
by 4 m. At Daniel's Harbour (lower conglomerate) n • 232, max • 80 em by 
50 em by 15 em. At Daniel's H~rbour (upper conglomerate) n • 251, max= 
5 m by 2. 4 m by 1. 3 m. 
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Figure 9. 6 Clast fabric in Daniel • a Harbour Member cong ... omerates. Equal 
area lower hemisphere projections of poles to plate··shaped mudstone clute 
in clast-supported conglomerates at a) Black Cove and b) Daniel's Harbour 
and in matrix-supported concJlomerate at cl) Pietolet Bay. Clasts range in 
size from 10-50 em long, 2-10 em thick and have variable widths. They are 
sub-parallel or gently inclined with respect to bedding in clast-supported 
beds, but show no preferred orientation in the matrix-supported one. c) 
Projection of poles to primary bedding in aegaclasts in the conglomerates 
at Daniel's Harbour. 
Table 9.2 Composition of Daniel's Haibour Member Conglomerates 
Bleck D.,iel's llbr. D.,iel '• llbr. Clifty West Pist:,let 
Cove (l-r bed) (l.f!PI!r bedi Point lay 
ClMt Type X X X :1 X 
brown·gr~y 95 86 86 90 92 
equldi~~ensional 
l i 111es tone• 
grey-brown 4 7.5 11 7 <5 
plate· shaped 
l i 111es tone .. 
white fenestral <1 2.5 0 1.5 0 
l i~~~estone 
1110 ttl ed ill2!!!!. 0 2 0 <1 0 
tact is l i~~eston~ (present) 
dolostone <1 0 0 0 0 
(present) (p.-esent) 
chert 0 0 0 0 ,) 
(present) (present) 
dark grey, black or <1 2 3 <1 4 
green, fine to coarse 
clastics 
l i thoclast 0 0 0 0 0 
calcarenite (presert) (present) (present) (present) (present) 
pebbly limestone 0 0 0 
conglomerate (present) (present) (presel"t) (present) 
Metria 7 9 7 ? 50 
• (nurber of points) =148 199 235 20(1 203 
Table 9.2 Composition of Daniel's Harbour Member Conglomerates; point 
count data. 
• - containing variable amounts of skeletal debris, peloids, intraclasts 
and oncolites over the range of depositional textures form mudstone to 
grainstone, floatstone and rudstone 
•• - predominantly mudstone or fossil-poor wackestone, commonly 
neomorphosed to microspar or pseudospar 
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fossiliferous limestone, conunonly with preserved thin, stylo-suturud or 
stylo- nodular bedding anc typically disintegrating along the margins 
into pebbly aebris (Figure 9.3.b,d,h). The largest clas~s in matrix-
supported conglomeratP.s are either black shale, siltstone or sandstone 
which are typically folded, are disintegrating along the margins and 
merge with ambient matrix of the ~onglomerate (Figure 9.J.l,m). 
More detailed descriptions of clasts components and their inferred 
or determined provenance are presented in Chapter section 9.5. 
9. 2. 2 Iot·•rpretat.ion 
Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates are interpreted as subaqueous 
debris flow deposits. Poor size sorting, absence of stratification, and 
chaotic disposition r,f plate··shaped clasts relative to bedding imply 
that tractive currents were not involved in sediment transport or 
deposition (Middleton and Hampton, 1976). The general absence of 
channelling along the bases of most bed= demonstrates that the debris 
was largely transported above the seafloor. For matrix-supported 
conglomerates deposited from flows with abundant argillaceous material 
the predominant mechanisms by which clasts were held in suspension 
during transpo~t would have been the cohesive strength or the fluid 
matrix and buoyancy (Hampton, 1S75, 1979; Lowe, 1982). For clast-
supported conglomerates deposited from flows lacking abundant argil-
laceous sediment the predominant supporting mechanisms more likely would 
have been grain to grain contacts, dispersive pressures caused by col-
lisions between clasts, and possibly turbulence (Pierson, 1981; Lowe, 
1982). (The reader is referred to relevant discussions on the signifi-
cance of grading (or lack of it) in Chapter section 6.2.3 presented for 
similar debris flow conglomerates and megaccnglomerates in the Cape 
Cormorant Formation.) 
Relatively abundant siliciclastic clasts and greater percentage of 
matrix at the bas~ of the beds indicate that soft, underlying sediment 
was plucked and incorporated during transport, thereby contributing 
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watery, argillaceous an~ silty matrix to the moving debris. Zones of 
folded or disarticulated clastics beneath some beds suggest that 
transport and emplacement of very thick flows trigger~d sliding and 
folding of the underlying sediments. Given the basinal setting for the 
~mbient siliciclastics (Chapter 8), deposition is inferred ~o have 
occurred by frictional freezing at the base of the flow rather than by 
an abr:.tpt decrease in depositional gradient. Fissures that formed at 
the top of some beds demonstrat•"! c:ohesive strength of the conglomeratic 
sediment after deposition. Tensile stresses which produced them may 
have originated by displacement of underlying clastics, suggesting that 
in some cases the underlying zones of folded and disarticulated sediment 
were generated after ~onglomerate emplacement. 
Striking differences in the amount of matrix and general texture 
between the two types of conglomerates is inferred to reflect funda-
RH,Jttal differences in the source of the flows. Predominance of lime-
stone clasts and paucity of matrix in clast-supported conglomerates 
indicates a predominantly limestone source of the debris and that very 
little fine, siliciclastic sediment was incorporated either at the 
origin or during transport. The pebbly texture is proven to be, at 
least in part, the product of disintegration of large stylo-bedded 
limestone clasts during transport. However, the presence of pebbly 
liaaatone congloaerate claata (Table 9.2) proves that the sources 
includad other similar ~onglomerates, the reworkjng of which probably 
contributed to the large volume of pebble size debris. Abundant cal-
careous shale matrix in the matrix-supported beds, in contrast, ia 
inferred to have been generated by total remoulding of unlithified, 
argillaceous sediment incorporated at the souz:·ce of thP. flows. Further-
more, derivation from a pebble-grade source appea:s to have been of even 
greater importance for these beds. Large limestone clasts that could 
have disintegrated to pebble-size debris are uncommon, and the large 
volume of matrix, by reducing the numbers and impact of collieions 
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between clasts and fricticnal stress, would have minimalized breakdown 
of clasts during transport. Implications of the presence of reworked 
conglomerate and calcarenite clasts for provenance and origin of both 
types of debris flow conglomerates are addressed in Chapter section 
9.4.3. 
Only some of the thin clast-supported conglomerata beda, which are 
finer-grained and less poorly-sorted, may have been transported and 
deposited by mechanisn.s other than debris flow. Texturally they are 
similar to clast-supported, disorganized gravels reported from other 
ancient submarine sequences (Davies and Walker, 1974; Walker, 1975; 
Hein, 1982), which are interpreted to have been transported and 
deposited from concentrated clast dis~~ts one at the base of large, high 
velocity turbidity flows (Walker, 1975). Smaller clast size in these 
beds, however, may simply be a reflection of further disaggregation ~lth 
increased transport distance and, therefore, an expression of distal 
debris flow deposition. Paucity of matrix may be accentuated by 
compaction and pressure dissolution during burial. 
9.3 Lithoclaat Calcarenite and Calcirudite 
9.3.1 Description 
Quartz-rich, limestone lithoclast calcarenit& and calcirudite form 
thin to massive beds (5 cm-~3 m) that either gradationally overlie a 
limestone conglomerate or are discrete beds in the American Tickle 
Formation (Figures 9.1, 9.2 and 9.7.a,b). Host thick beds appear 
tabular ~n outcrop; basal surfaces are either planar cr exhibit a few t~ 
several centimetres erosional relief and upper surfaces are flat. 
Marked lateral changes in thickness are demonstrable only on the west 
side of Pistolet Bay (Figure 9.l.e) where the calcarenite overlying a 
matrix-supported conglomerate changes from l.S to 0.8 to 1.6 mover • 
distance of -1 km. The coarsest size fraction of individual beds ranges 
from granules or very small pebbles (<1 em), to medium sand. The 
- -
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Figure 9.7 Daniel's Harbour Member calcarenites; outcrop photos and 
photomicrographs. i~cations are in Figure 9.1. a) Outcrop of the 
highest calcarenite :upper bedding plane) at Black Cove. Up is to the 
left. Hammer (arrow) L~r scale. b) Graded calcarenite atop the 
matrix-supported congl~merate at Northern Arm. 2• Q and £ indicate 
massive, parallel laminated and ripple cross-laminated horizons, 
respectively, of a Bouma sequence. c) Large-scale cros~-stratification 
in the second calcarenite at Black Cove. d) Convolute lamination in the 
uppermost calcarenite at Black Cove. Hammer for scale. e) Chondrites at 
the top of the uppermost calcarenit~ at Black Cove. f) Photomicrograph 
of quartzose calcarenite from Black Cove. Contacts between predominant 
mudstone/microsparitic limestone clasts (grey) are stylolitic and 
indistinct. Black specks are authigenic pyrite. q, quartz; f, feldspar; 
o, ostracode; e, echinoderm. Bar scale is 0.5 m long. 
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thicker beds are generally coarser-graired than the thinner ones and 
commonly contain flat, pebble-size, dark shale intraclasts in the lower 
several centimetre&; the coarsest beds t.ypically gradationally overlie a 
conglomerate. 
These strata are composed mostly of limestone li~noclasts and lesser 
broken skeletal debris (Figure 9.7.f). The former are predominantly 
microsparitic mudstone and peloidal and/or fossiliferous wacke-/pack-
stone, ccmpoaitionally and texturally i1entical to clasts that make up 
the bulk of Daniel's Harbour conglomerates. Skeletal grains, the most 
common being echinoderm, ostracode and trilobite fragments, and Nuia, 
are also identical to those which occur in the lithoclasts. 'Exotic' 
siliciclastic components of thgse beds, the most common being quartz and 
feldspar, are listed in Table 9.3; all ~re characteristic of Goose 
Tickle Group sandstones and sandstone clasts in the conglomerates. They 
vary in abundance from <1-2\ in the very coarse sand - granule fraction 
to as much as 30-40\ in the medium to coarse sand size fraction in aome 
beds (Figure 9.7.f). They are invariably finer-grained than the 
carbonate grains with which ~hey occur. 
Moat calcarenite and calcirudite beds are clast-supported and 
matrix-poor. Contacts between grains are typically stylolitic (Figure 
9.7.f); finely-crystalline, blocky calcite cement never exceeds <5\ and 
is usually absent. Some calcarenites that directly overlie matrix-rich 
conglomerate contain a high perc~ntage (20-40\) of argillaceous matrix 
and are more appropriately classified as carbonate lithoclast greywacke. 
All beds are normally-graded and exhibit sequences of s~ructures 
that indicate deposition from a waning flow (Figure 9.2). Thinner, 
finer-grained calcarenites have Bouma sequence structures (eg. Tbcd, 
Tbc, or Ted) (Figure 9.7.b). Basal parts of the thicker, coarser-
grained beds, in contrast, are characterized by a zone of (i) struc-
tureless or graded granules or very small pebbles, (ii) planar to 
low-angle lamination, or (iii) planar to low-angle lamination and 
Table 9.3 Siliciclastic C~ts of Daniel's Narboll ...,_r talciturbidites 
Quartz 
Sia.,le 
coarse, polycrystalline 
Fine, polvcrystall ine 
Strained 
Feldspar 
~lbite 
Untwinned, s~ricitized orthoclase 
Microcl ine 
Sedi.entary lithics 
quartz·feldspar-mica!Chlorite very fine sandstone/siltstone 
quartzose, fine-grained sandstone/siltstone with calcite cement 
quartz-feldspar, dolomitic siltstone 
finely-crystalline, nonferroan dolostone 
medium-crystalline (0.05·0.1 mm), nonferroan dolostone 
clear chert 
orange-brown, phosphatic ch~rt 
clear, fibrous megaquartz 
dark orange·brown to black (phosphatic) strongly foliated shale 
pale green-brown, illitic, chloritic shale 
Volcanic Lithics 
iron-rich chlorite-plagioclase microlathe intergrowth 
iron-rich, fine to medium, fibrous, crystalline chlorite 
Plutonic lithics 
medium·cry~talline, plagioclase·untwinned feldspar-quartz intergrowth 
mermykite or perthite? 
Other Grains 
Biotite 
Chromi te 
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megaripple-scale (10-20 em), trough cross-stratification, in turn 
overlain by finer-grained calcarenite with Bouma sequences (Figures 
9.2.a and 9.7.c). Convolute lamination and/or loaded ripples are 
typically developed in rippled or megarippled horizons (Figure 9.7.d). 
Fluid escape dykes (<30 em long, 0-10 em wide) composed of comparatively 
coarse-grain~:>d sediment intersect bedding planes in the upper, 
fine-grained portions of a few thick beds. Sparse, current-aligned 
graptolites occur in the upper, parallel-laminated unit of s~me beds. 
Chondrites and Planolites burrows occur on the top of one calcarenite at 
Black Cove (Figure 9. 7 .e). 
9.3.2 Interpretation 
Daniel's Harbour Member calcarenites and calcirudite& are 
interpreted to have been transported and deposited by turbidity currents 
(cf. Bouma, 1962; Middleton and Hampton, 1976; Walker, 1984), Basal 
zones of unstratified granules and laminated or cross-bedded pebbly 
sandd in thick calcirudite& are comparable to normally-graded, pebbly 
sands and graded, stratified pebbly sands in other submarine st:~-uences 
(Pickering fi ll•, 1986, references cited therein) that are interpreted 
to record rapid deposition from suspension and sedimentation from 
traction bedload, respectively, from a high velocity, hi~h concentration 
turbidity flow. Soft-sediment deformation structures genersted by 
liquifaction or fluidization of the sediments shortly after deposition, 
attest to their original high water content and loose packing and 
further indicate that they were rapidly deposited. 
striking compositional simi.l~rities between these beds and the 
debris flow conglornerates indicate that the two types of deposits share 
a common sediment source and are closely related. That they commonly 
cap debris flow deposita further suggests that the currants from which 
they were deposited were generated above debris flows during transport 
(Hampton, 1972; Krause and Oldershaw, 1979; Crevello and Schlager, 
1980). As turbidity currents would likely travel further than 
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associated debris flows and deposit finer-grained sediment even further 
from the source, calcarenite and calcirudite beds which occur 
independent of a conglomerate are inferred to signal debris flow 
activity in other areas of the basin (eg. Cossey and Ehrlich, 1979). 
Limestone lithoclaats comprising the calciturbidites are essentially 
comminuted equivalents of the limestone pebbles and larger clasts in the 
conglomerates, while siliciclastic grains are inferred to derive from 
disintegrating siliciclastic clasts transported in the debris flows. 
Common provenance is further supported by fossil evidence; conodont 
elements recovered from a calcarenite at Black Cove ( BC-46 in Table G.l 
in Appendix G) are also common to clasts in the conglomerates (see 
Chapter section 9.4, below). 
9. ~ Provenance of Li tbocla at a 
Clasts that make up Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates fit into 
one of eight categories (Table 9. 4). Based solely on their gross field 
characteristics the majority can be directly correlated witt: lithologies 
comprising the Table Point Formation and younger Middle Ordovician 
sedimentary units. In order to confirm the lithologic correlations and 
establish ages of clasts of uncertain derivation 21 clast and 5 whole 
rock conglomerate samples were processed fer conodonta. Table 9.4 
details the lithologies included in each clast category, lists their 
correlative formations and lithofacies in the a1•tochthonous, sedimentary 
sequence, and provides additional comments on their distribution and 
occurrence pertinent to their origins. More detailed petrographic 
description of clast types and faunal lists of conodonts recovered from 
dissolved clast and whole rock conglomerate samples are in Table G.l. 
9. 4.1 coapoaition and Age of Clasts 
(i) Grey-brown fouiliferoua and/or peloidal liaestone Thia 
category encompa1Bes all light brown to dark grey brown limestones which 
constitute the overwhelming majority of clasts in the conglomerate• 
Tabla 9.4 Clast Componen~s of Daniel's Harbour M~mber Conglomerates. Abbre~iations are as follows: 
X, mudstone; w, wackestone; F, packstone; o, grainstone; r, floatstone; R, rud~tone; pel., peloidal; echiao., 
echinoderm; iatra., intraclastic; laa., lamination; coavo., convolute; aed., ~edimentary; vole., volcanic; 
plut., plutonic; .. ta., metamor-phic; fer., ferroan; vc•, very coarse sand-size; ••· medium sand size; c•, 
coarse sand size; graD., granule. 
( 1 ) lill£1' -IROYI 
FOSSIL I FEIKlJS 
&/01 
PELOIDAL 
LIIIESTCIE 
(2) IIITEIBEDOED 
li!IESTCIE 
' SIIAl£ 
Table 9.4 Clast Components of Daniel's Harbour Member Conglomerates 
ClAST SIZE 
& SIW'£ 
subengular to subrOlrd 
pebbles, cobbles lr 
boulders (<1 Clll--4 •> 
plus inequidilllenSional 
llll!gaclasts up to 28 111 
by 45 • in cross-sect· 
ion 
plates ( 10·60 c11 lonq, 
2-5 an thick, variable 
widths) 
defor.ed, bedded 
clasts a fev tens of 
Clll long & rafts up 
to 5·10 • long 
•- as for parted 
I i.-stone 
LITIIOLOGIES 
mostly fossiliferous W (ranges from 
fossil·poor" to very fossiliferous 
lr peloidal W/P lr pel. intraclastic 
fossil·bearing P/G/R) 
1) fossil. W with echino. & sponges 
2> fossil. W with Lapidipanis 
3) fossil. W with pel., intra., 
fossil. P or" lenses 
(~n:omnon) 
· Girvanella onco., intra., fossil. 
F/R 
echinoden. P/G/R 
· trilobi te·peloidal R 
· fine peloidal G & pel. fenestral P/G 
lXIIRELATIVE FCJIMTI«* 
&/OR LITHOfACIES (*) 
Table Point Fm. and 
lower Table Cove Fm.(*) 
· sponge·oncolite 
biostrome lithofacies 
• burrowed, fossiliferous 
wackestone lithofacies 
· burrowed, fossiliferous 
wackestone lithofacies 
sponge·oncol i te 
biostrome I i thofacies 
• echinoderm-algal 
I imestone I ithofacies 
• burrowed I imestone 
lithofacies (T. Cove F•.> 
?Basal Peritidal Unit 
(1) mudstone/microsparitic limestone* Table Cove Fonnation (*) 
(2) parted limestone (1·3 ern, planar 
or wavy, structureless or burrowed 
li~tone* & <1 c. shale) 
(3) ribbon limestone (2·10 Cll, 
planar, structureless or la111inated 
li~tone* lr 1·5 Cll, dola.itic shale 
*1, 2 & 3 are fossil·poor with 
sparse trilobites, ostracodes, radio· 
larians, gr1ptol ites lr phyllocarids 
burrowed, parted lime· 
stone lithofacies 
ribbon I 'mestone 
lithofacies 
DISTRIIIITI«* I OTIIER IXIIEIITS 
llajor limestone c~nts of all 
conglomerates; largest clasts ·tre in 
beds in the Daniel's Hbr. area. 
"ost large boulders are echinodei'JII-
rich and bear sponges. "any large 
clasts exhibit original stylo·sutur4d 
or stylo·nodular bedding. 
Peloidal I imestone lithologies are 
1110re abundant in conglomerates in the 
Port au Port and Pistolet Bay areas. 
~tone plates common to all con· 
glomerates; typically concentrated 
around ptd. & rls clasts; least 
abundant in .atrfx·supported beds. 
Parted and ~ limestone rafts are 
conspicuous coqJOnents only in the 
c01rse beds in the Daniel's Hbr. area. 
(see above) 
ClAST 
CATEii'IJIY 
(2) IIT£HEDOED 
LifE STOllE 
& SIIALE 
cont. 
(3) MOTTLED 
STIKMATACTJS 
LifE STOllE 
(4) WIIITE 
FEIIESTitAL 
LifE STOllE 
(5) DOLOSTOIIE 
a.AST SIZE 
& SMPE 
deforwd, bedded 
clasts a few tens of 
cent i•tres f.4:> to a 
few ~~~etres long 
folded clasts up to 
a few llll!tres long 
angular blocks, mostly 
>20 aa across, f.4:> to 
4·5 • across, maxinua 
angular, pebble· to 
small boulder-size 
clasts (30·50 C1ll 
across>; 1 • by 25 ct1 
in cross·section, 
IIIIXi-
angular, pebble· to 
small cobble·s i ze 
clasts <10 C1ll across 
Table 9.4 continued 
LITHOlOGIES 
(4) dol0111itic shale with li~~~estone 
noclJles 3·5 Clll thick, 10·15 c11 long); 
both c~ts with parallel 1•-: 
noclJles with sparse trilobite frag· 
llll!ntS 
(5) black MUdstone without discrete 
shale Interbeds; •icrosparitic, 
vaguely pa~atlel·laM.; sparse tri· 
lobite fragments & Sllllll, unidenti· 
fied skeletal grains 
light brown, burrowed. fossiliferous 
W or ostracode-rich W with tan, 
peloidal, fossil ifvrous P/G 1110ttles 
& internal sediment· &/or cement· 
filled (radiaxial fibrous & blocky 
calcite) Stromatactis cavities 
fine, peloidal, intraclastic P or G 
with sparse ostracodes, trilobites 
& Girvanetla mats; fine taminoid to 
coarse irregular fenestral fabric; 
fibrous marine & blocky calcite 
cement 
structureless, rarely laminated, very 
finely·crystall ine (0.01·0.02 m) & 
1110ttled, finely·crystall ine (0.02· 
0.06 •> dolostone fboth nonferroan 
with thin ferroan oversrowth~) 
CDRELATIVE RIIJIATICII 
&/OR LITIOJACJES (*) 
?thin-bedded, burrowed 
l i~~~estone lithofacies 
(eg. Beaver Brook, Rod· 
ickton Quarry & Baker's 
Brook) 
no in situ counterpart; 
probably equivalent to 
the Table Cove FM. 
Table Point Formation (*) 
Str0111atact is IIIOUI'Id I i tho· 
facies 
?Catoche Fonnation, 
possibly the Table 
Point Formation 
Tab'e Point Fo...ation? 
< possibly the burrowed 
dolostone lithofacies of 
the Basal Peri t ida I Unit) 
or the Aguathuna Fm. 
DISTIIIUTIOI I OTIEI ODNMEMTS 
Conspicuous but •inor c~ts 
of several conglOMerates in the 
Gros Morne Park area & River of 
Ponds. 
Present only in •trix·supported 
conglomerate at Morthern Ann 
(nearly indistinguishable frota 
black calcareous shale (below)) 
Present in almost all conglomer· 
ates except matrix·supported beds 
in the Pistotet Bay area. 
Largest clasts occur at Piccadilly 
developed at the top of the 
Table Point. Large clasts in 
congt0111erates in the Daniel's 
Harbour area have no in situ 
counterparts in the vicinity. 
Largest clasts are in beds in the 
Daniel's Harbour area. 
Clasts are notably absent fr0111 
matrix-rich conglomerates in 
Hare Bay and Pistolet Bay 
areas. 
Volunetrically •inor, but ::onspicuous 
components of all conglomerates except 
18trix·supported bed in the Hare Bay · 
Pistolet Bay area 
ClAST ClAST SJ ZE 
tATEGOI'f & SHAPE 
(6) CNEIT subround to subangular, 
pebble· to small cob· 
ble·size clasts, 
<10 an across, maxi· 
-
(7) SILICICLASTIC deformed, flat clasts, 
SEDIIIEIITS IIIOStly a few C111 to 
30·50 c• long, up to 
a few ~~~etres, maxi-
deformed, flat clasts, 
mostly a f~ ct1 to 
30·50 t11 long, up to 
3 by 14 • in cross· 
section 
round, equidimensional 
cobbles & boulders (0.2·2 • diametre) 
& lledil.11· to thick· 
bedded <40·80 em) 
refts up 6-8 • long 
(c_,ly folded) 
Table 9.4 continued 
LITIIOUJGIES 
pale green, off Nhite, light brown & 
black; dark clasts commonly dolomitic 
& weather yell011; some light-coloured 
clasts are mosaics of equant micro· 
quartz & ~~egaquartz & fibrous quartz 
(1) black !h!!!; slightly to very 
calcareous; slightly dolomitic; 
pyritic; sparse poorly-preserved 
graptolites 
(2) interstratified black, ~al· 
careous shale, green siltstone & 
very fine· to fine·grained sand·· 
stone; quartzose or quartz-rich, 
feldspathic greywacke; normal 
grading, parallel & convo. lam. 
(3) greenish·grey, mediu. to very 
coarse-grained sandstone; calcareous, 
lithic arenite & lithic graywacke 
(l5·75X quartz, 10·25X feldspar, 
15·40X I i~hics (IIOStly sed., plus 
minor vole. & plut. & rare meta.; 
.. trix (<5·20X) partially replaced by 
calcite, fer. calcite &/or dola.ite; 
non~al grading, large-scale cross· 
stratification, convo. 1•., flutes 
aiRRELATJVE RIIMTICII 
&/01 LITIIOFAClES (*) 
Table Point Formation 
(either the Basal Peri· 
tidal or Middle Subtidal 
Unit) or the Aguathuna Fm. 
Table Cove fonmation, 
( r. bbon l i mes tone l i tho-
facies), Black Cove For· 
mation, &lor Goose 
Tickle Group (shale· 
daninatN l ithof .. , ies) 
Goose Tickle Group 
(shale· and siltstone· 
dallinated I ithofacies) 
Goose Tickle Group 
(sandstone-dominated 
lithofacies) 
DISTR:IliTJCII I OllER CIIMIEIITS 
Volumetrically minor components of 
most conglomerates except 118trix· 
supported beds in the Hare Bay • 
Pistolet Bay area. Black clasts 
conspicuous in beds in the Gros 
Morne Park area Nhere locally un· 
derlying Table Point Fm. contains 
many black chert nodule horizons. 
'Pure• shale clasts are minor compo· 
nents of most conglomerates. Calcar· 
eous shale clasts are major components 
of matrix-supported beds in the Hare 
Bay · Pistolet Bay area. 
Conspicuous, but minor compo· 
nents of all conglomerates. 
Conmonl y concentrated near the 
base of the bed, but scattered 
throughout as well. 
The largest clasts and highest 
concentration of th .. occur 
at Eastern Head; they are pre· 
sent but ~parse at Cliffy Pt. 
Large, bedded rafts ere .. jor 
components et the base of the 
conglomerate at Northern AMI. 
C1.AST 
CATEGDrf 
( 8) IESED IIIEJIT£D 
~TE 
C1.AST SIZE 
& SUP£ 
equidimensionat blocks 
or elongate stabs <1 • 
tong to 10 11 by 5 • 
by >1.5 II (IIIBXi-) 
CthiiYler clasts c0111· 
1110nly folded) 
vaguely defined 
'boulders' and lill!ga· 
clasts, <1 11 across to 
-10 II by 15 II 
in cross-section 
Table 9.4 continued 
LITHOlOGIES 
(1) quartz-bearing, li..atone litho-
clast eatcarenite/cateirudite; very 
fine sand to granule-size sediment; 
no,.. I grading. par at let 1111. or 
structuretess; X Q,F,L varies fr011 
<1% in SOlie ves-gran. clasts to 30· 
35% in some MS·cs clasts (IIIBjority 
of siliciclastic grains are quartz) 
CXlRRflA Tl VE FORM Tlml 
W0. LIT-ACIES (*) 
Daniel's Harbour Member 
(2) pebbly, limestone lithoctast Daniel's Harbour Member 
conglomerate; poorly-sorted, clast· 
supported pebbles, cobbles & small 
boulders (in ca~~t>; 110st clasts 
similar to those in CLAST CATEGORY 
(1) plus M & white fenestral ll~~e· 
stone; low abundance of siliciclastic 
grains in 111atrix 
DISTIIIUTiml I OTIEI CDMNEITS 
Disti:lttive, but •inor c~ts 
of nearly at l Ntrix-poor eongl011· 
erates. Most clasts are llediUII· 
grained or coarser. Largest clasts 
are in beds in the Daniel's Hbr. 
area and at Black Cove. Coarse· 
grained clasts in Ntrix·supported 
beds reeogni zed as 11110rphous pockets 
of sand- & granule-size tithoctasts 
in pebbLy congtanerate. 
Largest clasts recognized in the eon-
glOMerate at Daniel's Haroour. Clasts 
in matrix-poor beds differentiated 
frOM disintegrating stylo·nodular 
limestone clasts by 'polymictic' com· 
pos.tion, & frOM enclosing conglomer· 
ate by subtle textural differences 
(which influence weathering styl~' 
such as lesser Matrix, scarce M 
plates &/or absence of large boulders. 
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(Tables 9.2 and 9.4: Figure 9.3.a, b). Lithologies included are similar 
in all respects to limestones that make up the Table Point Formation 
(Chapter 4) and the lower Table Cove Formation (Chapter section 5.2) 
(Table 9.4); moat clasts are too small and not compositionally or 
texturally distinctive enough to correlate them precisely with a 
particu~ar lithofacies. 
Conodonts recovered from representative clasts confirm the litholo-
gic correlations (Table G. 1). Moreover, conodonta recovered from t1hole 
rock conglomerate samples include many long ranging species which 
suggest that the limestone debris came from all stratigraphic levels in 
the Table Point and Table Cove formations. 
(ii) Iaterbedded liaeatoaa and abale This category includes 
clasts of typical parted and ribbon limestone, plus m~datone plates 
derived from them, as well as more atypical clasts of dolomitic shale 
with mudstone nodules and of black, even-bedded, argillaceous mudstone 
(Table 9.4; Figure 9.3.d). 
Clasts of parted and ribbon limestone and associated plate-shaped 
mudstone clasts are identical to same-named, slope lithofacies in the 
Table Cove Formation (Table 9.4; Chapter sections 5.3 and 5.4). 
Conodonta recovered from representative clasts substantiate the 
lithologic correlation (Table G.l). 
The other, locally occurring lithologies in this category are also 
inferred to have come from t.he Table Cove Formation (Table 9.4). Clasts 
of dolomitic shale with limestone nodules are comparable to shaley, 
nodular limestone which occurs at the base of the Table Cove at a few 
localities in the study area (Chapter section 5.2.4). Clasts of black 
mudstone have no ia situ counterparts, but their composition, texture 
and state of deformation moat closely ally them to the Table Cove. One 
representative clast processed for conodonta was barren (Table G.l), so 
the lithologic correlation is not proven. 
(iii) Mottled Strowatactia liaeatoae Clute of light brown and 
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tan mottled limestone with internal sediment- and cement-filled 
Stromatactis are distinctive, but volumetrically minor components of the 
conglomerates (Tables 9.2 and 9.4; Figure 9.3.h). In contrast to moat 
other limestone lithoclaata they are typically angular and are found 
breaking apart into smaller angular clasts in the conglomerates, 
suggesting that they were well-lithified and brittle at the time of 
transport. 
These clasts are lithologically identi~al to Stromatactis mound 
lithofacie• limestones that occur at the top of the Table Point 
Formation locally (Chapter section 4.4.3). This correlation is 
confirmed by conodont assemblages recovered from clasts at several 
localities (Table G.l). 
(iY) White fenestral liaestoue These clasts are also conspicu-
ous, but minor components of many conglomerates (Tables 9.2 and 9.4; 
Figure 9.3.g). Like (iii), above, they are generally angular and 
commonly are clustered within a bed, suggesting they were well-lithi-
fied and were broken up during transport. 
These clasts are similar in composition, texture and fabric to 
fenestral limestones at the base of the Tab·Le Point Formation (Basal 
Peritidal Unit; Chapter section 4.2.1). Those beds, in contrast, are 
characteristically light grer or light brown in colour. White fenestral 
limestone, however, is a dist1nctive lithofacies at the top of the Lower 
Ordovician Catoche Formation (Costa Bay member) both on the Port au Port 
Peninsula and in the Pistolet Bay area (DeGrace, 1974; Knight and James, 
1987). 
Two of three clasts processed for conodonta were barren (Tabla 0.1). 
The sparse assemblage recovered includes Cornuodus longibasie 
(Lindstrom), a long-ranging species reported from Beds 9-11 (Arenig) in 
the Cow Head Group (Stouge and Bagnoli, 1987) and from the Table Point 
and Table Cove formations (Stouge, 1984). It is possible that white 
fenestral limestone is a lithofac~es in the Table Point Formation in 
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areas outside the outcrop belt, perhaps intimately associated with the 
Stromatactis mound lithofacies. (The two types of clasts commonly occur 
together or are both absent in some conglomerates.) Other evidence that 
supports derivation from the Catoche Formation comes from conodonta 
recovered from whole rock conglomerate samples (Table G.l) which 
includes three species (Protopanderodus rectus Stouge, Pteracontiodus 
cryptodens (Mound), Tripodus laevis Bradshaw) which have been previously 
reported from Arenig age strata but not from the LLanvirnian Table Point 
or Table Cove formations. 
(Y) Dolostone Yellow-weathering, very fine or finPly-crystal-
line dolostone are minor components of most conglomerates (Tables 9.2 
and 9.4). Most are etructureless or vaguely mottled; some are finely 
(±cryptalgally) laminated. 
This lithology is common to many Early Paleozoic platformal 
formations (see Figure 6.15). With respec• to the more immediately 
underlying stratigraphic sequence, two possible origir.s are the burrowed 
dolostones in the lower Table Point Formation (Basal Peritidal Unit, 
Chapter section 4.2.1) and the Aguathuna Formation (Chapter 3). A 
single aample processed for conodonta waa barren (Table G.l). conodonta 
in whole rock conglomerate samples which could have come from lower 
Table Point lithofacies (eg. ?Erraticodon balticus Dzik) and from the 
Aguathuna (eg. Tripodus laevis Bradshaw) (Table G.l) 4upport both 
possibilities. 
(Yi) Cbert This category includes all siliceous, pebble- to small 
cobble-size clast which are sparsely scattered in the conglomerates 
(Tables 9.2. and 9.4). 
on the basis of shape, colour, crystalline fabrics, and dolon.itic 
nature of some clasts, these clasts are inferred to be sedimentary in 
origin. Their exact derivation(&) are uncertain and are likely from 
more than one stratigraphic unit. Light coloured chert nodules are 
common components of several carbonate lithofacies in the Aguathuna 
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Formation (Chapter 3). Dark chert nodules occur in both the Aguathuna 
Formation and in peritidal and shallow subtidal lithofacies of the Table 
Point Formation (Chapter sections 4.2.3 and 4.3). 
(vii) Siliciclastic sedt.ent This category includes shale, silt-
stone and sandstone clasts, all of which are distinctive but minor 
components of the conglomerates (Tables 9.2. and 9.5; Figure 
9.3.d,g,l,m,o). Common preservation of bedding and sedimentary 
structures in these clasts, combined with the fact that they are 
invariably disaggregating along their margins, demonstrate that the 
sediment was consolidated but not totally lithified at the time of 
transport. 
Black shale clasts may have come from any of three formations: the 
ribbon limestone lithofacies of the Table Cove Formation (Chapter 
section 5.4), the Black Cove Formation (Chapter 7), and the shale-
dominated lithofacies of the Goose Tickle Group (Chapter section 8.2.1). 
Graptolites in the clasts are too poorly-preserved to confirm these 
correlations. A single sample of calcareous shale dissolved for 
conodonts and graptolites yielded no identifiable specimens (Table G.l). 
Clasts of thinly interbedded black shale, green siltstone, and very 
fine- to fine-grained sandstone, as well as discrete clasts of the 
latter two lithologies, are identical in colour, style of bedding, 
composition and texture to lithologies comprising the shale and 
siltstone-dominated lithofacies of the Goose Tickle Group (Chapter 
sections 8.2.1-3). Higher concP.ntrations of these clasts near the base 
of conglomerate beds suggest that a significant proportion came from 
immediately underlying strata. 
Clasts of medium- to very coarse-grained sandstone are composi-
tionally and texturally similar to medium- or thick-bedded, sandstone-
dominated lithofacies of the Goose Tickle Group (Chapter section 8.2.4). 
They are also similar to sandstones which make up the allochthonous 
Lower Head Formation which overlies the Cow Head Group, and is regarded 
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as an older (late Arenig-early Llanvirn) equivalent of the Goose Tickle 
Group (James and Stevens, 1986; Quinn, 1988a). One clast processed for 
conodonts yielded no specimens, so the age can not be determined (Table 
G.l). However, since no other clasts in the conglomerates are proven to 
have come from older, deep-water carbonates or clastics of the Humber 
Arm and Hare Bay allochthons, these sandstone clasts are interpreted to 
have come from the Goose Tickle Group. With one exception, conglomer-
ates do not directly overlie medium- or thick-bedded sandstone, so the 
presence of these clasts cannot be readily attributed to plucking of 
immediately underlying sediments at the base of the debris flows. 
Moreover, most clasts occur well above the base of the beds and are much 
larger than would readily be entrained in that manner. They are 
inferred to have been incorporated in the flows at the source. 
(viii) Raaedi•anted carbooataa This category includes clasts of 
quartz-rich limestone lithoclast calcarenite and calcirudite, and 
poorly-sorted, limestone pebble conglomerate (Table 9.4; Figures 9.3.f 
and 9.4). Both lithologies are relatively minor components of all 
conglomerates but are mora common in clast-supported beds than in 
matrix-supported ones. Calcarenite and calcirudite are coherent, 
commonly folded clasts that are disaggregating along their margins. In 
matrix supported conglomerates they are tentatively identified as 
amorphous pockets of fine lithoclastic sediment in the otherwise pebbly 
conglomerate. Clasts of limestone conglom~rate are almost 
indistinguishable from enclosing conglomerate, comprising discrete 
boulders less than 1 m across to ill-defin•d blocks or slabs up to 10 by 
15m in cross-section (Figure 9.4). Both calcarenite and conglomerate 
clasts are inferred to have been coherent but not lithified at the time 
of transport. 
These clasts are compositionally an~ texturally identical to 
Daniel's Harbour Member beds. Conodonts recovered from one conglom-
erate clast from Daniel's Harbour include species which indicate the 
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clasts f~r.ning the conglomerate similarly come from the Table Point and 
TablE Cove formations, including lower Table Point lithofacies, as well 
as older, St. George Group strata (Table G.l). At Eastern Head 
calcarenite clasts are noticeably abundant and intimately associated 
with large numbers of American Tickle Formation clasts in the basal, 
matrix-rich part of the conglomerate, suggesting that they may have come 
trom a calcarenite interstratified with immediately underlying elastica. 
In ail other cases these clasts are not associated with clastic clasts 
and are widely distributed from the base to the top of the conglomerate 
beds, suggesting that they were originally depositionally linked to 
conglomerate. 
9.4.2 Priaary Origin of Litboclast Debris 
Original sources of the sediment transported and deposited by debris 
flows and turbidity currents were predominantly the Table Point 
Formation, plus all slightly younger Middle Ordovician, deep-water 
carbonate and siliciclastic sediments overlying it (except the Cape 
Cormorant Formation), plus some older, platformal carbonates of the 
upper St. George Group. The wide stratigraphic range represented by the 
lithoclaat debris demands that these reaedimented carbonates were 
related to faulting and uplift while deposition of siliciclastic 
turbidites continued in lhe basin. 
Two plausible, fault-related origins are considered. 1) Faults 
could have affected contemporaneous, albeit relict, platforms flanked by 
carbonate slopes that merged with the basin floor (eg. Figure S.ll.a). 
Debris flows generated by msas wasting along the shallo~ escarpments 
could have entrained slope and basin sediments either by p1ucking at the 
base of the flow or by triggering slides in underlying strata that were 
in~orporated in the moving debris during transport. 
Alternatively, debris flows and associated calcarenites may have 
been generated by mass wasting along fault scarps which uplifted and 
exhumed entire foreland basin successions in tbe basin - ie. shallow 
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water platformal carbonates and all deep-water carbonate and 
siliciclastic sediments which buried them. This explanation is favourftd 
for the following reasons. 
1) There is no conclusive evidence of contemporaneous platforms. 
All debris flow ccnglomerates and turbiditic calcarenites are 
interstratified with siliciclastic turbidites which everywhere succe6d 
and are not interbedded with deep-water carbonates. If faulting 
affected a contemporaneous platform one might expect these debris flow 
conglomerates to be interstratified ~ith toe of slope or basinal 
carbonates such as occur locally in Table Cove Formation ribbon 
limestones (Chapter section 5.4.2). Those debris flows, in contrast to 
Daniel's Harbour Member beds, contain very little slope-deri~ed clasts 
which are mostly :onfined to the base of the flow, and lack both 
reworked Daniel's Harbour Member carbonate lithoclasts and siltstone and 
sandstone clasts, supporting transport down slope from a shallow source. 
2) Clasts in the conglomerate that come from the sponge-oncolite 
biostrome, uniquely developed at the top of the Table Point platform 
~equence, as well as upper slope deposits of the burrowed limestone 
lithofacies of the Table Cove Formation, exhibit well-defined, stylo-
eutured or stylo-nodular bedding (Table 9.4). Although lithification 
and thin bedding is proven to have formed early in the shallow sub-
surface (Chapter section 4.3.4), some burial was required to have 
induced p.~essure dissolution. Burial depth can not be precisely 
defined. Bathurst (1980) suggests vertical stresses would become 
significant in dissolution processes under more than 300 m overburden, a 
depth which agrees with experimental compaction studies on unlithified, 
muddy carbonates (Shinn and Robbin, 1983). However, evidence of 
pressure dissolution has been documented in similar limestones subject 
to overburdens of no more than 90 m (Schlanger, 1964), and it is 
possible that pressure dissolution also began under only several tens of 
metres burial in these early lithified platform and upper slope 
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carbonates, especially in the presence of clay-rich partings. 
3) Broken mudst•Jne plates are the most convnon evidence of parted and 
ribbon limestone clasts in the conglomerates, indicating limestone beds 
were well lithified at the t. ... me of transport. In in situ Table Cove 
Formation sequer~es these strata are cross-cut by synsedimentary faults 
related to sliding which de1110nstrate brittle failure of the limestone 
beds but nowhere, however, are the beds broken up into plates. Even in 
gravitational elides in which primary bedding is least well-defined, 
disarticu:..ated beds comprise lu111py nodules, rather than plates. This 
sugqes~9 that parted and ribbon limestones transported in these debris 
flows were more well-lithified than iD situ counterparts, further 
suggesting they •1ere subject to burial. 
4) Clasts of semi-lithified, intrabasinal sediments, both Goose 
Tickle Group clastics and D•niel's Harbour Member carbonates, in some 
debris flow conglomerates are very large (Table 9.4) and are distrib-
uted well above the base ol.' the bed. These features argue against 
incorporation by plucking •t the base of the flows during transport, and 
suggest instead incorporation at the source of the flow in the basin. 
The lithostratigraphic sequence from which the resedimented carbon-
ates were derived is n:aarly everywhere the same. The only outstanding 
exceptions are debris flow conglomerates in the Pistolet Bay - Hare Bay 
area which appear to bear no clasts from either the Aguathuna Formation 
or the Catoche Formation. Great regional variation in the thickness of 
all lithostratigraphic units involved precludes determining exact 
amounts of uplift on escarpment sources. Taking into account what is 
know about thickness variations, and assuming that pressure dissolution 
does not necessitate very deep burial, vertical uplift could have ranged 
from a minimum of 80-100 m to a maximum of 400-500 m. The latter value 
approximates that interpreted to have occurred along the escarpment that 
gave rise to resedimented carbonates in the Cape Cormorant Formation 
(Chapter 6) • 
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9. t. 3 Nul ti-generation Origin of Daniel' a Barbour Nellber Bed a 
Clasts of calcarenite, calcirudite, and conglomerate in the Daniel' a 
Harbour Member conglomerates demonstrate that the iMec:liate sources of 
transported debris included previously deposited debris flows and 
calciturbidites. Calciturbidites interstratified with American Tickle 
elastica below the first debris flow in some sequences (eg. Figure 
9.1.1) signal earlier debris flow activity in adjacent areas of the 
basin. The fact that calciturbidite clasts do not occur with enclosing 
siliciclastics auggest.s they were originally interatratified with 
conglomerates, further suggesting that a large proportion of debris in 
the conglomerates have undergone more than one episode of transport and 
deposition. 
A multi-generation origin alae explains why the conglomerates are 
generally a heterogeneous mixture of clasts derived from a wide range of 
lithostratigraphic units. Had the debris flows originated by 
straight-forward unroofing of aource areas along fault scarps, then 
debris flows should be comprised of only basinal and slope sediments, or 
solely platform carbonates. 
9. 5 Geographic a .• d Stratigraphic Diatribution of the Daniel' a 
Barbour Nellber 
Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates and calciturbidites are wide-
spread in the study area (Figure 9.1, inset map). Among the 23 measured 
sectiona in which American Tickle Formation elastica are exposed, there 
are only 9 in which these resedimented carbonates are not present. In 
all of those cases absence due to limited exposure cannot be ruled out. 
These beds are not interstratified with either the Cape Cormorant 
Formation or the Mainland Sandstone on the far west side of the Port au 
Port Peninsula. The only other area they appt~ar to be miBiing from the 
siliciclastic sequences is in the area between just south of Bonne Bay 
further south to Serpentine Lake (Figure 9.1, inset). Although Goose 
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Tickle Group clastics occur in that area, Daniel • a Harbour Member beds 
have not been described or mapped as components of the autochthonous 
sequence. 
The conglomerates and calciturbidites punctuate American TickJ.e 
Formation clastics at all stratigraphic levels above the base of the 
formation. They appear to be more common near the base, but that this 
is a biased distribution introduced by limited exposure cannot be 
dismissed; in several places their precise stratigraphic positions, in 
fact, cannot be determined. The sequence in West Brook (Figure 9.1.2) 
demonstrates that they are present upwards of 250 m above the base of 
the American Tickle; the presence of Daniel's Harbour Member 
conglomerate lumps in the mlllange at the base of the Humber Arm 
Allochthon (eg. Shag Cliff) further suggests these carbonates occur 
relatively high in the clastic sequence. 
Only a single conglomerate or calciturbidite, or conglomerate -
calciturbidite couplet occurs in most measured sections. However, those 
in which more that one bed is present either 1) become coarser-grained 
and/or thicker-bedded up section, or 2) become finer-grained and/or 
thinner-bedded up section (eg. Figure 9.1.2), or 3) first coarsen and 
thicken then fine and thin up section. The third sequence, which is 
recognized at Black Cove (Figure 9 .1.1), defines a prograding then 
regressing wedge of debris. 1) and 2), above, are thought to record 
only the lower and upper parts, respectively, of similar debris wedges. 
9.6 Diaen•ions of Iodividu~l Beda 
None of the Daniel • a Harbour Member beds are thought to extend the 
length and width of the outcrop area. Even among closely-spaced 
sections in small regions it is extremely difficult to correlate with 
certainty any Daniel's Harbour Member beds. To some extent this is due 
to: 1) the inability to place many Daniel's Harbour Member beds in a 
precise stratigraphic context or relate them to marker beds, 2) 
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compositional and textural homogeneity among beds which renders one 
indistinguishable from another, and 3) potential lateral equivalency of 
debris flow conglomerates and calciturbiditea. Consequently, although 
some beds may be correlative, especially those which occur within fairly 
small regions, both the debris flow conglomerates and calciturbiditea 
are visualized as discontinuous sheets of variable thickness, length, 
and width in the siliciclastic ba•in sequence. 
9.7 Depositional Modal 
Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates and calciturbidites came from 
submarine escarpments that uplifted previously deposited deep-water 
clastics and carbonates and underlying platformal carbonate strata. 
They were ultimately generated by mass wasting along the escarpments and 
were deposited in a deep-water basin which was rapidly being filled by 
siliciclastic turbidites (Goose Tickle Group) derived from a 
geologically complex t~rranes located off to the east. Regionally the 
basin was an elongate, northeast-trending tro1•gh in which the 
siliciclastics were dispersed primarily toward the south. 
A model which beat accounts for 1) the multi-generational natura of 
the Daniel's Harbour Member debris flow conglomerates, 2) thickness and 
textural differences among the individual beds, 3) marked textural 
differenc~s between clast-supported and matrix-supported conglomerates, 
and 4) textural trenda recorded by the resedimented carbonates in many 
s-~iciclastic sequences is presented below and summarized schematically 
in Figure 9.8. 
Initial faulting generated escarpments which uplifted surficial, 
basin sediments and exhumed buried carbonate slope and platform strata 
(Figure 9.8.a). Uplifted, unlithified siliciclastic sediments were 
probably transported quickly basinward in slides or slumps that, with 
further displacement, evolved into debris flows and turbidity currants 
which redeposited the sediment away from the escarpments. Mass-wasting 
"" 0 
"" 
Figure 9.8 Model for the or~g~n of Daniel's Harbour Member resedimented carbonates. a) Initial faulting in 
the basin and exhumation of platformal carbonates (Table Point Fm. (TP), Aguathuna Fm. (A), Catoche Fm. (C)) 
and overlying carbonate slope (Table Cove Fm. (TC)) and siliciclastic basin strata (Goose Tickle Gp. (GT)). 
b) Continued uplift and stratigraphic unroofing recorded by predominant clast composition in first gener-ation 
debris flows c) Uplift of basinal strata and proxLmal resedimented carbonates along another fault basinward 
of the original giving rise to clast-·supported conglomerates with clasts of limestone cor.glomerate and 
calciturbidites. · d) Uplift of basinal str.\ta and distal resedimented carbonates along another fault yet further 
basinward of the original giving rise to ma~rix-aupported debris flow conglomerates composed almost exclusively 
of pebble size limestone debris and lar~1e clasts of siliciclastic sediment remoulded into matrix during 
transport. 
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of exposed carbonates along the escarpments gave rise to talus piles 
generated by rock falls and slumps. Such debris, destabilized by 
further mass wasting or changes in slope or seismic shocks associated 
with faulting, was episodically transported basinward in rock slides 
which evolved into flows that transported coarse debris away from the 
escarpment. The thickest, coarsest and, possibly amalgamated, flows 
were deposited nearest the escarpment. Successive flows were probably 
compositionally distinct, recording stratigraphic unroofing of the 
source as long as uplift continued (Figure 9.8.b). Turbidity currents, 
either generated independently at the escarpment or developed above the 
debris flows transported finer-grained, lithoclastic debris, in some 
cases depositing it directly atop a conglomerate, but more commonly 
traveling beyond the snout of the flow and depositing the material 
further out in the basin. 
Firat generation debris flows and turbidites deposited adjacent to 
the escarpment were subsequently inco~porated in younger debris flows 
(Figure 9.8.c). second generation flows and currents could also have 
been triggered by wholesale uplift along faults basinward of the ori-
ginal escarpment which, like the older structures, uplifted and ex-
posed buried slope and platform strata. Alternatively, uplift along the 
younger structures may have been much less, triggering slides that 
evolved into debris flows in only the surficial, basinal sediments, 
including resedimented carbonates and interstratified siliciclastic 
turbidites. Remobilization of proxiaal, first generation debris flows 
and turbidites gave rise to limestone-dominated, clast-supported 
conglomerates composed of clasts representing a wide stratigraphic range 
due to mixing of sev4ral first generation flows, and a wide range of 
sizes inherited from the older flows, including barely disintegrated 
olistoliths. Basinward migration of fault scarps generated a prograding 
wedge of resedimented debris, while subsequent decline in faulting and 
mass wasting at the escarpment caused regression of the debris back 
toward the escarpment. 
Uplift and remobilization of more diatal, thinner and finer-
grained, first generation flows (Figure 9.8.d), in contraat, involved 
gravitational eliding of underlying and interbeddod basinal, ailici-
clastic sediments. Remoulding of those sedimentary packages during 
transport gave rise to matrix-suppo~ted, second generation flows. 
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PART II 
SEDIMENTATION AND TECTONICS 
CIIAPTZR 10 
RSOIONAL PORBLAND BASIN EVOLUTION: INTRODUCTION 
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The vertical sequence of aedime:1tary rocks that make up the 
Ordovician foreland basin everywhere record a deepening-upward 
depositional history expressed by the dramatic change from shallow 
marine, carbonate sediments to deep water, siliciclastic sediments prior 
to emplacement of the Humber Arm Allochthons. Phases of foreland basin 
development that ,,re common to all sequences in the study area (Figure 
10.1) include: 1) tectonic uplift and subaerial exposure ot the passive 
margin, carbonate platform resulting in a period of nondeposition, 
erosion and/or karstification (Aguathuna Formation and the St. George 
Unconformity); 2) marine flooding of the deformed and eroded platform 
and renewed carbonate deposition, first in peritidal environments, then 
in shallow subtidal settings, and finally in more shallow subtidal to 
peritidal environments (Table Point Formation); 3) rapid deepening and 
drowning of the platform succeeded by deposition of deep-water 
carbonates (Table Cove and Cape Cormorant Formations) and/or shale 
(Black Cove Formation) in slope and basinal environments; 4) infl•tx of 
compositionally and texturally immature siliciclastic sediments eroded 
from lithologically complex source terranes adjacent to the foreland 
basin and rapidly deposited by turbidity current& in a deep, basinal 
setting (American Tickle Formation and the Mainland Sandstone); 5) 
exhumation of foreland basin carbonates and elastica and, locally, 
underlying passive margin carbonates, along faults in the basin and 
redeposition as debris flows and calciturbidites (Daniel's H~rbour 
Member). These phases record the physical response of a stable, 
carbonate platform to convergence and subduction of the North American 
Phases of Foreland 
Basin Evolution 
5 
~~~f.~f~~~~~~~~i~ lntrabasinal faulting, uplift ~ and cannabilization of foreland b sin s rata Deposition of siliciclastic flysch "'-
4 
~ 
Starved sedimentation 
3 
~ Platform collapse; demise 
=~~-t of carbonate sedimentation 
2 
Deposition on an unstable 
platform 
1 
Faulting, uplift, erosion and 
karst (St. George 
Unconformity) 
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Piqure 10.1 Phaaea of foreland baain evolution in the upper St. George, 
Table Head and Gooae Tickle Groupa. L.o., Lower Ordovician; Ibex., 
Ibexian; St. G., St. George Group; BPU, Baaal Peritidal Unit; MSU, 
Middle Subtidal Unit; USU, Upper Subtidal Unit. Key to other aymbola ia 
in Appendix A. 
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continent. 
A cross-section of measured aections across the study area demon-
strates that the foreland basin is most accurately visualized as a 
complex, three-dimensional mosaic of carbonate and terrigenoclastic 
units (Figure 10.2) which reflects a combination of: 1) lateral changes 
in stratigraphic relief on the St. George Unconformity; 2) large 
variations in the thickness of overlying platform limestones and in the 
vertical and lateral distribution of lithofacies which comprise them; 3) 
major differences in the type and thickness of deep-water sediments 
deposited directly atop the platform, namely two different types of 
slope to basinal carbonates and, locally, shale, plus variations in the 
vertical and lateral distribution of lithofacies which comprise them; 4) 
lateral and vertical variations in the distribution of siliciclastic 
lithofacies that fill the basin and in resedimented conglomerates and 
calciturbidites interstratified with them; and 5) lateral changes in 
contact relationships with the overlying allochthons. Heterogeneity 
among the sedimentary sequences reflects the overprint of local 
tectonics on regional foreland basin development. 
It will be shown in the following chapters that a major factor 
controlling both regional basin evolution and local sedimentation is 
synsedimentary faulting. It is postulated that the structures which 
were active were reactivated, rift-related faults linked to crystal-
line basement. Although the exact configuration of the rifted base-
ment cannot be demonstrated by field relationships, original horst and 
graben structure is interpreted to be indirectly expressed (to various 
degrees) by the trend, facing direction and polarity of Acadian faults 
which cross-cut early Paleozoic strata and uplift basement, and are 
interpreted to have been reactivated with reverse-sense displacement 
during Siluro-Devonian orogenesis (Grenier, 1990). In support of this 
interpretation is evidence that some mapped Acadian faults influenced 
Figure 10.2 Measured sections through the Table Head Group and overlying Goose Tickle Group from Port au 
Port Peninsula to Pistolet Bay (from Stenzel~ AI., 1990). Key to symbols is in Appendix A. 
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early Ordovician (passive margin) carbonate sedimentation (Knight and 
saltman, 1980). Evidence that this fault system influenced middle 
Ordovician foreland basin development lies in the fact that major 
changes in aedim~nt thickness or lithofacies commonly occur acrose 
mapped Acadian structures. Reactivation of preexisting, rift-generated 
faults is also documented in other ancient forelands (eg. Froitzheim and 
Eberli, 1990). 
Each of the five tectono-sedimentologic phases of foreland basin 
development and emplacement of the allochthons are described and 
discussed in Chapters 11-16. The influence of local tectonics on 
sedimentation are exemplified in each; all cross-sectional and aerial 
reconstructions employ mapped Acadian faults as basement-linked 
structures that were active during Ordovician time. A tectonic model 
for regional foreland basin evolution is presented in Chapter 17. 
CHAPTER 11 
PBASB ll FAULTING AND UPLIFT: 
TIIB 8'1', GEORGI: UIICONFORMI'l'Y 
':.'he regional distribution of the Aguathuna Formation (Chapter 3) 
demonstrates that peritidal environments occupied the entire western 
Newfoundland zone of the continental shelf from late Early Ordovician 
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( Ibexian) through early Middle Ordovician (Whiterockian) time. Similar 
peritidal carbonates of the same age (Romaine Formation) occur on the 
~ingan Islands ~n the St. Lawrence Lowlands indicating that the same 
c,·mditions characterized the shelf another 50-100 km further inboard of 
the margin (Desrochers, 1985). Deposition of the Aguathuna above the 
dominantly subtidal Catoche Formation indicates shoaling of the platform 
and is interpreted to reflect either slowing of sea level rise that had 
begun at the beginning of the late Early Ordovician (basal Arenig), or a 
sea level fall (Figure 4.8). 
Perception of eustasy as a fundamental control on platform sedimen-
tation during this time, as is recorded in underlying Middle Cambrian 
through early Early Ordovician carbonate sequences (Chow and James, 
1987; Knight and James, 1987), suggests deposition occurred on a shelf 
experiencing uniform, thermal subsidence. The St. George Unconformity, 
originally thought to simply define the top of the Aguathuna, is 
correlated with Knox Unconformity in the u. s. A. Appalachians, and with 
numerous other unconformities at approximately the Lower - Middle 
Ordovician boundary continent-wide, which are interpreted to record a 
major regression resulting from eustatic sea level fall (Mussman and 
Read, 1986). However, there are several aspects of the Aguathuna, all 
intimately related to the St. George Unconformity, that are anomalous to 
stable, ~assive margin carbonate accumulations and strongly suggest that 
tectonics influenced peritidal sedimentation. They include: l) 
deformation of carbonates beneath the unconformity, 2) structurally 
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controlled karst, 3) great s~.ratigraphic relief on the unconformity, and 
4) discontinuous distribution of the upper Agullthuna dolostone• above 
the unconformity. These features are detailed in a regional 
sedimentologic and stratigraphic study of the Aguathuna Formation and 
St. George Unconformity by :Knight ~ al. (in press) which links them to 
synsedimentary tectonic uplift. They are briefly desribed and 
illustrated, and their tectonic significance discussed below. 
11.1 Deforaatioo Beneath the Uaconforaity 
Carbonates directly beneath the St. George Unconformity are tilted 
or folded at several localities (Figure ll.l.a). Deformation is seen in 
Aguathuna Quarry on Port au Port Peninsula where lower Aguathuna 
dolostones ate disposed in b.coad, low amplitude folds, while overlying 
Table Poin' Formation li: •• estonea onlap the unconformity with angular 
discordance to Aguathuna bedding. Similar folding is recognized in the 
Catoche Formation directly below the unconformity on Burnt Island 
peninsula, as well as in outcrop on the Cape Norman barrens immediately 
adjacent to a lineament interpreted as a paleofault (Knight, 1986). 
Tilting of the platform is also recognized in subcrop in the Daniel • s 
Harbour Zinc Mine area where cores at the mine and in areas immediately 
to the north show the St. George Unconformity to bevel a gently 
south-dipping, lower and middle Aguathuna sequence (Lane, 1990) . 
Folding and tilting of strata directly below the unconformity indi-
cate deformation of the platform prior to, or contemporaneous with 
subaerial exposure and erosion. Since folding is not recognized 
everywhere it is unlikely to have been caused by regional, horizontal 
compression, Instead, local deformation is thought to be related to 
stresses generated by differential displacements along nearby faults 
(Chapter section 11.3, below). 
Figure 11.1 Sub-unconformity deformation of platformal carbonates and structurally controlled karst. 
a) Vertical cross-section through the Aguathuna and Table Point fornoations in Aguathuna Quarry, Port au Port 
Peninsula, showing gentle folding of Aguathuna dolostones beneath the St. George Unconformity (1) (from 
James~ al., 1989). (2) marks an intraformational erosion surface in peritidal limestones at the base of 
the Table Point Formation. Inset map shows other locations where carbonates beneath the unconformity are 
folded or tilted. AQ, Aguathuna Quarry; DHZM, Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine; CNB, Cape Norman barrens; BI, 
Burnt Island peninsula. b) Vertical cross-section through the Trout Lake Breccia at the Daniel's Harbour 
Zinc Mine (from Lane, 1990). Northeast-trending fracture and fault zones controlled the movement of 
undersaturated groundwater& and subsurface dissolution of limestone beds in the Catoche Formation giving 
rise to stratabound, oligomictic collapse breccias and later discordant, tabular bodies of polymictic 
collapse breccia. Inset shows a plan view of the Trout Lake Breccia and the location of other fractures in 
the area. c) Locations and orientations of karat features on the Great North~rn Peninsula (data from Knight 
et al., in press). 1 =linear cave, 2 =solution-enlarged joints, 3 =joints with dolomite halos, 
4 and 5 = fissure. 
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11.2 structurally Controlled Karat 
Karst features that formed during deposition of the Aguathuna and 
generation of the st. George Unconformity are widespread and proven in 
many places to be closely related to local fracture and/or fault zones. 
The most well-documented example is at the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine 
where two discrete episodes of karst are recognized (Lane, 1990; Figure 
11.l.b). The first episode occurred during deposition of middle 
Aguathuna dolostone&. Subsurface dissolution of limestone beds in the 
Catoche Formation caused collapse and gave rise to a large, rock-matrix 
breccia body, the Trout Lake Breccia, which subsequently became host for 
zinc and lesser lead sulphides. Location and development of the 
collapse structure and individual, stratabound breccias which comprise 
it are related to two, northeast-trending, fault and fracture zones. 
Continued dissolution collapse and differential displacements along 
bounding structures permitted anomalously thick accumulations of middle 
Aguathuna dolostone& in a subsidence doline above the breccia. The 
second episode of "arsting accompanied forma~.ion of the st. George 
Unconformity and deposition of overlying upper Aguathuna dolostone&. 
Dissolution was restricted to near vertical zones along the margin of 
the Trout Lake Breccia and gave rise to tabular and discordant, 
polymictic breccias. Several tens of metres of vertical offset on lower 
and middle Aguathuna dolostones on either side of these bodies indicates 
concurrent faulting. Elongate, steep-sided sinkholes that formed on the 
unconformity above these breccias became sites of anomalously thick 
upper Aguathuna carbonate accumulations. 
North of the mine karst features include comparatively small, dis-
cordant caves (30 em wide), fissures, and solution enlarged joints, all 
filled with dolomitic, sandy or pebbly mud believed to come down from 
the unconformity, and joints with dolomite halos, all of which occur in 
Catoche Formation limestones (Knight~ Al., in press; Figure ll.l.c). 
In the Hawke Bay - Port au Choix area these structures consistently 
---- --- ~ 
. . -
trend northeast, while that which occurs in Hare Bay trends nearly 
north-south. 
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Fractures, faults and joints facilitated movement of undersaturated, 
meteoric or mixed g~oundwaters that caused dissolution of carbonates in 
the subsurface and, locally, dolomitization (Lane, 1990; Knight at Al·• 
in press). They are interpreted as expressions of platform deformation 
that preceded or accompanied exposure and formation of the St. George 
Unconformity. Parallelism of these structures suggests they formed in 
response to regionally imposed stress. 
11.3 Stratigraphic Relief oa the St. George Uacoaforaity 
The most obvious, anomalous feature of the Aguathuna Formation is 
dramatic variations in thickness which, tc a large extent, is an 
expression of great stratigraphic relief on the St. George Unconformity 
(Figure 11.2). This phenomenon is recognized on a regional scale, as 
well as on a local scale in all places where these strata are exposed. 
In neither case are directional, along-strike or across-strike 
variations perceived. 
Between Daniel•s Harbour and Port au Choix Peninsula, for example, 
the Aguathuna consists of three, markedly different stratigraphic 
sequences. At the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine (Figure 11.2.2) the 
~guathuna is generally 65-70 m thick and is represented by all three 
informal members; the st. George unconformity defines the top of the 
middle Aguathuna. A comparably thick sequence occurs as far north as 
the northeast shore of River of Ponds Lake (not illustrated, see inset 
map in Figure 11.2 for location), but the middle member is not 
recognized as a discrete unit and the unconformity separates lower 
Aguathuna from upper Aguathuna dolostones. The Aguathuna thins 
dramatically from there toward the northwest. On the northwest ahore of 
River of Ponds Lake and on Pointe Riche Peninsula (Figure 11.2.3) the 
unconformity truncates upper Catoche Formation dolostone& and is 
Figure 11.2 Stratigraphic relief on the St. George unconformity; cross- section of measured sections. 1 is 
modified after Pratt (1979) and Knight and James (1987). 2 is from this study. Comparable Aguathuna 
sequences occur in all corea from around the mine (except those that penetrate collapse structures) and in 
outcrop at Table Point. 3 and 4 are from Knight~ Al· (in press). On the Cape Norman barrens the Aguathuna 
thins to zero thickness along a northeast-trending lineament (paleofault) flanked on the west by a rubble 
breccia (paleosol) that overlies gently folded Catoche Formation dolostone& and is onlapped by Table Point 
Formation limestones (Knight, 1986c). 5 and 6 are modified after Knight~ al. (in press). White beds are 
dolostone; shaded beds are limestone; dashes are shale. LA, lower Aguathuna; MA, middle Aguathuna; UA, upper 
Aguathuna; st. G. u., St. George Unconformity. TRF, Torrent River Fault; TMLF, Ten Mile Lake Fault. Key to 
other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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directly overlain by the upper Aguathuna. 
These contrasting sequences demonstrate more than 50 m stratigraphic 
relief on the St. George Unconformity. Preservation of very thick lower 
and middle Aguathuna sequences below the unconformity in the south and 
complete erosion of the lower Aguathuna in the northwest indicates those 
two areas underwent very different histories of exposure and erosion 
th&t are easily explained only by differential uplift. The locus of 
dramatic thinning between sections coincides with the northeast trending 
Torrent River Fault (Figure 11.2, inset) which is inferred to have been 
active and to have defined a major structural boundary between an 
uplifted crustal block in the north and a more continuously subsiding 
one to the south. 
Similar relationships are seen in a series of three, even more 
closely-spaced sections exposed between the Cape Norman barrens and 
Burnt Island peninsula at the tip of the Great Northern Peninsula 
(Figure 11.2.4-6). They demonstrate -20m stratigraphic relief on the 
unconformity and define a block-faulted terrane consisting of a graben 
flanked by two topographic highs. The lineament that marks the western 
crustal block boundary approximately coincides with the northeast-
trending Ten Mile Lake Fault zone (Figure 11.2, inset), which must have 
been active and controlled differential uplift of the platform during 
this time. Rapid lateral thinning to the east is similarly thought to 
reflect the presence of a second, major structural boundary between 
Bakeapple Island and Burnt Island peninsula in Pistolet Bay. Further-
more, complete erosion of the Aguathuna on the Cape Norman barrens and 
Burnt Island and preservation of a very thin lower Aguathuna sect.ion on 
Bakeapple Island, especially compared to sequences found around Daniel's 
Harbour, suggest that this entire area experienced greater and/or more 
prolonged uplift and exposure. 
Along- and across-strike changes in stratigraphic relief on the st. 
George Unconformity demonstrate that subaerial exposure and erosion 
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accompanied heterogeneous uplift of the platform regionally. 
Coincidence of rapid lateral changes in the thickness of Aguathuna 
strata preserved with proven, albeit younger, fault zones indicates that 
differential erosion resulted from differential dieplacement along 
synsedimentary faults that dissected the platform. Identical 
relationships between a subaerial erosion surface and a block-faulted 
carbonate terrane are recognized on the island Jamaica adjacent to the 
Cayman Trough (Hendry, 1987). 
11.4 Discontinuous Distribution of the Upper Aguathuna 
UpFer Aguathuna dolostones discontinuously mantle the St. George 
Unconformity (Figure 11.2); that surface is otherwise disconformably 
overlain by peritidal carbonates at the base of the Table Point 
Formation. It is possible that upper Aguathuna sediments w~re deposited 
widely across the shelf and that their absence locally is tb4 result of 
later erosion. Possible evidence in support of that hypothesis are 
sub-unconformity karst features filled with dolomitic sediments tha~ 
came from the unconformity surface (Chapter section 11.2) and could, 
therefore, be remnants of the upper Aguathuna (eg. Burnt Island). 
Alternatively, the limited distribution of the upper Aguathuna suggests 
that inundation of the platform and reestablishment of peritidal envir-
onments was dictated by topography on the tectonized shelf. Whether 
upper Aguathuna sediments are erosional remnants or reflect original, 
depositional distribution, they indicate that topography generated 
and/or perpetuated by differential uplift and subsidence of ir.uependent 
blocks continued to control sedimentation after wholesale uplift. 
11.5 synthesis 
The sedLmentologic and stratigraphic features outlined above 
indicate that deposition of the Aguathuna FoJmation was interrupted by a 
period of regional tectonism that transformed the intact, passive margin 
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platform into a heterogeneous mosaic of fault-bounded blocks (Figure 
11.3). Deformation was accompanied by regional uplift and subaerial 
exposure. Erosion and dissolution of the exposed platform created an 
irregular karst terrane recognized regionally as the St. George 
Unconformity. Coincidence of regional uplift of the platform with 
eustatic sea level fall may have exacerbated the effects of exposure. 
Differential displacements along faults that defined the platform blocks 
resulted in different depths of erosion, recognized by several tens of 
metres of stratigraphic relief on ene unconformity. Continued 
differential subsidence perpetuated topography across the shelf that 
controlled the locus of marine flooding, reestablishment of very 
restricted peritidal environments, and deposition of upper Aguathuna 
dolostone• above the unconformity. 
Synsedimentary faulting generated a shelf-wide, low relief horst and 
graben terrane. The absence of sedimentary conglomerates or breccias 
suggests that faulting did not generate high relief escarpments. 
Platform blocks were predomi~antly defined by north-east-trending 
faults; similarly oriented structures influenced subsurface karat at the 
Daniel's Harbour Zinc Kine. Northeast-trending faults best account for 
lateral changes in the Aguathuna in other areas as well, but 
easterly-trending faults are inferred to have been active locally (eg. 
west Port au Port Peninsula). 
11.6 ~actooic Significance 
Closure of the Iapetus Ocean and formation of a subduction zona 
outboard of the North American continental margin is inferred to have 
begun no later than early Ordovician time. Isotopic ages for abducted 
ophiolites in the Hare Bay Allochthon and in the Dunnage Terrane range 
from 477-494 Ka, which spans late Tremadocian to early LLanvirnian time 
(Dunning and Krough, 1985). Proximity of the continent to volcanic 
island arcs is indicated by the influx of chloritic claya derived from 
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mafic sources deposited on the continental slope and rise beginning in 
the early Arenig (Botsford, 1987). 
Widespread block-faulting and uplift of the carbonate platform that 
interrupted deposition of the Aguathuna Formation and qave rise to the 
st. Georqe Unconformity durinq the late Areniq postdates initial ocean 
closing by at least 10 million years. There is little indication that 
sedimentation on the platform was influenced by the change in the 
tectonic reqime of the continental marqin prior to this. Weak signals 
of tectonically influenced sedimentation may be recorded in the lower 
Aguathuna (Lane, 1990); 1) variations in the thickness of the basal, 
cyclic unit which suggest that subsidence of the platform was not 
uniform regionally and may have been controlled by differential 
displacements along synsedimentary faults and 2) widespread deposition 
of burrowed, subtidal sediments at th~ top of the lower member indicates 
regional deepening of the platform, possibly a consequence of a pulse of 
rapid subsidence prior to uplift. 
Deformation and differential uplift of the platform was protracted 
and regional in extent. Initial fracturing and faulting is recognized 
only in the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine area, where deformation was 
accompanied by karsting (Figure 11.1.b). ~he actual extent of deforma-
tion across the shelf is difficult to assess because in most other areas 
the middle Aguathuna, which brackets the event, is not present or has 
yet to ~e recognized. (One possible exceptioh is at Bonne Bay where the 
formation is very thick and, thus, may record fairly continuous 
sedimentation; faunal data necessary to determine which members of the 
Aguathuna are present has not been obtained.) Widespread development of 
the St. George Unconformity and, more importantly, differential erosion 
of the carbonatee which underlie it and the discontinuous distribution 
of upper Aguathuna sediments which overlie it, demonstrate that a later, 
major episode of block-faulting affected the platform regionally. 
These expressions of tectonically influenced sedimentation are 
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interpreted to mark the first response of the continental shelf to 
convergence between the continent and subduction zone and, thus, define 
the first phase of foreland basin evolution. Corroborative evidence 
that deformation of the platform was a consequence of continued 
convergence comes from coeval, continental slope and rise sediments of 
the Cow Head Group (Figure 11.4). In moat sequences catastrophic 
faulting and tectonic collapse of the carbonate platform margin is 
interpreted to be recorded by deposition of two megaconglomerates, Beds 
12 and 14, both composed of variety of carbonate lithoc1aata ranging in 
age from late Cambrian to 1~te early Ordovician, and indicating 
derivation from high relief fault scarp sources (James and Stevena, 
1986). Locally tectonic collapse of the margin is interpreted to be 
recorded by abrupt cessation of carbonate sediment delivered to the 
slope from the platform margin and deposition of abundant shale (James 
et al., 1987; Botsford, 1987). That change, which coincides with 
emplacement of Bed 12, indicates drowning of margin directly upslope, 
most likely caused by synaedimentary faulting. Initial deformation of 
the platform recorjed in the Daniel'& Harbour ar~a is not precisely 
dated by shelly fossils or conodonts, but ita relative biostratigraphic 
age suggests it may coincide with emplacement of Bed 12 and is, 
therefore, a subtle expression of more intense deformation along the 
margin proper. The St. George Unconformity correlates closely with 
emplacement of Bed 14, indicatin~ that faulting and uplift inboard on 
the shelf accompanied collapse at the margin. These relationships 
illustrate the inboard-progressing, diachronous nature of deformation 
~uring this time, thereby supporting the interpr.etation that it is 
intimately related to continued convergence and encroachment of the 
subduction zone on the continent margin. 
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Figure 11.4 Stratigraphic sections showing correlations of lithologic 
units and synsedimentary deformation events between the Aguathuna 
Formation and coeval deep water sediments of the Cow Head Group (the 
latter are from James G. Ill·, 1987). Faunal zones are from Ross and 
James, 1987 and Williams at. J.l.., 1987. WR, Whiterock; Llan., Llanvirn; 
Cat., Catoche Formation; LA, HA, lJA, lower, middle and upper Aguathuna; 
NF, Newfoundland; NA, North America; brach., brachiopod; II· ,t., 
Histiodella tableheadensie. 
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CHAPTER 1l 
PilUS 21 DllPOSITIOH ON A TIC'l'ONICALLY UNSTABLI: PLATFORM 
The Table Point Formation (Chapter 4) records total inundation of 
the block-faulted and eroded platform and reestablishment of shallow 
marine environments during early Middle Ordovician (Whiterockian) time. 
Actual extent of these conditions further inboard on the continental 
shelf is difficult to determine because this period of time ia 
represented by an erosional unconformity on the Mingan Islands, 
indicating either contemporaneous or somewhat later exposure and erosion 
(Desrochers, 1985). 
Table Point limestones are compositionlllly and texturally much like 
other Paleozoic and modern platform carbonates. Moreover, there is a 
certain degree of correlation between the formation's three-phase 
depositional history (inundation, deepening, shoaling) with tha.t 
recorded by same age sediments deposited on the passive, southwest 
margin of the North American continent, suggesting that sedimentation 
was partly controlled by eustasy (Chapter section 4.5, Figure 4.8). 
Table Point sequences, however, also bear structures that indicate 
concurrent tectonism, and are characterized by great lateral variation 
in total thickness and in the make-up and thickness of lithofacies 
assemblages which comprise them. Thus, these otherwise typical, ahallow 
marine carbonates are interpreted to have been deposited on an unetable, 
differentially subsiding platform. 
12.1 Sya111edi-ntary Defonaat.ion Str~.tcturea and Deposit• 
Evidence of synsedimentary, tectonic deformation is scattered but 
widespread both within and at the very top of the Table Point FormAtion. 
A Hat of deformation features and localities where they are found is in 
Table 12.1. They are described, illustrated, and discussed below. 
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Table 12.1 Deformation Features in the Table Point 
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12.1.1 Intraforaational Unconforaitiea 
Description Basal Peritidal Unit (BPU) strata are cross-cut by an 
erosional surface at Aguathuna Quarry, Black Cove and in a Hwy. 430 
roadcut n'!ar Hare Bay (Figures 11.1. a and 12 .11. The surfaces display a 
maximum of 2-3 m erosional relief over distances of a few tens of metres 
and appear channelled. They are discontinuously overlain by pebbly 
conglomerate composed of Table Point-derived limestone lithoclasts, 
Aguathuna Formation-derived dolostone lithoclasts, skeletal fragments, 
and/or silica sand, granules and pebbles. Silica grains include simple 
quartz, chert and megaquartz, the latter two of which also form nodules 
and evaporite pseudomorphs in the Aguathuna. 
Significance These disconformities are interpreted as subaerial 
erosion and dissolution surfaces. A subaerial origin is supported by 
lack of evidence of powerful marine currents in underlying and over-
lying sediments that could have caused significant erosion, as well the 
presence of karren ~n Aguathuna Formation dolostone& in Aguathuna Quarry 
where the surface merges laterally with the St. George Unconformity 
(Figure ll.l.a). Channelling suggests they formed beneath flowing 
rather than standing water. carbonate lithic fragments in overlying 
conglomerates indicate mechanical breakdown of underlying carbonates 
which may have bee~ facilitated by fracturing of lithlfied limestones 
and dolostone& caused by contemporaneous faulting or folding. Siliceous 
grains, in contrast, appear to be insoluble lags co01centrated by 
dissolution of underlying carbonates. Their local abundance, and 
paucity everywhere of large carbonate clasts, suggest freshwater 
dissolution was more important than mechanical abrasion in generating 
the surfaces. 
Unlike the St. George Unconformity, these erosional surfaces formed 
only locally on topographic highs. Fracturing and folding of underlying 
carbonates demonstrate that deformation preceded or accompanied expoaure 
and erosion. The surfaces, therefore, are interpreted to have formed on 
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Figure 12.1 Intraformational •!"oeio" eurf.·.&ce in the BPU; Hwy. 430 
weet-northweet of Hare Bay (b on inset mar·> (from Jtnight, 1986e). It 
liee -15 m above the baee of the Tabl• Point (I. Knight, pars. comm. 
1986) and cross-cute folded and fracturwd BPU strata. Inset map also 
ehowe the location of Aguathuna Quarry (a) where another prominent 
eroeion eurface ie exposed (Figure 1l.l.a). 
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platform blocks that for a period of time either did not subside or were 
suddenly uplifted. Basal Peritidal Unit sequences in which they occur 
are relatively thin and composed mostly of tidal flat deposita, 
indicating that underlying blocks were depositional highs that were 
inundated by marine waters late and/or experienced relatively slow 
subsidence - ie. areas that were more susceptible to renewed uplift 
during structural adjustments of the shelf. Formation of the surfaces, 
which expresses a change in shelf topography, may correlate with abrupt 
changes in the style of peritidal sedimentation in other areas (see 
Chapter section 12.2.2(ii), below). 
12.1.2 Gravitational Slides 
Description Horizons of folded, rotated and/or conglomeratic 
limestone are present in all subtidal lithofacieG of the Table Point 
Formation locally (Table 12.1). They are underlain and overlain by 
undeformed strata and are interpreted to have formed by gravitational 
sliding. 
Most slides occur within the platform sequence, enclosed by similar 
undeformed platform strata (Figure 12.2). They are generally less than 
2-3 m thick and are bounded by a sharp, flat to gently inclined basal 
detachment and a flat or hummocky upper surface. Low relief 
depositional topography is obvious only above conglomerate domains of 
slide masses where clasts protrude above the top of the bed. Slides are 
commonly continuous alan~ the length of the exposure (several tens of 
metres), but thin markedly or even pinch out laterally where the basal 
detachment cuts up-section (Figure 12.2.a,c). The deformed sediments 
are compositionally and texturally vury similar or identical to 
underlying and overlying strata indic;;ting that they are not highly 
allochthonous. 
Style of deformation varies among the various lithologies affected 
and commonly changes laterally within an individual slide. For example, 
deformation in peloidal grainstone is manifest by folding (Figure 
Figure 12.2 Gravitational slides in the Table Point Formation at Table 
Point. a) Amalgamated slides (1, 2) in burrowed wackestone; BPU. 
Detachment of slide 2 (dashed line) cuts down section and merges with 
the upper bounding surface of 1. Deformation changes (left to right) 
from gently folded to chaotically folded to conglomeratic (off photo) 
toward the interior of the slide. Metre stick (large arrow) for scale. 
b) Folded peloidal grainstone in a slide (arrow) in the BPU. Asymmetry 
indicates displacement to the left (north-northeast). Divisions on 
measuring stick are 10 em. c) Cryptic slide in burrowed wackestone 
(basal detachment marked by arrows) above sponge bioherms in the MSU. 
Metre stick (right) for scale. 
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12.2.b) while in muddy, style-nodular limestones (Figure 12.2.a,c) it is 
manifest by symmetrical folding, chaotic folding and conglomerate 
domains. The latter are composed mostly of pebble-size clasts, but some 
domains also contain limestone blocks a few tens of centimetres to 3 m 
across. Gradational contacts between pebbly conglomerate and larger 
clasts indicate the conglomerate was generated by disintegration of 
incompletely lithified, nodular limestone during transport (Chapter 
sect ion 4. 3. 4) • 
Although individual slides are proven to pinch out laterally in 
outcrop, several at Table Point can be correlated over fairly large 
distances with deformed horizons in adjacent areas. Slides in 
restricted subtidal limestones in the Basal Peritidal Unit at Table 
Point occur at about the same stratigraphic level as horizons of folded 
strata in the same lithofacies in cores from the Daniel's Harbour Zinc 
Mine area 13 km to the southeast. Two slides that occur above the 
horizon of sponge bioherms in Middle Subtidal Unit at Table Point have 
counterparts directly above the same sponge bioherm marker horizon at 
Gargamelle Cove 40 km to the north-northeast (Figures 12.2.c and 12.3). 
There is no way to demonstrate that slides in the widely separated areas 
are physically linked, but their probable contemporaneity demonstrates 
that the triggering mechanism operated over a large area. 
Gravitational slides also occur locally at the top of the Table 
Point (Table 12.1). In contrast to those within the formation they are 
thicker and are directly overlain by deep-water sediments. One which 
caps the Table Point at Gargamelle Cove, and is inferred to be directly 
overlain by Goose Tickle Group clastics, is shown in Figure 12.4.a. It 
is 8-10 m thick and involves strata that are compositionally and 
texturally identical to underlying, in place, Middle Subtidal Unit 
limestone. The exposed base of the slide is exceptionally planar and is 
clearly defined only wh~re directly overlain by limestone conglomerate. 
Underlying strata are flat-lying, but are cross-cut by high-angle, 
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Figure 12.3 Meaaured aections in the Middle Subtidal Unit (MSU) at 
Gargamelle Cove and Table Point ahowing correlation• between 
gravitational slide masses. Sections are hung on a prominent chert 
horizon interpreted as a time line (see Figure ~.4.e). Sponge bioherm• 
in both sections are alao inf~rred to be time correlative. Two thin 
slides at Gargamelle may correlate with the first thi.ck slide above the 
bioherms at Table Point (1), but probably formed concurrently with the 
two, thin, superimposed deformed horizons further up section (2 and 3). 
Consistently greater thickness of MSU limestones between stratigraphic 
markers at Table Point, about 1.5 to 2 times greater than at Gargamelle, 
ia interpreted to reflect greater subsidence in that area. Key to 
symbols ia in Appendix A. 
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Figure 12.4 synsedimentary deformation features at the top of the Table 
Point Formation. a) Photo mosaic (and line drawing) of the gravitational 
slide at the top of the Table Point exposed on the south shore of 
Gargamelle Cove. Contacts between relict, bedded limestone and conglom-
eratic limestone are gradational. Measuring stick (arrow) is 1.3 m high. 
b) Bedding plane view of a pebbly conglomerate-filled fracture (arrows) 
beneath the elide shown in a. (Large arrow marks the up direction for 
the photo). Divisions on measuring stick are 10 em. c) Polished slab of 
pebbly limestone conglomerate from the base of the slide shown in a). 
d) Silica-dolomite crust-lined, black shale-filled fracture (arrows) at 
the top ~~ the Table Point on Burnt Island peninsula. The crust is 
partly eroded from the platform surface and fracture wall. e) Upper 
bedding plane view of en echelon, shale-filled fractures (arrows) at the 
top of the Table Point on Bakeapple Island; surface dips moderately out 
of the page (see Figure 7.2.a). Hammer (lower right) for scale. 
f) Upper bedding plane view of the top of the platform on Burnt Island 
peninsula. Hummocky topography is generated by fractures that cross-cut 
(arrows) and a conglomeratic limestone that veneers Stromatactis mound 
limestone. The discontinuous distribution of the silica-dolomite crust 
atop the conglomerate is due to recent weathering. Divisions on 
measuring stick are 10 em. g) Upper bedding plane view of flaggy 
limestone conglomerate at th~ top of the Table Point on Burnt Island 
peninsula. Interclast matrix is black shale (arrows). The discontinuous 
distribution of the silica-dolomite crust is due to recent weathering. 
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north/north-east-trending and east/southeast-trending fractures, some of 
which extend at least 3.5 m below the base of the slide (Figures 12.4.b 
and 12.5.a). The fractures are a few centimetres to 25 em wide and up 
to at least 8 m long, and are filled with fine-grained, limestone pebble 
conglomerate, lime mud and/or blocky calcite. 
Host of the slide is clast-supported, pebbly limestone conglomerate 
(Figure 12.4.c), but it also contains 0.5-0.8 m diameter, equidimen-
sional, wackeet~ne boulders and rafts over 3 m long. In the lower 4-6 m 
the conglomerate grades laterally and vertically into large, 
discontinuous areas of gently-dipping, style-nodular limestone that are 
interpreted as limbe of broad, disintegrating folds (Figure 12.4.a). 
Gradational contacts between the pebbly conglomerate, relict bedded 
areas, and large clasts indicate that the conglomerate was generated by 
disintegration of heterogeneously lithified, thin-bedded, nodular 
limestone during transport (Chapter section 4.3.4). 
Gravitational sliding is also recognized at the top of Table Point 
sequences directly overlain by the Cape Cormorant Formation on the west 
side of Port au Port Peninsula. At Caribou Brook and in Big Cove proper 
disruption of Table Point limestones is evident by minor soft-sediment 
folding and discordant bedding at or near the top of the formation 
(Figures 6.l.a,c). On the coast between Cape Cormorant and Big Cove sea 
cliffs expose a large slide that involves at least the upper 10 m of the 
Table Pc1int (Figure 6.3.a,b). Inaccessibility of the sea cliff 
precludes documenting relationships with inclosing strata and internal 
structure of the slide mass in detail. The basal contact with 
underlying limestones appears planar and the top of the slide seems to 
be erosionally truncated by the massive conglomerate at the base of the 
Cape Cormorant. Strata involved in the slide appear to be largely 
undeform6d except at the far west, seaward end of the outcrop where they 
are folded, broken, and locally rotated. 
Significance GravitatJ.onal sliding is a highly anomalous feature of 
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Figure 12.5 Location and orientation of synsedimentary fractures in the 
Table Point Formation. a) Fractures beneath the elide at the top of the 
Table Point at Gargamelle cove a1.d beneath the debris flow conqlomerate 
at River of Ponds Lake. Data are plotted on equal area circular histo-
grams; n • number of readings. Major Acadian faults are shown aa heavy 
dashed linea. TMLP • Ten Mile Lake PaultJ TRP • Torrent River Pault1 
Vkg. Hwy. • Viking Highway. b) Deformation features at the top of the 
Table Point in the Pistolet Bay area. 1 • grainstone filled fractures, 
2 • black shale-filled fracturea1 3 • limestone conglomerate veneer. 
Equal area circular histograms show the orientation of shale-filled 
fractures, n • number of readings. Major Acadian faults are shown aa 
heavy daahed linea. THLP • Ten Mile Lake Pault. 
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the shallow marine environments in which the Table Point Formation was 
deposited. The platfo~m probably had very gentle depositional slopes, 
but the fact that most sediments are not deformed suc;.,geste that mass 
movement was not the norm. Two of the more plausible mechanisms which 
could have triggered sliding are seismic shocks or sudden, though not 
necessarily large, changes in depositional slope, both of which could 
have been related to displacements on nearby faults. Synsedimentary 
fa~l~ing is regionally expressed by differential subsidence of the 
platform, now manifested by great lateral and vertical variations in 
lithofacies distrlbution and thickness, aspects of the Table Point 
Formation which are addressed in Chapter section 12.2, below. Higher 
frequency of sliding around Table Point correlates with the great 
thickness of sediment that accumulated in that area, thereby supporting 
the interpretation that mass movement was triggered by displacements 
along nearby structures that controlled local subsidence. Correlation 
of slides over fairly large areas suggests that adjustments on local 
structures were the result of regional stresses generated outboard of 
the shelf where subduction and volcanism were ongoing. 
There is little evidence that faulting usually produced submarine 
escarpments. This may be the case, however, for the first slide 6 m 
above the sponge bioherms at Table Point (Figures l2.2.c and 12.3) which 
contains clasts of pelmatozoan l,il"Ainstone and sponges which suggest it 
came from the underlying bioherm horizon. It is possible that the 
bioherms were incorporated in a more proximal region of the slide where 
the basal detachment extended down further down section, but they may 
have been exhumed by vertical faulting. 
Large elides at the top of the platform may have been triggered by 
similar mechanisms. Since they are directly overlain by deep-water 
sediments, however. powerful seismic shocks or sudden changes in slope 
are inferred to signal major structural displacements and rapid 
subsidence of the platform. Brittle fr~~turing of limestones beneath 
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the slide at Gargamelle is interpreted to have accompanied faulting or 
flexing of the platform which ultimately led to failure and downslope 
sliding of the overlying limestones. Conjugate fracture eats deflne 
eii..her a northeast- or northwest-trending axis of least principal stress 
(Figure 12.S.a). The former orientation is nearly parallel to the 
strike of the adjacent Ten Mile Lake Fault and may indicate that 
fracturing was r&.l.ated to displacements along, or folding adjacent to, 
the Middle Ordovician ancestral fault. 
Mass-movement related to faulting is a logical origin for the large 
slide at the top of the Table P.oint overlain by escarpment-derived Cape 
Cormorant Formation on the Port au Port Peninsula. Nevertheless, since 
the slide is directly overlain by a massive, debris flow megaconglom-
erate, sliding could have been triggered by sudden depositional loading 
during conglomerate emplacement. 
12. 1 • 3 Pebbly Liaestooe Conglo•erate 
Description Clast-supported, pebbly limestone conglomerate occurs 
at the top of the Table Point Formation in three sections (Table 12.1). 
It is interpreted to have been deposited by sediment gravity flow and is 
inferred to be directly overlain by deep water, f ina-grained clastics of 
the Goose Tickle Group. 
Beds range from at lear'.: 1. 5 m to about 4 m thick. Outcrop on the 
northea~t shore of River of Ponds Lake proves the base of the 
conglomerate there to be sharp and flat. Underlying limestonea are flat 
lying but like beds beneath the slide at Gargamelle Cove they are cross-
cut by narrow (1-3 em) 1 dolomitic mud-filled fracturea (Figure 12.S.a). 
The fractures dominantly trend nearly north-south, but otherwise define 
irregular, polygonal domains about a metre across. Covered intervals 
succeed the conglomerates up section and nowhere are depositional 
contacts with overlying clastics exposed. The upper surface of the 
conglomerate exposed in Southwest Feeder is veneered by a 3-4 em thick, 
black, siliceous and dolomitic crust similar to the hardground which 
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occurs at the top of the Table Point in the Pistolet Bay area (Chapter 
sections 4.4.2-4; Chapter section 12.1.4, below). 
These conglomerates are composed of pebble-size, muddy, fossil-
iferous limestone clasts identical in composition and texture to 
invnediately underlying strata, which appear to b"tlong to the Middle: 
subtidal Unit of the Table Point. The conglomerate exposed on the River 
of Ponds Lake shoreline, however, also contains lithistid sponge&, 
possibly allying the debris to the Upper Subtidal Unit (sponge biostrome 
lithofacies) of the formation. That bed and the one in Southwest Feeder 
are massive and matrix-poor, containing only 10-15\ lime mud matrix. 
They are texturally similar to conglomerate which makes up a large 
portion of the gravitational slide at the top of the Table Point 
Formation at Gargamelle Cove (Figure 12.4.c), but lack large clasts or 
relict bedded areas, and are instead interpreted to have been deposited 
by debris flow. In contrast, the conglomerate exposed on the island in 
River of Ponds Lake is weakly, normally-graded, and lime mud matrix 
decreases up through the bed and is replaced by sand- to granule-size 
limestone intraclasts or lithoclasts in the upper part of the bed. 
These features suggest deposition from a debris flow and overriding, 
high concentration turbtdity current. 
Bigaificaace Sediment gravity flows at the top of the platform 
sequence are also interpreted to have been triggered by seismicity or 
sudden changes in elope just prior to rapid subsidence of th~ platform 
into deep-water. Brittly fractured limestone beneath the conglomerate, 
at least locally, attests to flexing of the platform or faulting prior 
to, or during emplacement. Proximity to the northeast-trending Torrent 
River Fault suggests fracturing accompanied right lateral displacements 
along the ancestral fault (Figure 12.S.a). Textural similarities 
between the conglomerates and conglomeratic portions of slides (eg. at 
Gargamelle Cove) strongly suggest that the debris flows evolved from 
elides by incorporation of wat.er into the disaggregating mass during 
transport (Hampton, 19721. Proximity of River of Ponds Lake to 
Gargamelle Cove, plus similar trends in the fractures in underlying 
limestones, further suggest mass movement in both area a waa cauaed by 
the same structural rearrangement of the platform. 
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12.1.4 Fractured LiaaatoDe aDd Plaggy L~eatooe CODgloaerate 
Deacriptioo Echinoderm-algal limestone and Stro~t~atactie mound 
limestone at the very top of the Table Point Formation in the Piatolet 
Bay area are invariably cross-cut by one or more generations of 
sediment-filled fractures and/or are O\•erlain by a discontinuous, 
flaggy, limestone conglomerate (Table 12.1; Figures 12.4.d-g and 
12.5.b). Deformed limestones in turn are mantled locally by a 
phosphatic-siliceous-dolomitic crust interpreted as a submarine 
hardground (Chapter section 4.4.4), and abruptly overlain by Black Cove 
Formation shale. Relationships between the platform limestone&, 
deformation structures, the mineralized hardground, and black shale are 
illustrated in Figure 12.6 and sunvnarized below. 
Early fractures - Earliest fractures are filled with tan, echinoderm 
grainstone (Figure 12.6). They occur only in Stromata£tis mound 
limestone on Burnt Island peninsula, are generally leas than 10 em wide 
and seem to be oriented at high-angles to bedding; their vertical extent 
is indeterminate. Geopetal sediment in ~omatactis cavities indicate 
-so degrees rotation relative to bedding defined by the hardground-
mantled platform surface. 
This deformation is interpreted to have occurred in shallow water. 
Grainstone fracture-fillings indicate the depositional surface remained 
in shallow, normal marine water where crinoids and cystoids flourished 
and where sediments that accumulated on the seafloor were winnowed by 
moving water. 
~ fractures - Fractures filled with black shale croas-Ctlt both 
echinoderm-algal and Stromatactim mound lithofacies limestone at the top 
of the Table Point at all outcrops in Pistolet Bay, and in a Hwy. 430 
Stromatactis mound 
echilodenn G 
shale 
Table 
(with echilodenn debris) 
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* • 
echinoderm - 1 1 aga Is. 
Point Fm. 
Figure 12.6 Schematic cross-section through the top of the Table Point 
in the Piatolet Bay area showing relationships between usu limestones, 
croaa-cutting fractures, conglomerate veneer and their relationships to 
mineral phaaea of the hardground at the top of formation. 
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roadcut northwest of Hare Bay (Figures 12.4.d-f and 12.5.b). They range 
from less than 1 em to 25 em wide, are spaced 25-75 em apart, and extend 
anywhere from 15 em to at least 5 m below the top of the Table Point. 
Those at Bakeapple Island and in outcrop on the west coast of Pistolet 
Bay are strongly oriented north-northeast with a subordinate set 
trending east-southeast (Figure 12.5.b). 
Cross-cutting relationships demonstrate that these fractures 
postdate echinoderm grainstone-filled fractures (Figura 12.6). Timing 
and environment of formation are more tightly constrained by their 
relationships to mineral phases of the hardground (Chapter section 
4.4.4; Figure 12.6). The phosphatic layer, which occurs on both 
echinoderm-algal and mottled mound lithofacies limestone, ia cross-cut 
by the shale-filled fractures, indicating that deformation occurred 
after the platform had subsided into relatively deep, dysaerobic or 
anoxic water. Silica and dolomite components of the hardground 
overprint the surficial phosphatic layer and replace carbonate sediment 
in the walls of the fractures (Figure l2.4.d), indicating an extended 
period of little or no sedimentation after deformation and prior to the 
onset of shale deposition. 
Fracture-aenerated lim£atone conglomerate - Limestone conglomerate 
forms a discontinuous veneer at the top of the Table Point locally 
(Table 12.1; Figures 12.4.f,g, l2.5.b and 12.6). It ia better developed 
atop massive, Stromatactis mound limestone thaa above echinoderm-algal 
limestone; maximum measurable thickness is about 80 em. 
On Burnt Island peninsula, where it is best exposed, the conglom-
erate is composed of angular to subround, flat pebbles and plate-shaped 
cobbles up to 40 em long (Figure 12.4.f,g). Clast lithologies are a 
representative cross-section of limestones at or just below the top of 
the Table Point in the immediate area (ie. Stromatactis mound limestone, 
echinoderm grainstone, burrowed, pelo;.dal, foOJsiliferous wacke-/pack-
stone). Interclast porosity is variably occluded by echinoderm 
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grainstone, black shale, or black shale with abundant echinoderm debris. 
Shale-filled fractures associated with the conglomerate veneer do not 
cross-cut limestone clasts, but rather tr~nd parallel to the margins of 
clasts, suggesting that they played a role in conglomerate formation 
(Figure 12.4.f). 
Limestone cobble and boulder conglomerate composed of more equi-
dimeneional clasts occurs locally at the top of the Table Point exposed 
on the west Pistolet Bay coast (Figure 12.5.b). Clasts are composi-
tionally and texturally allied to the echinoderm-algal lithofacies. 
Interclast porosity is filled with black shale with abundant trilobite 
and echinoderm fragments. 
The absence of soft-sediment slump-folds and pebbly limestone 
conglomerate, which elsewhere are features of gravitational slides in 
the Table Point, suggests that this conglomerate was generated by in 
~ fragmentation of the platform and was not transported very far. 
Echinoderm gr~instone matrix in the conglomerate locally indicates that 
it formed at ~east in part in shallow water, possibly at the same time 
that grainstone-filled fractures formed. Echinoderm grainstone clasts 
in the conglomerates further suggest that more than one episode of 
fracturing occurred in that setting. Flat, plate-shaped clasts that 
mantle the platform surface seem to have originated as broken limestone 
layers above bedding-parallel fractures, the formation of which could 
have been controlled by primary depositional or early diagenetic 
layering (Chapter section 4.3.4), or in the case of massive mound 
limestones, by the distribution of lithified crusts or incompletely 
filled Stromatactis cavities (Chapter section 4.4.3). 
The intimate association of shale-filled fractures and conglomerate, 
plus the presence of shale matrix in the conglomerate locally, indicate 
that the conglomerate was also generated in part during later deforma-
tion of the platform in deep water. Limestone conglomerate at Burnt 
Island is mantled by the siliceous-dolomitic cruet (Figure 12.4.f,g). 
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Although the crust overprints phosphati~ed sediment on adjacent 
Stromatactis mound and echinoderm-algal limestones, it is not clear 
whether clast surfaces are phosphatized, hence whether conglomerate 
formation preceded or post-dated phosphatization. One shale-filled 
fracture associated with the conglomerate contained small phosphatic 
pebbles suggesting that the conglomerate was probably generated in part 
after phosphatization and before silicification and dolomitization. 
Significance These sediment-filled fractures and limestone conglom-
erates at the top of the Table Point record a protracted hiatory of 
deformation that began in shallow water and continued as the platform 
subsided into deep water. Vertical fracture• that cross-cut bedding and 
horizontal fractures that gave rise to flaggy conglomerate are 
dilational structures that are interpreted to have formed in response to 
tensile stress. As in the Gargamelle - River of Ponds area (Chapter 
sections 12.1.2 and 12.1.3) fracturing is interpreted to have occurred 
in response to regional faulting and/or broad flexing of the platform. 
The two possible origins cannot be differentiated by the available data. 
However, similarities between fracture trends in the Pistolet Bay area 
and those in the Gargamelle cove - River of Ponds area, and their 
similar orientations with respect to northeast-trending, Acadian faulta 
(Figure 12.5), suggest that fracturing was related to displacements 
along, or folding adjacent to, ancestral faults which ultimately 
controlled platform subsidence. In contrast, the absence of 
gravitational slides or sediment gravity flows from the top of the 
platform suggests that rapid subsidence in the Pistolet Bay area was not 
accompanied by a marked change in depositional slope. 
12.2 Depositional ADoaalies 
There are several sedimentologic and stratigraphic aspects of the 
Table Point Formation that distinguish it from similar shallow marine 
carbonates deposited either on a stable, passive margin or on the 
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craton. They include: l) great variation in depositional thickness of 
the formation, 2) rapid, nondirectional lateral changes and abrupt 
vertical changes i.n lithofacies and in the thickness of lithofacies 
assemblages that comprise the formation, and 3) anomalous peritidal 
depositional cycles. 
12.2.1 V•riation iD For.atioD Thickoeaa 
Deacriptioo The most striking, first order anomaly of the Table 
Point Formation is great variation in depositional thickness (Figure 
12.7). It ranges from as little as 60 min Aguathuna Quarry to as much 
as 250 m at Table Point and does not vary systematically either along-
or across-strike. Formation thickness roughly parallels thickness of 
the Basal Peritidal Unit and is also commonly greater where the 
burrowed, fossiliferous wackestone lithofacies dominates the Middle 
Subtidal Unit, and are thinner where the burrowed, peloidal packstone 
lithofacies is better developed. 
Discussion Carbonates deposited on continental shelves commonly 
assume the shape of a seaward thickening wedge in which progressively 
thicker accumulations reflect the formation of buildups on, and 
increasing subsidence toward, the margin (Wilson, 1975). The thickness 
of sediment deposited in any given facies belt developed in a zone of 
relatively uniform subsidence, generally parallel to the shelf margin, 
is quite uniform. 
Irregular along strike and across strike variations in the deposi-
tional thickness of the Table Point indicate that sediment accumulation 
was profoundly controlled by local rates of subsidence. Hi9hly variable 
subsidence implies differential movement along synsedimentary faults and 
demonstrates that the fault block mosaic initiated during deposition of 
the Aguathuna Formation also characterized the platform during this 
time. Correlation between thick formation sequences, thick peritidal 
units, and comparatively deep, muddy subtidal sediments versus that 
between thin formation sequences, thin peritidal units, and shallow, 
Figure 12.7 Cross-section of measured sections of the Table Point Formation. 1 • Caribou Brook. 
2 • Aguathuna Quarry. 3 • 8lack Cove; section is locally faul~ed and may be thicker than shown. t • Shag 
Cliff; a large percentage of limestone in the section are replaced by sucrosic dolomite. Dolostone beds 
aboND are very finely crystalline and are interpreted as syndepositional. 5 • DH-2512; drill core from the 
Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine area, location shown in Figure 12.10. 6 • Table Point. 7 • springs Inlet. 
8 • Burnt Island; most of the Table Point section is faulted; thickness shown is representative of the 
formation in the immediate area. BPU • Basal Peritidal Unit; MSU • Middle Subtidal Unit (small circles in 
the limestone lithology symbol denotes the burrowed, peloidal packstone lithofacies); USU • Upper Subtidal 
Unit; (A) • Aquathuna Fm.; (C) • Catoche Fm.; (TC) • Table cove Fm.; (CC) • Cape Cormorant Fm.; 
(AT) • American Tickle Fm.; (BC) • Black cove Fm.; (BVB) • Baie Verte-Brompton line (BVB). Key to other 
symbols i~ in Appendix A. 
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peloidal subtidal sediments indicates that platform blocks characterized 
initially by high and low subsidence, respectively, commonly retained 
those signatures during this entire phase of platform sedimentation. 
12.2.2 Variations io Lithofacies Asaeablages 
The second order, regional anomaly in Table Point Formation 
sequences is the considerable lateral variation in thickness of each of 
the three lithofacies assemblages (Basal Peritidal Unit (BPU 1 , Middle 
Subtidal Unit (MSU), Upper Subtidal Unit (USU)), and in the vertical and 
lateral distribution of lithofacies which co;nprise them (Figure 12,7). 
The type of sediment deposited was fundamentally controlled by water 
depth while depositional thickness is thought to have been largely 
controlled by subsidence. The influence of differential subsidence and 
depositional topography on sedimentation is most pronounced in the BPU 
which records deposition in very shallow environments most sensitive to 
depth changes. It is manifest not only by regional variations in 
thickness, but also by marked variations in lithofacies, abrupt lateral 
and vertical ch<mges in lithofacies (both locally and regionally), and 
by abnormal depositional sequences. Each of these aspects is described, 
illustrated and discussed below. 
(i) Regional variations in thickness and lithofacies of the BPU 
Description The BPU ranges from as little as 6 m at Black Cove to 
nearly 130m at Shag Cliff in Bonne Bay (Figure 12.8). Thickness does 
not change systematically either along- or across-strike. commonly, but 
with exception (eg. Port au Choix), sequences are thinner where they 
directly overlie the St. George Unconformity, especially where it is 
disposed low in the Aguathuna Formation or in the Catoche Formation, and 
are thicker where the unconformity occurs within the Aguathuna Formation 
or at least does not conspicuously mark the base of the Table Point 
Formation (Figure 12.8). 
Similarly, the actual lithofacies that make-up BPU sequences vary 
markedly across the study area (Figure 12.8). Despite their 
Figure 12.8 Cross-section of meaeured sections through the BPU. Locations are shown in Figure 12.7. Note 
that sections 2, 3, and 8 (boxed in) are drafted at a smaller scale (box in lower right). Asterisk (*) 
denotes sequences dominated by restricted, shallow subtidal lithofacies~ other sequences are dominated by 
tidal flat sediments. Numbered sequences (1, 2, 3) delineated by large arrows to the right of the columns 
are characterized by distinctive suites of lithofacies or style of sedimentation. Letters above each 
sequence boundary denote whether tt= sequence records deepening (d) or shoaling (a) of the platform. Small, 
upward- and downward-pointing arrows to the right of the columns delineate small-scale shallowing- and 
deepening-upward sequences, respectively. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
1 
Basal 
Peritidal 
Unit 
6 7 
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differences, each sequence falls into one of two categories, those 
composed mostly of tidal flat deposits ( ie. fenestral limestone, 
cryptalgal laminite) and those dominated by restricted, shallow subtidal 
sediments or burrowed, tidal flat deposits not readily distinguished 
from subtidal sediments. There are no detectable along- or 
across-strike trends in the distribution of these two types of 
sequenct.s. However, there is commonly, bt.t with exception (eg. Figure 
12.8.5), positive correlation between thickness and proportion of 
restricted subtidal li·:hofacies. 
Diacuaaioo Car':.lonate shoal complexes on passive margin shelves 
typically form either a strandline belt or a shelf edge complex (eg. 
Wilson, 1975; Gretzinger, 1986; Ross~ al., 1989). Sediments depo-
sited in these belts typically thin in the direction of increasingly 
subtidal environments, either towar.d an inner shelf lagoon or toward the 
shelf edge. Moreover, if there are no marked ;llong-strike changes in 
environmental conc.litions (eg. hydrodynamic energy, water depth, 
salinity, oxygenation, temperature, clastic influx, light penetration) 
the types of sediment deposited are very much the same along strike. 
Across-strike changes in the type of sediments deposited, in contrast, 
reflect changes in those environmental parameters away from the strand 
or shelf edge. 
Neither thickness variations in the BPU nor the lateral distribution 
of the two types of BPU lithofacies assemblages clearly define either a 
strand or a linear, margin shoal complex. Although the precise location 
and configuration of the tectonized platform margin during this time are 
unknown, relative to the Baie Verte - Brompton Line which approximates 
its outline (Figure 12.7, inset map; Williams and St- Julien, 1982), the 
Table Point Formation outcrops occur in a 40-50 km wide belt at least 70 
km landward of the margin. Potentially this distance would afford 
enough across-strike exposure to detect a directional change in 
peritidal sequence thickness and composition, though this is not the 
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case. Moreover, the outcrop belt, paralleling the ancient margin, 
includes a (present day) northeast-trending segment which during Middle 
Ordovician time faced low latitude tcade winds and bore nearly directly 
the impact of wind driven wave11, and a (present day) east-trending 
segment where prevailing, wind-driven waves were directed along the 
shelf (Scotese et al., 1979; Dott and Batten, 1981). Therefore, 
detectable changes in peritidal lithofacies might be expected between 
BPU sequences both across-strike and between sequences at the tip of the 
Great Northern Peninsula and those in the Port au Port area, though this 
is not the case either. 
One explanation for thickness and composition variations in BPU 
sequences is that they were deposited on and gradually filled in and 
buried an irregular topographic surface on a platform experiencing 
uniform subsidence. However, there is no compelling evidence that at 
the onset of deposition there was 120 m topographic relief on the 
platfox·m, specifically on the St. George Unconformity, as is suggested 
by the maximum thickness difference among BPU sequences. Only 15 m 
erosional relief is measured on the unconformity at Aguathuna Quarry 
(Figure ll.l.a) and in the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine area it is 
visualized as a nearly flat, t-evelled surface (Lane, 1990). This 
explanation is further discredited by the fact that some thick BPU 
sequences are mostly tidal flat deposits and some very thin sequences 
are mostly subtidal deposits, precisely opposite the predicted record of 
sedimentation had deposition been controlled solely by topography. 
Heterogeneity among BPU sequences is instead interpreted to reflect 
irregular, but subtle depositional topography that was generated and 
perpetuated by differential subsidence of platform blocks, similar to 
circumstances envisaged for deposition of upper Aguathuna Formation 
dolostone& above the st. George Unconformity. Initially only low areas 
on the platform were flooded and became sites of peritidal sedimentation 
while intervening areas remained subaerially exposed either because they 
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did not subside or were instead being uplifted. Deposition continued in 
subsiding low areas and began on the topographic highs only when those 
areas ceased to be uplifted and began to subside. Whether sedimentation 
occurred predominantly on tidal flats or mostly in restricted subtidal 
settings was determined by the interplay of local subsidence and sedi-
mentation rates and eustatic sea level. This hypothesis is supported by 
the common correlation between thin BPU sequences and deeply truncated 
or completely eroded, underlying Aguathuna sequences. It further 
implies that thin BPU sequences correlate with the stratigraphically 
highest BPU sediments in thicker sequences and suggests that peritidal 
sedimentation across the entire platform ceased at the same time. 
(ii) Abrupt lateral aDd Yertical change• in BPU lithofacies 
Description Basal Peritidal Unit sequences typically change signi-
ficantly in character over short distances. This is clearly shown in 
Figure 12.8 in the contrasting BPU sequences at caribou Brook and 
Aguathuna Quarry, and in DH-2512 and at Table Point. The thicker 
sequences also commonly record two abrupt changes in style of 
sedimentation up section. 
Similar spatial relationships and temporal changes in sedimentation 
are recognized on a more local scale in sequences at the Daniel's 
Harbour Zinc Mine (Figure 12.9). In that area the BPU is -ss-60 m thick 
and is mostly fenestral limestone. In detail it consists of three 
subunits. The lower subunit is made up of small-scale, subtidal to 
intertidal or supratidal, shallowing-upward sequences. It is wide-
spread, but thins out north of the mine and is incorporated in pipe 
breccias generated by dissolution collapse in two places adjacent to the 
mine. The aictctle subunit i£ either primarily fenestral, tidal flat 
limestone or mostly burrowed, subtidal wackestone. Only subtidal litho-
facies are p~:.~sent north of the mine. The upper subunit is peloidal 
grainstone and/or burrowed, peloidal packstone deposited in environments 
transitional bet~een exposed tidal flats and quiet, subtidal settings. 
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Figure 12.9 Croaa-aection of measured aectiona through the BPU in corea at the DHZM. Line of 
croaa-r.action ia in Figure 12.10.a. Vertical arrowa to the right of the columna denote 
ehallowing-upward eequencea. DH-2559, 2561 and 2601 are partly or completely dolomitized; DH-2564, 
2562, 2561, and 2377 are generated from loge described by G. c. O'Connell (Tack corporation); 
variations in detail on the aectiona reflect the amount of detail provided on the original log. St. G. 
u., St. George Unconformity. Key to other aymbola ia in Appendix A. 
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It occurs only above aiddle subunit sequences composed of fenestral 
limestone. 
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The vertical and lateral distribution of the BPU subunits indicate 
two rather abrupt changes in water depth and style of sedimentation 
concomitant with structural rearrangement of the platform. Niddle 
subunit lithofacies record sudden differentiation of the platform around 
the mine into areas of predominantly intertidal or subtidal deposition 
(Figure 12.10.b). This event correlates with the formation of pipe 
breccias near the zinc mine and was probably caused by displacements on 
preexisting faults which controlled development of the Trout Lake 
Breccia (TLB) during earliest deformation of the platform (Chapter 11) 
and influenced deposition of the Aguathuna Formation (Lane, 1990; Figure 
12.10.a). It is also possible that formation of the central subtidal 
depression reflects dissolution collapse at some deeper stratigraphic 
level. As was the true for the TLB, however, dissolution would probably 
also have been controlled by adjacent structures. Moreover, horizons of 
slumped bedding in the subtidal limestones in some cores correlate 
approximately with gravitational slides in similar subtidal wackestone 
in the BPU at Table Point (Figure 12.8.6), auggesting that faulting was 
involved. 
Subsequent deposition of upper subunit peloidal sand bodies only in 
areas that had previously been tidal flats indicates that topographic 
relief was maintained, while sudden flooding implies a rapid rise in sea 
level that may either have been eustatic or caused by an abrupt increase 
in the rate of regional subsidence (Figure 12.10.c). Evidence in 
support of the latter comes from approx;mately correlative peloidal 
grainstone& in the BPU at Table Point which are folded and displaced in 
a slump or slide (Figure 12.8.6), and suggest faulting was involved. 
Discussion A tripartite stratigraphy is recognized in most other 
relatively thick BPU sequences, but the changes in water depth inferred 
from the changes in lithofacies or styles of sedintentation are not 
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Figure 12.10 Maps showin~ drill core locations for Figura 12.9 and 
paleogeographic reconstructions for SPU sediments at the DHZH. a) Sa•• 
map of drill cores (*) logged by the writer or for which logs were 
available. Dashed, wavy lines are faults and fracture zona•. The 
northeast-trending zone controlled development of the Trout Lake Breccia 
(TLS) and influenced deposition of the Aguathuna Fm. (Lana, 1990). 
North- to northwest-trending structure• controlled development of the 
TLB and influenced deposition of the middle Aguathuna, and controlled 
the locations of pipe breccias (CH-1, DH-2377 that postdate dapo•ition 
of the lower BPU subunit (Fig·..are 12. 8). b) Areal distribution of 
lithofacies in the aiddle subunit. c) Areal distribution of peloidal 
sand bodies of the upper subunit. 
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everywhere same (Figure 12.8). Therefore, although the changes are 
recorded regionally they cannot be attributed to eustasy. Instead they 
are interpreted to reflect sudden structural rearrangement of the 
platform and changes in the rate of local subsidence. Intraformational 
erosional surfaces in thin BPU sequences (Chapter section 12.1.1) may, 
in fact, correlate with one of these events. Since the rate changes 
were widespread it is reasonable to conclude that differential movement 
on local structures was ultimately controlled by regional stresses 
imposed by continued convergence along the continental margin. 
(iii) ADoaaloua peritidal aequencea 
Deacription Peritidal lithofacies in many Table Point sections 
occur in discrete packages, most of which are readily interpreted as 
shallowing-upward sequences (Chapter section 4.2.3; Figures 12.8 and 
12.9). They are highly variable in thickness (0.4-17 m) and cannot be 
correlated between adjacent areas. Moreover, they show no consistent 
directional change in thickness either along strike or up-section. 
Locally there are also vertical successions of lithofacies that are 
interpreted to record deepening-upward (Figure 12.8.8). 
Di•cu•aion Shallow marine carbonates deposited on passive margins 
and in stable cratonic basins commonly consist of repeated shallowing-
upward sequences (Wilson, 1967, 1975; James, 1984; Wilkinson, 1982) 
which, within a given facies belt, are compositionally similar, remark-
ably laterally continuous, and fairly uniform in thickness; variations 
are usually developed across strike (Wilson, 1967; Gretzinger, 1986). 
They may be generated under conditions of uniform subsidence and con-
stant sea level by changes in sedimentation rate controlled by internal 
feedback mechanisms that control where in the system deposition occurs 
(autocyclic; eg. Ginsburg, 1971; Wilkinson, 1982), or in response to 
small scale changes in eustatic sea level caused by short period 
Milankovitch cycles (allocyclic; eg. Fischer, 1964; Hardie~ al., 
1986). 
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BPU sediments in many places were deposited above a subaerial un-
conformity and, therefore, indicate a relative rise in sea level. Same 
age sediments deposited on the southwes' , passive margin of the 
continent also record flooding during this time, suggesting that aea 
level rise was eustatic (Figure 4.8). Regionally, shallowing-upward 
sequences may have been formed in res~nse to short term fluctuations 
associated with the sea level rise. Since these sediments accumulated 
entirely in shallow environments and lithofacies sequences demonstrate 
that sediment production ~ept pace and commonly exceeded sea level rise, 
it is postulated that the factor which determined the types, thickness, 
and, to some extent the sequences of sediment deposited, was rate of 
subsidence. Nonsystematic lateral variations in thickness of 
shallowing-upward sequences indicate that rates of subsidence varied 
across the shelf, while nonsystematic vertical changes in the thickness 
of shallowing-upward sequences indicate that local subsidence rate 
varied in time. Uncommon deepening-upward sequences further prove that 
locally subsidence rate did not merely overprint, but controlled tho 
water depth and the type of sediment deposited. 
12.3 syotbeaia 
The Table Point Formation records widespread inundation and reeetab-
lishment of typical marginal marine and then shallow subtidal carbonate 
environments over the entire, previously block-faulted platform. 
Anomalous sedimentologic and stratigraphic aspects of these sequences 
indicate that sedimentation was continuously influenced by regional and 
local tectonism. 
Initial deposition in peritidal environments was profoundly 
influenced by low relief topography generated and perpetuated by differ-
ential subsidence of platform blocks and by subsidence itself. Flooding 
of the platform was a continuation of that which had begun earlier and 
is recorded by the upper Aguathuna Formation (Figure 11.3). There was 
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no single shoreline or regional paleoslope: flooding and peritidal 
sedimentation began on topographically low platform blocks while 
adjacent highs remained subaerially exposed (Figure l2.ll.a). In 
contrast to when upper Aguathuna dolostone& were deposited, environ-
mental conditions were much less restricted, as indicated by the 
predominance of limestone, notably the large percentage of burrowed 
limestone which could be in part tidal flat deposits, paucity of 
syndepositional dolostone and apparent absence of evaporites. Less 
restrictive conditions imply that, despite irregular topography, 
circulation across the platform was much better than it had been during 
deposition of the Aguathuna Formation. 
As flooding of the platform continued, thick sequences of peritidal 
sediments accumulated on blocks experiencing relatively rapid, contin-
uous subsidence, whereas thin sequences were deposited on topographic-
ally high blocks where the onset of sedimentation was delayed and/or 
frequently interrupted by periods of subaerial exposure, some of which 
were accompanied by erosion and freshwater dissolution of previously 
deposited peritidal strata (Figure 12.ll.b). The delicate balance 
between local subsidence, eustatic sea level and sedimentation rate 
determined where subtidal conditions predominated and where intertidal 
conditions were maintains~. Episodes of tectonism that appear to have 
affected large areas, if not the entire platform, caused displacements 
along faults that further modified topography across the platform and 
caused rapid changes in the type of sediment deposited. Locally, it 
triggered gravitational sliding. on a shorter time scale, differential 
subsidence gave rise to both deepening upward and anomalous shallowing-
upward sequences characterized by highly variable thickness and lateral 
discontinuity. 
Peritidal sedimentation was ever~where followed by deepening of the 
platform and deposition in exclusively shallow subtidal environments, 
first on muddy, peloidal sand flats and then on a deeper, quieter muddy 
Figure 12.11 Schematic vertical cross-section across the platform during deposition of the Table Point 
Formation. a) Initial inundation of the platform and deposition in peritidal environments. b) Deposition 
in peritidal environments near the end of BPU sedimentation. c) Sea level rise and deposition in 
exclusively shallow subtidal environments. d) Late stage shoaling. MSL • mean sea level. Arrows indicate 
relative subsidence. 
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sea floor (Figure 12.1l.c). continugd differential subsidence of 
platform blocks created and perpetuated a low relief, submarine 
topography which determined how long sedimentation in comparatively 
shallow settings continued and, ultimately the total thickness of 
sediment deposited during this phase of sedimentation. Locally, 
displacements on faults that controlled subsidence triggered 
gravitational slides. Contemporaneous sliding in fairly widely 
separated areas suggests that displacements were caused by stresses 
transmitted over large areas of the platform. 
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Subtidal sedimentation was everywhere followed by shoaling of the 
platform and deposition in compa=atively shallow subtidal, and locally 
intertidal environments (Figure 12.ll.d). Low relief topography 
perpetuated by continued differential subsidence is expressed by the 
heterogeneous distribution of the three lithofacies deposited during 
this phase sedimentation, each of which must reflect a unique set of 
hydrodynamic conditions. Episodic faulting caused fracturing of early 
lithified Stromatactis mounds. More widespread deformation after 
shallow marine sedimentation ceased involved fracturing and mass 
transport of the uppermost platform strata in gravitational slides or 
sediment gravity flows locally, or surficial fracturing and formation of 
a discontinuous conglomerate veneer. 
Northeast-trending faults are inferred to have most actively con-
trolled differential subsidence and influenced sedimentation. In the 
Daniel's Harbour Zinc Kine - Table Point area a preexisting, northeast-
trending fault zone is proven to have controlled the distribution of BPU 
lithofacies (Figure 12.10). More generally, in all areas where there is 
good stratigraphic control, abrupt lateral changes in lithofacies, 
thickness of lithofacies assemblages, and, more conspicuously, formation 
thickness, all commonly occur across northaast-trendin9 Acadian 
structures. Displacements on the ancestors of these structures, though 
they apparently did not generate high-relief escarpments, are inferred 
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to have triggered gravitational sliding during deposition of the Table 
Point. In addition, the orientation of brittle fractures in limestones 
at or just below the top of the Table Point suggest that those 
structures were involved in regional deformation of the platform just 
prior to drowning. 
12.4 Tectonic Significance 
The Table Point Formation was deposited in shallow marine 
environments reestablished by flooding of a regional unconformity on the 
previously block-faulted and uplifted platform. By this time the actual 
margin of the shelf-wide platform had experienced catastrophic faulting, 
and tectonic collapse (James and Stevens, 1986; James et al., 1987; 
James~ al., 1989). Carbonate sediment was no longer being generated 
and transported off-shelf, and deep water, continental slope and rise 
environments were being buried by siliciclastic flysch derived from a 
geologically complex ter~ane above the subduction zone composed of 
obducted oceanic elements and thrust slices of continental margin 
sediments scraped off the North American plate (Stevens, 1970). On the 
reestablished carbonate platform, destruction of the margin proper is 
signaled by improved circulation across the platform, inferred from the 
nature of baaal, peritidal sediments of the Table Point Formation. 
Ongoing subduction and volcanism to the paleo-south is indicated by thin 
volcanic ash layers in the platform sequences. 
Differential subsidence across the entire Table Point platform and 
episodic seismicity that triggered mass movement in the shallow marina 
carbonates are interpreted to be the local responses of the continental 
shelf to regional stresses imposed by continued convergence. These 
features distinguish Table Point carbonates from those deposited on the 
predeceasing, stable, passive margin and identify this platform as a 
component of the evolving foreland basin. Independent subsidence of 
platform blocks during this entire period of sedimentation indicates 
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that the structures that defined the block boundaries were linked to a 
common detachment fault, thereby further supporting the interpretation 
that the faults were reactivated, rift-related structures linked to 
basement. 
The three phases of sedimentation (BPU, MSU, USU) recorded in Table 
Point Formation sequences indicate significant, temporal changes in 
relative sea level (Figure 12.12). BPU sediments deposited largely 
above the St. George Unconformity indicate a relative rise in sea level 
and define a phase during which sedimentation kept pace with, and 
commonly exceeded, the rate of sea level rise. overlying MSU sediments 
indicate regional deepening of the platform, implying an increase in the 
rate of sea level rise that did not cause drowning, but did preclude 
accretion to sea level. The USU indicates regional shoaling and, 
therefore, a fall in relative sea level. 
The two wost critical factors that may have controlled sea level 
changes across the Table Point platform are eustasy and subsidence. The 
relative importance of each can be evaluated to a first approximation by 
comparing the relative sea level curve constructed from Table Point 
sequences with that constru~ted from Whiterockian strata deposited on 
the southwestern, passive margin of the North American continent (Figure 
17.12.a,b). If the southwest u. s. A., passive margin experienced 
uniform subsidence and the sea level curve from that area is primarily 
eustatic, then the difference between it and the sea level curve from 
the Table Point must represent the component of tectonically-controlled, 
regional subsidence for the foreland basin platform. 
The subsidence curve (Figure 12.12.c) shows that initial peritidal 
sedimentation corresponds to a period of abnormally slow crustal sub-
sidence, possibly even continued differential uplift of the tectonized 
platform. This is consistent with the presence of subaerial unconform-
ities witbio peritidal sequences locally, and accounts for the fact that 
many shallowing-upward sequences are anomalously thin. Tectonic uplift 
relative s&a level 
a 
relativ'3 
subside11Ce I eustatic sea level 
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Figure 12.12 Relative sea level and subsidence curves for the Table 
Point Formation. a: Relative sea level curve constructed from carbonate 
lithofacies for Whiterockian age strata in western Newfoundland. Bound-
aries for the orthidiella and the lower and upper Anomalorthls :~.ones are 
apx:roximate. b) Relative sea level curve for coeval strata deposited on 
the southwestern, passive margin of the North American continent 
(constructed from Ross n U·, 1989). C) Subsidence curve for the Table 
Point platform generated by addition of the two sea level curves. 
Negative intervals are phases during which regional subsidence was leas 
than it was on the passive margin; positive intervals are phaees when 
regional subsidence was greater than it was on the passive margin. 
• ':: - • - I • ~ - .. ...,_ ' 
. - - - - --
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of the platform contemporaneous with eustatic sea level rise may, in 
fact, have minimized the duration and effects of exposure, erosion, and 
dissolution involved in prior formation of the St. George Unconformity. 
Subsequent shallow subtidal sedimentation (MSU) must reflect a 
rather rapid increase in the rate of subsidence along the length of the 
foreland basin (Figure 12. 12. c). Rapid subsidence negated, or at least 
countered, the slow down in the rate of eustatic sea level rise, or 
possibly even sea level fall at this point. 
Late Fhase shoaling (USU) approximately coincides wit.h a n.aximum, 
eustatic sea level low recorded on the passive margin (Figure 12.12.a, 
b). This suggests that tectonically-controlled subsidence Alowed down 
considerably, permitting accretion of ~~ediments to near sea level. 
However, since shoalilioJ prec~ded ~ectonic deformat1.on cJ. the platform 
and was immediately follcwed by rapid deepening, it is possible that 
shoaling was a consequence of tectonic upwarping prior to platform 
destruction. 
(, - . - ----
. . . 
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CBAPTBR 13 
PRASE 3: PLATFORM COLLAPSE 
This phase of foreland basin development involved sudden deepening 
and drowning of the Table Point platform and deposition evArywhere of 
deep-water sediments. Across western Newfoundland these events are 
recorded by three markedly different sedimentary sequences (Figure 
13.1). In most places shallow water sedimentation was gradually 
superseded by deposition of muddy carbonates o"'\ a gently dipping slope 
and basin margin (Table Cove Formation). In several places, platform 
sedimentation ceased abruptly and was followed by deposition of black 
shale in an anoxic basin (Black Cove Formation). !none area, the far 
west side of Port au Port Peninsula, platform sedimentation was abrup~ly 
succeeded by deposition of lithoclastic conglomerate and calcarenite in 
a shale basin (Cape Cormorant Formation). The outcrop distribution of 
the three deep water units ~ver the entire western Newfoundland platform 
ie shown in Figure 13.2. 
Three lines of evidence lead to the conclusion that drowning of the 
Table Point platform was causPd by very rapid, tectonically-controlled 
subsidence. Firs~, heterogeneity among the post-platform sediments, 
plus unequivocal evidence of tilting and, locally, faulting of the 
platform, indicate that deepening was not simply a consequence of 
eustatic sea level rise imposed on a gradually subsiding shelf. Second, 
under 'normal' circumstances carbonate production on platforms has the 
potential to outpace long-term sea level rise (Schlager, 1981)1 in the 
absence of some other factor that would inhibit carbonate production, 
such as deteriorating envirormental conditions or infl~x of abundant 
clastics (eg. Whalen, 1988), drowning i~ most readily explained by 
exceptionally rapid sea level rise caused by subsidence (Schlager, 
1981). Finally, deepening over the Table Point platform is precisely 
opposite to the effect predicted from the eustatic sea level curve 
Canbou 
Brook 
a 
Collapsed Platform 
Sequences 
Table 
Cove 
b 
Bakeapple 
Island A. T. 
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Figure 13.1 Type examples of collapsed platform sequences. a) Caribou 
Brook; platform di&conformably overlain by escarpment- and platform -
derived, deep-water carbonatee of the Cape cormorant Formation. 
1 • megaconglomerate-ribbon lLmestone lithofaci9s; 2 • calcarenite-
conglomerate lithofacies (hatchered pattern marks the interval of black 
shale); 3 • green shale-calcarenite lithofacies. b) Table Cove; 
platform gradationally overlain by slope to basin margin carbonates of 
the Table Cove Formation. 1 • burrowed limestone lithofacies; 2 • ribbon 
limestone lithofacies. c) Bakeapple Island; platform abruptly O'.•erlain 
by black, basinal shale of the Black Cove Formation. Locations are 
shown in Figure 13.2. M.ss., Mainland Sandstone; AT, American Tickle 
Formation. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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Figure 13.2 Aerial distribution of post-platform, deep-water forma-
tions. Numbered locali~ies include: 1 • Caribou Brook; 2 • Black Cove; 
3 • Shag Cliff; 4 • Bakers Brook; 5 • Was~ Brook; 6 • Southwest Feeder; 
7 • Table Point; 8 • Beaver Brook; 9 • Springs Inlet; 10 • Bakeapple 
Island. The depositional distribution of the Table Cove Formation 
between Shag Cliff and Southwest Feeder i" not entirely certain. It is 
not present immediately abo•• the platform at any localities, but it 
does outcrop in Bakers Brook and is structurally juxtaposed with the 
Table Point Formation in West Brook. Ita absence from the southwest 
Feeder section is thought to be depositional, but further south it is 
likely to be due to faulting. Stippled areas correspond to map areas in 
Figures 13.4 and 13.6. 
generated from coeval strata deposited on the southwestern, passive 
margin of ~he North American continent (Figure 12.12). 
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The nature and distribution of the tht·ee post-platform, deep-water 
lithofacies shed light on the regional dynamics and configu~ation of the 
foreland basin ..:·lring this stage of its development. 
13.1 Depoaition of the Table Cove Foraation 
The Table cove Formation consists of thin-bedded, dark grey, muddy 
limestone and carbonate-rich shale deposited on a gEntly-dipping, 
carbonate slope and basin margir~ (Chapter 5). These strata gradation-
ally overlie the platform, thereby signalling gradual subsidence 
accompanied by tilting of the platform in the areas they occur. Most 
sequences consist of either bioturbated, fossiliferous, upper slope 
limestones or burrowed, parted limestone deposited in a mid-slope 
setting, overlain by ribbon limestone deposit·~d on the lower slope and 
basin margin {Figure 13.l.b). Those in which muddy hemipelagites 
dominate distal ribbon limestones were deposited on a gently-dipping 
ramp, while those consisting in large part of peloidal and spiculitic 
t~rbidites are inferred to have been deposited on a gently-dipping slope 
structurally separated from the adjacent relict platform {Figure 5.11). 
All sequences constitute a single, deepening-upward sediment package 
that records platform drowning, lateral migration of deep water environ-
ments and sediments over shallower ones, and ev.~tually, basin 
formation. 
The Table Cove Formation is similar in composition, texture, style 
of bedding, and ~istribution of physical and biogenic structures to 
other ancient, deep-water carbonate sequences (Cook and Enos, 1977 and 
papers therein; Cook and Taylor, 1977; Cook and Mullins, 1983 and 
references therein; Mcllreath and James, 1984; James and Stevens, 1986). 
Ita three dimensional distribution, however, distinguishes it from 
similar slope to basin deposits found either along a continental margin 
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proper or along intra-shelf or intra-cratonic platforms. It does not 
comprise a single, contiguous sediment package with a recogni~~ble three 
dimensional geometry that ccn be linked to either a single adjacent 
platform or basi~, or even to the strike of the ancient, northeast-
trending continental margin. Instead, the formation is highly variable 
in thickness (10m--130m) and is not laterally continuous (Figures 5.1, 
10.2 and 13.2). Furthermore, lateral ch~~~ea in thickness and paleo-
slope data indicate that th~re were several local slopes of different 
facing directions and that locally the facing direction reversed over 
time. Collectively these features indicate that there was no single, 
regional carbonate slope, and that the foundering platforn. was charac-
terized hy highly variable subcidence, as was true for the predeceasing 
Table Point platform. 
The anomalous aspects of the Table Cove Formation itemized above are 
recognized regionally. They are most clearly illustrated in the Table 
Point area where the outcrop and subsurface data base is most extensive 
and provides a comparatively complete reco~d of sedimentation during 
this phase of f~reland basin development. Eight collapsed platform 
sequences from that area are shown in Figure 13.3; their locations are 
shown in Figure 13.4. Integration of sedimentologic, stratigraphic and 
stru~tural data permits recognition of local dynamics and changes in 
foreland basin configuration. 
Table Cove Formation slope deposited in this area range from 11.5 m 
to -130 m thick and are inferred to be depositionally absent at 
Gargamelle Cove and River of Ponds Lake (Figure 13.3). (T~e signifi-
cance of the latter sequences is addressed in Chapter section 13.2). 
Table Cove thickness and lithofacies make-up change markedly uver short 
distances, with major changes occurring across northeast-trending, 
Acadian faults (Figures 13.3 and 13.4). Of these structures, the 
Torrent River and Ten Mile Lake faults are proven to have actively 
influenced sedimentation during earlier stages of foreland basin 
Figure 13.3 Collapsed platform sequences in the Table Point area. Locations are in Figure 13.4; precise 
locations of DH-2512 and DH-2541 at the Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine are in Figure 12.10. Sections are 
arranged generally from west to east across structural strike. Abbreviations TMl/TR, TC, PCP, etc. (top) 
correspond to major faults shown in Figure 13.4. Upper Subtidal Unit lithofacies are developed at the top of 
the underlying Table Point Formation (TP) everywhere except at Gargamelle Cove and River of Ponds Lake where 
the top of the platform is represented by a gravitational slide and debris flow conglomerate, respectively. 
Covered intervals above both sections are inferred to be underlain by fine-grained, Goose Tickle Group 
clastics. Arrows to the right of the Table Cove Formation (TC) sequences at Table L~ve and Spudgels Cove 
show the general transport directions of gravitational slides in the slope deposits baaed on measurements of 
slump fold axes, imbricated bedding, and detachment surfaces (Fiqure 5.10 and Spudgel's Cove section in back 
pocket). BC =Black Cove Formation; AT~ American Tickle Forma~ion; H.SS.= Mainland Sandstone; 
congl. = conglomerate. Key to other B)mb?la is in Appendix A. 
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Figura 13.4 Map of the Tabla Point area showing the locations of 
measured sections in Figura 13.3. Faults shown are the major Acadian 
structures mapped by Cawood and Williams (1986), Grenier and Cawood 
(1988}, and Grenier (1990). They are interpreted by Grenier tl990) as 
basement-linked faults of opposing faci~g directions that were generated 
during Lata Precambrian rifting and re~ctivated with reverse sanae die-
placement d~ring Acadian orogenesis. TML • Ten Mile Lake Fault; TR • 
Torrent River !'ault; ~'C • Tabla Cove Fault (informal name) 1 PCP • 
Portland cr-k Pond Th1·.uot; BP • Bellburns Pond Thrust; PP • Parsons 
Pond Thrust; LR • Long Range Thrus;. 
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development (Chapter sections 11.3, 12.1.1 and 12.1.2). Lateral ch&nges 
in the collapsed platform sequences gives reason to believe that all of 
the structures actively controlled subsiden~e and influenced deposition 
of these deep water carbonates as well. 
Among the Table Cove Formation sequences in the area there is a 
general westward-thickening trend (Figure 13.3) which suggests depo-
sition on a single, differentially subsiding, easterly-dipping t~p. 
However, the strike of sue!". a slope is not readily defined, nc.•r does it 
appear to have been linear. Moreover, there is a reversal in the water 
dept~ gradient recorded by basal Table cove lithofacies, specifically 
the presence of upper slope limestones at Table Cove and at the DHZM, 
and of deeper water, mid-slope, parted limestone between the those two 
areas at Spudgels Cove (Figure 13.3), which defies this simple 
reconstruction. 
A more complex and chang.;.ng configuration is indicated by paleoslope 
data from the Table Cove sequences at Table Cove and Spudgel's Cove 
(Figures 13.3 and 13.5). Data from th~ lowest strata in both localities 
indicate that deep-water sedimentation occurred initially on a 
northwest-facing slope flanked by a relict platform off to the southeast 
(Figure 13.3). The reversal in water depth indicated by basal Table 
Cove lithofacies between Table Cove and the DHZM (noted above), however, 
implies that this slope was not continuous and that deposition ensued on 
two, possibly three, separate, northwest-tilted blocks (Figure 
l3.S.a,d). Structures t'·.at defined the block boundaries are inferred to 
coincide with the northeast-trending Table cove (new, informal name) and 
Portland creek Pond faults. Paleoslope data from overlying ribbon 
limestones (Figure 13.3) indicate that as sedimentation and subsidence 
continued, basinal conditions were established in the Table Point-
Spudgel's Cove area and slides were transported in from the southeast 
and the northwest, implying the presence of relict platforms and slopea 
of opposing facing directions on either side (Figure l3.5.b). 
Figure 13.5 Schematic reconstruction of platform c~llapse in the Table Point area. Vertical cross-sections 
[a), b), and c)) show probable fault blocks defined by ancestors of major Acadian faults (abbreviations for 
them are the same as in Figure 13.4). Relative locations of the measured section• in Figure 13.3 along the 
line of cross-section (shown in c) and d)) are abbreviated in a) as: G, Gargamelle Cove; TP, Table Point; 
SP, Spudgels Cove; DHZM, DH-2512 and DH-2541; 1382, DH-1382; 1516, DH-1516. a) Initial faulting and 
subsidence created a subtle horst and graben terrane with relict, sediment producing platforms west of the 
Ten Hil·a Lake (TML) fault and east of the Bellburna Pond (BP) fault. A regional northwest-facing slope 
occurred between the two highs, but was rendered discontinuous along a fault block boundary (TC) east of 
Table cove. corresponding map view of foundering platform topography is shown in d). b) With continued 
subsidence, the crustal blocks between the Ten Mile Lake fault and the Portland Creek Pond Fault (PCP) 
joined to form a single, rapidly subsiding depression [TC-SP Basin). Sediments derive~ from the eastern 
relict platform accumulated in a mid-slope environment on a northwest-facing slope in the Spudgels Cove 
area, while Table Cove, located in a more axial position, received sediments derived from both relict 
platforms, including grav1.tational slides from both adjacent 9lopes. Little sediment accumulated on either 
flanking relic platform. c) Later structural adjustments resulted in a regional south-southeast- facing 
slope away from the western relict platform. That high continued to supply sediment to deep-water 
environments and ribbon limestone accumulated everywhere between Table Cove and the DHZH. The eastern relict 
platform subsided rapidly and a thin, deep-water carbonate sequence was deposited on the south-dipping slope 
of that fault block (out of the page). Subsequent faulting or seismicity triggered mass movement of 
carbonates on the up-slope end of that block, resulting in deposition of exotic debris flow conglomerates on 
the local slope which marked the end of deep-water carbon~te sedimentation in that area. Corresponding map 
view of the basin configuration is shown in e). 
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Paleoslope data from the youngest ribbon limestones (Figure 13.3) 
indicate that the final phase of deep-water carbonate E!edimentati-..)1'1 
accompanied regional tilting to the aouth-•outhea•t, leaving a single, 
sediment-supplying relict platform off to the northwest until deep-water 
carbonate sedimentation ceased (Figure 13.5 c,e). 
The comparatively thin Table Cove Formation sequences in DH-1516 and 
DH-1382 east of Table Cove (Figures 13.3 and 13.4) are located in the 
area that may have been t:he relict platform for the initial, northwest-
dipping slope in the area {Figure 13.S.a,d). Their thinness alone, 
e&P'ecially in contrast to the sequence at Table Cove, suggests that they 
were deposited on a different, independently subsiding crustal block. 
Its boundaries are inferred to coincide with the northeast-trending 
Bellburns Pond and Parsons Pond faults which appea:.: to define a horst in 
the basement (Figure 13. 4) , and a topographic high in the foreland basin 
at this point in time {Figure 13.S.a,b,d). Initially it was a source 
for hemipelagic mud, sediment gravity flows and gravitational slides 
deposited in adjacent deep-water environments to the west and remained a 
relatively shallow area of little net sedimP.nt accumulation for at least 
as long as northwest-directed, gravitatio~al sliding occurred in the 
Table Cove- Spudgel's Cove area (Figure 13.5.b). Subsequent subsidence 
and drowning occurred rapidly, possibly in response to down-faulting 
that eventually produced a regional, south-southeast dipping slope 
(Figure 13. 5. c, e) . Only upper slope carbonates were deposited on the 
northern end of the block (DH-1516, Figure 13.3), while upper slope 
sediments, followed by lower slope, ribbon J.imestone were deposited over 
its deeper, southwest end {DH-1382, Figure 13.3). Those ribbon 
limestones could have come either from upslope areas to the north or, 
possibly, from the relict platform to the west (Figure lJ.S.c,e). 
Shallow Wdter-derived, debris flow conglomerate that cap both of these 
sequences (Chapter sections 5.2.l(iv) and 5.4.l(iii)) probably came from 
an escarpment that exposed very shallowly buried platform carbonates. 
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They signal seismicity and/or a sudden change in depositional slope 
probably related to displacements on faults that led to rapid collapse 
of the platform block. 
Lateral discontinuity of Table Cove sequences is recognized in all 
other regions of the study area where this critical interval of the 
for9land basin succession is well-exposed (Figures 10.2 and 13.2). 
Limited paleoslope data in other areas precludes determining slope 
directions with the same degree of certainty as in the Table Point area, 
but local depositional thinning (in the absence of evidence of slope 
reversal) suggests that other local slopes faced northward, southward 
and eastward. The highly irregular, three-dimensional distribution of 
the slope deposits is interpreted to reflect the checkerboard distri-
bution of relict platforms which in turn indicates that regional 
foundering of the platform was accompanied by faulting that generated a 
low relief, horst and graben topography and permitted differential 
subsidence of crustal blocks during this phase of foreland basin 
evolution. 
13.2 Deposition of t.be Black Cove Fora11t.ioo 
The Black Cove Formation consists of blaclc, laminated, graptolitic 
shale that was deposited in a deep, anoxic basin ( Chapte1.· 7). It 
abruptly overlies platform limestones locally (Figures 13. 1. c and 13.2) , 
but more commonly it gradationally overlies Table Cove Formatlon alooe 
carbonates. In both cases, the shale signifies a period of starvec:i 
sedimentation in areas deprived of platform-derived carbonate sediment 
prior to the influx of siliciclastic turbidites of the American Tickle 
Formation (Chapter 14). 
The platform limestone-basinal shale contact marks a 'drowning 
unconformity' (Schlager and Camber, 1986; Schlager, 1989) generated by 
extremely rapid subsidence of the platform. It is accentuated locally 
in the Pistolet Bay area by a mineralized hardgrounc at the top of the 
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platform (FiJurea 4.S.b, 12.4 and 12.6) that formed during a deposi-
tional hiatus prior to tile onset of shale sedimentation. In that area, 
and in some others further south, the uppermost platform limestones are 
also fractured and/or have been disrupted and transported in a. gravita-
tional slide or debris flow, further attesting to tect':lnic deformation 
of the platform prior to, or during, subsidence (Chapter sections 
12. 1. 2-4) • The absence of deep-water carbonates from those sequences 
auggests that subsidence was so rapid as to preclude deposition of even 
a t.hin veneer of in litu generated carbonate, such as formed elsewhere 
in an upper slope setting. Minor dolomite in the basal Black Cove 
Formation shale, however, does point to the presence of contemporlcneous 
carbonate sediment sources that were either very far away or had 
subsided to depths where very little sediment was prcduced and/or storm 
waves were no longer effective at entraining the sediment and 
transporting it off-platform. 
These drowned platform sequences are nc•t clustered in a specific 
zone or region, but instead are in ieolt~ted areas generally surrounded 
by sequences in which the platform is overlain by deep-water carbonates 
(Figure 13.2). Based on their relationships to the latter it appears 
that drowned sequences have two, somewhat different origins. 
1) Drowned sequences at Gargamelle Cove and River of Ponds Lake 
(Figure 13. J) are interpreted to represent rapidly foundered, reli.ct 
platforms. The depositional histori~s o~ Table Cove Formation sequences 
in adjacent areas (described above) indicate the drowned platform at 
River of Ponds Lake and the condensed Table cove Formation slope 
sequences in DH-1516 and DH-1382 are located in the area that was a 
topographically high, sediment source area during initial subsidence of 
the platform (Figure lJ.S.a,b,d). Rapid subsidence and starved sedimen-
tation at River of Ponds Lake, therefore, is inferred to have occurred 
late, after the change to a regional, south-southeast-dipping elope and 
essentially coincident with deposition of the thin slope sequences in 
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DH-1516 and DH-1382 (Figure 13.5.c,e). ~similar history is inferred 
for the drowned platform sequence at Gargamelle Cove, located struc-
turally inboard of the thick carbonate slope sequences at Tabla Cove and 
Spudgel'a Cove, which was also a sediment supplying, topographic high 
(Figure 13.5. b,c,e). Rapid subsidence and drowning of this block, 
however, is inferred to have occurred somewhat later, coincident with 
the end of deep-water carbonate sedimentation further south. In both of 
these area fracturing and mass movement of the uppermost platform lima-
stones (Chapter sections 12.1.2-3) signal major changes in submarine 
topography, probably caused by displacements on faults that facilitated 
rapid collapse of these platform blocks. 
2) Drowned platform sequences in the Pistolet Bay area, in contrast, 
are thought represent a sediment-starved basin formed over a rapidly 
foundered platform block at the downslope end of a newly formed, subsid-
ing ramp. In that area black shale directly overlies a large area of 
the platform~ Table Cove Formation slope deposita overlie the platform 
only locally on the northwest aide of Piatolet Bay and on the south aida 
of Hare Bay (Figures 13.2 and 13.6). Sequences shown in Figure 13.6 are 
presently separated by faults, moat of them west-directed thrusts, that 
are interpreted to have formed during Acadian orogenesis. Those delin-
eated on the ~ccompanying maps are proven or inferred to have actively 
influenced sedimentation during earlier phases of foreland basin devel-
opment (Chapter sections 11.3 and 12.1.4). 
Two different models that account for drowning and deposition of 
deep-water shale directly at~p the platform in this area are illustrated 
in Figure 13.7. A relict platform origin (Figure 13.7.a), identical to 
that onvis~9ed for drowned sequences at River of Ponds and Gargamalle 
Cove, is supported by the previous sedimentation history of tna undpr-
lying tectonized platform. Deep erosion on the St. George Unconformity, 
and deposition of both thin pariti~al sequences at the base of the Tabla 
Point Formation and of relatively thin and grainy, complete platform 
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Figure 13.6 Cross-section of post-platform sequences in the Pistolet 
Bay area. 1 • Callieux Bay (Vaches Point); interstratified debris flow 
conglomerates are interpreted to have come from the upper slope or 
platform from which enclosing ribbon limestones derived (Chapter section 
5.4.3), implying synsedimentary faulting before that platform was 
drowned. 2 • Bakeapple Island; 3 = west coast of Pistolet Bay; 4 • Burnt 
Island peninsula. Their locations are shown in the accompanying map. 
TP • Table Point Formation; TC • Table Cove Formation; BC • Black Cove 
Formation; AT • American Tickle Formation; DH • Daniel's Harbour Member. 
Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. The abbreviations rla and ab on 
the maps mark other outcrops where Table Cove Formation ribbon limestone 
and Black Cove Formation shale, respectively, overlie the platform. The 
ribbon limestone outcrop south of Cook's Harbour does not contain debris 
flow conglomerates. Faults delineated on the maps are only the ~ 
Acadian structures in the area (compare with Bostock~ Al·• 1983; 
Knight, 1986a; Cawood, 1989); the amount of structural telescoping of 
the platform caused by these ~nd ~ther thrust faults in the area is 
unknown. The Ten Mile Lake ~ault (TML) and the unnamed fault west of 
Burnt Island peninsula in Pistolet Bay are inferred to have been active 
during uplift of the platform and formation of the St. George 
Unconformity (Chapter section 11.3) and during deposition of Basal 
Peritidal Unit sediments of the Table Point Formation (compare BPU 
sequences at Bakeapple Island and Burnt Island peninsula, back pocket). 
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Figure 13.7 Models for platform collapse and generation of the drowning 
unconformity in the Pistolet Bay area. Line of cross-section extends 
roughly acroos structural strike from the St. Margaret Bay fault (SMB) 
to Burnt Island peninsula (BI); TML, Ten Mile Lake fault; CB, Callieux 
Bay; CH, Cooks Harbour; BA, Bakeapple Island; sa, west side of Pistolet 
Bay; locati~ns are in Figure 13.6. a) Starved, relict platform modal. 
1 - Initial differential subsidence of the platform rendered the 
Pistolet Bay area a sediment producing, topographic high on the east 
flank of an incipient basin centered around Callieux Bay. 2 - Later dis-
placements on faults resulted in fracturing, foundering, ~nd hardground 
formation on the Pistolet Bay platform block and created an escarpment 
on the opposing platform from which debris flow conglomerates were 
generated. b) Starved basin model. 1 - Initial break-up and differen-
tial subsidence of the platform generated an easterly-dipping slope, the 
adjo.l.ning basin of which was formed by very rapid subsidence of the 
platform un~erlying Pistolet Bay. Fracturing and hardground formation 
accompanied subsidence. 2 - Later seismicity or faulting that affected 
the relict platform gave rise to debris flow conglomerates deposited on 
the lower slope-basin margin. 
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a) Starved relict platform model 
b) Starved basin model 
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sequences (Figures 11.2, 12.7 and 12.8) indicate that the area h4d 
previously been a relatively slowly subsiding, submarine high. It could 
have retained that subsidence signature and persisted as an isolated 
relict platform during regional collapse. However, evidence in 
Aguathuna - Table P~int sequences in other areas that the subsidence 
signature (rapid cr slow) of individual platform blocks changed with 
time (eg. Port au Choix, Figure 11.2; DH-2512, Figures 12.7 and 12.8), 
proves that this was not necessarily the case. The alternative, starved 
basin origin for collapsed platform sequences in this area (Figure 
13.7.b) is favoured for two reasons. First, there is no evidence of a 
west-facing slope immediately west of Bakeapple Island. The 
distribution of the deep-water carbonates, notably the presence of 
relatively thick sequences of Table Cove Formation ribbon limestones at 
Callieux Bay and south of Cooks Harbour, and of a few thin, discontin-
uous mudstone beds at the base of the Black Cove Formation at Bakeapple 
Island, auggest they were deposited on an easterly-facing slope supplied 
with sediment by a relict platform located off to the west. Second, 
debris flow conglomerates that are interpreted to have come from an 
escarpment in shallow water are interstratified with ribbon limestones 
only at Callieux Bay. Their distribution also suggests the presence of 
a relict platform located off to the west. 
In summary, drowned platforms on whi~~ basinal shale was deposited 
resulted from both very rapid subsidence at the onset of platform 
collapse, and from later, abrupt subsidence of relict platforms that had 
acted as sediment sources for deep water environments. Starved condi-
tions persisted in both settings until they came within reach of silici-
clastic-bearing, turbidity currants, as dictated by distance from those 
encroaching systems and/or topography. 
13.3 Deposition of tba Cape Co~orant Fo~atioa 
The Cape Cormorant Formation is composed of carbonate lithoclast, 
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debris flow conglomerates and calciturbidites, and lesser platform-
derived, ribbon limestone, interstratified with shale that ware 
deposited in deep-water, basin margin and basin settings (Chapter 6; 
Figure 13.l.a). These strata disconformably overlie the platform ooly 
on the far west aide of the Port au Port Peninsula (Figures 13.2) and, 
like t~e previously described sequences, indicate extremely rapid 
subsidence of the platform. A low, angular unconformity between Tabla 
Point limestones and the basal cape Cormorant conglomerate in Big Cove 
proper (Figure 6.l.c), and a large gravitational slide at the top of the 
platform exposed north of Big Cove (Figures 6.l.b and 6.3.b), suggest 
platform subsidence was accompanied by seismicity and an abrupt, albeit 
small change in depositional slope. 
These deep-water sediments uniquely demonstrate that platform col-
lapse was accompanied by catastrophic faulting and generation of high 
relief, submarine topography. The outstanding components of the 
sequences, namely polymictic, debris flow conglomerates and calcitur-
bidites that came from an exhumed, Early P•leozoic platform succession, 
indicate that the basin was bounded along at leas~ one matgin by a fault 
scarp that ~xposed at least 500 m of buried platform carbonates. 
Coarseness and thickness trends in Cape Cormorant Formation sequences, 
in conjunction with paleoflow data, indicate that the main escarpment 
trended north-northeast and was located west of present day Cape 
cormorant outcrops (Figure 6.19). 
The vertical succession of lithofacies that make up the complete 
formation sequence at Cari~u Brook (Figure 13.l.a) record: 1) rapid 
formation of, and prolonged deposition in, a fault-bounded basin, 2) 
gradual mass wasting of the bounding fault scarp and drowning of one or 
more adjacent relict platforms, and 3) basin filling, and possibly 
shoaling, accompanied by temporary reactivation of the faulted margin, 
and influx of siliciclastic turbidites. Despite the unique escarpment-
derived components of the Cape cormorant, the depositional histori 
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parallels that of post-platform sequences in all other areas. 
Platform-derived ribbon limestone in the basal megaconglomerate-ribbon 
limestone lithofacies is equivalent to same-named strata in the upper 
Table cove Formation. Black, laminated shale, a prominent component of 
the overlying calcarenite-conglomerate lithofacies, is equivalent to the 
Black Cove Formation. Greenish-grey, silty shale in the capping green 
shale-calcarenite lithofacies is equivalent to distal turbidite litho-
facies at the base of the American Tickle Formation. These correlations 
indicate that the two types of collapse sequences were deposited 
contemporaneously. 
ll.t Reconstruction and Discussion 
Regional collapse of the Table Point platform was accompanied by 
block-faulting that involved reactivation of rift-related basement 
structures that reestablished a horst and graben topography across the 
foreland basin (Figure 13,8). Over most of the area, initial faulting 
generated a gentle, low relief submarine topography. Several localized 
carbonate slopes formed on tilted and differentially subsiding platform 
blocks, while very rapid subsidence of others created deep, starved, 
anoxic basins. Only locally at the onset of platform break-up and 
foundering was faulting of such magnitude as to generate a major, 
submarine escarpment that exhumed several hundred metres of old, buried 
platform carbonates. Later faulting that led to the ultimate demise of 
relic platforms in other areas, however, was accompanied by brittle 
fracturing and, either because of increased seismicity or sudden changes 
in slope, mass movement of the uppermost platform limestones. 
Slopes of variable dips and the irregular, three-dimensional 
distribution of post-platform sequences in4icate the forelan4 basin at 
this point in time was not a single, regional carbonate slope adjacent 
to an extensive, albeit dying, platform. Two aspects of the Table Cove 
Formation, however, suggest that the envisaged irregular topography was 
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Figure 13.8 Schematic vertical croaa-aecticn acroaa the weatern Newfoundland platform during the 
collapse stage (Phase l) of foreland baain development. (No polarity acrose the platform ia implied.) 
Differential aubaidence of platform blocka that created relict, shallow-water platform• and gentle 
alopea and adjoining baaina on which Table Cove Form3tion carbonatee and Black cove Formation ahale 
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superimposed on a regional, eastward-dipping slope. First, the thickest 
formation sequences a~e restricted to the most inboard, western local-
ities (~g. Table Point, Spudgel's Cove), while those in the east are 
consistently thin (eg. Beaver Brook, Black Cove). Although limited 
outcrop precludes establishing this across-strike trend everywhere, the 
thickness gradient does suggest that subsidence and drowning occurred 
more rapidly in outboard areas than in inboard areas, the net product 
being an oceanward-dipping slope. Second, conodont faunas reported from 
formation sequences at Little Springs Inlet (Hare Bay) and in the Port 
au Port area suggest they are slightly older than they are at Table Cove 
(Flhraeua, 1970; Erdtmann, 1971; Stouge, 1984). Although the age 
difference between those sequences corresponds to only one conodont 
phy1ozone (Stouge, 1984), outboard to inboard diachrono~e collapse also 
implies a regional slope dipping off toward the subduction zone. 
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CHAPTER lf 
PHASE •• DEPOSITION OF SILICICLASTIC SEDIMENTS 
Platform collapse and deep-water c~rbonate sedimentation was 
everywhere followed by depositio~ of deep-water siliciclastic sediments 
of the Goose Tickle Group (Figure 14.1). In most plAces the demise of 
carbonate sedimentation was followed by a period of starved sedimen-
tation during which black shale (Black Cove Fo~mation; Chapter 7) was 
deposited. That phase of sedimentation was eclipsed by the influx of 
immature siliciclastic sediment (American Tickle Formation and Mainland 
Sandstone; Chapter 8) that was transported into and deposited in the 
foreland basin by turbidity currents. The turbidites buried the 
collapsed platform and ccntinued to fill the foreland basin until 
allochthonous thrust slices of sedimentary and igneous rocks, 
tectonically assembled outboard of the continental shelf (Taconic 
Allochthons), were emplaced (Chapter 16). 
1,.1 Starved, Anoxic Basin Sedieentation 
Starved sedimentation in deep, anoxic settings in the foreland basin 
is recorded by the relatively thin, but widespread Black Cove Formation 
composed of black, laminated, graptolitic shale (Figures 10.2 and 14.1). 
Moat commonly it gradationally ove.r.liea ribbon limestones (Table Cove 
Formation) that wer.e deposited in lower slope to basin margin environ-
menta. That stratigraphic relationship indicates that the shale accumu-
lated in basins adjacent to carbonate slopes that lay beyond the rea.::h 
of platform-derived hemipelagic suspensions and turbidity currents. 
Progressive decline and then elimination of platform-derived carbonate 
delivered to deep-water environments was cau3ed by continued aubsidence 
of relict platform and slope blocks which not only lowered them below 
depth~ at which biogenic carbonate was produced, but removed them from 
the zone of cunent and wave activity where surface sediments were 
Figure 14.1 Croaa-sectio:1 of measured sections through the Goose Tickle 
Group. Locations are shown in Figure 14.3. BC, Black Cove Formation; AT, 
American Tickle Formation; MSS, Mainland Sandstone; DH, Daniel' a Harbour 
Member; TC, Table cove rormation; TP, Table Point Formation. Arrows to 
the right of the columna indicat~ coarsening- and thickening-upward 
sequences. section (1) is based on field observations of parts of the 
Mainland section by the writer and shows only general changes in 
sandstone-dominated lithofacieP up-section. Sections (2-4) are from 
me~aured sections d~scribed by the writer. Section (5) is based on the 
original log for the core described by T. Lane, Teck Exploration. 
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entrained and transported out over adjacent slopes and basins. Starved 
conditions persisted until siliciclastic-bearing turbidity currents 
traveled into the basin. Regional variations in thickness of the shale 
above Table Cove Formation ribbon limestone (2-22 m; Figure 10.2) 
suggest that period of time varied considerably across the foreland 
basin. 
Local deposition of black shale directly atop platformal limestones 
(Chapter 13.2) also recorda very rapid subsidence of platform blocks, 
including both those that formed basins at the toee of carbonate slopes 
and those that had remained as sediment-supplying, relict platforms for 
some period of time (Figures 13.5 and 13.7). In contrast to those that 
formed basins, relict platform blocks were isolated, intrabasinal highs 
that initially escaped burial by coarser siliciclastics transported by 
turbidity currents traveling in topographic lows. Starved conditions 
persisted until subsidence of these high blocks and sediment accretion 
in adjacent low areas eliminated sea floor topography. 
14 .1.1 Origin aad Sigaific:aoc:e of Anoxic Bottoa Water. 
Black Cove Formation shale uniquely records starved sedimentation, 
but anoxic conditions are not peculiar to the settings described above. 
Lower slope - basin margin ribbon limestones are interpreted to have 
been deposited under strongly dysaerobic or anoxic bottom waters, as are 
siliciclastic turbidites (Chapter sections 5.4.5 and 8.6). 
There are two possible explanations for the presence of anoxic 
waters in what are inferred to have been the deepest environments of the 
foreland basin. One is that anoxia t·e!lects subsidenre of the tecton-
ized platform to a depth at which it intercepted an oceanic, oxygen 
minimum zone (OMZ) (Figure 14.2.a). Along modern margins in open ocean 
settings OMZs are most well-developed in areas of coastal upwelling and 
high biologic productivity in ljurface waters, occurring aa discontinuous 
lenses that intersect the shelf or slope at intermediate water depths 
ranging widely from as little as 50 m to 100 m or 500 m, and extending 
a 
continent 
knij OMZ at .ntermediat• depth 
b 
ETIJ dUpfr level OMZ bttw"n eanlintnt 
and wedgl/are eompler 
(;t~ oceanic 0 MZ 
c 
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4" 1600 ·1950 m 
Figure 14.2 Modele for the Oxygen Minimum Zone in the fnreland baein. 
a) Tectonized platform eubeidee to the depth at which it intercept• the 
oceanic OMZ (~ <0.2 ml/1). No specific depth range or lateral extent of 
the OMZ are implied. b) An OMZ form• in a th~~trmohaline etratified water 
column in the foreland baein and/or in i•olated baeine of the block-
faulted platform. e) Map and vertical croee-eection aero•• the 
foundered platform in the Table Point area (see aleo Figure 13.5) and 
depth ranges for the Table Cove baein in which ribbon limeetone• were 
depoeited under etrongly dyeaerobic to anoxic conditione. 
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to depths of 1000-2000 m (Sverdrup~ Al·• 1942 in Heckel, 1977; Deuser, 
1975; Burnett, 1977; Thiede and Van Andel, 1977; Vercoutere ~ Al·r 
1987). Whether similar conditione existed along the Middle Ordovician 
continental margin cannot be demonstrated. However, the presence of red 
shale in older continental elope and rise deposita of the Cow Head Group 
indicates that there was no permanent, oceanic OMZ that extended to the 
ocean bottom during Ordovician time (James and Stevena, 1986) and, 
therefore, persistence of anoxic conditions in the foreland baain 
implies that it did not subside below the depth of the oceanic OMZ. 
The alternative ex:-l.anation is that anoxia reflects stratification 
of the water column in the foreland basin resulting from restricted 
circulation imposed by adjacent land masses and submarine topography 
(Figure 14.2.b). Similar conditione presently characterize the Black 
sea which is semi-enclosed by land and semi-isolated from oxygenated 
Mediterranean waters by a sill (Degens and Roes, 1974; Grasshoff, 1975; 
Demaiaon and Moore, 1980). The OMZ there comprises the entire bottom 
water mass, extending from -150-250 m down to the bottom (-2000 m), and 
is maintained by a strong halocline that impedes exchange with the open 
ocean. Perhaps more analogous to the Middle Ordovician foreland basin 
are small, stratified basins that occur on otherwise open ocean shelves 
(Richards and Vaccarro, 1956; Thornton, 1984). The Cariaco Trench in 
the caribbean Sea, for example, has a sill at -200 m depth and an OMZ 
that extends from -300m to the bottom (1400 m) and is maintained by a 
strong thermocline that prevents vertical mixing in the water column. 
This model for the origin of the OMZ in the foreland basin is 
favoured for several reasons. 1) The carbonate platform did subside to 
depths of at least 100-200 m (ie. carbonate production ceased), probably 
more, and eo the water column could have become thermally stratified 
(eg. Heckel, 1977). 2) The foreland basin was semi-enclosed. Continen-
tal land to the west and the accretionary priam/island arc to the east 
would have defined a narrow sea (by ocean standards) in which vertical 
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mixing of the water column by wave activity would have been reduced by 
limited fetch of the basin (Byers, 1977). 3) Pl.atform collapse gener-
ated submarine topography that would have impeded both lateral circula-
tion and vertical mixing of basin waters. Development of anoxic bottom 
waters may have been exacerbated by exceptionally high biologic produc-
tivity in surface waters possibly stimulated by nutrients supplied by 
wind-blown volcanic material. Moreover, under warm and humid climatic 
conditions thermal £tratification may have been coupled with salinity 
stratification that enhanced the density contrast of water masses and 
further limited vertical mixing. 
Whether anoxia in the foreland basin ia independent of an oceanic 
OMZ or not, water depth is not tightly constrained (see depth values 
above). Evidence that the foreland basin did not intercept oxygenated 
polar waters below an oceanic OMZ and that both deep-water carbonatee 
and shale were deposited above the ceo (Chapter 7.6) implies depths of 
leas than 4000 m, possibly less than 2000 m. This agrees with 
bathymetry of the foreland basin calculated for the Table Point area 
where relict platforms and a contemporaneous anoxic basin 4re identified 
and located with considerable confidence (Figure 14.4.c). 
14.2 Siliciclastic Turbidite Sediaeotatioo 
The relatively short period of starved sedimentation was everywhere 
followed by deposition of siliciclastic turbidites, recorded by the 
American Tickle Formation and Mainland sandstone of the Goose Tickle 
Group (Figures 10.2, 14.1 and 14.3). These strata are classic orogenic 
flysch, composed of compositionally and texturally immature sediments 
that came from a geologically complex source terrane and were deposited 
rapidly, but episodically, in a deep-water basin. Lithic fragments in 
the sandstones point to weathered and eroded sedimentary, volcanic, 
plutonic, and possibly metamorphic sources. Detrital chromite may link 
the sediment to ultramafic rocks which, together with the lithic 
Distribution of Turbidite 
lithofacies and Paleocurrents 
in Goose Tickle Group Clastics 
AMERICAN TICKLE FM. 
fine-grained, distal turbidite 
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Figure 14.3 Map distribution of deep-water, siliciclastic turbidite 
lithofaciea and paleocurrents. l, caribou Brook; 2) West Bay Center; 3) 
Black cove; 4) Shag Cliff; 5) Baker's Brook; 6) Stag Brook; 7) West 
Brook; 8) southwest Feeder; 9) Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine; 10) Spudgel's 
cove; 11) Table Cove; 12) coles Pond; 13) American Tickle (not 
measured); 14) Springs Inlet; 15) Northern Arm; 16) Burnt I•land; 17) 
west coast Pistolet Bay; 18) Bakeapple Island. Paleocurrents are from 
Williams and Smyth (1983), Williams (1985), Knight (l986c), Quinn 
(1988a) and this study. Lithofacies shown at Canada Bay is baaed on 
descriptions by Cummings (1983). 
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component&, auggeete the eedimenta came from the ophiolite-bearinq, 
accretionary wedge (Humber Arm and Hare Bay allochthon&) that wae 
assembled in the eubduction zone on the eastern margin of the foreland 
basin (Stevena, 1970). 
These turbidites buried the collapsed platform and filled the 
foreland basin. Their current structures indicate regional traneport to 
the south-southwest (Figure 14.3) and suggest the foreland baain waa an 
elongate, northeast-trending, aouth-dipping trough th~t was filled with 
aediment deposited by currents traveling parallel to the basin axis. 
This regional morphology and pattern ~f sediment dispersal are common to 
other ancient flysch sequences deposited in other structurally confined 
foreland basins (Kuenen, 1957 and Haaf, 1959 cited in Reading, 1978; 
Morris, 1974; Nilsen, 1985; Ricci Lucchi, 1985). 
Sedimentation continued until the accretionary priam was emplaced 
over this inboard region of the foreland basin. The thickness of 
sediment deposited is thought to have been a minimum of a few to eeveral 
hundred metres. Structural truncation by the overlying allochthon in 
most places precludes determining the actual thickness, and accurate 
measurements of even those sequences are impossible to obtain in most 
places because exposures are incomplete and commonly folded and faulted. 
The approximate thickness of American Tickle Formation sequence& in the 
Gros Horne area (Shag Cliff to West Brook) is 300-350 m (Figure& 14.3 
and 14.1.3). Predominance of deformed, siliciclastic turbidites in the 
melange at the base of the overlying allochthon, however, suggests the 
pre-emplacement thickness was actually much greater. In contrast, the 
Mainland Sandstone on the west side of the Port au Port Peninaula, 
located beyond the Humber Arm Allochthon, has a directly measurable 
thickness of 700 m (Quinn, 1988a) and may be as much as 1500 m thick 
(Stevena, 1970). 
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lt.J Mecbaoi•• of aasio Pilliog 
Turbidite lithofacies in many of the more complete formation 
sequences define a single, coarsening- snd thickening-upward package 
which ~ndicates that basin filling was accompanied by progradation of a 
turbiditu-dominated depositional system in the basin (Figure 14.1). 
Shifting of proximal environments over distal ones is thought to reflect 
steady encroachment of the sediment source terrane and is the predict-
able product of continuous continentward migration of the accretionary 
prism in response to continued subduction. East to west progradation of 
the flysch away from the subduction zone is inferred from the presence 
of compositionally and texturally similar turbidites (Lower H~ad 
Sandstone) depositionally abc•ve cow Head Group and other coeval conti-
nental slope and rise sequences that were incorporated as thrust slicPS 
in the accretionary prism (Humber Arm Allochthon) (Stevens, 1970; James 
and Stevens, 1986). An early Llanvirnian age of Lower Head sandstones 
~nd an early middle to late Llanvirnian age for Goose Tickle Group 
elastica demonstrate that the orogenic flysch is regionally diachronous 
across strike. 
Two other salient aspects of the siliciclastic sequences shed more 
light on the configuration of the foreland basin and manner i~ which it 
was filled. Fire.t, there is oo north to south, proximal to distal 
gradient defined by grain size, bed thickness, or sedimentary structures 
which parallels the regional paleocurrent data indicating that the 
sediment was sup11lied to the basin mostly or solely via ita up-slope, 
northern end (eg. Ricci Lucchi and Valmori, 1980; Nilsen, 1985). 
Second, predominant lithofacies of the sequences define a west to east, 
proximal to distal environmental gradient across the inferred strike of 
the foreland basin (Figure 14.3), contradictory to the expected polarity 
of turbidite depositional environments away from a sediment source 
located east of the immediate basin. 
The absence of a consistent north to south, proximal to distal 
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gradient in what is inferred to be an elongate trough suggests that 
sediment was supplied to the foreland b~sin at several points along ita 
length. This is precisely what would be expected given a linear source 
terrane extending al~ng the eastern margin of the basin and it has been 
documented in the older, equivalent Lower Head Sandstone 
(Gonzllez-Bonorino, 1990) and in other ancient foreland basins and in 
modeu, trenches (D=ulynski n U•, 1959; Moore n .1.1.·, 1982a; Ricci 
Lucchi, 1985). Introduction of sediment at several points and deposi-
tion in separate systems is strongly suggested by reversals in texture 
along strike, such as is apparent in the turbidite sequences in the Gros 
Morna area between Southwest reeder and Shag Cliff (Figure 14.3). More 
generally it is indicated by str.iking differences in the general appear-
ance of the siliciclastic sequences in different areas of the foreland 
basin (Figure 8.3). OUtcrop appearance reflects a combination of compo-
sition (eg. percentage of different types of lithic fragments, minerals, 
and matrix), texture, specifically, the range of grain sizes, and 
diagenesis (eg. abundance and types of cement), which are all inter-
related and ultimately controlled by a local, available sediment supply. 
Independent of the potentially numerous depositional systems along 
the length of the foreland basin, an acrose-strike, proximal to distal 
lithofacies pattern is defined by tha nearly restricted distribution of 
proximal, sandstone-dominated turbidite lithofacies to the most western 
outcrop localities and predominance of thin-bedded and fine-grained 
lithofacies to the east (Figure 14.3). It is beat illustrated in two 
small areas, namely around Table Point and on the Port au Port 
Peninsula, where contrasting proximal and distal lithofacies sequences 
are thought to have come from the same local source and are inferred to 
be essentially coeval (Figure 14.1). Thick-bedded, coarse-grained, 
channel-like sandstones with current structures indicating flow toward 
the south in the western-moat outcrops in both areas (Figure 14.3) seem 
to define major depositional axes of the foreland basin. Their presence 
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inboard of distal turbidite lithofacies sequences and the complete lack 
of any western source area demand that sediment was locally transported 
westward, across the basin, by-passing areas close to the sediment 
source. Importantly, in both areas the depositional axis defined by 
proximal turbidites occurs preciaely in areas that were previously 
rapidly subsiding baaina - Table Cove and Spudgel'a Cove, where 
anomalously thick sequences of Table cove Formation slope and basin 
ca~bonatea were deposited (Figure 13.3), and Caribou Brook, where a very 
thick succession of deep-water, lithoclastic carbonates and shale of the 
Cape Cormorant Formation were deposited (Figure 13.l.a). The correla-
tion suggests that the location of depositional axes for the turbidites 
was determined by preexisting structural domains in the baain probably 
defined by relict submarine toPQ9raphy on the collapsed platform, and 
perhaps maintained by continued differential movement on bounding 
faults. Acroas-baain transport and by-passing of areaa nearest the 
sediment source must alae have been controlled by topography. 
A model that accounts for the observed distribution of lithofacies 
in the autochthonous flysch is shown schematically in Figure 14.4. 
Turbidity currents flowing into the foreland basin from numerous pointe 
along ita length were primarily funneled down the regional paleoalope in 
relict, elongate grabens of the block-faulted and collapsed platform, 
which became the major depositional axes of the turbidite ayatema 
(Figure 14.4.a). As the accretionary priam source advanced toward the 
continent, and the siliciclastics eroded from it prograded westward 
ahead of it, the depositional axes shifted to progressively more inboard 
structural depressions (Figure 14.4.b). Acrose-basin transport probably 
occurred along other depressions associated with major croas-faulta, 
similar in origin and expression to transform& in oceanic crust (eg. 
Choukroume §1 Jl., 1978), that were oriented at high angles to the 
predominant, northeast-trending structural grain. 
!vidence in aupport of thia model comes from American Tickle 
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Figure 14.4 Model for turbidite dispersal in the foreland basin. 
a) Acrose-strike reconstruction of the foreland basin. Debris erod•d 
from the accretionary priam is delivered to the foreland basin at 
several pointe along ita length. Turbidity currents are deflected down 
the trough axis as dictated by the regional paleoalope. Across-basin 
transport occurs along other structural depressions associated with 
cross-faults oriented at high angles to the predominant structural 
grain. b) Vertical cross-sections across the foreland basin showing how 
subsidence-controlled, antecedent submarine topography controlled the 
location of depositional axes for the prograding orogenic flysch. 
cross-faults that facilitated across-basin transport and westward 
shifting of the axes, which are not shown, are located up-elope (into 
the page) of the line of cross-section. 
b time = 1 
• 
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sequences in the Hare Bsy - Pistolet Bay area which co~tradict many of 
·the trends in sediment distribution and dieperaal in '-"'th•Jr areaa (Figure 
14.5). First, defying the west to east, proximal-diatal lithofacies 
gradient:, basal siliciclastics ot the formation at Springs Inlet, a 
comparatively eastern, outboard locality, are proximal turbidites. 
Thair current structures indicate flow to the southwest, suggesting the 
sequence defines one major depositional axis in the foreland basin. 
Sandstone-dominated lithofacies at the base of the formation at Coles 
Pond, located along structural strike to the southeast, and predominance 
of fine-grained, distal turbidites further south and east around Canada 
Bay (Figure 14.5) suggest the sequence at Coles Pond records deposition 
in that same structural depression. Second, current structures in the 
turbidites at knerican Tickle indicate flow to the west (Figure 14.5). 
Depending on how consistent those data are (actual measurements are not 
published in Williams and Smyth, 1983), westward transport may indicate 
that that area is in the zone of a cross-fault that facilitated 
across-basin transport. Third, turbidite lithofacies at the base of 
American Tickle sequences around Pistolet Bay also define an east to 
west, proximal distal lithofacies trend (Figure 14.5) which may point to 
yet another major depositional axis of a separate turbidite system 
structurally inboard of the one inferred from the sequence at Springs 
Inlet. Finally, in that same area both Cumming (1983) and Quinn (1988a) 
describe coarsening-upward then fining-upward in the lower 100 m of the 
American Tickle Formation. This trend suggests progradation followed by 
abandonment of the depositional system, precisely the history expected 
with progressive shifting ,~f :'!' ajor depositional axes of the basin toward 
the continent with time. 
10 km 
sandstone-dominated 
proximal turbidite 
lithofacies 
~ shale & siltstone-dominated 
t:::.::J turbidite lithofacies 
_.,. local paleocurrents 
~regional paleocurrents 
E3 Hare Bay Allochthon 
r::::!J Precambrian basement 
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Figure 14.5 Map distribution of American Tickle Formation lithofacies 
and paleocurrents in the Hare Bay - Pistolet Bay area. 1, Coles Pond; 2, 
Springs Inlet; 3, American Tickle; 4, Northern Arm; 5, west side of 
Pistolet Bay; 6, Burnt Island peninsula; 7, Bakeapple Island; 8, 
Callieux Bay. Distributions of relatively proximal and distal 
lithofacies with respect to the regional northeast-trending structural 
grain suggest two major depositional axes for prograding flysch 
11equences. The most outboard appear a to be located in a zone between 
Springs Inlet and Coles Pond; another more inboard axis is intercepted 
at Burnt Island. Paleocurrents are from Williams and Smyth ( 1983); 
Jtnight ( 1986c) and this study. Lithofacies data from Canada Bay is from 
Cun111ings ( 1983) • 
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CHAPTER 15 
PBASI 51 JNTRABASINAL FAULTING 
The final phase of foreland basin development prior to tectonic 
emplacement of allochthons, which overprinted siliciclastic turbidite 
sedimentation, was intrabasinal faulting. Faulting and uplift generated 
other submarine escarpments and exhumed the recently deposited, deep 
water and shallow water foreland basin succession and, to a limited 
extent, oldP.: i7-.sssive margin carbonat eo a. Material shed from the 
escarpments by mass wasting, was transported into the basin by debris 
flows and turbidity currents that deposited limestone lithoclast 
conglomerates and quartz-rich calcirudite& and calcarenites of the 
Daniel's Harbour Member (Chapter 9; Figures 10.2 and 14.1). First 
generation debris flows and calciturbidites affected by subsequent 
faulting and uplift were incorporated and transported as clasts in 
second, possibly even third or fourth? generation flows. The 
distribution of the resedimented carbonate debris indicates that 
faulting occurred along nearly the entire length of the foreland basin 
(Figure 15.1), that it commenced shortly after siliciclastic turbidite 
sedimentation began in this region of the foreland basin, and that 
escarpments persisted as sources of debris for a significant period of 
time before transport and emplacement of allochthons (compare the Black 
Cove and West Brook sections in Figure 14.1). 
15.1 Location of Eacarp~~enta 
Lithoclaats which comprise Daniel's Harbour Member beds indicate 
they came from escarpments located in this general area of the foreland 
basin, that is, where the foreland basin developed on what had previous-
ly been a carbonate platform on a passive margin continental shelf; 
there are simply no lithoclasts exotic to the autochthonous succession 
present. The actual dimensions of the ancient latform, turned foreland 
o clast-supported cgl. 
• matrix-supported cgl. 
c calciturbidite 
\ paleoflow (measurement) 
¢ paleoflow (inferred) 
----eastern limit of continental crust 
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Figure 15.1 Regional distribution and transport directions for De.aiel' s 
Harbour Member beds. 
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basin, however, are not precisely known. The pre-foreland platform 
margin is thought to have been located at least as far east as White Bay 
where polydeformed, shelf carbonates occur (Lock, 1972; Williama, 19771 
Figure 15.1). Deep crustal seismic linea, however, show that thickened 
continental crust extends about 125 km further east under central 
Newfoundland (Keen et al., 1986), so the margin of the platform could 
also have been much further east. Also, the ancient platform muat have 
extended several tens of kilometres further west toward the continent; a 
Middle Ordovician foreland basin sequence is recognized in the aubsur-
face as far inboard as Anticosti Island (Roliff, 1968; Figure 15.1, 
inset map). Consequently, the escarpments from which Daniel's Harbour 
Member beds were derived could have been located very near where the 
material was deposited, or could have been outside the actual outcrop 
area. 
Two arguments support a hypothesis that fault scarp sources were 
gene.t:ally very local. First, this area of the foreland basin is proven 
to have been dissected by numerous, basement-linked faults that 
influenced sedimentation during all previous phases of foreland basin 
development. It is reasonable to assume they could have been 
reactivated with catastrophic displacements at this point in time. 
Second, many of the debris flow conglomerates contain distinctive 
lithoclasts that tie them to intact stratigraphic sequences in the 
immediate area. For example, black chert clasts are conspicuous, 
although minor components of Daniel's Harbour Member Longlomerates in 
the Gros Horne area where locally upper Table Point limestone• contain 
numerous horizons of black, nodular chert. Similarly, large clasts of 
Stromatactis mound limestone and plates of peloidal, turbiditic ribbon 
limestone (sub-lithofacies B) are conspicuous components of the 
conglomerate in the Port au Port Peninsula area where those lithofacies 
are well-developed at the top of the Table Point Formation and in the 
Table cove Formation, respectively. Also, large clasts of medium- and 
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coarse-grained sandstone are prominent components of the conglomerates 
in the Daniel • s Harbour - Eastern Head area just north of which, at 
spudgel's Cove and Table Cove, similar proximal turbidites comprise the 
Mainland Sandstone/American Tickle Formation. Finally, matrix-supported 
conglomerates in the Pistolet Bay - Hare Bay area are characterized by 
abundant shale matrix and clasts and scarcity of ribbon limestone clasts 
or plates, while in the immediate vicinity slope carbonates are not 
present in many autochthonous successions and platform limestones are 
directly overlain by black shale. 
Major arguments against local derivation of Daniel's Harbour Member 
beds are these. First, no fault scarp sources are recognized in the 
area. Neither deeply-eroded autochthonous platform sequences mantled by 
siliciclastic turbidites, nor discordant, depositional contacts between 
platformal carbonates and carbonate lithoclast talus or siliciclastic 
sediments that would identify a fault scarp are seen in outcrop. 
Admittedly, this may simply be a function of limited exposure or, in the 
latter case, obliteration by nnre recent faulting. Secord, and perhaps 
more importantly, the foreland basin is visualized as a complex mosaic 
~~f discontinuously distributed lithostratigraphic units and lithofacies, 
and lithoclasts cited above as markers for correlation are simply not 
exclusive to t~e immediately adjacent autochthonous sequences; the sole 
exception seems to be peloidal, turbiditic ribbon limestone in the Port 
au Port area. Therefore, derivation from other, more distant sources is 
entirely possible. Debris flow conglomerates in the Daniel's Harbour 
area illustrate this point in reverse. They contain large clasts of 
Stromatactis mound limestone, but that lithofacies is not developed at 
the top of the Table Point Formation in outcrops in the immediate area. 
Two arguments can be put forth in support of a hypothesis that most 
debris was shed from faults located outboard of the immediate area. 
Firat, most conglomerates are composed primarily of pebbly debris. 
Although this texture is thought to mostly reflect disintegration of 
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semi-lithified, stylo-bedded limestone clasts during transport, it also 
suggests that the mate~ial waa far travelled and/or recycled, and that 
original sources may ha·re been located at some distance away from where 
it was deposited. Second, nearly all Daniel's Harbour Member conglom-
erates bear a small percentage of dolostone clasts which are thought to 
have come from the Aguathuna Formation or the basal Table Point 
Formation, and of white fenestral limestone clasts whlch are thought to 
have come from the top of the Catoche Formation (Costa Bay Member). The 
mere presence of Catoche limestone clasts and paucity of dolostone 
clasts strongly suggests that the exhumed lithoclast source was a 
condensed foreland basin sequence, ie. one in which the Aguathuna 
Formation was very thin, or possibly absent, and below which fenestral 
limestones occur at the top of the Catoche. Both conditions are met 
east of the immediate area where the Costa Bay Member ia recognized as a 
peritidal lithofacies restricted to the mid- to outer shelf (Knight and 
James, 1987), and where later tectonic uplift and extensive erosion and 
karstification is postulated to have occurred while deposition of 
Aguathuna sediments in very restricted peritidal settings occurred 
further west (Knight~ Al·• in press). 
In small areas of the foreland basin, derivation of the resedimentad 
carbonates can be assessed on the basis of specific compositional and 
textural data, and paleoflow indicators. A compilation of those 
interpretations are shown .l.n Figure 15.1. The data and rationale are 
summarized below. 
15.1.1 Port au Port Area 
In this area Daniel's Harbour Member beds are present in virtually 
every outcrop of the American Tickle Formation between West Bay Centre 
Quarry and North Brook Anticline (Figure 15.2.a,b). The distribution of 
the debris flow conglomerates and calciturbidites in the measured 
sections does not define a single, obvlous proximal- dhtal trend from 
which the general location of a source of the debris can be inferred 
Figure 15.2 Daniel's Harbour Member beds in the Port au Port area. a) Simplified geologic map ~f the area 
showing the locations of sections in b) (modified from Williams, 1985). 1 =West Bay Centre Quarry~ 
2 • Piccadilly roadcut~ 3 • Black CoveJ 4 • Cold Brook Quarry. TMA, Table Mountain Anticline; PBA, Phillips 
Brook Anticline; NBA, North Brook Anticline; SL, serpentine Lake. b) Measured sections through American 
Tickle Formation elastica with Daniel's Harbour Mbr. beds (shaded). TC, Table Cove Formation; BC, Black cove 
Formation; TP, ~able Point Formation. ?~ructural integrity of the cold Brook section is not proven; the 
Table Point- Goose Tickle contact may be faulted (f). c) Paleocurrent data from Daniel's Harbour Mbr. 
calciturbidites at Black Cove. Megaripple orientation data come from the relatively coarse- grained lower 
parts of the calciturbiditea. Ripple orientation, parting lineation and graptolite orientation data come 
from the fine-grained tops of the beds. 
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(Figure 15.2.b). Moreover, there are no structures in or at the base of 
the conglomerates that indicate transport direction(&) of the debris 
flows. Paleocurrent data from four calciturbidites at Black Cove 
indicate two directions of transport (Figure 15.2.c). Assuming that the 
beds came from the same escarpment, they ~re interpreted to indicate 
that the currents originated at a source located to the southeast and as 
they travelled northwest into che basin the taila of the currents were 
deflected or reflected back toward the east. Conglomerates in the 
section are inferred to have come from the same eource. 
Since the paleoflow data are from a single locality, their regional 
significance is suspect. However, tlad absence of Cape Cormorant 
Formation clasts in the conglomerates and the absence of Daniel's 
Harbour Member beds from the Mainland Sandstone on the west side of the 
peninsula, suggest an easterly provenance for all Daniel's Harbour 
Member beds, perhaps from faults located both outboard of and within the 
immediate outcrop area. 
15.1.2 Groa M~rae Area 
In this area massive Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates occur in 
virtualLy all American Tickle Formation sequences from just north of 
Bonne Bay to West Brook (Figure 15.J.a). The thickest beds may occur at 
the same stratigraphic level in the American Tickle Formation, but 
structural complexities preclude demonstrating this. There are no 
structures in the conglomerates from which transport direction can be 
determined. A reasonable assessment comes from lateral changes in the 
nature of the Daniel's Harbour Member in Baker's Brook (Figure lS.J.b). 
Based on bedding and cleavage orientation data from the conglomerates 
and enclosing American Tickle elastica, the two conglomerate outcrops in 
the brook (Figure lS.J.c) are interpreted to represent a single bed 
exposed on opposing limbs of a north-northwest-trending, east-facing, 
overturned syncline (Figure 15.3.d). The thinner debris flow 
conglomerate on the western limb and thick calciturbidite deposited atop 
Figure 15.3 Daniel's Harbour Member beds in the Gros Morne area. a) Simplified geole~ic map of the area 
showing the locations of measured sections with Daniel's Harbour Member beds in the American Tickle 
Formation (from Williams~ Al·• 198Sb; Cawood and Williams, 1986; Williams and Cawood, 1989). 1 z Hwy. 430 
roadcut; 2 a Bakers Brook; 3 =Stag Brook; 4 =West Brook. (Measured sections are in back pocket). 
BBP, Bakers Brook Pond; WBP, Western Brook Pond; SPI, St. Pauls Inlet; PP, Parsons Pond; PCP, Portland Creek 
Pond. Box outlines the area of the map in b). b) Geologic map of the area around Bakers Brook showing the 
outcr~ps of Daniel's Harbour Kbr. beds. c) Measured sections through Daniel's Harbour Hbr. outcrops in 
Bakers Brook. gr, granule; peb, pebble; ms, medium sand. d) Interpretative geologic cross-section along 
A-A' in c) illustrating westward-thinning of the debris flow conglomerate between the two outcrops in the 
brook. 
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it are interpreted as more distal deposita of the massive conglomerate 
exposed in the eastern limb. The directional change ie interpreted to 
reflect transport ~o the west from a source located off to the east. 
15.1.3 Table Poiot Area 
At least two, possibly three or four, massive, clast-supported 
conglomerates, some with capping calciturbidites, punctuate the American 
Tickle Formation in the Daniel's Harbour and Portland Creek Pond area 
(Figure 15.4). Their precise stratigraphic position is unknown but, 
assuming they are components of the same autochthonous sedimentary 
sequence seen in drill cores from the Daniel's HarbOur Zinc Mine, they 
must be more than 90 m above the base of the Goose Tickle Group (see for 
example DH-2546 in Figure 14.1). 
Despite superb coastal exposure, the derivation and transport 
directions of Daniel's Harbour Member beds in this area cannot be 
uniquely determined. There are no sedimentary structures in either the 
debris flows or calciturbidites in any outcrops that indicate flow 
direction. Moreover, proximal to distal trends defined by changes in 
bed thickness, sediment texture, or the distribution of calciturbidltes 
are equivocal. The latter is a consequence of both 1) the inability to 
place any of the Daniel's Harbour Member beds in a precise stratigraphic 
context, which introduces a high level of uncertainty in correlations 
made between outcrops, and 2) incomplete exposure, especially covered 
stratigraphic co~tacts with enclosing clastics which preclude 
determining actual bed thickness and proving the depositional presence 
or absence of overlying ealciturbidites. 
If correlations shown in Fiqure 15.4 are valid, then transport from 
the northwest toward the southeast is suggested by a west-northwest to 
east-southeast, proximal to distal trend defined by the presence of very 
large clasts in the conglomerates at Daniel's Harbour, as well as at 
Cliffy Point and Eastern Head, and their apparent absence from the 
debris flows in Portland creek Pond. This trend is paralleled by the 
Figure 15.4 Daniel's Harbour Member beds in the Table Point area. a) Map showing the location of the 
enlarged map in b) (stippled area) and of the single Daniel's Harbour Mbr., conglomerate at River of Ponds 
Lake. b) Measured sections through Daniel's Harbour Mbr. clast-supported conglomerates and associated 
calciturbidites between Portland creek Pond and Daniel's Harbour. CP, Cliffy Point; EH, Eastern Head; 
DH, Daniel's Harbour; NW shore and island refer to locations in Portland Crer.k Pond. Numbers to the eight of 
the columns denote possible correlations between the sections. Map shows tt.a outcrop distribution of these 
beds (pebble pattern) and American Tickle Fm. clastics (AT) (stippled). wwell" on the map northwest of 
Cliffy Point marks the location of a water well drilled at the Daniel's Harbour Dairy that penetrated -60 m 
of conglomerate underlain by at least 90 m of 'shale' (American Tickle clastics) and did not yet rea=h Table 
Cove Formation limestone (T. Lane, 1989, pers. comm.). The thickness of the conglomerate is similar to the 
compositA thickness of the two beds at Daniel's Harbour, but the orientation of bedeing in the subsurface at 
the Dairy is not known, so the significance of the thickness of the conglomerate is uncertain. peb, pebble; 
gr, granule; cs, coarse sand; fa, fine sand; vfa, very fine sand. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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apparent distribution of calciturbidite caps on debris flow cor;glom-
erates which are considered indicative of more distal reaches of 
sediment gravity flows. It is supported by the presence of large clasts 
of thick-bedded, coarse-grained, green sandstone, similar to turbidites 
that make-up the Mainland Sandstone/American Tickle Formation further 
north at Spudgel 's Cove and Table Cove, and conceivably underlie the 
Gulf of St. Lawrence further west. 
Nevt:rrtheless, derivation from the northwest and transport toward the 
southeast is undermined by the following. l) Southeastward-fining of 
debris flc.o~ conglomerates may be an artifact of exposure rather than 
real; conglomerates in Portland creek Pond are not nearly as extensively 
exposed as are those on the coast. 2) Proximal turbiditic sandstones in 
the enclosing flysch are not unique to that area; siliciclastic 
turbidites of other depositional systems were channelled down other, 
more outboard, structural depressions further east (Chapter section 
14.3; Figure 14.5). 3) The presence of probably three massive debris 
flow conglomerates on the island in Portland Creek Pond suggest that 
area was more proximal to the debris source than those to the west. 4) 
If calciturbidites at Eastern Head proper and on the northwest shore of 
Portland Creek Pond are correlative, greater thickness at Eastern Head 
suggests that area was more proximal to the source of the flow. 5) The 
presence of sparse dolostone clasts and white fenestral limestone clasts 
in the debris flow conglomerates suggests derivation from the east. 
Since all of the above arguments are also controvertible, it can 
only be concluded that either all resedimented carbonates came from the 
west-northwest or they "riginated from two escarpments, the second 
located in the immediate area off to the east-southeast. 
Separated from t;hia cluster of massive, clast-supported 
conglomerates is a thin, matrix-supported conglomerate exposed on River 
of Ponds Lake ( Fi~ure 15.4). That bed also lacks structures that indi-
cate flow direction. However, distinctive clasts of dolomitic shale 
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with mudstone nodules, comparable to lower Table Cove Formation litho-
facies found only in the most eastern outcrops in the entire study area 
(eg. Beaver Brook and Baker's Brook Pond outlet), is thought to indicate 
that the flow came from an eastern source. 
15 .1. 4 Bare Bay - Piltolet Bay Area 
Both matrix-supported and clast-supported debris flow conglomerates 
and calciturbidites are interatratified with the flysch in the Hare Bay 
- Pistolet Bay area (Figure 15.5). Matrix-supported conglomerates at 
Northern Arm and in Pistolet Bay are compositionally and texturally 
similar enough to suggest they may be the eo~tme hed. Whether they are 
directly correlative or not, they do occu:: in the same major Acadian 
thrust slice, and so are inferred to be laterally equivalent, along with 
Daniel's Harbour Member calciturbidites on Burnt Island peninsula. 
Among these deposits, lateral changes in thickness of the conglomerates 
and current structures in the calciturbidites generally indicate 
transport to the northeast (Figure 15. 5. a, c) • 
Although this local slope seems anomalous with respect to directions 
inferred from Daniel's Harbocr beds in other area, it does mimic the 
local, structurally controlled topography existent during earlier 
passive margin sedimentation and is in turn mimicked by the present day 
structure of the area. First, paleocurrents in the Lower Camb~ian 
Bradore Formation locally indicate transport to the north away from the 
Long Range Inlier (Knight and Saltman, 1980), suggesting that the 
Precambrian basement in that area wal.'l <l structural high after rifting of 
the crust. Second, the entire Early Paleozoic sequence in the area dips 
gently northeast off the north end c-f the Lon~. Range Inlier, a configur-
ation attributed to uplift of the basement during Acadian orogenesis 
(Cawood and Williams, 1988; Grenier, 1990). Persistence of the local 
north-dipping slope implies reactivation of basement faults that 
overprinted and exaggerated the original structural configuration of the 
basement during both Taconian and Acadian orogenesis. 
Figure 15.5 Daniel's Harbour Mbr. beds in the Hare Bay- Pistolet Bay (P.B.) area. a) Simplified geologic 
map showing the distribution of different types of Daniel's Harbour Member beds and transport directions for 
calciturbidites (after Bostock et al., 1983; Knight, 1986a, b; Cawood, 1989). 1 = ~orthern Arm, 2 =west 
side of Pistolet Bay; 3 = Burnt Island peninsula; 4 = Bakeapple Island; 5 = Callie11x Bay. CB, Canada Bay; 
TML, Ten Mile Lake fault. Outlined, stippled area is enlarged in c). b) Measured ~ections at Northern Arm 
and on the west coast of Pistolet Bay transport; arrows show transport directions for overlying 
calciturbidites indicated by ripple cross-lamination. c) Lateral changes in a matrix-supported conglomerate 
and overlying calciturbidite exposed on the west coast of Pistolet Bay. TP, Table Point Fm.; BC, Black Cove 
Fm.; AT, American Tickle Fm. Key to other symbols is in Appendix A. 
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fo~at.rix-poor, clast-supported conglomerate punctuates Goose Tickle 
clastics exposed along the west side of Callieux Bay (Vaches ~oint 
section, back pocket), and has been mapped over a small region south of 
Hare Bay (Figure 15.5.a), areas that are separated by too great a 
distance to suggest the conglomerates are a single bed. Those at 
Callieux B~y contain no structures that indicate flow direction, but are 
interpreted to have come from the west or northwest for a number of 
reasons. They occur in the same sequence in which Table Cove Formation 
ribbon limestones are punctuated by similar debris flow conglomerates 
interpreted to have come from the west (Chapter section 13.2; Figure 
13.6). They contain rafts of both ribbon limestone and upper slope 
limestone, indicating derivation from a collapsed platform sequence in 
which deep-wate1.· carbonates were deposited, thereby excluding the area 
immediately to the ~ast (Figure 13.6). Moreover, there aro DO compar-
able conglomerates in American Tickle Formation sequences further east. 
Finally, current structures in a Daniel's Harbo~r Me~ber calciturcidite 
on Bakeapple Island indicate flow to the southeast (Figure 15.5.a) 
which, although not necessarily correlative with Callieux Bay conglom-
erates, demonstrate that some resedimented carbonates were transported 
into the basin from the northwest. The absence of bt.•th resedimented 
carbonate lithoclasts in the conglomerat'.ots an~ large G·:>ose Tickle 
clastic clasts further suggests they art: tirst ~ener:.£tion debris flows. 
Neither the thickness, nor derivation and tt!lnPj,)Ort direction of the 
clast-supported conglomerate south of Hare Bay are known. Its mapped 
distribution (Knight 1986a, b) suggests that it occurs at about the same 
stratigraphic level in the Goose Tickle as the thick, matrix-supported 
conglomerate at Northern Arm. It could have originated from any number 
of northeast-trending faults in the immediate area (Figure 14.5), 
several of which are proven to have influenced platformal carbonate 
sedimentation during early Ordovician time (Knight and Saltman, 1980). 
Furthermore, in light of evidence of a local northward-dipping 
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paleoalope it is reasonable to postulate that the conglomerate is a 
first generation debris flow that was subsequently remobilized by 
faulting and uplift in 1nore distal regions of the basin and gave rise to 
the matrix-supported conglomerate deposited further north. 
15.1.5 Su.aary 
In summary, among Daniel's Harbour Member beds regionally there are 
many that are interpreted to have come from an easterly direction, but 
others that were transported away from escarpments located off to the 
northwest and to the south. Collectively the transport directions 
sug~est that both local and outboard faults were involved. Importantly, 
they indicate transport mostly in directions other than dowu the 
regional paleoslope, which for the siliciclastic depositional systems 
was toward the south-southwest (Chapter 14), and demonstrate that 
faulting in the foreland basin recreated an irregular submarine topo-
graphy with local slopes of variable facing directions. 
15.2 cause aad Style of Iatrabasiaal raultiag 
This episode of faulting marks the final phase of synsedimentary 
deformation in the foreland basin prior to emplacement of allochthonous 
thrust sheets. Tectonic emplacement of the allochthons on the ancient 
shelf, turned foreland basin, occurred in respons~ to continued converg-
ence and subduction of the North American continent. In this tectonic 
setting it is reasonable to postulate that faulting and uplift along 
nearly the entire length of the foreland basin occurred in response to 
regional compression. The shelfwide pattern of deformation attributed 
to Ordovician orogenesis supports this. In western outcrops, ie. those 
in the study area, deformation is minor, recognlzed primarily by folding 
and s~earing of Goose Tickle Group clastics i~.~diately beneath the 
allochthons caused by their emplacement (Schillereff, 1980; Williams ~ 
Al·• 198Sb; cawood~ al., 1988; Grenier, 1990). However, in more 
eastern, outboard regions, such as White Bay and Canada Bay, the entire 
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autochthonous succession is polydeformed and imbricately thrusted 
(Williams, 1977; Williams and Smyth, 1983; Figure 15.1). West-directed 
thrust faults in the east indicate east-west compression, but since 
ordovician overthrusts are not recognized further west, structures that 
exhumed the platform and overlying foreland basin succession in more 
inboard areas must have been high-angle faults with reverse sense 
displacements. 
The depositional model constructed to explain the multi-generational 
nature of Daniel's Harbour Member debris flow conglomerates and calci-
turbidites calls upon propagation of faults and uplift toward the basin 
(Chapter section 9.7; Figure 9.8), which fits we!l with the east-west 
compressional regime depicted above. Given previous episodes of block-
faulting, clearly the basins in which they were deposited were defined 
by submarine topography, in part relict from platform collapse and in 
part new in response to continued differential subsidence and uplift of 
crustal blocks. The fact that many of the resedimented carbonates came 
from easterly sources suggests that uplift was more common in outboard 
areas of the foreland basin, which is compatible wit!. the regional 
pattern of increasing deformation toward the east. However, variations 
in flow directions indicate that faulting generated a more irregular 
topography characterized by escarpment-bounded slopes of different 
facing directions. This configuration demands that compressional stress 
was not solely transmitted by displacements on east-facing, reveroe 
faults, but instead involved displacements on a complex system of 
high-angle faults, including those of both west and east polarity, and 
others trending at a high angle to the predominant structural trend. In 
this inboard region of the foreland basin that system of faults is 
thought to be the same network of basement-linked, normal faults and 
cross-faults that were generated during late Precambrian rifting of the 
continent and which were reactivated during previous phases of foreland 
basin development, initially influencing deformation and uplift of the 
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passive margin platform, later controlling sedimentation on the 
unstable, foreland basin platform, and finally dictating the manner in 
which the platform collapsed. The apparent absence of Daniel's Harbour 
Member beds from the Humber Arm area (Figure 15.1) indicates that that 
region ~~s less susceptible to uplift. This is compatible with other 
sedimentologic evidence from passive margin platform carbonates 
(Levesque, 1977; Chow, 1986; Cowen and James, 1989) and coeval slope and 
rise strata (James and StevenB, 1986; Botsford, 1987; James~ &l., 
1987) that this was a fault-bounded, structurally low, reentrant in the 
continental margin. 
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CIIAP'n:R 16 
PBASB 61 EMPLACBMEHT OP TACONIC ALLOCBTIIONS 
The final phase of foreland basin development and culmination of the 
Taconic Orogeny in western Newfoundland was emplacement of the Humber 
Arm and Hare Bay allochthons in the foreland basin (Figure 10.1). The 
allochthons are assemblages of imbricate thrust slices, ~he structurally 
lowest of which are Cambro-Ordovician age continental slope and rise 
strata and the upper slices of which are ophiolite and other igneous 
rocks of oceanic affinity (Stevens 1970; Church and Stevens, 1971; 
Williams and Stevens, 1974). Shaley melange, a third major component, 
occurs both at the base of the allochthons and between thruat slices. 
The allochthons are interpreted as accretionary terranes, tectonically 
assembled from east to west, ln a piggy-back fashion, above a 
southeast-dipping subduction zone between the North American continent 
and overriding oceanic plate (Church and Stevens, 1971; Malpas and 
Stevens, 1977). Although originally interpreted to have been 
transported and emplaced by gravitational sliding (Rodgers and Neale, 
1963; Stevens, 1970; Church and Stevens, 1971; Williams and Stevens, 
1974), current thought is that they were emplaced by thrusting (Cawood 
~ Jl., 1988; Waldron~§!., 1988). 
16.1 Regional Bxtent 
The allochthons form two isolated klippe atop the Cambro-Ordovician 
autochthonous sequence (Figure 16.1). It is not certain whether they 
define two separate accretionary wedges or if they are erosional 
remnants of a single allochthonous package. CAI (conodont alteration 
index) values for conodonts from platform carbonatee, potentially a 
measure of burial depth and hence, true original allochthon extent, a.re 
equLvocal. They seem to correspond more closely with proximity to the 
ophiolite rather than with the allochthons ~ ag, and vary directly 
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with degree of metamorphism associated with Acadian thrusting (Stouge, 
1984, 1986; Cawood~ Al·• 1988), and so do not answer the question. 
Sedimentologic evidence from both the passive margin shelf/platform 
sequence and coeval slope and rise strata, however, which indicate that 
both the Humber Arm and Hare Bay regions were structurally low 
reentrants in the margin while the Long Range Inlier segment was a 
relative high (Levesque, 1977; Knight and Saltman, 1980; Williams and 
Smyth, 1983; Chow, 1986; James and Stevens, 1986; Botsford, 1987; James 
~ Al·• 1987; Cowen and James, 1989), also suggest that emplacement may 
have been controlled by basement structure and so present day outcrops 
may closely reflect the original distributions of the allochthons in the 
foreland basin. The Humber Arm Allochthon is proven on land to extend 
as far west as Lourdes on the Port au Port Peninsula and, on the basis 
of geophysical data, is interpreted to extend northeast along strike 
just offshore and under the Gulf of St. Lawrence as far north as the Bay 
of Islands and possibly as far north as Portland Creek Pond (Shearer, 
1973; Haworth and Sanford, 1976; Haworth, 1978; Figure 16.1). 
16.2 Mature of the Autochthon - Allochthon Contact 
The alloch::hons are proven almost everywhere to overlie Goose Tickle 
Group elastica. Locally the contact is marked by a sharp thrust, but 
more commonly it is marked by a gradual transition from a folded and/or 
boudinaged American Tickle turbidite sequence to m6lange. The basal 
mAlange is a chaotic mixture of dark shale and scattered blocks of 
sedimentary and igneous rocks, most of which are correlative with those 
that make up the structurally higher and larger thrust slices 
(Schillereff and Williams, 1979; Williams and Godfrey, 1980; Williams 
and Smyth, 1983; Williams et Al·, 1985b). Disintegrating blocks of 
turbiditic sandstone derived from the Goose Tickle Group, and possibly 
slightly older correlatives deposited in more outboard areas, are common 
components. Locally it also contains isolated block~ of Daniel's 
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Harbour Member limestone conglomerate (Figure 16.1). The basal m6lange 
and other m6langes that occur between higher structural alicea are 
interpreted to have formed contemporaneously with allochthon aaae;~ly 
and emplacement by tectonic stripping of soft sediments beneath thrust 
slices and mass wasting during transport (Bruckner, 1966; Stevens, 1965, 
1970). 
Poor exposure and/or post-emplacement folding and faulting of Goose 
Tickle strata in most sections preclude determining how far above the 
base of the Goose Tickle the autochthon-allochthon contact lies. 
Thickness measurements of ~ven a few sections indicate a large amount of 
stratigraphic relief on that contact. It is recognized on a regional 
scale by contrasting American Tickle Formation sequences at Shag Cliff 
and West Brook, where the thickness is about 350 m, with that at Black 
Cove, where the American Tickle sequence beneath the allochthon is only 
about 170m (Figure 14.1). It is also dramatically illustrated on a 
more local scale among sequences in the Port au Port area (Figure 
16.2.a). From Table Mountain westward the basal m6lange overlie& 
progressively lower stratigraphic levels of the foreland basin aequence, 
partly incorporating Table Cove Formation ribbon limestones at West Bay 
Centre (Figure 16.2.b) and directly overlying the Table Point Formation 
in the vicinity of Harrys Brook. 
16.3 Platfor.al Carbonate Blocks in tbe Allocbtbona 
Large blocks and slivers of platform carbonates occur locally in the 
Humber Arm Allochthon (Figure 16.1). The Serpentine Lake sliver (Figure 
16.2.a) is among the largest (-3.5 km across) and consists of lower St. 
George Group through basal Table Point Formation dolostone& and 
limestones (Williams and Godfrey, 1980; Godfrey, 1982). Several similar 
blocks, ranging from less than 1 km to about 5 km in length, occur in an 
area just a few kilometres south of Serpentine Lake and north of the 
Phillips Brook and North Brook anticlines (Schillereff, 1980; Williams 
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Figure 16.2 Contact relationships between the Humber Arm Allochthon and 
the autochthon in the Port au Port area. a) West to east cross- section 
of stratigraphic sections through the contact between Harrya Brook and 
Georges Lake (GL). 1) Harrya Brook (J. Waldron, 1990, pers. comm.), 
2) West Bay Centre, 3) Piccadilly roadcut (the actual thickness of 
elastica above the Daniel's Harbour Member is not kncwn), 4) Black Cove, 
5) north Table Mountain (baaed on descriptions by Schillereff (1980), 
6) North Brook Anticline (conjectural, baaed on unpublished field 
descriptions by P. A. Cawood, 1990, pera. comm.). b) Outcrop sketch of 
autochthon - allochthon contact relationships at West Bay Centre. Table 
Head carbonates here have been previously mapped as a block in the 
Humber Arm Allochthon (Schillereff and Williams, 1979; Williams, 1985). 
However, Table Cove, Black Cove and basal American Tickle strata in the 
quarry proper, where the autochthon - allochthon contact is not exposed, 
are interpreted by the writer to be in place, comprising the north end 
of a prominent ridge south of the quarry underlain by resistant Table 
Point Formation limestone and older carbonates. Deformation of these 
strata related to allochthon emplacement is expressed by a sedimentary 
dyke that cross cuts Black Cove Formation shale in the upper quarry 
floor. The dyke rock is mostly of coarse, nonferroan dolomite and 
intercryatalline blocky calcite cement, and contains scattered, angular 
grains of angular chert, quartz and feldspar, silica-replaced 
radiolarians, fragments of inarticulate brachiopoda, and phosphatic and 
silty shale intraclasts. The latter are inferred to have been ripped 
from the wall rock and are alligned with their flat surfaces parallel to 
the dyke wall. The carbonate-rich composition and presence of 
radiolarians and brachiopo~a suggest the dyke formed by expulsion of 
fluids from the underlying ribbon limestones due to buildup of high 
fluid pressure caused by loading of the allochthon. Similar injection 
features are recognized at the actual base of the allochthon in other 
areas (Waldron !1 al., 1988). 
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and Godfrey, 1980; Williams and Cawood, 1989; Figure 16.2.a). Another 
carbonate sliver forms the Penguin Hills on the southeast side of 
Penguin Arm in the Bay of Islands (Lilly, 1963; Williams ~ ll·, 1982; 
Figure 16.1) • It is a 1 ittle more than 1 km long and about 0. 5 Jan wide 
and is broadly correlated with the St. George - Table Head platform 
sequence. All of these blocks are surrounded b:l' mtHange near the base 
of the dlochthon. 
The timing and mechanism of emplacement of the carbonate slivers and 
blocks has been controversiaL Schillereff (1980) concluded that the 
sliver at Fox Island River (Phillips Brook anticline area) was a 
post-allochthon emplacement klippe, while Williams et ~..!.· ( 1982) and 
Godfrey (1982) interpreted the Penguin Hills klippe, and the Serpentine 
Lake and nearby slivers to be part of the assembled allochthon, an 
interpretation also offered for similar platform slices in the Taconic 
Allochthons in New York state (Zen, 1967; Rowley and Kidd, 1981), and 
strongly supported by their consistent occurrence in the basal melange 
(Godfrey, 1982), a position which agrees with the general model for 
allochthon assembly, ie. the structurally lowest components were 
accreted last and are the least far travelled. More recently Cawood !!!:, 
al. ( 1988) speculated ~hat the isolated blocks may have be~:1r1 emplaced by 
gravitational sliding during Acadian uplift in the much same manner that 
ophiolite of the allochthons are thought ._.,_, have reached their present 
day resting places (Cawood, 1989). 
16, t Model for Allochthon Ellplaceaent in the Foreland Baain 
Relief on the autochthon - allochthon contact suggests that the 
d~·~+h of detachment and incorporation of the underlying foreland basin 
sequence during allochthon emplacement varied across the basin. 
Evidence that the basal thrust cuts down section from east to west in 
the inferred direction of transport {Port au Port area} contradicts the 
behaviour of thrusts (Dahlstrom, 1970) and suggests that it did not 
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follow a simple staircase trajectory as it propagated across the baBin 
(eg. Cawood n ll· I 1988). Irregular stratigraphic relief on the 
contact may be an expression of cut of sequence thrusting at the ba•a of 
the allochthon during emplacement, as has been documented in the 
accretionary terrane of the oman Mountains (Searle, 1985; Cooper, 1988) 
and has been called upon to explain the origin of platform carbonate 
slivers in the Taconic Allochthons in New York state (Rowley and Kidd, 
1981). An alternative interptatation, shown schematically in Figura 
16. 3, is that stratigraphic relief on the contact is due to a 
combination of seafloor topography and sub·-seafloor structural relief on 
the collapsed and buried platform preexisting from earlier episodes of 
block faulting (uplift and collapse) and later reverse faulting that 
gave rise to Daniel • a Harbour Member conglomerates. Under such 
circumstances the basal thrust of the moving allochthons 
ind~.scriminately truncated different stratigraphic units occurring at 
different structural levels even as it propsgated up-section; 
structurally high crustal blocks that were tectonically decapitated 
above the basal thrust gave rise to slivers of platformal carbonates 
that were incorporated in the basal melange (see also Godfrey, 1982). 
This same mechanism has been invoked to explain stratigraphic relief on 
the base of the Valsugan Overthrust in the southern Alps (Bosellini and 
Doglioni, 1986). S\.tch topographic and structural highs may have been 
scattered across the foreland basin, but those f ..... ,m which platformal 
carbonates were stripped were likely located in outboard regions where 
the entire autochthonous succession was intensely deformed and 
imbricately thrusted during Taconian orogenesis (Lock, 1972; Williams, 
1977; Williams and Smyth, 1983; Figure 16.1) and therefore the platform 
was more consistently structurally elevated and more susceptible to 
detachment. 
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Em lacement of accretiona prism 
time- 1 
allochthon 
time- 2 
Figure 16.3 Tectono-sedimentary model for emplacement of Taconic 
allochthons in the foreland basin. Sub-11eafloor structural relief on 
the collapsed, buried and uplifted foreland basin platform determines 
which stratigraphic unite are displaced above the basal thrust of the 
advancing allochthon. Surficial, unlithified clastic sediments atrip-
ped off and incorporated in the allochthon ware admixed with debris shed 
off the allochthonous thrust slices forming the mltlange at the base. 
Lithifiad platformal carbonatee detached from atructural higha in the 
basin aurvi.ved as coherent blocks in the basal m6lange. 
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CIIAPTBil 17 
NODBL POR PORZLAMD BASIN DBVBLOPNEJIT Ill WESTERN NBWPOUIIDLAIID 
The purpose of this chapter is to relate the six phases of sedimen-
tation and tectonism discussed in Chapters 11-16 to morphologic features 
of, and tectonic processes operating at, a convergent plate mar~in. 
17.1 Architecture aDd Mechanics of Convergent Margins 
Morphologic features and tectonic regimes across a continent-ocean, 
convergent plate boundary, such as is envisaged for the North American 
continental margin in Newfoundland during middle Ordovician time (Malpas 
and Stevens, 1977), are illustrated in Figure 17.1. Major features of 
the overriding oceanic plate are the accretionary wedge and volcanic arc 
complex. The accretionary wedge develops under a compressional streas 
regime and is generated by stripping of surficial sediments off the 
down-going plate by thrusting (Seely et al., 1974; Karig and Sharman, 
1975) and structural incorporation of sediments deposited contempor-
aneously on the moving thrust slices (Shipley~ Al·· 1982). Accretion-
ary wedges in modern oceans are discontinuously developed above 
subduction zones and vary in expression from low relief, submarine 
ridges to subaerially exposed archipelagos (eg. Moore~ Al·• l982a, b; 
Shiki and Misawa, 1982; Karig ~ Al·• 1987). Arc volcanism occurs 
130-200 km behind the trench, commonly across an area 100-300 km wide 
(eg. Seely~ Al·• 1974; Westbrooke, 1982; Scholl et al., 1983). 
The outer rise, or peripheral upwarp (Figure 17.1), is a broad, 
gentle flexure that forms as an isostatic response to loading above the 
subduction zone (Walcott, 1970). Those documented in modern oceans 
occur 100-200 km from the trench, are 150 km to nearly 300 km wide, have 
amplitudes of a few hundred metres to 700 m, and are entirely submarine 
(Walcott, 1970; Caldwell and Turcotte, 1979). The outer trench slope, 
which is subjected to tensile stresses imposed by a combination of 
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Figure 17.1 Schematic vertical croaa-aection through a continent- ocean 
aubduction ~one (modified from Preas and Siever, 1982, Fig. 10-30 with 
data from reference• cited in text). 
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gravitational pull on the aubducted plate and loading above the 
aubduction zone, ia deformed by offset on a aeriea of normal fault• 
(Hanke, 1979). Trenches in modern oceana are deep, ranging from 
5000-10000 m where they are developed on oceanic cruet (eg. Karig, 19701 
Prince and Kulm, 1975; von Heune and Arthur, 1982), and from 1500-3500 m 
where they are developed on subducted continental cruet (eg. Hamilton, 
1977; Bowin ~ al., 1980). They are characteristically sitae of rapid 
deposition from turbidity currents and other sediment gravity flowa of 
debris commonly eroded from an adjacent accretionary prism - volcanic 
arc complex (Moore~ Al·• 1982a). However, starved conditione occur in 
trenches where an accretionary terrain is not present, or ia entirely 
submarine, or where sediment is trapped in forearc baaina or faulted 
basins on the inner trench slope (Moore and Karig, 1976; Moore~ Al·r 
1982b). Se~iment dispersal is typically along the axis of the trench, 
but structural barriers can block currents and trap sediment in local 
depressions (Prince and Kulm, 1975; Moore and Karig, 1976; Moore~ Al·r 
1982a). 
The trench is under a compressional stress regime (Figure 17.1). 
Normal faults generated on the outer trench slope may be reactivated in 
the trench with reverse-sense displacement, and both the subducted plate 
and overlying trench-fill sediments may be involved in thrusting and 
consequently incorporated in the accretionary prism (Prince and Kulm, 
1975; Kulm et al., 1982; Le Pichon~ Al·r 1982). 
As convergence between two plates occurs, the accretionary prism 
grows upward and outward, while the trench and sediments deposited in it 
migrate sympathetically ahead of the subduction zone acrose the eub-
ducted plate. Ideally, the history of convergence on any margin would 
consist of a series of depoaitional and tectonic phases that reflect 
migration through each of the morphotectonic settings described above. 
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17.2 Models for Lithosphere Flexure 
several physical models that show lithosphere response to loading 
have been constructed to simulate foreland basin development in response 
to overthrusting along a subduction zone. They differ fundamentally 
with respect to the designated rheological properties of the litho-
sphere, which has been variably regarded as a continuous elastic plate 
(eg. Jordan, 1981), a continuous uniform viscoelastic plate (eg. 
Walcott, 1970; Beaumont, 1978, 1981), and a continuous viscoelastic 
plate with a temperature-dependent viscosity (eg. Courtney and Beaumont, 
1983; Quinlan and Beaumont, 1984), in each case overlying an inviscid or 
low viscosity sublayer. All models predict that 1) a load applied to a 
lithospheric plate causes down-bending of the plate beneath it and 
isostatic upwarping, or formation of a peripheral forebulge, and 2) 
movement of the load causes migration of the basin and forebulge in the 
same direction. The flexural response of an elastic plate differs from 
that of a viscoelastic plate in that the former does not relax to stress 
over time, so deformation caused by initial loading does not change, 
whereas relaxation of stress accommodated by flowage at lower levels in 
a viscoelastic plate causes the basin to deepen and become narrower 
while the forebulge becomes higher and migrates toward the basin. 
Other variables factored into flexural models in order to more 
accurately portray the variability of convergent margin conditions 
include plate boundary conditions (infinite or semi-infinite), rate of 
loading, and episodic loading (Schedl and Wiltschko, 1984), as well as 
flexural rigidity of continental lithosphere as a function of ita 
thermal properties, hence age, and size of the overthrust load (Stockmal 
~ §1., 1986). Several predictions that stem from those models and 
the~r applications to the sedimentation and tectonic histories of 
foreland basins are summarized in Table 17.1. 
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17.3 Pre-coovergeoce COofiguratioD of the Cootioeotal Margio 
Convergence and destruction of the early Paleozoic margin was 
preceded by a long, paaaive margin history that included continent 
rifting, which established the structural framework of the margin, and a 
long period of sedimentation, which determined the morphology of the 
margin immediately prior to convergence (James~ Al·· 1989). Both of 
these elements factored into later foreland basin development. 
The passive margin history began with rifting of Grenville basement 
during late Precambrian and earliest Cambrian time and ended with up-
lift, erosion and formation of the St. George Unconformity during late 
early Ordovician time (James~ Jl., 1989; Figure 17.2). Figure 17.3 
shows an interpretive reconstruction of the western Newfoundland margin 
prior to convergence. Given that seafloor spreading and opening of the 
Iapetus Ocean continued for at least 40-60 millions years (drift phase, 
Figure 17.2), and assuming a conservative rate of seafloor spreading to 
have been -s cm/yr (an average rate for modern spreading ridges, Preas 
and Siever, 1982), the platform margin could have faced a major ocean 
2000-2400 km wide. Cambro-Ordovician sediments deposited on the margin 
formed a continentward- and oceanward-tapering wedge, where the greatest 
thickness of sediment accumulated over extensionally thinned crust at 
the base of the continental slope. At the end of passive margin 
sedimentation the carbonate platform was at ita widest (James~ Al·• 
1989), but the precise location of ita morphological margin is uncer-
tain. It is placed east of White Bay in the Figure 17.3 because plat-
form margin lithofacies do not occur in the autochthonous Cambro-
Ordovician sequence west of White Bay, but coeval strata in White Bay 
(Coney Arm Group, Lock, 1972; Williams, 1977) include lithologies akin 
to both the platform (thick-bedded or massive carbonates) and the 
elope-rise (carbonate conglomerate), suggesting that that area, at least 
at some stage of platform evolution, did define or lie near the margin. 
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Figure 17.2 Early Paleozoic stratigraphy in western Newfoundland and 
ita relationship to radiometrically dated igneous/tectonic events in 
western and central Newfound!and. Series 1 from van Eyainga (1975); 
Series 2 from Knight et al. (in press). Stratigraphy is from Stevens 
(1970), Williams and Stevens (1974), Williams (1975), Chow (1986), James 
and Stevens (1986), Knight and James (1987), Stenzel g! Al· (1990), and 
James and Cuffey (1989). Age data are from 1 - Stukas and Reynolds 
(1974), 2 - Williams etA].. (1985a), 3 - Williams and Hiscott (1987), 
4
- Dunning and Krough (1985), 5 - Dallmeyer (1977) recalculated with a 
new K decay constant by Dunning and Krough (1985), 6 - Dallme)'tr and 
Williams (1975) recalculated with a new K decay constant by Dunning and 
Krough (1985), 7 -Archibald and Farrar (1976) recalculated with a new K 
decay constant by Dunning and Krough (1985), 1 - Williams~ Al· (1976), 
9 
- Kay and Eldridge (1968) I 10 - Dunning n ll·, (1987) I Kay, (1975) and 
Arnott et al. (1985). 
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Figure 17.3 Interpretive reconstruction of the western Newfoundland margin at the end of passive margin 
development. Thickness, structure and lateral extent of Grenville basement are based on deep crustal 
seismic profiles (Keen~ Jl., 1986; Marillier ~ Jl., 1989), and seismic and bathymetric profiles across 
modern passive margins (Heezen, 1974; Rabinowitz, 1974; Grow~ Jl., 1979; Hutchinson~ Jl., 1983). 
Autochthonous Cambro-Ordovician clastics and carbonates comprise the platform. A thick sequence of Late 
Precambrian-earliest Cambrian rift-related elastica overlies extensionally thinned crust at the base of the 
continental slope (Fleur de Lye Group; Williams and Stevens, 1974). Allochthonous Cambro-ordovician 
clastics and carbonates form the continental slope and rise (Cow Head and Curling groups; Williams and 
Stevena, 1974; James and Stevena, 1986; Botsford, 1987). Slope and rise dimensions are baaed on modern day 
counterparts, which closely agree with restored widths generated by unstacking of imbricate thrust slices of 
slope and rise in the Humber Arm Allochthon (Williams, 1980). Inset map shows surficial 
tectono-stratigraphic zones across Newfoundland (from Williams (1979) and Williams~ Al· (1988); BV-B, Baie 
Verte-Brompton Line; D, Dunnage; 0, Gander; AY, Avalon)) and the approximate line of cross-section for the 
margin profile. 
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17.4 OceaD CloaiDg and Initial Subduction of tbe continent 
Closing of Iapetus Ocean began several million years before the 
effects of convergence were recorded on the platform. Subduction and 
island arc volcanism began as early as late Cambrian time, and then 
continued u11til late mid::lle Ordovician time (Figure 17.2). Neither the 
location of the initial subduction zone with respect to the continental 
margin, nor its polarity are known. 
Actual subduction of the North American continent is interpreted to 
closely coincide with obduction of ophiolite onto the continental rise 
(Searle and Stevena, 1984; Dunning and Krough, 1985; Figure 17.4.a). 
Radiometric ages of several of the arc-related ophiolites indicate that 
they formed at least as early as early Ordovician (Tremadocian) time, 
well before the deformation of the platform occurred (Figure 17.2). 
Radiometric dates for metamorphic aureoles beneath ophiolites in the 
Hare Bay and Humber Arm allochthons indicate thdt obduction post-dated 
ophiolite formation by -16 million years, and probably occurred 
diachronously frvm north to south along the subduction zone (Figure 
17.2). Gi\•en that subduction continued for about 20 million years prior 
to ophiolite obduction, and assuming a conservative rate of convergence 
to have been -2-5 em/year (versus 4-11 cm/yr for modern subduction 
zones, Press and Siever, 1982), at least 400-1000 km of oceanic litho-
sphere was consumed. (See also Williams (1980)). 
Ophiolite obduction initiated developnoent of an accretionary prism 
above the subduction zone and evolution of a foreland basin on the outer 
edge of the continent (Figure 17.4.b). Substantial growth of the prism 
and arrival of relatively inboard areas of the continental rise at the 
subduction zone occurred by late early Ordovician time, recorded by 
deposition of turbiditic, siliciclastic sands derived from the wedge-arc 
complex (Lower Head Formation) directly on platform-derived, deep-water 
carbonates (Cow Head and Curling groups) (Figures 17.2 and l7.4.b). The 
period of time he~ween earliest ophiolite obduction (489 Ma, radiometric 
Figure 17.4 Interpretive cross-section across the margin during initial closing of Iapetus Ocean. 
a) Newly-formed ophiolite generated within the island arc complex is obducted onto the outer edge of the 
continent above a southeast-dipping subduction zone. b) As subductic•n continues abducted oceanic elements 
and sedimentary rocks stripped off the downgoing contir.ent are incorporated in an accretionary prism. Debris 
shed from the prism and adjacent arc complex are deposited in the trr.nch. CB/C, Cow Head and Curling groups; 
LB, Lower Head Formation. 
a) Initial Ophiolite Obduction 
earlv Ordovician 
(l'remadoc) 
r.ceg Mal 1 1 
b) Formation of Accretionary Prism 
early Ordovlc:ian (Tremadoc-Arenig) 
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date) and earliest deposition of flysch on the continental rise (-483 
Ma, approximate date based on graptolites (Castlemainian Zone 2, Arenig 
Stage, J. Botsford and s. H. Williams, pers. comm., 1984, cited in James 
and Stevens, 1986; Figure 17.2) is only 6 million years, and implies 
relatively rapid formation of the accretionary prism. 
17.5 Evolution of tbe Foreland Basin on the Platfora 
The Middle Ordovician foreland basin in western Newfoundland 
developed on old, cold and rigid, extensionally-thinned crust outboard 
of the original continental shelf-slope break, or hinge line of the 
margin (Figure 17. 3). Initial deformation and each succeeding phase of 
deposition and tectonism record temporal changes in bathymetry and 
configuration in response to changes in style, direction and magnitude 
of stresses imposed by continued subduction of the North American 
continent. Sedimentation during each phase was influenced by 
synsedimentary faulting. 
A model which takes into account the passive margin configuration 
and eustatic sea level, and relates each tectono-depositional phase of 
Middle Ordovician foreland basin development to morphotectonic regimes 
in the subduction zone is shown schematically via a series of time slice 
diagrams across the margin (Figure 17.5) and is summarized below. 
17. 5. 1 Phaae 1: P'aul ting and Uplift 
Earliest deformation which interrupted peritidal carbonate sedi-
mentation (Aguathuna Formation) and culminated in formation of the 
regional st. George Unconformity during late early Ordovician time is 
interpreted to be the expression of migration of the peripheral 
forebulge onto the platform (Jacobi, 1981; Knight et al., in press; 
Figure 17.5.al. Flexural uplift accompanied by extensional faulting 
transformed the flat, continuous platform into a mosaic of crustal 
blocks and generated a low relief, horst and graben topography. 
Diff~~>rential uplift caused variation in duration of subaerial exposure 
Figure 17.5 Tectonic model for foreland basin development on the platform in western Newfoundland. Tick 
marks on the cross-sections correspond to major boundaries delineated in Figure 17.3; shaded zone delineates 
the outcrop belt for this study. a) Phase 1: Deposition of Aguathuna Formation carbonates in very 
restricted, peritidal enviro~~ents ceases as the entire platform is faulted and uplifted in response to 
migration of the peripheral bulge (P.B.) onto the platform. Subaerial exposure and karsting give rise to a 
regional unconformity (St. George Unconformity). The platform margin is concurrently destroyed by 
catastrophic faulting. b) Phase 2: Renewed deposition of carbonates in peritidal environments (Table Point 
Formation (rP)) occurs initially in response to eustatic sea level rise on the platform as uplift continues. 
Regional subsidence and deposition in subtidal environments occur as the peripheral bulge migrates onto the 
continent (shown). Differential subsidence faciliteted by differential displacements on faults permit highly 
variable thicknesses of sediment to accumulate. Powerful seismic shocks or abrupt changes in slope trigger 
gravitational slides. The accretionary prism overrides the continental rise; surficial deep-water 
carbonates are incorporated at the base of the prism by thrusting, and siliciclastic sediments shed from the 
prism are deposited in the adjacent trench. 
a) 
Phase 1: Migration of Peripheral Bulge onto Platform 
late early Ordovician (Arenig) 
(-480 Ma) 
up lilt 
b) 
Phase 2: Flooding and Renewed Shallow Waler Carbonale Sedimenlalion 
early middle Ordovician 
(early Llanvirn) 
(·4nMal 
P.Bf 
._ PB.migrates 
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and in the depth of erosion across the platform. Approximately contemp-
oraneous eustatic sea level rise (Figure 12.11) countered the effect of 
tectonic uplift, limiting the duration exposure and degree of erosion. 
This episode of deformation approximately coincides with tectonic 
destruction of the platform margin proper, which is recorded in coeval 
deep-water, lower slope and rise deposita (James and Stevens, 1986; 
James~ Jl., 1987; Bed 14, Cow Head Group; Figure 17.2; Figure 17.S.a). 
After this point, carbonate sediment produced on the tectonized platform 
was no longer delivered to the adjacent lower slope and rise. Deposi-
tion of orogenic flysch (Lower Head Formation) above the youngest, deep-
water carbonates (Figure 17.4) indicates that the outer continental rise 
at least 200 km seaward of the platform margin had arrived at the 
trench. 
17.5.2 Phase 2: Sediaentation on an Unstable P1atfora 
Renewed shallow marine carbonate sedimentation on an unstable 
platform (Table Point Formation) records m~rine flooding after uplift 
and demonstrates that the platform continued to be deforme~ by 
regionally imposed stress. Differential subsidence is interpreted to be 
an expression of normal faulting on preexisting structures and, hence, a 
tensile stress regime. Since platformal carbonate sequences record 
changes in bathymetry that do not agree with what would be expected by 
simple passage of the peripheral bulge (ie. progressive deepening), both 
tectonics and eustasy are inferred to have influenced deposition. 
Periodic, vertical accretion to sea level, despite rising sea level 
(Figure 12.11) suggests that peritidal sedimentation occurred on the 
peripheral bulge when the platform was still experiencing tectonic 
uplift. Episodic displacement of the overthrust along the subduction 
zone, which triggered structural adjustments on the platform, in concert 
with small scale eustatic sea level changes, may account for abrupt 
changes in bathymetry and style of sedimentation rec~rded in these very 
shallow water sediments. 
Subsequent platform deepening and wholly subtidal deposition 
coincide with continued eustatic sea level rise (Figure 12.11). 
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However, since this occurred rather abruptly it is interpreted to partly 
reflect continentward-migration of the peripheral bulge (Figure 17.5.b). 
As concurrent sea level rise and tectonic subsidence did not result in 
platform drowning, it is inferred that the rate of sea level rise was 
small and that the amplitude of the forebulge was less than 100-200 m, 
depths at which carbonate sediment production would have declined 
significantly or ceased. 
Late stage shoaling approximately coincides with eustatic sea level 
fall recorded on the western u. s. A. passive margin of the continent 
(Figure 12.11). The relatively subtle expression of this change in the 
foreland basin suggests that tectonic subsidence continued as sea level 
fell. An alternative explanation for regional shoaling is oceanward 
migration of the peripheral bulge back across the platform, a change in 
deformation caused by relaxation of the continental lithosphere during a 
period of time when subduction and overthrusting ceaFed (Table 17.1). 
17.5.3 Phase 3: Platfora Collapse 
Synsedimentary faulting, differential subsidence, and ultimately 
regional drowning of the foreland basin platform is interpreted to 
record downward flexing and diachronous collapse of the platform as it 
moved toward, and formed the upper reaches of the outer slope of the 
trench (Figure 17.5.c). As this event approximately coincides with 
eustatic sea level fall (Figure 12.11), eustasy played no discernible 
role in sedimentation, and platform drowning is inferred to have been 
caused solely by very rapid, tectonically-controlled subsidence. 
Synsedimentary faulting across the outer trench slope mostly gener-
ated a low relief, horst and graben topography in which horsts formed 
isolated, relict platforms that supplied sediment to flanking slopes and 
basins (Table Cove Formation). Rapidly foundered, sediment-starved 
blocks were blanketed by black shale (Black Cove Formation). 
Figure 17.5 continued c) Phase 3: Collapse and drowning of the foreland basin platform occurs as it 
approaches the subduction zone and forma the outer trench slope. Tensile stresses reactivate preexisting 
faults with normal sense displacements regenerating a low relief, submarine horst and graben terrane. 
Horsts form relict platforms that remained in shallower water and supplied carbonate sediment to flanking 
slopes and adjacent basins (Table Cove Formation (TC)). Rapidly subsiding crustal blocks distant from relict 
platforms become starved basins and sites of black shale deposition (Black Cove Formation). Faulting locally 
generates a high relief, submarine euca~pment which exposes old, passive margin carbonates that are 
redeposited in the adjacent basin by sediment gravity flows (Cape cormorant Formation (CC)). The accretion-
ary prism overrides the relict platfc·rm margin and the outermost platform is buried by priam-arc-derived 
siliciclastic turbidites. d) Pbase 4: carbonate sedimentation r.eases and burial of the entire collapsed 
platform by siliciclastic sediment (Goose Tickle Group (OT)) occurs as it arrives at the trench. Debris shed 
from the prism-arc complex enter the trench at several points along its length. Sediment dispersal along and 
across the trench is controlled by submarine topography, both relict from the underlying collapsed platform 
and that regenerated by contemporaneous faulting (e), below). 
c) 
Phase 3: Foundering and Deep Water Sedimentation 
middle Ordov1c1an (mid-lale Llanvirn) 
(-473Ma) 
d) 
t 
Phase 4: Deposition of Flysch On the Collapsed Platform 
middle Ordovician (lale llanvirn - early Llandeillo) 
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Catastrophic faulting that resulted in uplift and expoeure of buried, 
passive margin carbonates that were subsequently eroded and redeposited 
in a rapidly formed basin (Cape Cormorant Formation) apparently occurred 
in only one area (far west Port au Port Peninsula). Regional reactiva-
tion of preexisting structures with normal sense displacement waa caused 
by tensile stress imposed on the platform as it approached the trench. 
The anomalously large amount of vertical displacement (~500 m) on 
the Cape Cormorant fault, which relative to present-day geology is 
inferred to lie just west of the Port au Port Peninsula, indicate& that 
either greater stress was concentrated in th•t area, or the geometry of 
the fault and/or its relations to adjacent faults made it weaker and 
more responsive to stress. Location of the fault at the St. Lawrence 
Promontory (Rankin, 1976; Thomas, 1977; Figure 17.3), may have rendered 
it the focus of stress during subduction. Moreover, apparent proximity 
of the fault to the western limit of extensionally-thinned continental 
crust (Figure 17.3) also suggests thP. structure may have been the 
high-angle, east-facing ramp of a major listric detachment generated 
durin9 rifting (eg. Gibbs, 1984; Lister et al., 1986). When subjected 
to tensile stress in the foreland basin this fault took up more strain 
(greater displacement) than any of the other more outboard, subordinate 
faults linked to it at depth. 
Platfo~~ collapse cannot be correlated with any depositional or 
tectonic event recorded in continental margin sediments now comprising 
the Humber Arm and Hare Bay Allochthons; no strata younger than earliest 
middle Ordovician in age comprise the imbricate thrust slices (Figure 
17.2). Rapid, regional subsidence of the foreland basin platform is, 
however, inferred to have occurred as the relict continental slope and 
carbonate platform margin entered the trench and were overthrust by the 
accretionary prism. Wholesale subsidence of the area of the platform 
exposed in western Newfoundland implies that the peripheral bulge had 
migrated further west onto the continent, prcbably beyond the hinge line 
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(Figure 17.5.c). That event is probably recorded by the post-Canadian-
pre-middle Chazyan unconformity in the autochthonous sequence on the 
Kingan Islands located -125 km inboard of the hinge (Nowlan, 1981; 
Desroches, 1985; Figure 17.3, inset map). 
17.5.& Phase &1 Deposition of Siliciclastic Sediaents 
The demise of deep-water carbonate sedimentation and rapid burial of 
the collapsed platform by siliciclastics (American Tickle Formation and 
Mainland Sandstone) derived from the accretionary prism-volcanic arc 
complex records arrival at the trench (Figure 17.4.d). Development of 
sediment-starved conditions prior to the influx of siliciclastic turbi-
dites reflects a combination of great water depth (ie. an ever dimin-
ishing supply of shallow water-derived carbonate sediment), and submar-
ine topography that dictated the direction and distanr.P- of turbidity 
current flow and siliciclastic sediment dispersal. Siliciclastic tur-
bidites were dispersed down a regional, southwest-dipping paleoslope 
parallel to the trench axis. Preexisting structural domains controlled 
sediment dispersal down the axis and across the trench as subduction 
continued and turbidite systems prograded continentward. 
By the time the collapsed platform was being buried by orogenic 
flysch, the leading edge of the accretionary prism must have over-
ridden the relict platform margin (Figure 17.5.d). Because the prism 
would have been elevated topographically, more of it would have been 
exposed, and consequently eroded and redeposited in the trench. 
17.5.5 Phase 5: Intrabasinal Faulting 
Faulting which generated submarine escarpments that exhumed and 
exposed to mass wasting and redeposition the entire foreland basin 
sequence and uppermost passive margin carbonates (Daniel's Harbour 
Member) also occurred in the trench (Figure 17.5.e). Uplift is 
interpreted to be an expression of reactivated preexisting faults with 
reverse-sense displacement in response to compression. 
Imbricate thrusting occurred only in outboard localities of the 
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Figure 17.5 continued e) Pbaae 5: Compressional stress in the trench 
causes reactivation of preexisting faults that exhume the entire 
foreland basin sequence and the uppermost passive margin carbonates. 
Faulting regenerates an irregular submarine topography with slopes 
facing various directions. Mass wasting along the submarine escarpments 
gives rise to other carbonate sediment gravity flows that redeposit the 
material in local, intra-trench basins (Daniel's Harbour Member (DB)). 
f) Pbaae 6: Siliciclastic sedimentation ceases as the foreland basin is 
overthrust by the accretionary prism. Irregular sea floor topography and 
structural relief on the collapsed and buried platform permit the tope 
of structurally elevated blocks to be detached above the thrust and 
incorporated in m6lange at the base of the priam. Overthrusting stope a 
short distance outboard of the hinge line and siliciclastic sediment& 
eroded from the priam fill the foreland basin. 
e) 
Phase 5: Uplift and Cannabalization of Foreland Basin Strata 
middle OrdoviCian 
(lare Llanwn-early Llandoillo) 
( 470. 465 Mai 
f) 
Phase 6: Emplacement of the Accretionary Prism 
middle Ordovician 
(late Llanvirn-Liandeillo) 
( 470 -·<465 Ma) 
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platform (eg. White Bay, Canada Bay, Figures 17.3 and 17.S.e), but 
apparently no large thrust slices were incorporated in the accretionary 
prism. Reverse faulting in the interior of the platform may be an 
expression of minor thrusting on a low angle detachment at depth and 
sympathetic displacement on subordinate, higher-angle faults linked to 
it. Minor inboard faulting compared to outboard imbricate thrusting 
reflects decreasing intensity of stress away from the subduction zone. 
This deformation gradient may have been influenced by the relict 
platform margin that acted as a buttress to accretionary wedge 
displacement until subduction ceased. 
17.5.6 Phase 6: Emplaceaent of the Accretionary Priaa 
Deep-water turbidite sedimentation ceased as the foreland basin was 
overthrust by the accretionary prism (Figure 17.4.f). As the priam 
moved continentward the basal thrust indiscriminately cross-cut 
underlying foreland basin strata. Surficial siliciclastics were 
incorporated and remoulded into m6lange at the base; some structurally 
elevated platform block~ were decapitated by the baeal thrust and 
incorporated as coherent slivers in the basal m6lange. The leading edge 
of the accretionary prism was transported no further west than -so km 
outboard of the limit of rifted basement (near the base of the original 
continental slope), suggesting that its final resting place in the 
foreland basin was influenced either by structurally-controlled seafloor 
topography or the sub-seafloor structure of increasingly thick 
continental lithosphere. At this point an even greater proportion of 
the accretionary prism may have been subaerially exposed and an enormous 
amount of debris shed from it would have been supplied to the trench. 
The apparently great thickness of the Mainland Sandstone (1.5 km to as 
much as 5 km) deposited just west of the leading edge cf the accretion-
ary prism, and evidence that it changes in character from deep-water to 
shallow water up-section as it grades up into Llandeilo-age claati•:a at 
the base of the Long Point Group, suggest that the basin was filled to 
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near sea level. 
17,6 Diecuaaion 
The pre-collision nature of the Newfour.dland margin closely 
corresponds to the conditions specified by Stockmal tt Al· ( 1986) for 
their model of collision along an old continental margin. Comparison of 
the history of sedimentation and tectonics in the Taconian foreland 
basin with that predicted by the model provides further insight on 
dynamics along the Newfoundland margin. 
1) The period of time between peripheral bulge uplift of the 
Newfoundland P.latform and burial by flysch (each phase realized as 
diachronous in nature) compares closely to the amount of time between 
those events in the model (15 m. yr. vs. 14 m. yr.; compare Phases 1-4 
with their time steps II-IV, Stockrnal n §.!. (1986), Figure 2). 
Moreover, the relative positions of the overthrust a.~d petipheral bulge 
during uplift, collapse and burial of the interior platform proper for 
the modeJ. are comparable to those demonstrated or inferred for the 
Newfoundland foreland basin. This suggests that the rate of subduction 
along the Newfoundland margin averaged about 50 mm/year, the same as the 
value specified for the model. The actual rate more than likely varied, 
and probably decreased steadily as increasingly thicker continental 
lithosphere entered the subduction zone. 
2) The amount of peripheral bulge uplift and erosion on the 
Newfoundland platform was much less than values predicted by the model 
(-60 m vs. 200-800 m; Table 17.1). This may indicate that the North 
American mar.;Jin was much less rigid than the model assumes, or the 
effective load on the s~.:bduction zone was much less than the model 
employs, or migration of the peripheral bulge across the platform 
occurred too quickly for maximum uplift and erosion to have occurred. 
The other critical factor limiting the amount of erosion would have been 
concurrent 13ustatic sea level rise that dampened the effects of uplift. 
•' , __ \.- ~~ , ... 
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3) The Taconian foreland basin was never exceptionally deep. It 
apparently did not subside to below either an oceanic Oxygen Minimum 
zone or the ceo (ie. ~4000 m, Chapter sections 7.6 and 14.1). Moreover, 
with the possible exception of the Mainland sandstone on the far west 
side of Port au Port Peninsula, flysch sequences deposited atop the 
collapsed platform are not thick, a few hundred metres at most. 
Admittedly, almost all sequences except the Mainland Sandstone are 
structurally truncated by the o;,.erlying allochthon. Nevertheless, 
relatively shallo,., water depths and thin trench deposits correspond 
closely to the bathymetry and amount of sediment accumulation predicted 
by the model which specifies a topographically low, Zagros Mt.-like 
o-.re=:-thrust (Table 17.1), and suggests a similar low topography profile 
for the accretionary prism advancing over the Newfoundland basin. 
4) rresent day outcrop of the Humber Arm and Hare Bay allochthons 
(Figure 16.1) suggests the accretionary priam did not advance as far 
west as the hinge .Line of the ancient continental margin. This is 
supported by the apparent absence of the Humber Arm Allochthon above the 
Mainland Sandstone on the west side of Port au Port Peninsula, which 
instead appears to grade up into shallow rr.arine, calcareou"J sandstone at 
the base of the Long Point Group (Figure l. 7. 2) • At present the Humber 
Arm Allochthon is -200 km long, 50 km wide, and has a stratigraphic 
thickness of ebout 5 km (William!? and Cawc>od, 1989). The model predicts 
that when overthrusting beyond the hinge line occurs, the structurally 
lowest components of the prism become increasingly buried (Stockmal ~ 
al., 1986, time steps V-VII in Figure 2). When movement ceases, erosion 
and concomitant isostatic uplift of the prism brings increasingly lower 
levels of the prism back up to the surfac:e (time step VIII, in their 
Figure 2); stratigraphic unroofing and dt!rivation of detritus from 
increasing!;( metamorphosed sources are recorded in sediments deposited 
in the foreland (Table 17.1). It is difficult to assess how the present 
day dimensions of the allochthons in the Taconian foreland basin compare 
. ' - ~ ! '- . 
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to their dimensi~ns shortly after emplacement. There are remnants of a 
Llanvirnian-age, synemplacement sedimentary cover on the ophiolite 
capping the Humber Arm Allochthon (Casey and Kidd, 1981) , but there ie 
no evidence that the accretionary prism was deeply buried during 
emplacement, and as of yet no stratigraphic -::hange in the metamorphic 
grade of detrital lithic fragments in the prism-derived flysch haa been 
reported. In light of this negative evidence, it is postulated that the 
present-day Humber Arm and Hare Bay Allochth~ns closely approach in 
position and dimension (specifically with respect to their west~rn 
boundaries) those of the accretionary prism when it reached its final 
emplacement position on the ~ollapsed shelf. L~w topographic expression 
probably limited the c.•mount of erosion. When overthrusting ceased, 
removal from the zone of further erosion was probably caused by 
subsidence of the underlying continental lithosphere until isostatic 
equilibrium was reached. 
17 • 7 Modern Analogue 
A modern day plate margin that may serve as an analogue for 
Ordovician subduction of the North American continent is the collision 
zone betweer. Australia and the Banda Arc along which convergence has 
occurred since the late Cenozoic (Hiscott, 1978; Rowley and Kidd, 1981; 
Shanmugam and Lash, 1982). Major elements of this geologically and 
geometrically co~plex region for which there appear to be counterpart• 
in the Newfoundland orogen, and a bathymetric pr~file between Australia 
and Timor, are shown in Figures 1''.6 and 17.7. The Australian shelf, 
which is underlain by a thick sequence of Mesozoic and Tertiary strata 
(Hollan~ Ai·• 1970; Martison ~A!., 1973), dips gently seaward away 
from the northwest coast of Australia and the southwest coast of New 
Guinea (Van Andel and Veevers, 1965). Water depth is mostly leas than 
100 m: low relief topography is defined by a system of shallow 
depressions and broad rises. The declivity ~f the shelf increases at 
depths of -130 m, beyond which it slopes over 75-100 km to the bottom of 
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Figure 17.6 Location map of the Australia - Banda Arc collision zone 
(from Audley-Charles, 1986). 
SE NW 
Figure 17.7 Bathymetric profile from the Australian shelf to Timor 
( fr0111 v-v•r• ~ Al·, 1978). 
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the Timor-Seram Trough (Van Andel, 1965; Van Andel and Veevers, 1965). 
The Timor-Seram Trough is an arcuate system of structurally isolat~d, 
elongate depressions that range from <2--70 km wide and are 2000-3000 m 
deep (Van Andel and Veevers, 1967; Veevers ~ Al·· 1978; Audley-Char1es, 
1986). The Outer Banda Arc is a discontinuous series of submarine 
ridges and islands (eg. Timor and Seram) composed of tectonically-
imbricated rocks, mostly Mesozoic and Cenoz~ic strata of the Australian 
continental rise, plus some highly allochthonous sedimentary, igneous 
and metamorphic thrust slices of Asian or uncertain paleogeographic 
affinities (Audley-Char1es, 1968; Audley-Charles ~ Al·• 1979) and, 
locally, structurally isolated crustal blocks of the Australian 
continent (Jac~bson ~ ~l·• 1978; Bowin ~ Al·• 1980). The inner Banda 
Arc is a discontinuous series of volcanic submarine ridges and islands. 
There is geophysical evidence that 30 km thick Australian continent-
al crust extends seaward under the Timor-Seram Trough and the OUter 
Banda Arc (Jacobson~ gl., 1978; Bowin ~ Al·• 1980). There is also 
srM/Sr~ isotope data from Inner Arc volcanics which indicate contam-
inatior. of the melts by continental crust and suggest that the 
Australian margin was being subducted during Miocene-Pliocene time 
(Whitford et al., 1977). Two fundamentally differ~nt tectonic models 
have been proposed to account for these and other data and explain the 
present day expression of convergence in the area ( F igu1:e 11. C) • 
Although additional geophysical data seems necessary to resolve 
significant discrepancies between the two models, comparison of this 
convergent zone with the subducted Newfoundland margin is justified for 
two reasons. 1) The overall morphologic expression of deformation of 
the Australian margin is quite similar to that envisaged for the 
evolving Middle Ordovician foreland basin. 2) Seismic and DSDP drill 
hole d~ta indicate that shallow-water carbonates of the Australian shelf 
underlie the Timor Trough and extend at least 10 km further north under 
Timor (Veevers, 1971). Therefore, the deep-water continental rise 
- ' "" , .. . 
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Figure 17.8 Tectonic modela for the Australia - Banda Arc collision 
zone (from Audley-Charles, 1986). a) The Timor-Seram Trough is inter-
preted aa the aurface trace of a subduction zone dipping toward the 
Banda Sea; the outer A~c ia an accretionary priam constructed largely of 
aed~ntary rocka acraped off the aubducted Australian continental mar-
gin (eg. Hamilton, 1979; Bowin 11 Al·, 1980; Karig ~ Al·, 1987). This 
ia identical to the model proposed for Taconian subduction along the 
Newfoundland margin. b) Jamming of the aubduction zone by thick 
continental riae aedimenta reaulta in a reversal in polarity of the 
Benioff zone and back-thruating of the continental margin over the Inner 
Arc. The OUter Arc ia a parautochthonoua fold and thrust belt, and the 
Timor-Seram Trough ia a flexural foredeep caused by loading ~f the 
imbrlcated riae aedimenta on the Australian continental margin (eg. 
Audley-Charlea, 1981; 1986). 
strata comprising Timor are allochthonous, and in precisely the ~~oa 
structural position as are Taconic allochthons with respect to 
autochthonous, Early Paleozoic platformal carbonates on the North 
American margin. 
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The pre-convergence history of the Austr~.lian margin is similar to 
that of the Early Paleozoic North American margin (Hollan~ Al·• 1970; 
Martison ~ ~ •• 1973; Bradshaw~.~ •• 1988; MacDaniel, 1988). OCean 
closing, subduction of the Australian margin, and volcanism along the 
Inner Banda Arc began durir&g the Miocene and continued until middle 
Pliocene time (-6-3 Ma; Audley-Charl~s, 1981). Arrival of proximal 
continental rise strata at the trench and overthrusting of allochthonous 
thrust slices onto the Australian margin occu=red between early and 
middle Pliocene time (-S-3 Ma; carter~~ •• 1976; Audley-Charles .t 
Al·· 1979). Major folding, imbrication, and continentward displacement 
of continental rise strata occurred between latest Miocene and late 
Pliocene time (-6-1.8 Ma; Audley-Charles, 19GB; Audley-Charles ~ Al·, 
1979). Collectively the timing of volcanism and major deformation 
events indicate that subduction essentially ceased -3 million years ago, 
possibly due to jamming of the subduction zone by thick sedimentary 
deposits of the proximal continental rise (Audley-Charlee, 1981). Since 
that time most deformation in response to continued convergence has been 
taken up by structural telescoping between and within the Inner and 
Outer Banda Arcs, manifest by shallow, diffuse seismicity and episodes 
of folding and faulting at Timor and Seram during the Pleistocene 
(Audley-Charles, 1968, 1981, 1986; Audley-Charles ~ Al·• 1979; Bowin .t 
Al•r 1980). Veevera ~ Al· (1978) calculate the rate of convergence to 
have decreased dramatically from -5.8 cm/yr during the middle to late 
Pliocene to -o.s cm/yr from the Pleistocene to the present. 
In its state of suspended animation the present day Australian 
margin resembles that envisaged for the Newfoundland margin during the 
Middle Ordovician. Dynamics across the margin in response to continued, 
. . . 
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albeit deceler~ted, convergence are recorded in the uppermost Pliocene, 
Pleistocene and Recent carbonates. Salient aspects of the history that 
are common to the Newfoundland margin and demonstrate similar responses 
to convergenc~ are summar~zed below. 
1) Initial expression of convergence on the northwest Australia 
ahelf was faulting, folding and uplift of the passive margin carbonate 
shelf during middle to late Miocene time, approximately coincident with 
allochthonous nappe emplacement and initial imbrication of continental 
riee strata in the Out~r Banda Arc. The event is recorded by a regional 
subaerial unconformity that extends (i.n the subsurface) across the 
entire present day shelf, beneath the present day slope, the Timor 
Trough an~·· edge of Timor proper, and is tentatively correlated with an 
exposure surface on the Australia mainland (Van Andel and Veevers, 1965; 
Hollan~ Al·• 1970; Veevers, 1971). Harked lateral variations in the 
amount of section missing in~icate that the duration of exposure and/or 
amount of erosion varied across the area. As this deformation appears 
to be related to overthrusting at the margin (Veevers, 1971), it may be 
an expression of flexural uplift, and, therefore, is analogous to the 
Lower-Middle Ordovician St. George Unconformity. 
2) Post-Miocene (unconformity) carbonate sedimentation on tho pre-
sent day shelf was controlled by synsedimentary faulting and differ-
ential subsidence (Hollan~ Al·• 1970; Hartison ~ Al·• 1973; 
MacDaniel, 1988); total accumulations vary from 400-1000 m thick. Kost 
active faults are li~ked to Paleozoic basement; some are reactivated 
rift-generated structures. Local and regional synsedimentary tectonism 
during the Pleistocene is recor.ded by 1) discontinuous horizons of 
faulted, broken and chaotic bedding, 2) both local and more widespread 
subaerial unconf~rmities, and 3) warpfng of the shelf into a system of 
large scale shallow depreasions and broad rises (Van Andel and Veevers, 
1965; Veevers, 1971). 
The dynamics of this carbonate shelf and its post-uplift sedimentary 
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history parallel thAt recorded by the Table Point Formation deposited on 
a tectonically unstable platform. The fact that the Australian shelf 
has r~mained in very shallow water, that vertical accretion was 
accompanied by progradatio~ (Veevers. 1971; MacDaniel, 1988), and that 
the sea floor was episodically exposed, suggest that sedimentation has 
continued on a broad peripheral upwarp which, like the subduction zone, 
has not migrated significantly since Plioc~~·~ time. 
3) The foundered, outer portion of the passive margin shelf under-
lies the Australian slope (Veavers, 1971; Veev~rs ~AI., 1978) which is 
presently the site of deposition of fine-graine~. shelf-derived and 
pelagic carbonate muds (Van Andel and Veevers, 1967; Figure 17.7). A 
deepening-upward sequence above the Miocene unconformity seen in DSDP 
262 core from the Timor Trough (Figure 17.6) indicates that 2300 m of 
subsidence (the depth of the present day trough axis) occurred in -1.2 
million years, during which -100 m of carbonate mud was deposited. 
Although the elope profile along most of ita length is fairly smooth, 
s•ismic profiles show a substructure of down-to-basin normal faults, 
mostly with <150m displacements (Veevers, 1971; Jacobson~§!., 1978; 
Veevers ~ Al·• 1978; Karig ~ Al·· 1987). In gene~al, differential 
subsidence related to faulting and ita affect on sediment accumulation 
is moat pronounced on the upper slope where sequence• locally vary from 
120-400 m thic~ (Veevera, 1971). Catastrophic faulting with exposed 
vertical escarpments up to 500 m high, and a comparatively steep 
gradient for the entire slope is recognized on the slope adjacent to Aru 
where curvature of the Banda Arc is greatest (Jacobson~ Al·• 1978; 
Figure 17.6). 
The Australian slope is a suitable analogue for platform collapse on 
the outer trench elope recorded by both platform-derived, elope to 
basinal carbonatJs of the Tabl Cove Formation and the escarpment-
derived, deep-water carbonatee of the Cape Cormorant Formation. The 
thinness of moat Table cove sequences compared to that of elope 
• ... - , I 
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carbonates in DSDP 262 may be a reflaction of more rapid foundering in 
response to continued rapid convergence (versus nLarly stationary) along 
the Newfoundland margin. Localization of major faulting on the slopes 
of both the Australian and North American margins suggests that streaaea 
related to convergence are amplified in curved regions and lead to 
gradients steeper th&n can be auatalned without major fault 
displacements (eg. Jacobson~ §1., 1978). 
3) The Timor-Soram Trough, too distant from the Austr3lian shelf to 
be supplied with abundant carbonate sediment, is presently the depo-
sitional site of radiolarian-rich clays derived primarily from the OUter 
Arc (Van Andel and Veevera, 1967; Veevera ~ Al·• 1978; Figure 17.7). 
In the Timor Trough -340 m of predominantly terrigenous mud have 
acc~mulated since the Pliocene. Seismic profiles show the sediments to 
be parallel layered t~d commonly disposed in a basinward-tapering wedge 
that onlaps the outer carbonate slope (Veevers !1 §1., 1978). Near the 
foot of the Outer Arc, however, they (and immediate~.y underlying shelf 
to slope carbonates) are folded and uplifted by high-angle reverse 
faults that reflect compressive stresses in the trough, probably 
precursor to imbrication and incorporation in the Outer Arc (Veevera §t 
Al·· 1978; Karig ~ Al·· 1987). 
The origin, morphology, depth and, to a limited extent, the sedi-
mentology of the basins comprising the Ti~~r-seram Trough render them 
suitable analogues for the foreland basin in which Goose Tickle Group 
elastica were deposited. Reverse faulting in response to compressive 
atreas in the trough is ptecisely the mechanism by which Daniel's 
Harbour Member beds are interpreted to have been generated. The con-
trasting absenco of Outer Arc-derived, turbiditic aanda from the troughs 
may reflect tra~':ng/ponding of c~arse debris in structural basins on 
the rugged inner slope where they will not be delivered to the trough 
floor until upper alcpe basins are filled or tectonically disrupted. 
In summary, there are striking similarities in bathymetry, etylea of 
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sedimentation, and expressions of synsedimentary deformation related to 
convergence acr~ss the modern Australian margin and the ancient 
Newfoundland which are the product o! arc-continent collision. 
Fundamental differences between sedimentation histories for both the 
platform/shelf and stope appear to be due to vastly different rates of 
convergence, specifically early cessatic·n of subduction alon9 the 
Australian margin. 
:l .t' I • . - ' 
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Middle Ordovician Table Head Group and Goose Tickle Group strata 
record foundering, burial and cannibalization of a foreland basin 
carbonate platform on the North American continental margin during 
initial stages of Taconian orogenesis. The succession reflects delicate 
interplay between sedimentation and tectonics during dircrete stages of 
foreland basin development. Each stage corresponds to a specific 
morpho-tectonic regime across a continent - ocean subduction zone. 
Passive margin sedimentation on the long-lived, late Precambrian -
early Ordovician carbonate platform ended, and convergent margin 
sedimentation began with an episode of regional block-faulting and 
differential uplift. This event was caused by migration of a peripheral 
forebulge across the platform. It interrupted peritidal carbonate 
sedimentation (Aguathuna Formation, St. George Group), culminating in 
widespread formation of the erosional and karstified st. George 
Unconformity, and rendered the flat and cohere~t platform a complex 
mosaic of differentially subsiding blocks. 
Shal)ow marine Table Point Formation carbonates deposited on the St. 
George Unconformity are the first reco~d of sedimentation on this 
unstable platform along the western flank of the evolving foreland 
basin. Continuiung deposition, synsedimentary faulting and differential 
subsidence resulted in platformal carbonates of greatly varying 
thickness, composition and facies. Such dynamics also gave rise to 
local intraformational unconformities in peritid3l sequences, 
gravitational slides, atrupt lateral and vertical changes in 
lithofacies, and anomalous peritidal sequences. Nevertheless, tectonism 
was subtle enough that eustatic sea level changes still influenced 
aedimentati.,n. 
Deep-water carbonates and terrigenous clastics (Table Cove, Cape 
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Co~rant and Black Cove formations) deposited on Table Point limestone 
reflect tectonic drowning of the foreland basin platform. Dlac~ronoua 
collapse took place as the platform entered and formed the paleo-
southeast-facing inner trench slope of the migratinq subductio~ zone. 
Foundering was accompanied by synsedimentary extensional faulting and 
differential subsidence that generated a low-relief horst and graben 
topography across most of the area, and locally generated high relief 
submarine escarpments. Table Cove Formation strata accumulated under 
ever increasing water depth on newly-formed, gently-dipping carbonate 
slopes and basin margins, with carbonate sediment coming from adjacent, 
relict, shallow water platform blocks. Such slopes were discontinuous, 
faced various directions iand some changed over time), and subsided at 
different rates. Cape Cormorant Formation strata record catastrophic 
faulting in the Port au Port area and resedimentation of exhumed passive 
margin carbonates by sediment gravity flows in a structurally-isolated, 
deep-water basin on the inner trench slope. Localization of this major 
faulting was probably due to amplification of stress caused by 
conve=gence at the curvature of the St. Lawrence Promontory. Black Cove 
Formation shale covered abruptly subs]ding platform blocks deprived of 
contemporaneous or resedimented carbonates. Such anoxic, sediment-
starved conditions developed in deep-water basins adjacent to carbonate 
slopes. They were also generated on top of isolated, rapidly foundered, 
relict platforms. 
The collapsed and fragmented platform was buried by terrigenous mud, 
silt, and immature sand (American Tickle Formation and Mainland 
sandstone) as it entered the trench. This sediment came from the 
encroaching accretionary prism-volcanic arc complex and entered the 
trench at several points along its length. Most was transported and 
deposited by turbidity currents travelling down the south-~outhweat­
dipping trench axis. Preexisting structural domains controlled location 
of major depositional axes of trench-parallel, progradational turbidite 
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systems, as well as sediment dispersal across the trench. 
Reverse faulting and uplift of the foundered and buried platform in 
responPe to comprassion in the trench accompanied siliciclastic 
turbidite sedimentatio~ and gave rise to resedimented carbonates of the 
Daniel's Harbour Member. Exhumed foreland basin carbonates and clastics 
shed from escarpments of various facing directlons were transported by 
sediment gravity flows and redeposited in local intra-trench basins. 
Much of this debris was involved in more than one cycle of uplift, mass 
wasting, and gravity flow transport. 
Sedimentation in the trench ceased as it was structurally overridden 
by the accretionary prism. Structurally elevated blocks were 
decapitated during prism emplacement and incorporated as coherent blocks 
and slivers in m6lange at the bQse of the accretionary prism. 
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KEY TO SYMBOLS 
M mudstone 
w wackestone -<>- rad'10larlan 
p ~ / graptolite 
G grailstone d 
F lloatstone 
phyllocarid 
R ruds1Dne ~ calcisphere 
0 peloid 44 Pulchritamina 
® oncolite 
001:1 Ha/ysis 
8 inlraclast ? Girvanela 
8 lithoclast 
Hrcl. Hedstroemia 
• Nuia () ostracode 
-o- feneslra 
~ (leperditiid) ~ Stromatacfs 
A trilobite ~ stromatolite 
=--- arlhropod antenna ~ mound 
~ brachiopod 
& inarticulate brachiopod tv horizontal burrow (Planolites 
-& monusc and PaJaeopnycuS) 
~ gastropod ~ 1 bioturbation 
~ Murr:Nsorr ~,. peloid·fiUed burrow 
e) Maclurites ~, pseudospar -f~led burrow 
-t echinoderm ~ burrows in shale 
* 
cystoid ~ .. dolomite/dolomilic burrow 
)( bryozoan A::- Chondrites 
~ encrusting bryozoan =1!~ Phoebichnus 
tb::, Archaeoscyphia ~ ripples 
a lithislid sponge ~ megaripples 
~ spongeholdfast ~ dimbing ripples 
X' sponge spicule ~.// cross.Jamination 
D Lapidiparis -=-----: paraDe! lamination -=---
~ or1hoconic cephalopod t normal pding 
@ coiled cephalopod ~ dayflaserS 
6 ~~~identified skeletal fragment -c:::::7 mudstone Jense 
~ moUclc fossil ~ packstone lense 
wrinkle marks 
convolute lamination 
fluid escape structure 
flute 
groove 
loaded base 
shale-filled fracture 
desiccation crack 
tepee structure 
geopetai fabric 
hardground 
slump 
chert nodule 
nodular evaporite pseudomorph 
concretion 
calcite fracture 
fault 
.......... ....--.... limestone 
~:::::;;~ dolostone 
~~~ dolomitic Umestone 
J=-""'-7-:::-t sucrosic dolostone 
sandstone 
~~..a...t siltstone 
shale (for Table Cove I BileK Cove Fms.) 
(for Am•ican Tlddt Fm. I MM!Iancl SS) 
limestone (for Cape Cormorant Fm.) 
lliiioli~~ 
.,.,,.,, .. ~··•!f;/··~i?n conglomerate (for Daniel's Harbor Mtr.) 
'"•• silica pebble conglomerate 
X X bentonite 
.., " "',. volcanic dyke 
0 quartz 
F feldspar 
P04 calciOOI phosphate 
Py pyrite 
0 glauconite 
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TABLE POINT FM. 
usu 
MSU 
BPU 
TABLE COVE FM. 
38 
3A 
2 
stytonodular bedding 
microstylolitic bedding 
Upper Subtidal Unit 
Middle Subtidal Unit 
Basal Peritidal Unit 
interbedded MJW & 
calcareous shale 
ribbon limestone 
Uthofacies (type B) 
ribbon limestone 
tithofacies (type A) 
parted limestone 
Hthofades 
burrowed lim stone 
lithofacies 
CAPE CORMORANT FM. 
megacgl. -11s. 
lithoclastic calcarenite/ 
calcirudite & shale 
polymictic conglomerate 
megaconglomerate ribbon 
Umestone lithofacies 
cgl. -calcarenite conglomerate-calcarenite 
lithofacies 
gn. shale-calc. green shale • calcarenite 
lithofacies 
DANIEL'S HARBOR MBR • 
I clast-supported conglomerate matrix-supported conglomerate lilhoclastic-quartz calcarenite 
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APPBNDIX B 
BRYOIOAII IIOUND8 a TAIILB POIIIT POIUIATlOM 
B.l Deacriptioa 
small, structureless mounds with abundant encrusting and minor 
nodule- and stick-like bryozoans occur at one, possibly two horizona in 
the Basal Peritidal Unit (BPU) of the Table Point Formation at Shag 
Cliff in Bonne Bay (Figure B.l; see also the measured section in back 
pocket). They are O.S-1.4 m high and at least 1-l.S m across, but 
limited exposure (vertical cross-sections over a few metrae laterally in 
steeply-dipping beds) preventa determining their precise three 
dimensional morphology or lateral continuity. Bryozoan skeletona make 
up about 25-30\ of the mounds, but they may not be arranged cloaely 
enough to form even an open framework. Those preaent include: l) 
abundant, super~poaed, mm-cm thick crustose colonies of Batoatgma ap. 
indet., 2) common, em-scale nodules of Nicholsonella? sp. indet., 3) 
rare fronds of cerarooporella sp. indet., and 4) very rare, delicate 
branching (l-2 mm) Eridotrypa aff. mutabiliJ, and 5) a bifoliata? gen. 
and sp. indet. (identified by R. Cuffey, 1988, para. comm.). Sediment 
between the bryozoans is fossil-poor wackestone. It ia, however, both 
recrystallized and partially dolomitized, and it ia difficult to 
determine to what extent textural and compositional feature• have been 
obliterated. Sediment& flanking the mounds are relatively 
fossiliferous, muddy packstone with conspicuous mollusc fra;menta, amall 
coiled cephalopods, and articulate brachiopods. They grade laterally 
away from tha mound into muddier, burrowed fossiliferous packstone and 
wackestone. Low areas between two mounds seen in outcrop are partly 
filled with dolomitic mud. 
The sedimentary sequence in which the bryozoan mounds occur is ahown 
schematically in Figure 8.1. They overlie flaggy-bedded, foasilifaroua 
pack- /wackestone, and are overlain by a 25 em thick, echinoderm-rich, 
,-=--
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t 
HIGH-INTERTIDAL 
TO 
SUPRATIDAL 
t 
MIDDLE TO LOW 
INTERTIDAL 
SHALLOW 
SUBTIDAL 
I 
Pigure B.l Schematic measured eection through bryozoan mounds and 
enclosing strata ~n the BPU at Shag Cliff in Bonn~ Bay. Key to eymbole is 
in Appendix A. 
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intraclastic, oncolitic rudstone with large numbers of ostracodes and 
conspicuous small orthoconic cephalopods. Oncolitea are 1-2 em in 
diametre and are composed of Girvanella filaments around fragments of 
bryozoans, molluscs and trilobites. Host other skeletal fragments in 
the bed have micritized edgea. The oncolitic sediment& are in turn 
overlain by a 1.8 m thick, coarse- to very coarse-grained, vaguely 
ripple cross-stratified, echinoderm-rich, peloidal grainstone-packstone 
that becomes finer-grained and increasingly muddy and burrowed up 
section. These sediments are in turn overlain by partially burrowed, 
dolomitic cryptalgal laminit~. The overall sequence is interpreted to 
record deposition in increasingly shallow and restricted environments. 
These small bryozoan bioherms are the oldest reported from Middle 
Ordovician strata. Their appearance in the EPU of the Table Point 
places them in the uppermost lower Whiterock or basal upper Whiterock 
(Orthidiella- lower Anomalorthis zones, Figure 4.8). They appear to be 
the predecessors of more complex buildups in ChazJan carbonates (upper-
moat Whiterock and younger, Figure 4.8; Rosa~ Al·r 1982) which have 
been documented in several places in the southern Appalachian& (Pitcher, 
1964; Rosa, 1970; Walker and Ferrigno, 1973; Alberatadt and Walker, 
1975; Ruppel and Walker, 1977, 1982). Of the bryozoan genera present in 
the Table Point mounds, Batostgm;, Nicholsonella, and Ceramoporella 
(Cheiloporella), along with several other genera not observed here, 
later became major components of both small mounds and large reefs 
~uring the Chazy. 
8.2 Iaterpretatioo 
These mounds are small organic buildups that formed in a quiet water 
to moderately agitated, relatively shallow subtidal environment. They 
were constructed mostly by irregularly atacked, sheet-like colonies of 
bryozoans and scattered stick-shaped forma that did not generate a 
rigid, wave-resistant structure, but which effectively trapped and 
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stabilized lime mud transported in the water column. The bryozoans 
appear to have colonized a comparatively grainy, but apparently stable 
substrate. Similar to their younger Chazyan counterparts they may have 
formed low relief patches of mud that protruded perhaps only 10-15 em 
above the seafloor. Bryozoan diversity within the mounds remained low, 
but the surface of the mound was apparently colonized by other shelly 
invertebrates whose skeletons accumulated on the flanks. 
Since there is no evidence of subaerial exposure the mounds are 
interpreted as wholly subtidal. Mound growth appears to have been 
controlled by the level of agitation of the water, which in the subtidal 
is inferred to increase with decreasing water depth. Considered in the 
context of the shallowing-upward sequence in which the mounds occur, the 
overlying coarse, oncolitic rudstone and cross-bedded grainstone 
indicate that growth stopped when current/wave agitation was strong 
enough to mobilize the sediment continuously. Sediments above these 
record sedimentation in progressively lower energy, more restricted 
environments determined by decreasing wat .. r depth along the shallow 
subtidal to supratidal topographic gradient. Girvanella oncolites in 
the sediments above the mounds may indicate depths of lees than 10 m, 
possibly leas than 3 m (Moore, 1977). Assuming no major change in sea 
level or tectonic pulse that changed the rate of subsidence, and minimal 
compaction, a :omparable water depth of 7-8 m is reached by totallinq 
the thickness of the shallowing-upward sequence from the base of a mound 
horizon up throu~h the dolomitic, intertidal to supratidal cap (eg. 
Klein, 1974). 
B. 3 Discu .. ioo 
Bryozoan mounds are unique to the Table Point Formation exposed in 
Bonne Bay. Similarly, the BPU of the formation is quite unlike BPU 
sequences in other areas: it is thicker than elsewhere (-120m), it 
lacks fenestral limestone, and its diagnostic lithofacies indicating 
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restricted conditions and/or exposure is burrowed dolostone and dolomi-
tic cryptalgal laminite (Lithofacies 1 and 3 in Table 4.1). Skeletal 
components in the subtidal lithofacies, notably a noticeable amount of 
echinoderm debria, and the apparent absence of algal-microbial mate in 
at least the lower zones of tidal flats suggest that marine waters 
approached more normal salinity and tidal flats were more agitated and 
less restricted than in other areas. Therefore it appears that bryozoan 
buildups developed because requisite environmental conditions, complexly 
defined by water depth, current and wave energy, salinity, and tempera-
ture, were unique to this area. 
In light of other evidence that BPU sedimentation regionally waa 
influenced by irregular topoljraphy generated by earlier block-faulting 
and uplift, and perpetuated by differential subsidence (discussed in 
Chapter section 12.2.2), more normal marine conditione in the Bonne Bay 
area J.mpliea that there were fewer or leu effective barriers to 
circullltion in adjacent outboard areas of the platform. This funher 
suggests that Bonne Bay area was a relatively rapidly subsiding, 
structural low on the platform, a configuration supported by 1) the 
anomalously thick Aguathuna Formation sequence at Bonne Bay (Levesque, 
1977; this study), 2) the potential absence of the St. George Unconfor-
mity either within the Aguathuna or at the Aguathuna - Table Point 
contact (Schuchart and Dunbar, 1934; Leveeque, 1977; this study), and 3) 
the anomalously thick BPU sequence at the ba11e of the Table Point. 
Although their outcrop expreeeion is poor, further study of these 
mounds is necessary to fully underetand them and their evolutionary 
relationships to younger Chazyan buildupe. Further research involving 
strategic sampling and petrographic examination would permit 1) iden-
tification of all bryozoan and other taxa p1·esent, 2) documentation of 
their distributions in the build-ups, and 3) critical evaluation of 
their roles in mound construction. 
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APPENDIX C 
SYNSBDIIIBII'r.UY DEFORMATION: TABLE COVB FORMATION 
C.l Introclu,tiOD 
Table Cove Formation strata are commonly sheared, folded, faulted, 
and/or conglomeratic:. Though not unique to, auc:h deformation ia per-
vasive only in relatively thick formation sequences. Baaed on criteria 
outlined by Helwig ( 1970) and Woodcock ( 1976) deformation is inferred to 
be synsedimentary rather than tectonic for the following reasons: 1) 
Deformed strata are commonly underlain and/or overlain by undeformed 
strata; overlying sediments are locally ponded in topography on top of 
deformed strata. 2) Folds within discrete deformed horizons locally (i) 
have different senses of asymmetry, ( ii) are irregular or chaotic, 
and/or (iii) have curvilinear hinges. 3) Fold axes do not parallel 
either the axis of large-scale, tectonic folds or clea\•age in the imme-
diate area. 4) Folds lack or have only a weakly-developed axial planar 
cleavage which does not parallel tectonic cleavage. 5) Faults as-
sociated with folds do not have slickensides. 
Many of the features listed above are complexly juxtaposed in dis-
crete deformed horizons which are interpreted as gravitational slides. 
The term elide is used herein for all coherent packages of deformed 
strata displaced down-slope above a detact..ment surface that may have 
rotational (slump) and nonrotational (glide) deformation. 
Thick Table Cove sequences with numerous slides are well-exposed at 
Table Cove and along the coast between Bellburns and Spudgel 'a Cove on 
the Great Northern Peninsula (Figure 1. 2). Extensive along-strike 
outcrop111 ( 30 m-2 km) permit documentation of the types and diatribution 
of deformation in slides in all three lithofacies. several slides were 
mapped in detail and structures were plotted on low level aerial photo-
graphs. Orientations of fold axes and axis-parallel lineations (mul-
liene), fold axJ 111 surfaces, inclined foliction in ohear zones, faults 
and imbricated beds were measured to determine transport directions 
(Woodcock, 1976, 1979; LaJoie, 1972; Figure 5.10 and Spudgel's cove 
section in back pocket) • 
C. 2 Types of Synsecli-ntary Defol'INtion 
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Deformation features of elides in the Table cove include1 (i) 
faults, ( ii) rotated and imbricated beds, (iii) pebbly and chaotic 
li.mestone conglomerate, (iv) sheared bedding, (v) folds, and (vi) 
quasi-conglomeratic limestone. Brief descriptions of these structures, 
their distributions and common relationships to each other in discrete 
slides, and interpretations are summarized in Table C.l. outcrop 
examples are in Figure C.l. 
The spectrum of structures and conglomerate fabrics indicates both 
brittle and ductile deformation of these sediments during sliding. 
Presence of both styles of deformation in all three Table Cove lithofac-
ies implies that all sediments deposited along the slope to baain 
transect were at least partiall7 lithified at the time of transport. 
Vertical and lateral variation in the type and degree of deformation 
within an individual slide demonstrates that stresses were hetero-
geneously distributed throughout the moving masses. 
c. 3 General Attribute• of 81icle1 in tbe Table cove 
Discrete "lide masses in the Table Cove are defined by a basal 
detachment fault that parallels bedding and/or gently cll.mba up section; 
staircase trajectories identify these structures as soft-sediment ana-
loques of hard rock thrusts (Butler, 1982). Where it parallels bedding, 
the basal detachment typically follows an argillaceous interbed, and is 
cryptic unleas immediately underlying or overlying atrata are deformed 
(Figures 5.5.a and C.l.g-1). Upper bounding surfacea have low relief 
depositional topography overlain and evened out by younger sediments 
(Figure c. l. a) • In many cases in parted and ribbon limestones, the 
Strw:ture 
figures 
C.1.h·l 
5.3.a, 5.5.a, 
.. 5.7.b 
2) Rotated I 
l*icated 
... 
Figure 
C.1.i,j 
3> Folca 
Figures 
C.1.b·d, 
5.5.1 & 5.7.1 
Table C. 1 Synsedimentary Deformation Struct\ns. Table Cove Formation 
a) thrust; bedding parallel 
flets (cG~~Dnly cryptic) & 
gently to .aderately dipping 
rMpS 
b) listric nonnal (0-15•) 
( unc:OIIDn) 
severe! deci~~~etre to several 
•tre thick, discontii'U)US 
packets of streta gently or 
IOderately inclined relative 
to nol"lllll bedding 
a) IILiltilayer (IIIDst c~) 
- complete spectru. of 
a-tries & orie..•ations: 
simple to chaotic, ~~ to 
isoclinal, 14Jr'ight to 
rec~t 
- thinned limbs &tor 
extended or pinched off 
hinges c~• (Aap.•<0.05·1 
•: 1: 0.1-::i Ill) 
b) sinsle ! IV£ 
- open, symmetrical (~ buck· 
led hinges) to overturned, 
as~trical (commonly with 
faulted lower limbs (~. :<5 
~20 ca; 1 : 0.2-3 •> 
Distribution in Slide Rau; telationsllipa to Other 
strw:nr. 
a) - (i) slide base (basal detachMent); traceable 
several 10s to a fev 1000 •tres along strike 
(ii) splay off basal detachMnt (~ cross-cuts 
entire slide Nss; IIOSt face upslope) 
(iii) within slide (internal detachaent not 
denlonstrably linked to basal detac:h_,t) 
b) - (i) slide base (cross-cuts entire thickness ~f 
thin slides) 
(ii> internal detachMents (upper levels of thick 
slides) 
(i) above basal detachment &/or splay thrusts <! 
COI!Iprising entire thickness of slide> 
(ii) between internal (thrust > detachlllents within 
a slide 
(i) discontii'U)US clolllains at slide base; grades 
laterally Into sheared bedding 
( ii) discontinuous dolnains over entire slide 
thickness tmostly either multilayer open or 
chaotic); grades laterally into all types of 
cong l 0111erat e & undef orllled bedding 
iii) discontii'U)US domains in slide 1111ss 
brittle def-tion: a) -t propagated 
downslope in response to c~ession ~ring 
transport &/or when sliding stopped; 
downslope· ~-c:ing ~!<thrusts generated when 
~t ceased 
b) • ( i) propagated upslope in response to 
tensile stress during initial slope failure 
(ii) generated by tensile stress in 
culMinations above r-.:- in slide tusses 
brittle def-tion: verticel & lateral 
displacement above, and stackins between 
thrusts 
(i) above splay thrusts linked to the basal 
detachment & terMinating at the sediment·water 
interface during transport or when ~t 
ceased 
Cii> between internal thrusts (duplex 
structure with a roof thrust) ci.lring transport 
ductile def-tiCift'R 
(i) shearing in the slbsurface during sliding 
( i i) buck I ing due to shear during displaceMent 
or compression when sliding stopped 
(iii) previous slope failure at the sediMent· 
water interface or slbsurface shear c-ed by 
differential 1110ve11ent between internal 
(thrust) detachments during transport 
*brittle failure for buckled fuia hinges & 
truncated l ill'bs of drag folds below thrusts & 
lower limbs of some as~tric, overturned 
folds 
4) Sheered 
leddh. 
Figures 
c ••. d,h 
' 5.5.1 
a) Figure 
C.1.k 
b) figure 
c. 1. t 
C) Figure 
C.1.e, f 
thinned to disarticulated 
ti .. stone beds with very 
thin (1·2 .m), ca.nonty 
-StOIIIOSing, argillaceous 
partings 
a) ~: •ssive, •trix· 
poor ctc.lins of pebble· 
size, equidi.ensionat to 
elongate ti..stone clasts 
- weak, inc: I ined foliation 
defined by ret let prl•ry 
bedding (local); tow relief 
depositional topography on 
upper bounding s ... ·4ace on 
(iii) 
b) Chaotic: •ssive •ixtures 
of pebble-size li..stone 
clasts and bedded l i.estone 
blocks 1·2 • across (clasts 
grade into pebbly debris>; 
depositional topography on 
upper bounding surface; 
locally thimer than 
adjacent slide ctc.lins 
c) Ouasi-cocPia.erate: 
-ive ctc..ins of rOWid to 
Irregular, vaguely-bounded, 
pebble-size ti.estone lu.ps; 
c_, tradational contacts 
between l i.estone lu.ps I. 
ergi lleceous pseudospar •-
trill; cryptic folds defined 
by relict bedding locally; 
deposit i anal topogr IIJ'hy on 
upper bowlding surface 
Table C. 1 continued 
Distribution in Slide Mass; lelationallipe to Other 
Structures 
(i) few aa or 10s of em thick zone at slide base; 
grades laterally into chaotically folded bedding or 
pebbly or chaotic congl0111erate; grades up into less 
defonaed, folded &tor faulted bedding 
(if) discontinuous dolains within slide 
(iii) discontinuous dolllalns bel011 basal detach.ent 
of a slide 
(i) discontinuous dolnains (few aa to few 10s of 
centi.etres thick) at slide base; grades laterally 
into sheared bedding, chaotically folded or 
relatively undefor.ed strata 
Cii> discontinuous danains in the footwall & the 
hanging wall of splay thrusts (local); grades 
laterally into rotated, but undefonaed bedding 
(iii) discontinuous donlains spanning entire slide 
thickness; sa.e gradational relationships as (i); 
abruptly tel'lllinated by splay thrust locally 
discontinuous doleins over entire slide thickness; 
grades laterally into sheared bedding, chaotically 
folded &/or faulted or abruptly tel'lllinates at splay 
thrust 
discontinuous, domains (0·50-300 aa thick, 100·200 
• long) over entire slide thickness; grades 
laterally along the base into sheared bedding; 
grades laterally near the top into undefor.ed 
bedding 
cb:tfle defor.atlon: differential IIOV-t 
between adjac:ent sediment layers during 
sliding (i) increasing velocity gradient away 
fr0111 slide base where frictional resistance is 
greatest 
<fl> differential movenent between interns! 
(thrust) detac'-nts (iii) decreasing velocity gradient bel~ basal 
detachment 
brittle def-tion: in situ disaggregation of 
well·lithified limestone beds in response to 
tight folding and intense shearing c*.rring 
transport 
brittle def~tion: in situ disaggregation of 
well-lithified li..st~ either due to 
c011pressianal feul ting clJring transport or 
when ..,.,_,t ceased, or extensional pull-
~rt clJring initial slope failure 
cb:tile def~tion: folding & disarticulation 
of poorly-lithified sedi.ents caused by 
shearing during sliding 
' i 
t 
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Figure C.l Deformation atructures in gravity slides; Table Cove 
Formation at Table Cove. a) Sediments ponded in topography on the upper 
bounding surface of a slide. b) Chaotically folded ribbon limestone. 
c) Recumbent folda at the base of a slide in ribbon limestone. Shale 
interbeds in adjacent undeformed sequences are 1-2 em thick. d) Sheared 
beds (double arrow) gradationally overlain by folded (arrow) and disar-
ticulated beds at the base of a slide in ribbon limestone. Shale inter-
bade in adjacent undeformed sequences are 1-2 em thick. e) Quasi-con-
glomerate in ribbon limestone. Cryptic fold defined by relict bedding 
(arrow). Limestone and shale beds in adjacent undeformed sequences are 
2-7 em and 1-4 em thick, respectively. f) Photomicrograph of quasi-
conglomerate in e. Swirled, pseudoaparitic matrix (not shale) is in 
aharp and gradational contact with round limestone lumps. et, stylo-
lite. Bar scale is 2 ~n long. g) Helicopter view of a seqment of a 
large elide at the top of the parted limestone lithofacies exposed on 
the Bellburns coast. Black and white arrows point to two subsidiary 
faults (IP) linked to the basal detachment (L,) further to the right 
(north) off the photo. The basal detachment here parallels bedding. 
Folding in the hangingwall of the lowest fault indicates normal sense 
displacement. The upper fault is a splay thrust (ramp), the trajectory 
of which appears to have been controlled by the earlier-formed, exten-
sional fault scarp. b) Basal detachment in ribbon limestone at Tabl•• 
cove. Underlying beds are trun-cated; basal beds of the overlying slide 
are aheared (IB). i\ Helicopter view of a large package of rotated and 
imbricated beds; upslope segment of the large slide shown in (a). Splay 
thrusts are cryptic; deformed beds in the footwall are pebbly conglom-
erate (black arrows). North-dipping bedding indicates transport to the 
aouth (left). j) Rotated and imbricated beds comprising the entire 
thickneaa of a elide in ribbon limestone; Table Cove. Splay thrusts 
(BP) are cryptic; arrow points to truncated drag fold in the footwall of 
one. Metre-stick for scale. k) Pebbly limestone conglomerate (arrows) 
at the base of a slide in parted limestone; Bellburns coast. Diviaions 
on measuring stick are 10 em. 1) Helicopter view of chaotic limestone 
conglomerate domain comprising the entire thickness of a slide (-2 m) in 
ribbon limestone; Table Cove. Beddi~g dips -Joo south, into the page. 
Boulders in the foreground are loose beach sediment. 
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upper bounding surface is the basal detachment of an overlying slide. 
Slides range from less than l m to approximately 12 m thick. Moat 
can be traced the length of the outcrop, ia. a few tens to a few thou-
sand metres. They are much thinner than slides seen in seismic profiles 
across modern-day continental slopes and rises, which are several tans 
or hundreds of kilometres in lateral dimensions and involve several tens 
of metres of section (Lewis, 1970; Embly and Jacobi, 1977; Mullins at 
Al·r 1986; Coleman and Prior, 1988). Identification of such large 
structures in the Table Cove may be precluded by scale of the o~tcrop. 
The amount of lateral displacement cannot be determined for most 
slides. Possible leading-edge overthrust segments of small elides in 
upper and middle slope limestone sequences indicate only a few metres or 
tens of metres of displacement. More distant transport is inferred for 
some slides in the lowest ribbon limestones at Table Cove where two 
opposing senses of displacement are recorded (Figure 5.10, back pocket). 
Strata comprising slides with structures indicating transport to the NW 
are more carbonate-rich, ie. composed of thicker and more continuous 
limestone beds, than are intercalated sequences with structures indicat-
ing displacement to the SE, which are more argillaceous and, locally, 
composed of nodular limestone. Based on carbonate content alone the 
latter are interpreted to have originated in a comparatively deep 
setting and are inferred to be relatively autochthonous, while the 
former are interpreted to have originated in a shallower poaition on a 
slope more proximal to a carbonate source, and are inferred to have been 
transported several hundred metres or a few kilometres into the basin. 
c.t Lithofacies control on Deforaation 
In general, aynsedimentary deformation in upper slope, burrowed 
limestones is minor and cryptic, while in deeper water parted and ribbon 
limestones it is more pervasive, complex, and wall-defined by limeatonea 
shale bedding. In the latter two lithofacies nearly every major bedding 
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plane break ia either a baaal detachment or upper bounding surface of a 
elide; in ribbon limestone, almost every limestone bed traced along 
atrike is proven to be locally folded, faulted, rotated or sheared. 
Careful atudy of slidea at Table Cove and along the Bellburns coast 
prove that there are aignificant differences in thickness, in the dis-
tribution and proportion of ductile veraua brittle deformation atruc-
tures and/or fabrics, and in the style of brittle deformation among the 
three lithofaciea, aa wall aa up-section in the ribbon limestone 
lithofaciea (Table C.2; Figures C.2-S). 
Moat factors that controlled these recorda of slope failure, such as 
magn:tude of shear stresses that initiated failure, displacement 
velocity and velocity diffsrantiala within the slide, the distance of 
diaplacement and the mechanism by which movement ceased, and the slope 
angle, cannot be assessed. There is, however, close correlation between 
deformation style and lithofacies. Brittle failure structures predomi-
nate, and soma are unique to, upper slope, middle slope, and the strat-
igraphically lowest ribbon limestone, while ductile deformation predomi-
nate& and characterizes the highest ribbon limestone& (Table C.2). 
Deformation style is interpreted to have been fundamentally controlled 
by the degree of lithification of incipient limestone beds, the up sec-
tion change from predominantly brittle to ductile indicating decreasing 
lithification with increaain~ water depth. Precisely the same depth 
control on the degree of sea floor cementation has been documented along 
alopea of the Bahamas (Mullins .t §!., 1980; Harwood and Towers, 1988). 
Thickness of sediment packages involved in sliding is interpreted to 
have been controlled in part by both lithification state of incipient 
limestone beds and the relative abundance of intercalated, unlithified 
argillaceoua aediment (Appendix D), which determined the shear atrength 
of aurficial sediment layers (Moore, 1961; Dott, 1963). Extenaive, 
early lithification at very shallow depths below the sediment-water 
interface and paucity of shale in upper elope aedimenta rendered only 
Thictnesa 
15-50 a., rarely 
to 2 • 
(figure C.2.a) 
1) 20-100 ell 
thick 
2) 1·3 • thick 
(figures 5.5.a, 
C.1.b, & C.2.b) 
3) 10·12 • thick 
(figure C.1.g, i) 
1.5·2 • thick 
(figures C.2.j,l 
& C.3) 
Table C.2 Gravitational Slides, Table Cove Formation 
11 Burrowed Limestone Lithofacies 
Defor.tion Style , 
PITTLE 
• knobbly, illlbricated bedding 
- pebbly conglomerate 
cb:tile 
• broect, open folds 
• ill·defined, ..all·scale chaotic folds 
increases in thickness in the 
direction of transport 
2) Parted Limestone Lithofacies 
BRITTLE 
• •- as in the burrONect liiiiHtone 
lithofacies 
DUCTILE 
• folds (typically MUltilayer & as~tric) 
• sheared bedding 
1!!!!!1& 
- pebbly congla.erate 
• thrust faults (ca..on> 
• packets of rotated & imbricated bedding 
BRITTLE 
• pebbly congla.erate 
• I"UUI!rous widely· spaced thrust faults 
• packets of rotated & illlbricated bedding 
H!i.!! 
• bra.d, open folds in strata bet....n splay 
faults; •I nor drag folds 
degree of defol'llllltion 
increases in the direction of 
transport 
degree of defol"lllltion 
increases in the direction of 
transport 
degree of defol"lllltion 
decreases in the direction of 
transport 
Interpretation 
• su•·ficial sediments ~~ell-lithified at the 
ti• of transport; thinness indicative of very 
shallow depths below the sediment·1111ter inter· 
face at which sediments were sufficiently 
lithified to resist failure & down slope 
transport 
• same as in the burrowed limestone 
I ithofacies 
• near surface sediments s ... i · to ~~ell· 
lithified at the time of transport; aJlti· 
layer folds are indicative of c~~~~~petency 
contrasts between l i.atone beds & shale 
partings; nut~erous Interne l detachments 
indicate argillaceous partings acc~ted a 
great deal of stress by acting as glide planes 
<*Jring transport 
·sediments fairly ~~ell·lithified at the tiM 
of tr.nsport; shear strength enhanced by the 
thickness of the s~e being displaced 
3) Ribbon Limestone Lithofacies (26-35 min the Table Cove section) 
!!!:!.!.!.! 
• folds (.ostly chaotic) 
• sheared bedding 
l!1!ll.f 
• pebbly congla.erate 
• chaotic congla.erate 
• thrust faults & peckets of rotated & 
illlbricated bedding 
thickness & degree of defor· 
•tion decrease in the direc· 
tion of transport 
• surface sedi.nts fairly well-lithified at 
the tiMe of tlansport; ti ... tone layers .are 
susceptible to brittle failure clll'ing 
transport than in stratigraphiCAlly higher 
ribbon l i111estone 
Ul 
w 
N 
Thidu-. 
2·4 • thick; 
decreases up-
section 
(Figure C.3) 
0.7·3 • thick 
(figure C.4) 
0.3·3 • thick 
(figure C.4) 
Table C.2 continued 
31 Ribbon Limestone Uthofecies continued (35-62 min the Table Cove section) 
1!411TLE (especially in the lOIIeSt 10 •> 
- faults: ca.plexly fault-bounded packets of 
rotated &/or i.aricated bed& 
H!ll! <increasingly in the 14lJ)er 17 •> 
• folds (all styles; c_,ly racllllbent &/or 
isocl inel) 
· sheared beds 
·quasi-conglOMerate <incipient) 
degree of deforwration 
decreases in the direction of 
tr-port 
lnterpretat ian 
(thick slides at base): surface sedi-.nts 
fairly ~o~ell·lithified at the tiM of 
transport; strain acca..odated by gliding 
along argillaceous interbeds rather than by 
folding; folding possibly also inhibited by 
greater overburden 
(thinner slides at top): surface sedi.ents 
increasingly less ~o~ell·l ithified; less 
resistance to slope failure a function of 
l01o1er shear strength (unlithified argillaceous 
layers & soft, incipient li..atone beds) 
31 Ribbon Limestone Lithofacies continued (62-72 min the Table Cove section) 
DUCTILE 
* quasi-conglomerate 
• sheared beds (c_,ly in the footwall & the 
hangingwall of the basal detachment) 
· folds Call types) 
brittle 
~amman/rare splay faults, internal 
detachments, & packets of rotated & iMbricated 
bedding 
quasi-conglomerate fades in 
the direction of transport 
poorly·lithified incipient liMStone beds & 
unl ithified argillaceous layers iq:>~~rt little 
shear strength; surface sediments susceptible 
to failure even on low depositional slopes 
31 Ribbon Limestone Lithofacies contin..ed (72-93 min the Table Cove section) 
DUCTILE 
:foidii 
• sheared beds (c_,ly in the footwall & the 
hangingwall of the basal detachment) 
• quasi ·conglomerate (~o~eakly developed) 
~ c-tly in the top 3 ., 
• faults; c:~lexly bound packets of folded & 
rotated bedding in the top 3·5 • 
none same as for the 62·93 • interval 
' predollinent style is in CAPITAL letters; * signifies !!ilil!.!! to the interval 
Ul 
w 
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Figure c.2 Slides in upper slope and middle slope limestones. a) Ob-
scure deformation in the upper slope, burrowed limestone lithofaciea1 
Table Cove. Basal detachment of the large slide is indistinct except 
where relict beds in the hangingwall of the ramp are rotated. Thin 
horizons of imbricated beds (IM, arrows) are more typical of this 
lithofacies. b) Complexly deformed strata in a slide in parted lime-
stDne; Bellburns coast. Measuring stick (10 em divisiona) reats on the 
anticlinal hinge of a large, multilayer fold; asymmetry indicate& dia-
placment to the left (south). Orientation of the fault (white arrowa) 
splayed off the basal detachment (BD) indicates opposite displacment to 
the north. 
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Figure C.J Helicopter view of slides in the ribbon limestone lithofacies at Table cove. Bedding dips -30° s 
(into the page). OVerlap points among the three photos are marked by Is. Metre values (right) correspond to 
height above the base of the formation. Every major bedding plane break corresponds to the basal detachment 
(BD) or upper bounding surface of a slide. There are more discrete slide masses than are delineated on the 
photos. Slides below 48.5 m are characterized by brittle deformation structures. Pebbly and chaotic 
limestone conglomerate (CB CGL) domains are unique to the lowest two slide masses in the field of view; 
complexly fault-bounded domains of rotated bedding comprise slides between 40.5 and 48.5 m. Sheared bedding 
and folds become increasingly common above 48.5 m. Quasi-conglomerates (Q) uniquely comprise discontinuous 
domains in slides above 58.5 m. ROT/IMB, rotated and/or imbricated bedding. 
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Figure C.4 Helicopter views of thin slide masses in the upper 30 m of the ribbon limestone lithofaciea at 
Table Cove. Bedding dips -2s•s (into the page). Metre values correspond to height above the base of the 
Table Cove Formation. Abbreviations are the same as in Figure C.3. a) Every major bedding plane break 
correaponda to the basal detachment or upper bounding surface of a slide; there are even more discrete 
alidea than are indicated by these breaks. Ductile def?rmation structure& predominate in alidea throughout 
the sequence. Quasi-conglomerates {0) are unique to the 62.9-71.6 m interval; they fade to the aoutheaat (in 
the direction of transport,. The low angle detachment that truncates quasi-conglomerate at 62.9 m (dashed 
line, may be a ramp of a basal detachment that displaces all strata between 62.9-71.6 m. Further west (just 
off the photo) those strata are gently folded in what appears to be a hanging wall anticline. b, Close-up 
of area outlined in (&). Metre marked bedding plane breaks are either the base or top of a slide mass. 
Smaller arrowa indicate basal detachments of other thin slides. 
Figure C.4 
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the upparmoat aedLmenta auaceptible to elope failure. Min~al early 
lithification of incipient limeatonea and abundant ahale in the deepaat 
ribbon limestones rendered those sediment• euaceptible to failure even 
on a very low angle depositional elope. 
C.S DiacuaaioD 
The types and diatribution of deformation structure• documented in 
Table Cove Formation limestones at Table cove and Bellburna-spudgel'a 
Cove are analogous to, if not more complicated than, deformation 
structures characteristic of hard rock, fold and thruat balta (eg. 
Butler, 1982). Decreasing thickneae of elide maaaea in the direction of 
transport (Table C.2) in moat caeaa ia proven to be an axpreaaion of 
gradual climbing of the basal detachment up-section. Commonly obaerved 
decrease in the degree of deformation in the elida maaa in the direction 
of transport ia interpreted to reflect dacreaaing diaplacement above the 
basal detachment toward the leading edge of the elide (Farrel, 1984). 
Praaance of true conglomerate domains in the slides, but abaence of 
actual debris flow deposita, suggest& that transport, disintegration and 
remoulding of sediments in the alidea occurred ao slowly that additional 
water necesaary for the maea to flow was not incorporated into the 
slides during transport. 
The morphology of basal detachment&, predomination of contractional 
deformation structures, paucity of extensional structure&, and the 
presence of backthrusts indicate the elide masaea expoaed at Table Cove 
and along the Bellburna coaat are the leading edgea, or toea, of the 
slides. This auggeete that these exceptionally thick formation aequen-
ces are the product of ayneedimentary, structural thickening, and that 
Table Cove aaquencea in adjacent areas that acted at eourcea for elide 
maaaea are likely structurally thinned. 
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APPEIIDIX D 
ORIGIN OP' BEDDING IN PARTED AND RIBBON LIIIJ:STON!l: TABLB COVE P'OIUIATION 
Rhythmically-interstratified limestone beds and argillaceous part-
ings or interbeds are diagnostic of parted and ribbon limestone in the 
Table cove Formation. Parted limestone is differentiated from ribbon 
limestone in these sequences by consistently thin (1-3 em vs. 1-20 em), 
burrowed limestone beds and comparatively thin (<1 em versus 1-30 em) 
argillaceous partings. This type of bedding in other ancient carbonate 
sequences has been interpreted as primary depositional layering 
(Schwarzacher and Fischer, 19821 Weedon, 1986), as an early diagenetic 
stratification (Hallam, 19861 Moller and Kvingan, 1988), and as bedding 
generated by pressure dissolution (Wanless, 1979). Field and 
petrographic aspects of parted and ribbon limestones in the Table Cove 
indicate that this bedding is largely defined by an early diagenetic 
stratification influenced by primary compositional layering and 
subsequently modified by pressure dissolution during burial (eg. 
Einsele, 1982; Rieken, 1985; Coniglio and James, 1990). 
D.l Priaary Coapositiooal Layering 
Multiple hemipelagic and turbidite layers in discrete limestone beds 
in most ribbon limestones (Figures 5.7.d and 5.9.e) demonstrate that 
limestone beds do not record single depositional events. Similar 
layering was probably obliterated by burrowing in parted limestone and 
in the stratigraphically lowest ribbon limestone. Furthermore, argil-
laceous partings/interbeds have (or lack) sedimentary structures like 
those in enclosing and adjacent limestone beds, and contain similar 
benthic fossils. These features suggest that argillaceous layers are 
simply carbonate-depleted equivalents of limestone beds and that this 
layering records long period changes in composition of sediment deliver-
ed to the slope (Figure D.1.a). 
DEPOSITION 
CARBONATE-
ENRICHED 
SEDIMENT 
LAYER 
Figure D.l Origin of bedding in parted and ribbon limeatone. a) Sediment layer• with different 
proportion• of primary carbonate, clay, and/or organic .. tter are depoaited on the alopa. 
carbonate-rich layer• acquire Ca~ from aeawater. b) Primary layering ia accentuated by Ca~ 
rediatribution in the ahallow aubaurface aa aedimenta pa•• through diagenetic zone• below the 
aedt.ent-water interface. Carbonate- rich layer• are lithified; carbonate-poor primary layer• become 
eore depleted of Ca~. c) Mechanical compaction and pre••ure dia•olution accentuate primary 
co.po•itional layering and early diagenetic atratification. Poorly-lithified, carbonate-depleted 
layer• are compacted and diaaolved leaving inaoluble reaiduea. 
Ul 
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Intuitively, the major compositional difference between the two 
primary sediment layers appears to have been the relative amounts of 
carbonate aediment and clay dMposited. This interpretation ia sup-
ported by argillaceous or silty pseudospar burrows in acme limestone 
beds that indicate mixing of siliciclastics into limier sediment. 
Alternatively or in addition, ~here may have been periodic changea in 
abundance of organic matter and/or in proportions of aragonite, Kg-cal-
cite and calcite delivered to the slope. In any case, this primary 
layering waa retained, even in parted limestones, becauad of very little 
vertical mixing of the sediment by burrowers. 
In Recent and Pleistocene deep water carbonates, repeated fluctua-
tions in sediment composition and in the rates of carbonate production 
and dissolution correlate with cyclic climate changes (Hays~ Al·• 
1976; Boardman and Neumann, 1984; Drexler and Schlager, 1985). Small-
scale, limestone-shale rhythms in other ancient carbonate sequences have 
been attributed to similar, orbitally-forced, climate changes, or 
Milankovitch cycles (Einsele, 1982; Kauffman, 1982; Schwarzacher and 
Fischer, 1982; Research on cretaceous cycles Group, 1986). Therefore, 
limestone-shale rhythms in the Table Cove are also inferred to have been 
fundamentally controlled by climate cycles. 
Table cove sequences record sedimentation in progressively deeper 
elope environments and gradual elimination of shallow water carbonate 
sediment source areas by drowning (Chapter 5). If sedimentation was 
governed solely by periodic climate changes, and the sediments accumu-
lated in an upslope- and downslope-thinning wedge or apron (Mullins and 
Cook, 1986), then the sedimentary sequence should show thickening then 
thinning of both limestone beds and argillaceous interbeds up section. 
Limestone beds at the top of Table Cove sequences are comparatively 
thin, but ahale becomes the predominant lithology at the top of many of 
them. This implies an extraneous source of clay, moat likely con-
tributed by fine-grained suspensions generated by siliciclastic 
turbidity current& operating in adjacent basinal areaa, which may not 
have been climatically controlled. 
D.2 Barlf Lithification 
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Synsedimentary deformation structures and fabrics in gravitational 
slides in parted and ribbon limestones indicate at least partial 
lithification of the sediments in the ahallow subsurface (Appendix C; 
Figure D.2). Soft-sediment folda prove that the sediments were not 
totally lithified at the time of sliding. Synsedimentary faulta and 
limestone conglomerate demonstrate that under certain conditions of 
stress impoaed during transport sediments deformed in a brittle faahion. 
Discrete clasts in pebbly conglomerate domains in slide maasea are 
composed solely of limestone, indicating that only those sediment layers 
were lithified early. Open and/or undeformed burrows in many limestone 
beds (Figure 5.6.d.e) are also indicative of early lithification before 
significant burial (Shinn and Robbin, 1983). Shale partings and 
interbeds, in contrast, bend around and mimic topography on adjacent 
limestone beds, are composed of much thinner laminae than occur in 
adjacent limestones, and contain flattened, broken and/or rotated 
fossils (Figures 5.9.b.c). These features are evidence of mechanical 
compaction and indicate that the sediments were not lithified in the 
shallow subsurface. Furthermore, argillaceous layers commonly define 
basal detachments and internal detachments in gravitational alidea 
(Appendix C), indicating that they were not lithified and so served aa 
glide plane• during downslope transport. The stratigraphic diatribution 
ductile and brittle styles of deformation in gravitational slide• 
further indicates that the degree of early lithification of precuraor 
limestone layers decreased with increasing depth of the elope (Figure 
D.2; Appendix C). 
Lithification may have involved precipitation of interparticle 
cement, but it is now manifested solely aa neomorphic cryatalline 
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Figure D.2 Stratigraphic diatribution of aynaedimentary deformation 
feature• and neomorphic cryatal fabrics of parted and ribbon lime-
atone& in the T~le Cove Formation. 
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fabrics. Neomorphism of micrite involves cannibalization of adjacent 
crystals and introduction of allochthonous carbonate; crystal size is 
considered an indirect measure of the distribution of carbonate nuclei 
in the sediment and the duration of the dissolution and precipitation 
process~• (Bathurst, 1975). Therefore, comparatively fine microspar and 
pseudospar crystals in parted limestones (Figure 5.5.&) indicate 
numerous, closely-apace nuclei and suggest that neomorphism, and hence 
lithification occurred rapidly. More pervasive and coarser microspar 
and pseudospar crystals in ribbon limestone beds (~igures 5.7.d,e and 
5.9.d) suggest that primary carbonate grains that served as nuclei for 
precipitation were less abundant and that lithification occurred more 
slowly. In these sediments lithification may have been delayed because 
of a comparatively high concentration of clay (Zankl, 1969; Kennedy and 
Garrison, 1975). The stratigraphic distribution of the neomorphic 
fabrics, therefore, corroborates evidence from deformation features in 
slides that precursor limestone sediments deposited in shallower water 
high up on the slope were lithified mora rapidly than those deposited in 
deeper water. A similar decrease in degree of sea floor cementation 
with increasing water depth occurs on the north slope of the Great 
Bahama Bank (Mullins et Jl., 198C). 
D.3 Diageaetic StratificatioD 
Marginally-aggrading, neomorphic fabrics in limestone beds (Figure 
S.7.e) are interpreted to reflect a decrease in the number of carbon-
ate nuclei for calcite precipitation and record concretionary growth 
along upper and lower contacts of the beds (Coniglio, 1989; Moller and 
Kvingan, 1988). Such growth requires introduction of additional car-
bonate from adjacent sediments and indicates that selective, early 
lithification of precursor limestone beds was facilitated by precipita-
tion of calcite from fluids originating in adjacent, precursor shale 
layers where CaC03 was concurrently being dissolved (Figure 0.1.b). 
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Redistribution of calcium carbonate ln the shallow subsurface, or 
'diagenetic unmixing' (Hallam, 1986), is interp~:·eted to occur as 
sediments pass through successive diagenetic zones which lie below and 
parallel the sediment-water interface (Edsr, 1982; M6ller end Kvingan, 
1988; Coniglio, 1989; Figure D.3). Calcitic composition and uniformly 
dull luminescence signatures of neomorphic calcite crystals in the vast 
majority of limestone beds in both parted and ribbon limestones in the 
Table Cove indicate that precipitation occurred above the base of the 
sulphate reduction zone. However, very thin, bright luminescent, 
ferroan calcite rims on pseudospar crystals on the margins of some beds 
in ribbon limestones indicate that precipitation ccntinued under more 
strongly reducing conditione, probably in the zone of fermentation. 
Normally the base of the sulphate reduction zone is controlled by 
diffusion of 504 down from the sediment-water interface and occurs at 
depths of lese than 10 m below the sediment-water interface (Irwin ~ 
§!., 1977). In these sediments, however, it may have been partly 
controlled by progressive cementation of limestone layers and by the 
amount of organic matter in the sediments (Hesse, 1986), and so may have 
been only a few tens of centim£trea or a few metres deep. 
Variations in sediment composition which determined which sediment 
layers became lithified ue speculative. carbonate-rich sediment 
layers, because of their greater numbers of potential nuclei and perhaps 
greater porosity, may have acquired small quantities of cement precipi-
tated directly from seawater which imposed a 'lithification signal' 
(Bathurst, 1987) that was preserved and perpetuated as the sediment 
passed through subsurface diagenetic zones. Sediment layers diluted by 
relatively high quantities of clay may not have acquired early cements 
either because clay particles reduced the numbers of calcite nuclei on 
which precipitation could occur or they mantled nuclei and prevented 
further precipitation (Zankl, 1969). Abundant organic matter in some 
sediment layers may have resulted in C02 build-up near the base of the 
fermentation (methanogenesis) 
bacterial 
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Figure D.3 Diagenetic zones, geochemical properties, and processes 
below the sediment-water interface (from Fenchal and Riedl (1970), 
Curtis (1977), Irwin~ Jl. (1977) and Gautier and Claypool (1984)). 
Zones are defined by the manner in which organic matter is metabolized 
by bacteria. The thickness of the bacterial oxidation zone is deter-
mined by the depth and degree of burrowing. The base of the sulphate 
reduction zone ia determined by diffusion of seawater so. from the 
sediment-water interface. 
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bacterial oxid~tion zone, thereby generating acidic interstitial waters 
that either prevented calcite precipitation or caused dissolution. 
More or leas continuous limestone beds in parted limestones and in 
type A ribbon limestones (Figures S.S.b and 5.7.a) indicate calcium 
carbonate dissolution and reprecipitation predominantly along vertical 
solute concentration gradients, whereas discontinuous limestone nodules 
in type B rico~~ limestones (Figure 5.9.b) indicate vertical and lateral 
diffusion gradients. Although the weakly nodular fabric in parted 
limestones can be attributed to heterogeneity introduced by burrowing, 
paucity of burrows in ribbon limestones precludes a similar mechanism 
for the origin of stratabound limestone nodules in type B ribbon 
limestones. In addition, lack of evidence that tabular limestone beds 
are comprised of coalesced nodules (eg. vertical zones of pseudospar 
within limestone beds), suggests that nodular ribbon limestone sequences 
do not simply record incomplete carbonate redistribution. Neither a 
comparatively low abundance of primary carbonate sediment nor a rela-
tively high abundance of d~trital clay appear to have limited the extent 
of lithification. These sequences do, however, contain unusually large 
numbers of invertebrate fossils, and so it is postulated that high 
concentrations of organic matter imposed a strong, early diagenetic 
'dissolution signature• that prevented more complete lithification. 
0.4 Burial and Pressure Dissolution 
Mechanical compaction and pressure dissolution are mostly confined 
to argillaceous layers that escaped early lithification (Figure D.l.c). 
Paucity of compaction features in limestone beds suggests that those 
layers were lithified before burial depths of 100 m (Shinn and Robbin, 
1983). Compaction of argillaceous beds is demonstrated by flattened 
and/or broken skeletal fragments, and by rotated skeletal fragments and 
elongate silt grains parallel to bedding. Pressure dissolution is 
manifest by micro-stylolites that locally modify contacts between 
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limestone beds and argillaceous beds (Figure 5.9.c) and embayed contact• 
between calcite skeletal fragments and dolomite in argillaceoue layara. 
Predominance of dolomite, quartz and feldspar silt, clays, and fine 
organic matter in argillaceous layers, and paucity of calcite graina, 
also indicates that they are insoluble residues of sediments subjected 
to intense pressure dissolution. 
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APPIDIDIJ: B 
TRACB FOSSILS 1• 'ftiB CAPB COIUIORAJIT POIIJIATlOif 
The following are deacriptiona and interpretations of trace foasila 
in the Cape Cormorant Formation. All occur on upper bedding planes of 
lithoclastic calcarenites; Planolites? also occurs on thick, mottled 
mudstone beds that are included as components of ribbon limestones 
(Table 6.1 (2)). The reader is referred to Figure 6.l.a for the Caribou 
Brook stratigraphic section referred to below. 
B.l ?Plaoolitea 
These are straight to slightly sinuous, sometimes branched, general-
ly bedding-parallel burrows of variable dimension (Figure 6.12.a,i). 
They are a few centimetres to 40-50 em long and 1-15 mm wide. Mo&t are 
preaerved in concave epirelief, or are flush with the top of the bed, 
and are filled with dark green carbonate silt or mud, reduced and/or 
dolomitized equivalents of enclosing sediment. On some beds they are 
preserved in convex epi.relief. 
?Planolites is by far the most comr10n trace fossil in the Cape 
cormorant Formation. It is interpreted as a feeding and/or locomotion 
burrow of a deposit-feeding orc;anism, conunonly an annelid (Hantzachel, 
1975; Pemberton and Frey, 1982). The large variation in size of these 
burrowa in the Cape Cormorant suggests they were generated by more than 
one type of worm. Planolites is eurybathic and euryhaline and is 
generally indicative of a low energy depositional regime that permitted 
fine, suspended sediment and organic matter to accumulate on the 
seafloor (Eckdale ~ Al·, 1984). 
Some burrows included here as Planolites may instead be 
Palaeophycus, a similar, but lined burrow interpreted to be the domicile 
and feeding burrow of a suspension-feeding organism, commonly a poly-
chaete worm (Pemberton and Frey, 1982) • Poor preservation of the 
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specimens precluded demonstrating that any were paaaively-filled, open 
structures in the sediment. Like Planolites, Palaeophycut ia eurybathic 
and commonly found in fine-grained sediments, so differentiation between 
the two ichnogenera ia not critical for environmental interpretation of 
these strata. 
B. 2 Sncoprulua ( = Alcyooidioptia) 
This is a simple, slightly sinuous, subhorizontal burrow, the bottom 
of which is covered with elliptical, coarse sand-size, faecal pelleta 
(Figure 6.12.b). It is uncertain whether the pellets fill the entire 
burrow, mantle only the floor of the burrow, or line the burrow walla. 
Exposed portions of the burrow are generally leas than 10 em long and 
5-7 mm wide, generally. They are preserved in concave epirelief. 
Syncoprulua occurs on several beds above 113 m in the caribou Brook 
section. Specimens resemble Granularia (see Hantzschel, 1975, Figure 
40) and Compaainathichnus (Pickerill, 1989), but are neither conapic-
uously branched, nor have meniscate internal structure. It is inter-
preted as a feeding burrow of a deposit-feeding organism (Chamberlain, 
1977). Reported occurrences in other ancient siliciclastic and 
carbonate strata indicate it is eurybathic (eg. Chamberlain, 19771 
Narbonne, 1984; Picke~ill ~ ll•r 1987). 
B.3 ~ •arioa? 
This is a spaghetti-like mass of thin, smooth-walled, carbonate 
mud-filled, typically overlapping burrows (Figure 6.12.e). Burrow& are 
0.5-2 mm in diameter, are concentrated in areas 10-20 em across, and are 
preserved in convex epirelief. 
Gordia was recognized on only a few calcarenites in the upper 25 m 
of the Caribou Brook section. Pickerill ( 1981) interpreted it aa a 
feeding burrow of a polychaete. Tne meandering-nature of the burrow& ia 
reminiscent of Helminthoid& which is interpreted as a mining tunnel of a 
soft-bodied, sediment ingesting invertebrate (Kaiaziewicz, 1970, Fig. 
2j). Gordie is eurybathic, typically occurring in fine-grained sedi-
ments, but is particularly common to Paleozoic-age, deep water flysch 
(Pickerill, 1981; Narbonne, 1984; Pickerill~ Al·• 1987; Mccann and 
Pickerill, 1988, Figure 1). 
B.t CbODdritel app. 
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These are complex burrow systems consisting of a central, vertical 
shaft from which extends a whorl of branching, smooth-walled, gently-
inclined tunnels (Figure 6.12.c,d). Three different sizes are present, 
possibly indicative of three different ichnospecies: i) tunnels 0.5-1 mm 
in diameter that form a branching network 1-1.5 em across; ii) tunnels 
3-4 mm in diameter that form a network 3-5 em across; iii) tunnels 5-7 
mm in diameter that define a fan-shaped, tunnel network 15-20 em long 
and 12-15 em wide. Moat appear ae clusters of small, dark green 
(reduced) carbonate silt or mud-filled circles and rays flush with or in 
concave epirelief on the bed. 
Chondrites is conspicuous throughout moat of the Caribou Brook 
section. It is interpreted as a feeding structure of a sessile, 
deposit-feeding organism (Hantzschel, 1975). It is eurybathic and has 
been documented in both siliciclastic and carbonate strata deposited in 
a wide range of environments, but is generally considered tolerant of 
low oxygen levels and therefore diagnostic of dysaerobic conditions at 
the sea floor (Bromley and Eckdale, 1984). Common recognition of 
Chondrites in the cape cormorant Formation by circular intersections of 
the upper, near vertical segments of the radiating tunnels indicates 
that the sediment-water interface was several millimetre& (or possibly 
centimetres?) above the tops of the calcarenite beds. 
B.5 Diplichpites 
Diplichnitea is a delicate surface trail consisting of two parallel 
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aeries of tracks (3.5 em long and 1.5 em widel, each track being 1-2 mm 
long, spaced 1-3 mm apart, and oriented nearly normal to the axie of the 
trail (for example, see Crimea, 1970, Plate 91. 
Diplichnites was found in very fine-grained sediment at the top of 
one calcarenite at -183 m in the caribou Brook section. It is inter-
preted as the walking track of a trilobite across the sediment surface 
(Crimes, 1970). Reported occurrences in other ancient sequences (eg. 
several papers in Crimea and Harper, 1970; Pickerill, 1981; Eckda1e §! 
Al·• 1984; Pickerill~ al., 1984a) indicate it is eurybathic1 preser-
vation of the track implies that the substrate was cohesive. 
E.6 ?piplocraterioD 
Burrows tentatively identified as Diplocraterion are straight, 
unlined and unbranched burrows filled with coarse-grained, lithoclastic 
sand (Figure 6.12.f). They are 7-10 mm wide and 20-55 mm long (average 
-40 mm), are preserved in concave epirelief, and appear to be preferen-
tially aligned in two directions (see Figure 6.8). 
This burrow was found on the top of only one calcarenite in out-
crops north of Caribou Brook equivalent to -110 m in the Caribou Brook 
section (Figure 6.8.cl. Although no vertical cross-sections through the 
structure were observed, the shape and fairly consistent length of the 
burrows and their apparently preferred orientation suggest it represents 
a cross-section through spreite of a u-shaped burrow such as 
Diplocraterion. Diplocraterion is interpreted as the dwelling burrow of 
a sessile, suspension-feeding polychaete (Goldring, 1962; FUrsich, 
1974); the spreite are formed by vertical movement of the organism in 
the sediment. Documented occurrences of Diplocraterion in other ancient 
sequences indicate it is eurybathic (eg. Goldring, 19621 Ginsburg, 19751 
Crimes, 1977; Eckdale et Al·· 1984), but is characteristically found in 
sandy sediments deposited in environments characterized by persistent 
currents and/or frequent sediment reworking. The orientation of these 
burrows in the Cape Cormorant suggest they were constructed with 
anterior and posterior openings in up-current and down-current 
positions, respectively, bimodal orientations indicate two prevailing 
current directions. 
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Since the u-shape of these burrows could not be established, an 
alternative interpretation of these burrows is that they are segments of 
subhorizontal burrows such as Planolites or Palaeophycus, the apparent 
alignment of which may be merely coincidental. 
1!:. 7 lcb,poaeqyt iqcertae type A 
This is a very large, star-like trace fossil composed of a radiating 
whorl of straight to gently-sinuous, rarely overlapping, bedding-par-
allel burrows (Figure 6.12.g). Each burrow is 1-1.5 em wide and 35-50 
em long, and is preserved in concave epirelief. The entire radiating 
system is 80-100 em in diameter. Poor preservation of the specimens 
precludes more detailed description. 
This trace fossil occurs on the top three, possibly four calcaren-
ites above 150 m in the Caribou Brook section. It is moat similar in 
morphology and dimension (of both the burrows and entire burrow system) 
to Phoebichnus trichoides (Bromley and Asgaard, 1972) which has thus far 
only been documented in Mesozoic age, siliciclastic shelf sequences 
(Bromley and Asgaard, 1972; Bromley and Mork, 1984; Heinberg and 
Birkeland, 1984; Pemberton and Frey, 1984). Other diagnostic features 
of Phoebichnus, such as a central vertical shaft, annulated wall struc-
ture and meniacate infill, however, could not be determined for the Cape 
Cormorant specimens, so positive identification of the ichnogenus can 
not be made. Bromley and Aagaard (1972) interpret Phoebichnus as the 
complex feeding structure of a deposit feeder in a low-energy en••iron-
ment that was stationed in the central shaft and made excursions in the 
surrounding sediment. 
This burrow system is also like other radiating traces described in 
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(ancient) flysch sequences in the Spain and Poland (Lucas and 
Rech-Frollo, 1965; Ksiazkiewicz, 1970), and has a strikingly similar 
Recent counterpart photographed on the deep sea floor (2000-5700 m) (sea 
Hantzschel, 1970, Plate 1). Most of those ancient specimens, however, 
are smaller than the cape Cormorant ones and commonly also have a 
central vertical shaft. They have been interpreted as trails of worms 
(Nowak, 1957) and as feeding structures of sessile bivalves (Lucas and 
Rech-Frollo, 1965). The origin of the more similar modern, deep-sea 
structure is yet uncertain, but is thought to have been produced by a 
large polychaete worm with many tentacles (Hintzschel, 1970). 
B. 8 IcbDoseous incartaa ~:rpe B 
This burrow consists of clusters of small, sinuous, lined and 
possibly branched, bedding-parallel tubes (Figure 6.12.h). Each burrow 
is a few centimetres to -10 em long and are typically overlapped to form 
a braided stream-like pattern; inner and outer burrow diameters range 
from 2.5-3.3 mm and 4-4.7 mm in diameter, respectively. They are 
preserved in both convex and concave epireli8f. 
This burrow was observed on only a few calcarenites above 113 m in 
the Caribou Brook section. Its identity is not known. Clustering of 
the bu~rows is reminiscent of Chondrites and so it may also represent 
the feeding structure of a sessile, deposit feeding organism. 
APPDIDII F 
LITIIOLOGIC HSCRIP'liOIIS AIID CONODOII'r FAUNAS OF CARBOIIATB 
LITIIOCLaSTS l'llOII TllB CAPS CORMORANT FORMATION 
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Sixty-aeven limestone and dolostone lithoclasts collected from Cape 
cormorant Formation debris flow conglomerates at Caribou Brook and Big 
Cove were processed for conodonta using standard procedures (see summary 
in Harris and Sweet, 1989). Sample size depended largely on clast size, 
ranging from 0.2-3.5 kg; most were 1-2 kg. The list of samples proces-
sed, along with brief petrographic descriptions, and their ages aa indi-
cated by contained conodonts or inferred from composition [bracketed) 
are in Table F.l. [Bracketed] text in the Lithologic Description column 
is the original limestone composition and texture of epigenetic dolo-
atone lithoclasta. Dolomite crystal sizes stated include: very fine/ 
microcrystalline (0.01-<0.03 mm); fine crystalline (0.03-<0.1 mm); 
medium crystalline (0.1-0.2 mm); coarse crystalline (>0.2 mm). 
Abbrevictions in the descriptions are: M, mudstone; w, wackestone; P, 
packstone; G, grainstone; F, floatatone; R, rudstone. Photographs of 
slabs and thin-section photomicrographs of several of these are in 
Figure 6.13. 
Lists of conodonts recovered from the fossiliferous samples are in 
Table F.2; genera and species were identified by Felicity O'Brien 
(Department of Barth Sciences, Memorial University). correlative Early 
Paleozoic platformal formations and members and deep-water, age equiv-
alents in the Cow Head Group in column three were determined by 
comparison with Ordovician conodont faunas documented by Stouge (1981; 
1982; 1984), Stouge and Boyce (1983), Stouge and Bagnoli (1988), 
Johnson, D. I. (1986), Ethington and Clark (1981), and Van Wamel (1974). 
Symbols preceding or following the names of selected species signify the 
following: 1 - "A." iowensis is a Fauna B species; i~s presence may 
indicate it is longer ranging or possibly reworked; • • suggest• Fauna 
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s, middle catoche Fm., Laignet Point Mbr.; ** • suggests upper Catoche 
Fm.; ***=lower to upper Catoche (Stouge and Bagnoli, 1988)7 + • upper 
Boat Harbour Fm. below the "pebble bed" (see Stouge and Boyce, 1983, 
Figure 6); ++ • Bed 9 species; +++=uppermost Bed 9 through most of Bed 
11 in the Cow Head Group, earliest Arenig Paroistodus proteua zone. 
Early Ordovician conodont Faunas 1-5 are defined by Stouge (1982). 
Early Ordovician conodont Faunas A-E are defined by Ethington and Clark 
(1971). The letters A1-A1 refer to lithologic unita defined by Ste>uga 
(1981, Fig. 3.2) in the Table Point Formation at Table Point. A1 and A: 
correspond to the Basal Peritidal Unit of the Table Point1 A1 corre-
sponds to the Middle Subtidal Unit and the sponge-oncolite bioatrome of 
the Upper Sul:ddal Unit. 
The .•:eader is referred to Figure 6.15 for the stratigraphic column 
of the Cambro-Ordovician platformal sequence and to sections in James 
and Stevena (1986) for the coeval, deep-water Cow Head Group sequence. 
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CB338 
1.5 kg 
CBllC 
2.6 kg 
CB330 
0.4 kg 
CBllE 
0.9 kg 
CBllF 
1.1 itg 
CBllG 
1.7 kg 
CBllH 
0.7 kg 
CBlll 
3.5 kg 
CBllK 
0.7 kg 
CBllL 
1.3 kg 
CBllM 
0.8 kg 
Table r.l Litboclaata Proceaaed rar CODodoDta 
(Cape COr.or&Dt For.atioD) 
Lithologic Deecription 
Light brown, lllldil• crystalline dolostone; 
nonferroan crystals with ferroan overgrowths 
1) quartz, and 2> ferroan calcite intercrystal· 
line cement. [ool itic·peloidal(?) Gl 
Light green, fine-crystalline silty, peloidal 
dolol .. inite; ferroan crystals with minor 
chert intercrystalline cewent. 
Green and tan, fIne and lllldhn·crystall i ne 
doloatone; nonferroan crystals with fer roan 
overgrowths, Minor chert/chalcedony end 
abundant pyrite intercryatalline cenent. 
[intraclastic, peloidal G with glauconite 
peloids, quartz ail t, scattered ooids, and 
inarticulate brachiopod fragaentsl 
Grey, partly dolomitized, lMinated M and quartz 
silty calcisiltite with minor glauconite and a 
glauconite and a few inarticulate brachiopod 
fragments. 
Brown, medium t~ coarsely-crystalline dolostone; 
nonferroan crystals with megaquartz intercrystal· 
intercrystelline c-.nt. [oolitic Gl 
Light brown, intraclastic F with a peloidal G 
Matrix with pelmatozoen and trilobite frau· 
.ants; intraclasts of peloidal P and G! silty. 
Grey, very fine, peloidal G with inarticulate 
brachiopod, echinoderm, and trilobite fragments 
and 11inor IIUSCOVite, biotite and glauconite; 
fine-laminated and partly replaced by ferroan 
dol0111ite. 
Mottled, fine-crystal I ine, sandy dolostone 
(off ~ite, light brown, light grey-brown, 
green-grey, dark grey); nonferroan crystals with 
ferroan overgrowths. [fine, sandy ?peloidal G 
and laminated M with peloidal? G intraclasts 
and coarse-grained, quartz sand, fine, angular 
quartz ail t, and Minor glauconite, mica, and 
inarticulate brachiopods] 
Light tan, very fine peloidal G with trilobite, 
echinoderM, and 110llusc fragments an !!JLi.!. 
Medium brown, coarsely·crystall ine dolostone; 
nonferroan crystala with ferroan overgrowths 
and 1> chert/chalcedony and 2> ferroan calcite 
intercrystalline c..ant. [synaedimentarily free· 
tured, laminated peloidal G (?) with M intra· 
clastl and •inor echinoder~~ fragn~~ntsl 
Very l fght brown, !:Jurrowed?, peloidal, intra· 
clastic P with eehfnoder11, trilobita and sponge? 
frag~~~ents; pervasive 1"18<:.DrphiSII to 11icroapar. 
Age, Correlatiw 
F-ti~ 
Barren 
[C8111bri an] 
Barren 
[ ? ] 
Barren 
[Cari:lrianl 
Barren 
[Cari:lr i an? l 
Barren 
[C8111br i anl 
latest Tremadoc 
Watts Bight Fm. 
Barren 
[Cari:lrian 
Cape Ann Mbr.? of 
Petit Jardin Fm.] 
Barren 
[Can'br i an] 
Arenig 
Catoc:he Fm. 
Barren 
[Can'br fan?] 
early to mid Arenig 
Catoc:he fit. 
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CB33M 
0.3 kg 
CB330 
0.9 kg 
CB33P 
1.0 kg 
CB 82 
0.5 kg 
63 
0.2 kg 
66 
0.1 kg 
77 
1.0 kg 
112 
0.4 kg 
121 
1.0 kg 
143 
0.5 kg 
149 
0.2 kg 
Table P .1 CODt.\.Dulld 
Jntraclesti~ R with fine, peloidal, fossiliferous 
G matrix with fragments of inerti~ulete brachio· 
pods, KhinodeMI& w tri lobitH. Intraclasts 
of M, very fine peloidal G end peloidal, fossili· 
ferous G. Pet~hily replac:ed by ~hel~edony end 
nonferrosn dolomite. Si~tiler to 0714·5. 
Light brown, fine·cryatell ine, sandy dolostone; 
nonferrosn crystals with minor ferrosn over· 
growths and 1) ~hert and 2) ferroan calcite inter· 
crystalline cement. (sandy, peloidal, intreclesti~ 
G with scattered ooids and minor glauconite] 
Mottled, light end mediua brown, burrowed (dol· 
omite) peloidal, fossil-bearing W/P with Khino· 
denn, articulate brachiopod, ostracode, mollusc 
fragments, sponge spicules, Girvenelle end~; 
si11iler to 1396 
light brown end grey, fine intrac:lestic (very 
fine pyrite-defined) R/F with peloidal, fossil· 
iferous W/P/G natrix bearing fragments of echin· 
oderms, trilobites, and nolluscs. Pervasively 
neomorphosed to microspar/pseudospar and pertly 
replaced by nonferroan dolomite end silica. 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Barren 
[Cani:lr i en] 
Barren 
[lower Ordovician, 
Cetoche Fm.? or 
Boat Harbour Fm.] 
Arenig 
lower to middle 
Catoche Fm. 
Light brown, fine-crystalline sandy dolostone; Barren 
nonferrosn ~rystals with ferroan overgrowths and (Cambrian) 
1) megaquartz and 2> ferroan calcite intercrystel· 
line e-.,t. !peloidal, intraclast ic, ool i ti~ G 
with 11inor rO!nMd quartz sand, Khinodertll and 
tr: lobite fragments) 
Brown end grey, very eosrsely·crystalline, sandy Barren 
dolostone; nonferroan crystals with ferrosn over· (Cambrian) 
growths and 1> chert and 2> ferroan calcite inter· 
crystalline ~ement. (quartzose, peloidal G with 
intraclasts, ooids, Khinoderm fragments, and 
glauconite peloids]. Similar to 0714·7. 
Brown and bla~k clotted, peloidal, intraclast· 
ic, fossiliferous W with peloidal, intraclestic 
G pat~hes with fragments of trilobites, gastro· 
pods, echinoderms, articulate brachiopods, sponge 
spi~ules, Girvanella, and Helysis(?) (all partial· 
ly silicified and pyritized. (?thrOIN>ol ite) 
Mottled light grey and light brown, medii.JII· 
crystalline dolostone; nonferroan crystals 
with ferroan overgrowths and 1> chert and 2> 
ferrosn ~•Ieite intererystalline cement. (oolitic, 
peloidal, intraelastie P/Gl 
early Arenig 
Boat Harbour Fm. 
Barren 
(CIIIbr I an] 
Mottled medha brown end light brown, finely· Barren 
crystalline dolostone; nonferroan crystals (Cambrian) 
with nonferroan inter-crystalline cement. 
[oolitic G partly replaced by chert and chalcedony) 
Mottled, llledh.111 brown· grey end dark brown·grey, 
silty, medium·erystel line dolostone; nonferroan 
crystals with chert intererystelline cerwent. 
(unnrtain original C:CIIIPOiitionJ 
Pale •rillY green, llldlum·crystalllne dolostone; 
nonferroan crystals with ferroan ri•, nonfer· 
roan overgrowths and chert intercryatalline 
c_,t. [uncertain original CCIIIpOSition, G?J 
Barren 
[ ? J 
Barren 
[ ? J 
560 
158 
1.4 kg 
173 
192 
D.7 kg 
211 
1.D kg 
246 
1.1 kg 
261 
1.1 kg 
263 
1.7 kg 
270 
1.7 kg 
297 
D.3 kg 
302 
1.1 kg 
395 
1.0 kg 
396 
D.9 kg 
424 
0.4 kg 
Table r.l continued 
Light green, fine· to coerse·crystali ine dolo· 
stone; nonferroen coarse crystals and ferroan 
fine crystals. [dolol .. inite breccia (vague) 
with minor quartz silt) 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Brown, medhllll·crystall tne dolostone; nonferroen 
crystala with 1) chert and 2) ferroan calcite 
intercrystalline cement. [oolitic (or peloidal) Gl 
Mottled tan and .,.le arwry green, peloidal P with 
echinoden., trilobite, gastropod, articulate 
brachiopod and Girvanella fragments; partly re· 
placed by fine· crystal! ine, nonferroen dolomite. 
Dark steel grey, slightly silty, fine· to medium· 
crystal! ine dolostone; I"'nferroen crystals with 
minor ferroan overgrowths and chert intercrystal· 
line cement. [uncertain original composition, 
? bur rowed M/lll 
MediUII brown, llledium·crystall ine dolostone; 
nonferroan crystals with calcite cores. 
!finely l•inated M(?)l 
Light brown and blue grey (mottled), fossil· 
iferous, burrowed II with fragments of sponge 
and spicules, articulate brachiopod and tri· 
lobi te, eehinodel'll fragments, and Gi rvanella. 
Mostly replaced by fine-crystalline, nonfer· 
roan dolomite. 
Light green and tan mottled, fine· to medium· 
crystalline dolostone; nonferroan crystals with 
with local ferroan calcite intercrystalline 
cement. [synsedimentaril y fractured M?l 
Barren 
[Cari:lr ian?) 
Llanvirn 
Table Point Fm. 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
11iddle Arenig 
middle Catoche Fm. 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Dark green·grey,intraclastic R with intraclastic, Barren 
peloidal, fossil·bearing .. trix; scattered ooids, [Cambrian) 
fr...,ts of echinoderms and trilobites and 11inor 
glauconite; intraclasts with ooids and quartz sand. 
Mottled light brown and dark grey, burrowed, 
foasil·poor II with articulate brachiopod frag· 
menu. Mostly replaced by fine·crystall ine, non· 
ferroan dolomite. 
Dark grey brown, llledium·crystalline dolostone; 
nonferroan crystals with minor chert inter· 
crystalline cet~~e~~t. (peloidal-oolitic G with 
minor glauconite) 
Speckled tan, white and brown grey, pertly 
partly dolamitized, peloidal, intraclastic, 
fossiliferous P·G with echinoderm, trilobite, 
gastropod and articulate brachiopod fragments 
with pyritized rims. ThrOIIbolite Macrostructure. 
Light grey and brown, burrow·1110ttled?, peloidal 
II with fregnents of echinoderms, articulate 
brachiopods, ..,lluscs, trilobites and §.! rvanella. 
Party replaced by fine-crystalline, nonferroan 
dolomite. 
Light brown, mediUII·crystall ine dolostone; non· 
ferroan crystals with ferroan calcite cores. 
[?fine peloidal Gl 
early Arenig 
Catoche Fm. 
Barren 
£Cambrian] 
early Arenig 
Boat Harbour Fm. 
early Arenig 
Boat Harbour Fm. 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
561 
452 
0.6 kg 
453 
0.2 kg 
480 
, .0 kg 
515 
0.2 kg 
536 
0.2 kg 
537 
0.3 kg 
567 
1.6 kg 
583 
0.5 kg 
0713-3 
1.4 kg 
0714·5 
2.2 kg 
0714-6 
1.7 kg 
~able r.l continued 
Dark grey and black, peloidal, intreclestic, 
oolitic G with scattered round quartz send end 
minor glauconite ard echinoderm fragments. 
Barren 
[Calllbr i en) 
Light brown, sandy, fine· to mediun·crystelline Barren 
dolostone; nonferroen crystals with ferroen [Cambrian) 
crystals with ferroen overgrowths ard chert inter· 
crystalline cement. [quartzose, intraclastic, 
oolitic GJ 
Dark grey, fine, peloidal, intraelastic G with 
scattered ooids, quartz silt ard echinoderm 
ard trilobite fragments. Partly replaced by 
nonferroan dolomite. 
Arenig 
Dark grey-brown, mediu.- to coarsely crystal· 
line dolostone; nonferroen crystals with nonfer· 
roan cement. [laminated, fine peloidal G(?)) 
Light grey, fine· and medium-crystalline dolo· 
stone; nonferroen crystals with minor ferroan 
overgrowths and ferroen calcite intercrystalline 
cement. [synsedimentarity cracked M with peloidal, 
intraclastic G·filled cracks with minor echinoderm 
fragments ard ooids) 
Dark grey, fine· to medium·crystalline, silty 
dololaminite; nonferroen crystals with minor 
ferroan over~rowths end ferroan calcite inter· 
crystalline cement. tM and quartz silty calci· 
siltite with minor glauconite, mice, ard in· 
articulate brachiopod fragments) 
Light grey, fine-crystalline dolostone; nonfer-
roan crystals with minor ferroan overgrowths 
and calcite intercrystalline cement. [oolitic, 
intraclastic G with minor glauconite and 
quartz sf l tl 
Medium brown, 111tdium-crystall ine dolostone; non· 
fer roan crystals with ?dedolomi t i zed fer roan 
calcite cores and minor chert intercrystalline 
cement. U•inated M or very fine peloidal G) 
Similar to CB33L. 
Peloidal, intraclastic G/P with Girvanelle, 
sponge spicules and orthoeonic cephalopods. 
Partly replaced by nonferroan dolomite, pyrite 
ard chalcedony. 
Peloidal, intraclastic P/G with abundant trilo-
bite, echinoderm, ard 110llusc fragments and Gir· 
~- Partly replaced by llledh•·crystall ine, 
nonferroen dolomite and chalcedony. Si111i tar to 
0830·7. 
Mediu. brown, fine-crystalline, sandy dolostone; 
nonferroan except for very finely·crystall ine 
ferroan dol0111ite intraclasts. [Quartzose, 
peloidal, intraclastic P/G ard peloidal, quartz· 
ose sandstone; biiiiOdal quartz (very fine end very 
coarse; simple, chert, strained and coarse poly· 
crystalline)) Sflllilar to CB33J. 
lower to upper 
Catoehe Fm. 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Barren 
[Cambrian?) 
Barren 
[Calllbr ian?, 
Cape Ann Mbr. ?) 
Barren 
[Cambrian] 
Barren 
[ ? ) 
Arenig? 
Catoehe Fm.? 
Arenig 
Catoehe F111. 
Barren 
[Cambrian) 
562 
0714-7 
2.7 kg 
0718-5 
2.0 kg 
on4-1 
1.9 kg 
0724-4 
2.1 kg 
0724-6 
0.9 kg 
0724-7 
2.1 kg 
on4-8A 
2.0 kg 
0724-88 
1.9 kg 
on1-z 
2.3 kg 
0727-3 
1.9 kg 
0727-8 
2.3 kg 
0727-10 
2.4 kg 
0830-4 
2.3 kg 
0830-7 
2.0 kg 
Table P'. 1 continued 
Dark brown and green, very coarse I y-crystall ine 
dolostone; nonferroan crystals wi .h very fine 
ferroan dolomite intraclasts. [Glauconitic, 
echinoderm-rich, intraclastic G wHh a few ooids 
and inarticulate brachiopod fragments] Similar 
to tl66. 
Light brown-grey, stylo·nodular, peloidal, fos· 
siliferous, burrowed IJ/P with echioodem, tri· 
lobite, mollusc and Nuia fragments. 
Dark grey, intraclastic F with a silty, peloidal 
G matrix with minor echinoderm fragments and 
other unidentifiable fossils. Similar to ji,80. 
Off white, laminated M. Partly replaced by med· 
ium· to coarse·crystall ine, nonferroan dolomite. 
Barren 
[Canbrian] 
early Arenig? 
Catoche Fm.? 
Barren 
[Arenig?] 
early Arenig 
Catoche Fm. 
Mottled brown and grey, partly dolomitized, pel· Barren 
oidal, intraclastic, fenestral G/P with trilobite, [Ordovician, 
mollusc and ostracode fragments and Girvanella. Table Point Fm.?J 
Tan with grey, swirly-mottled, microcrystalline 
pattern dolomite; nonferroan crystals. 'Pattern• 
defined by diffuse concentrations of very fine 
pyrite. 
Light brown, partially clolomitized, peloidal, 
intraclastic, fossiliferous P/G with laminated 
internal sediment; trilobite, gastropod and echi · 
noderm fra!IIQeflts commonly with pyritized rims. 
Thrombolite macrostructure. 
Very light brown, peloidal, fossiliferous W/P/G 
with spicul itic sponges, echinoderm, mot lusc, 
bite and ostracode fragments. 
Light grey, spiculitic M with (tan) dolomitized 
burrows and scattered mollusc and trilobite 
fragments. 
Light brown, dark brown and blue-grey 1110ttled 
thrombolite; partly dolomitized, spiculitic, 
peloidal, fossiliferous IJ/P with sponges, 
echinoderms, trilobites, molluscs, and Gi rvanella 
and peloidal P mottles. Dol011ite with calcite 
cores. 
Mottled I ight brown and grey brown, fossil-poor 
M with fragments of trilobites, ostracodes, 
and articulate brachiopods and peloidal, intra· 
clastic P/G laminae. 
Light grey-brown, fine· to medil.a·crystalline 
dolostone; nonferroan crystals with calcite 
cores and minor calcite intercrystalline cement. 
[burrowed M with peloidal, intraclastic G laminae; 
fossil mouldicJ 
Barren 
(Canbrian, 
Berry Head Fm.?) 
ear I y to middle 
Arenig 
Catoche Fm. 
early Arenig 
lower Catoche Fm. 
late Tremadoc/ 
early Arenig 
Boat HarbOUr Fm. 
early to middle 
Arenig 
lower to middle 
Catoche Fm. 
late Tremadoc 
llatts Bight Fm. 
Barren 
(Arenig?] 
Brown and tan mottled M. Partly replaced by med· Arenig • Llanvirn 
ium· to coarse·crystall ine, nonferroan dolomite. Table Point Fm. 
possibly Catoche Fm. 
Mottled light brown, tan and blue-grey, peloidal, early Arenig 
intraclastic P with fragment& of ga,;tropods, tower to middle 
trilobites and echinoderms and sparse ooids. Catoche Fm. 
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0830·8 
2.4 kg 
0830·9 
1.6 kg 
0831·2 
2.0 kg 
0831·4 
2.5 kg 
Cl831·6 
2.3 kg 
,...11."! 
..,.,.,, . 
2.~ kg 
CI·COC 
1.5 kg 
~able P.l continued 
Very dirk grey, intractastic R with gtauconi tic 
oot itic c lllfltrix; intraclasts of very fi~, 
silty peloid.ll G; ooid r.Jelei of trilobite, 
echinoderm and inarticulate brachiopod frag· 
ments; simi tar to #1270. Partly replaced by 
coaraely·crystall ine fer roan dol011i te. 
White peloidal-intractastic, fenestral P with 
smelt trilobite fragments. 
Mottled I ight brown and yellow-white, peloidal, 
intraclast ic·fossit iferous W·P with fragments of 
echinoderms, trilobites, 1110lluscs, Nuia, 
Girvanella and mic:ritized spicules; partly dolo· 
mHized and partly silicified, 
9arren 
[CiliTbr ian?) 
Arenig • Llanvirn 
Table Point Fm. 
possibly Catoche Fm. 
early Arenig 
Catoc:he Fm. 
Light brown-grey, fine intraclast ic R with a pel· lat'!st Tre~~~t~doc 
oidal G matrix bearing few tri tobite and echino· watts Bight Fm. 
der111 fragments. 
Mottled~ tit'iofacies lh111:stone: light grey, Llanvirn 
burrowed, •ossiltferous W with light brown Table Point Fm. 
F-: loid:tl, fD~&sil iferous P 1110ttles with trilobite, 
echinoderm, 1110tlusc, ostracode, articulate brach· 
iopod fragments and Gi rvanella. Small stromatac· 
toid cavities with internal sediment and cement. 
Grey· brown, stylo·nodutar, interbedded very fine Llanvirn? 
peloid.ll G and peloidal, spiculitic 11/P with Table Point Fm.? 
trilobite, Nuie, and Girvanella, molluscs, echino·possibl y Catoche Fm. 
derm& and ostracodes. 
Mottled light brown and tan, partly dolomitized, 
peloidal, intrac:lastic P and fossil-poor 11/M witb 
sma l. gastropods. 
Arenig 
[Catoc:he Fm. or 
possibly Boat Her· 
t-our 1'111.] 
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CB33G 
CB33K 
CB33M 
CB82 
'1177 
1¥192 
'11261 
'11297 
'11395 
~able Jl',l CollodODt Jl'auoal LiDtD 
(Cape COr.orant Foraatioll Litboclaets) 
Conodont F ... l List 
Loxodus bransoni Furnish s. f. 
Acanthoc!us ll!Cinatus Furnish s.f. 
Eucharodus parallelus (Rranson and Mehl )++ 
"Acontioc!us" cf. !· iowensiq s.f. 
"Acont1odus11 staufferi Furroish s.f. 
Rossodus manltouensis Repetski and Ethington 
Scolopodus sp. 
Cordylodus inte~ius Furnish 
Variabiliconus sp. 
Eucharoc!us Q;•'lllelus (Branson and Mehl)++ 
Glyptoconus guadraplicatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Oneotodus sinplex Ethingt:on and Brand 
Glyptoconus guadraplicatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Oneotodus costatus 
"Scolopodus" emarginatus Ba~nes and Tuke 
Orepanoistodus sp. 
Tropodus ~(~ranson and Mehl) 
Tropodus ~ (S'~rpagl i) 
Glyptoconus quadrapl icatus (Branson and Mehl) 
ParapanderodoJs arar.i lis (Ethington and Clark)+++ 
Cornuodus I ong i basis L i nds t riim 
Oneotodus sp. 
Orepanoist>dus sp. 
Q..!:m!!nodus aracil is (Branson and Mehl) s. f. 
Macerodus dianae F6hraeus and Nowlan+ 
Juanognathus sp. 
Drepanodus? arcwttus7 Pander• 
1 
"Acont i odus" i ow-ens is Furnish 
Oistodus sp. 
Orepanoistodus sp. 
Parapanderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Oepikodus COIII!Lrlis (Ethington and Clark) ... 
Parapaltodus sp. 
Fahraeusodus marathonensis (Bradshaw) 
Iropodus ~ (Serpagl i > 
Oistidus mutticorrugatus Harris 
Juanoanathus variabil is Serpagli 
Glyptoconus quadrapl icatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Oepfkodus COIII!UlfS Ethington and Clarku• 
Drepanodu§ aracilis (Branson and Mehl) s.f. 
Eucharodus parallelus (Branson and Mehl )++ 
qyptoconus quadrapl icatus (Branson and Helot) 
~sp. 
Macerodus 5ti.D! FAhraeus and Nowlan+ 
Ulrichodina sp. 
Tropocl!s !mJ.! (Serpagl i) 
Aee. Correlatiw Platf-l 
F-tion or Mlllber & 
Colt lleiiO Grcq» LW!i ts (a) 
late Tremadoc 
Fauna C 
Watts Bight Fm. 
a Bed 8 
Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
Catoche Fm. 
a Bed 9 
early · middle Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
Catoche Fm. 
a Bed 9 
early · middle Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
lower - middle Catoche Fm. 
• Beds 9·11 
early Arenig 
Faunas 2;0 
Boat Harbour Fm.? 
a Sed 8 
Llanvirn 
Table Point Fm. 
middle Arenig 
Faunas 4/5 
middle Catoche Fm. 
• Beds 9·11 
middle · upper Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
upper Boat Harbour Fm./ 
Catoche Fm. 
a Beds 8·9 
Arenig 
Faunas 2!4;0 
upper Boat Harbour Fm./ 
I ower Catoche Fm. 
a8eds8&9 
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1396 
1480 
0713-3 
0714-5 
0718-S 
0724·2 
0724-4 
0724-6 
0724-SA 
0724-88 
0727-2 
0727·3 
Table F.2 CODtinued 
T ropodys !.!!!!!1 (Serpegt i) 
Olaphr90As delic:atus (Branson and Mehl) 
Tropodua ~ (Branson and Mehl) 
Acocl.lt sp. 
Gtvntoc:9.f!!! quedrapl icatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Eucharodu$ 2!!!!.!!.el.us (Branson end Meht )++ 
Oeoikodus CO!!!!!U'!iS (Ethington and Clark)*** 
juvenile aiq>le cones 
Eucharodus pert I !elus (8ranson and Mehl )++ 
Glyptoc:onus guedrepl lcetus (Branson and Mehl) 
Qneotodus eostetus Ethington and Brand 
T ropodys cOI!I?tus (Branson and Meh l) 
Oeoikock.ls cOIIIIU'IiS (Ethington and Clark)*** 
Orepanodus arcuatus Pander* 
scolopodus? peselephentls Lindstrem 
Euc:haroc11s parilllelus (Branson and Mehl )++ 
ParapanderocMt !!mJ:l! Stouge 
Orepanoc11s? aracilis (Branson and Mehl) sensu Stouge 
oeoikodus cOIIIIU'Iis (Ethington and Clark)*** 
undiagnostic siq>le cor.es 
Iropodus sweeti (Serpatl i) 
Pricniodua sp. 
Oeplk!XN! C(!!!l!!,!'\iS (Ethington and Clark)*** 
EucharocM; perallelus (Branson end Mehl )++ 
Oreptnaittodyf sp. 
Glyptoc:9.f!!! guedraptfcatus C8renson and Mehl) 
Parapenderodu$ araci!ls Ethington and Clark+++ 
Juanoanathus ?serpagl i Stouge 
Tr01?9!!!! 1l!U1i (Serpegl i) 
"AcCj!'ltioO.ls" steufferi Furnish s.f 
"Scolopodus" •rainatus Barnes and luke 
Triaonoc;!us rectus Stouge** 
!!m;er~ dianae Flhraeus and Nowlan+ 
Euc:harN perallelus (Branson and Mehl)++ 
Dreoano!M Artcilis (Branson and Mehl) s.f. 
"Scolopodus" emtrtinatus Barnes and luke 
? "Scandoclu!" pseyc!or!!!!.l$ 
OneotoO.ls sp. 
Glmtoeonus guedraplicatus C&ransM and Mehl) 
early - middle Arenig 
fall\as 3/4 
Boat Harbour or Catoc:he Fm. 
• Beds 9 ·11 
Arenig 
Fall\a 4;0 
Catoche Fm. 
a Bed 9 
Arenig? 
early Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
lower Catoehe Fm. 
a Bed 9 
early Arenig? 
Fall\& D 
a Bed 9 
Arenig 
Faunas 4;0 
Catoche Fm. 
• upper Bed 9 
early Arenig 
Faunas 4/5;0 
lower - middle 
• Beds 9·11 
1984 
--·-·-----? 
Catoehe Fm. 
early - middle Arenig 
faii\&S 3/4;0 
lower middle Catoc:he Fm. 
• Beds 9-11 
Arenig 
Fall\& D 
Catoche Fm. 
• Beds 9·11 
late Tremadoc -
earliest Arenig 
Fall\a 2 
Boat Ha;bour Fm. 
a Bed 8 
early - middle Arenig 
F&II\&S 3/4;0 
lower • middle Catoche Fm. 
• Beds 9-H 
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on7-8 
0830-4 
0830-7 
0830-9 
')831-2 
0831-4 
0831-6 
0831-7 
CB-COC 
rable r.2 continued 
Clavohamulus ~1sus Furnish 
Macerodus dianae Fihraeus and NOiollan+ 
Semi ancont iOiii$ sp. 
loxoclus ~ Furnish s.f 
Trigonodus ~ Stouge** 
Tropodus J!WHti (Serpagli) 
Eucharoc:tus perallelus (Branson and Mehl)++ 
Drepenodus gracilis (Branson and Mehl) s.f. 
Ulrichodina sp, 
Orepenodu$ mY!!Y! Pander* 
Glyptoconus quadrapl icatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Tropodus ~.!ll! (Branson and Mehl > 
Paraserratognathus abruptus Repetski 
Trigonodus ~ Stouge** 
Tropodus ~ (Branson and Mehl> 
Orepenoistodus sp. 
Oneotodus sp. 
Eucharodus P!!:!J lelus (Branson and Mehl )++ 
Sco l opodus? 1!!.!!!1!1!'.lant is li nds t riinl 
Glyptoconus QUIIdraulicatus (Branson and Mehl) 
Oeoikodus £!!!!!!!!!i.!! (Ethington and Clark)*** 
Tropodus sweeti (Serpagl i) 
"Scolopodus" emarginatus Barnes and Tuke 
Drepenodus gracilis <Branson and Mehl) s.f. 
Clavohamulus densus Furnish 
11Acontiodus" 'S"t8Ufferi Furnish s.f 
Loxodus bransoni Furnish 
~l~bassleri (Furnish)++ 
Rossodus cf. manitouensis Repetski and Ethington 
~ jemtlandica (Lofgren) 
Histiodella tableheadensis Stouge 
Drepenoistodus basiovalis Sergeeva 
Juanoanethus serpeg Iii Stouge 
Protopenderodu$ sp. 
Paroistodus oriainalis Sergeeva 
Tropodus £!!!!Jm§ (Branson and Mehl > 
Oreotodus sp. 
Parapanderodus sp. 
Paroistodus oriainali! Sergeeva 
J!!:!!!!2s'l!!.!!Y! serpegl i i? Stouge 
Oneotodl.l.; sinplex Ethington and Brand 
late Trellllldoc 
Faunas 2;C 
Watts Bight Fm. 
a BI!CI 8 
Arenig/llanvirn 
units A.1 & A.2 of the 
Table Point Fm., possibly 
the Catoche Fm.? 
early Arenig 
Faunas 3/4;0 
lower • middle Catoche Fm. 
a Beds 9-11 
Arenig/llanvirn 
units A.1 & A.2 of the 
Table Point Fm., possibly 
the Catoche Fm. 
early Arenig 
Fa&.nas 4/5;0/E 
middle Catoche Fm. 
• Beds 9-11 
late Tremadoc 
Fauna c 
Watts Bight Fm. 
• Bed 8, lower 9 
llanvirn 
unit A.2 of the 
Table Point r m. 
llanvirn? 
Table Point Fm.? 
early Arenig 
fa&.na 07 
Boat Hbr. Fm. or 
basal Catoche Fm. 
a Bed 87 
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ICey to s._.,ls: • • suggests Fa&.na 5, 111idclle Catoche F111., laignet Point Mbr.; - • suggeats ~r 
Catoche Fm.; *** = lower to upper Catoche in Stouge ftnd Bagnoli <1989); + • upper Boat Harbour fill. 
belOiol the 'pebble bed'; ++ " Bed 9 species; +++ = uppermost Bed 9 through -•t of Bed 11, earliest 
Arenig, Paroistodus proteus zone 
~ - ' ~ ~ • ') I . ... • , 
' _. __ -~-------
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APPEHDI:r 0 
LITIJOLOOIC DESCRIPTIONS AND CONODOJn FAUNAS OP' CARBONAft: 
LITBOCLASTS AND WBOLB ROCJC SAMPLES FROM 
TIIB DANIEL' S BARBOUR MBICBER 
Tweney-one limestone, dolostone and siliciclastic lithoclasts and 
five whole rock samples from Daniel's Harbour Member conglomerates, plus 
one whole rock sample of D sniel' s Harbour Member calcarenite were 
processed for conodonts using standard procedures (see summary in Harris 
and Sweet, 1989). Sample size depended on clast size, ranging from 
0.7-2.4 kg; most were -2 kg. The list of samples processed (sample 
number, collecting locality and size), along with brief lithologir. 
descriptions, a list of conodonts recovered, and interpreted correlative 
formation are in Table G.l. Conodont: genera and species were identified. 
by Felicity O'Brien (Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University). 
Correlative formations were determined by C01T1parison with Ordovician 
conodont faunas documented by Stouge (1981; 1982; 1984), Stouge and 
Boyce (1983), Stouge and Bagnoli (1988), Johnson, D. I. (1986), 
Ethin Jton and Clark ( 1981), and Van Wamel ( 1974). The letters A1-A1 and 
B1-B4 (under Correl.ative Poraation) refer to lithologic units defined by 
Stouge (1981, Fig. 3.2) in the Table Point and Table Cove formations, 
respectively, at Table Point. A1 and A2 correspond to the Basal 
Peritidal Unit of the Table Point; A3 corresponds to the Middle Subtidal 
Unit and the sponge-oncolite biostrome of the Upper Subtidal Unit; B1 
corresponds to the burrowed limestone lithofacies of the Table Cove; B2 
through B4 correspond to the ribbon limestone lithofacies. 
Abbreviations for sample localities are as follows: BC, Bla~k Cove; PIC, 
Piccadilly Roadcut; NARM, Northern Arm peninsula; PBAY, west Pistolet 
Bay; DH, Daniel's Harbour; CP, Clifty Point; EH, Eastern Head; WBC, West 
Bay Centre Quarry; PCP, Portland Creek Pond. 
Table G.1 Lithologies and Conodont Faunas of Dand.i's Habour 
Member Clasts and Whole Rock Samples 
s.ple llo. 
locality ' 
..... 
Grey-brCM'I, fasai l iferGUS rd/or peloidlll li-t-
on6-13 
(BC) 
2.2 kg 
Common out-sized boulder; grey-brown, burrowed, fossilferous, peloidll, intr~laatic 
wackestone with trilobites, ostracodes, echinoden~a, bryozoans,~.~. 
Girvanella, and ?Wetheredella. 
!!!!!ll! jemtlandica (Lofgren) 
Drepanodus arcuatus Pander 
Juanognathus serpaglii Stouge 
Loxodus? curvatus Stouge 
Parapaltodus simplicissimus Stouge 
Parapanderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Scalpellodus pointensis Stouge 
Semiacontiodus asvmnetricus Barnes and Pcplawski 
upc>er1110st Table Point f111., 
lower Table Cove f~.· 
(lllid A:o·B,) 
*d· serpaglii is not reported abr~ .. 81 
0828-5 
(8C) 
2.2 kg 
Common out·s'zed boulder; grey·brown, burrowed, fossil·poor wackestone with oatra· 
codes, tril,~ites, echinoderms, bryozoans, gastropods, and sponge spicules, 
and Girvanella. 
Cordylodus? horridus Barnes and Poplawski 
Juanognathus sp. 
Loxodus? curvatus Stouge 
Parapenderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Periodon aculeatus Hedding 
~ oldstockensis Stouge 
lower Table Cove f111.* (81) 
·~· oldstockensis is reported only from 81 
0708-14 
(PIC) 
1.7 kg 
Lommon, out-sized boulder; light brown, peloidal, very fossilferous wackestone 
with ostracodes, trilobites, echinoderms, brachiopods, gastropods, BponQe spicules, 
Girvanella, H;:~tysis. 
0811-11 
(NARM) 
1.7 kg 
?Erraticodon balticus Ozik Table Point fill., 
lowermost Table Cove 
fm. (A1·1owest 8 1 ) 
Boulder; grey-brown, burrowed, peloidal, intraclastic, fossiliferous 
wacke-/packstone (stylo·bedded) with ostracodes, trilobites, echinoderms, brach-
iopods, -lluscs, sponge spicules, and Hal.nl!. 
!!:!!ll!.! jemtlandica (Lofgren) 
Drepanoistodus cf. venustus Stauffer 
Juanognathus serpagl i i Stouge 
Parapaltodu! timplicissimus Stouge 
Parapanderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Pa1oistodus oripinatus Sergeeva 
ProtOPBnderodus sp. 
uppermost Table Point fill., 
lower Table Cove f111.* 
<A-, -a,> 
*6_. jemtlandica is \61Conmon ~low A,. .!!,. serpapl i i is not reported above 81 
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Locality & 
..... 
T ebkt G.1 continued 
0814·10 
(PIIAY) 
1.7 kg 
Grey·br~~~~~n fouil iferiiUI rid/or pel"'i.l li_.tane (contirw.ecO 
Boulder; dllrk grey trilobite rudstone with fine petoidlll packstone •trill plus 
b>·achiopodl, e..;hinodenlll and gastropod&. 
~? :!!JUtus (?) 
jemtt-."ldica (Lofgren) 
sat toniocl.!s sp. 
Cordytodys? horridu! Barnes and Poplawski 
prepenocl.ls arc:uatus Pander 
Oistodu! ttnc;eolatus Pander 
Patt9dus? cf. jemtlandicus (Lofgren) 
Parapet t~ flexuosus Barnes and Poplawski 
Parapeltodus timplicissimus Stouge 
Paroittodus oriainalis Sergeeva 
Periodor! acuteatus Madding 
Polonodu!? sp. 
PrionlocNt sp. 
Protopenderodys varicostatyt Sweet and 9ergstr0. 
"Sc!!'!dodus" !Ystic!JS Barnes and Poplawski 
Watliserodus ethingtoni FAhraeus 
tower Table Cove fM.* 
(A3 ·B4 ) 
570 
*•nv of the lllpecies present are especially ablnlant In 81; several ar•1 not reported by Stouge (1984) 
ons-5 
CBC) 
2.2 kg 
Boulder (Z5X35 em); fossit·poor wackestone with ostracodes, gastropods, spicules 
and Gi rvonella. 
Ansella jemttandica (LOfgren) 
Cordyl~s? horridu§ Barnes and Poplawski 
Histiodellil tlbls!!ud!nsis Stouge 
Parapenc!erodus arcuatus Stouge 
Perigdon aculeatus Madding 
Polonodu!? newfOI.a'ldll!'!dtns is Stouge 
Scalpel lodus bic:onvexus (Bradshaw) 
uppenaost Table Point FM.* 
(A:,) 
*.!!· tlblthe!ldensis dc!ts not occur above the very base of the Table Cove; ~.? ntwfOillland!nsis is 
restricted to A,; §. bicoovexus is not reported above A3 
0829·3 
(PIC) 
2.3 kt 
loulder; peloidal, foss!liferous wackestone with peloidal wac:ke·/peckstone mottles; 
echinodenRS, ostracodes. trilobites. bryozoans, Girvanetla and Halysis. 
~ iemtlafldis• (Lofgren) 
Histiodellt kristine Stoute 
Ptrllll!f!Ciero!l.ts ersuat!,!l Stouge 
Semiaconti~ cf. bulbo!YJ (Lofgren) 
uppeMIIOSt Table Point F11. * 
(upper A,-84 ) 
*.!!· kristine does not occur below the top of A3 ; 1· cf. bulbosus recorded only in uppenaost A3 lind in 
8. 
DH-55 
(01') 
1.2 kg 
Table G .1 continued 
llottled Str~tKtis I i_,t_ (c::ntinued) 
Boulder; I i~nestone 11i th ostracodes, echinodenns, mollusc fragments, Gi rvene~ Ia, 
oncolites, ancl Halvsis. 
Ansella jemtlandica (Lofgren) 
Corctxlodus? horridus B•rnes and PoplaMSki 
Corctxlodus? sp. 
prepanodus sp. 
Histiodella tableheaden5is Stouge 
Juanogntthus sp. 
Parapeltodys simplicissimus Stouge 
Parapenderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Periodon sp. 
Scaleellodus pointensis Stouge 
uppennost Table Point F•.• 
(AJ·B,) 
571 
*!!· tablehe&densis does not occur above the very base of ~;·"Table Cove 
DH-58 
(DH) 
0.7 kg 
M~gaboulder (1.8X1.2X1.3 m>; mottled Stromatactis lithofacies limestone as above plus 
brachiopods and sponge spicules. 
Ansell a jemt Iandi ce (LOfgren) 
Cordylodus? horridus B&rnes and Popla11ski 
Orepenoistodu8 cf. venustus (Stauffer> 
Histiodella kristil.a Stouge 
Parapaltodus simplicissimus Stouge 
Parapanderodus arcuatus Stouge 
Periodon aculeatus Hedding 
Protoranderodus asymmetricus Barnes end Popla11ski 
Protop;~nderodus ~ (Sweet and BergstrOm) 
Semi econt i odus esymnetr i cus Barnes and Pople11sk i 
uppermost Table Point F•.• 
(A,-B,) 
•J!. kristina does not occur below the top of A,; ~. !li"PI iciss.imus is unc:0111110n belo11 the ver) top of 
A, 
0917-2 
(CP) 
1. 7 kg 
0920-3 
(EH) 
2.2 kg 
Boulder; very fine peloidal, fossil·poor packstone with abundant spiculea, aperae 
trilobites, ostracodes, and Halysis. 
Perepanderodus arcuatus Stouge Table Point F•. 
(A7·B.; species range) 
Reft (>6X1.5 m>; grey·brOIIn, ribbon limestone; recrystellized, l,.inated ~tone/ 
peloidal wackestone with sparse ostracodes and rtdioleriens. 
Cordylodus? horrid!Js Berne• end PoplaMSki 
0 repeno is t odus !.!!!:.£!~!! ( Li "'-'s t rO.) 
Histi9della kristina Stouge 
Periodon aculeatus Hedding 
PrOiOjialiderodus sp. 
Table Cove F•. 
(A.J·B.; species ranges) 
572 
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~lelo. 
Locel ity & 
..... 
0920·5 
CEH) 
2.4 kg 
0011 ·3 
CNARM) 
1.8 kg 
CP·45 
CCP) 
0.9 kg 
Raft (>5X1.5 •>; grey·brown, burrowed parted ti .. stone (.udstone) with ~parse 
trilobites, ostracodes, brachiopods, 1110tlusc fng~~~ents and radiolarians. 
Cordxl~7 horrldus Barnes and Popla..ski 
Qrepanoistod!Js sp. 
Juanosneth:JS sp. 
Ptr!p!!lderodus JllY!'>l!! Stouge 
Table Cove Fm. 
<A,·B.; species ranges) 
Black argillaceous mudstone/calcareous shale; yetlow·k~athering; pyritic; wetl·developed 
cleavage. 
Barren 
White fenestral li.estone 
Boulder; white, fenestral ti .. stone; clotted, fine peloidal packstone vith rare 
trilobites, gastropods, and Girvanella. 
Cornuodus longibasis (Lindstriim) 
Loxodus7 sp. 
ParapanderoclJs sp. 
Table Point F11. 
CA7·B4 ) 
DH·57 Boulder; white ·~stral linestone with burrow mottles. 
(QH) 
0.7 kg 
0918·11 
(CP) 
2.1 l:g 
BC55E 
CBC) 
2.2 lrg 
Barren 
Boulder; white fenestral l i .. stone; very fine peloidal grainstone with sparse ostracodes; 
blocky ferroan calcite ceMent. 
Barren 
Tellov·weathering, finely crystalline (0.02·0.05 ~) dolostone; nonferroan with 11inor 
ferroan overgrowths; structureless or with f~int parallel lamination. <S~le composed of 
numerous pebble·size clasts in the conglomerate.i 
Barren 
581ple llo. 
lac.l ity ' 
..... 
Table G.1 continued 
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DH·24 
(DH) 
1.5 kg 
Mega·clast <1DX1.5 m>; ~tt pebble, limestone conglomerate/ 
!!:!!!lli jemtlandica (Lofgren) 
Dischrognathys sp. 
0 r!!p!I!C!dus? arcua tus P:lnde r 
?Erratic~ balticus Dzik 
Parapeltodus simplicissimus Stouge 
plectodina? sp. A Stouge 
Scalpellodus 22intensis Stouge 
Semiacontiodus 61S)'I!!!!Ltricus Barnes and Poplawski 
Semiacontiodus preasymmetricus Stouge 
Scalpellodus pointensis Stouge 
Table Point F•., Table 
Cove F•. CA 1·84 )* 
*Piectodina? sp. A and !· preasymmetricus are reported only in the lower Table Point CA,·A,). 
IIC·34B 
(W8C) 
1. 7 kg 
Matrix-poor, pebble-grade conglomerate. 
Parapanderodus arcuatus St~e 
Paroistodus oripinatis S~rgeeva 
Protopanderodus ~ ClindstrOIII) 
Ptiloncodus simplex Harris 
Table Point Fm., Tabla Cove F•. 
(A1 ·B4 ) and St. George Gp.*? 
*f. rectus is a long-ranging species also reported in Arenigian strata (Van 11-l, 1974). 
0708·15 
(PIC) 
2.2 kg 
Matrix·poor, pebble-grade conglomerate. 
Juanosnathus serpagl i i 
Paroistodus originalis 
Stouge 
Sergeeva 
CP·20 Matrix-poor, pebble-grade conglomerate. 
(CP) 
1.5 kg 
Ansella jemtla"".ca (Lofgren) 
Cordvlodus? horridus Barnes and Popla11ski 
?Erratieodon baltieus Dzik 
Histiodella kristine Stouge 
Parapaltodu$ simplicissimus 
Parapanderodu! arcuatus Stouge 
Paroistodus originalis Serge•va 
TriP9dus laevis Bradshaw 
Table Point Fm., Table Cove F•. 
CA,·84 ; species ranges) 
Table Point Fm., Table Cove F•. 
(A, -a., and St. George Gr~* 
*!· laevis is an Arenigian species reported from Beds 12·13 in the Green Point F•. (Cow Heed Group) 
(Johnson, 1986). Ethington and Clark (1981) recognize It as a •iddle Arenigian-tower llanvlr•lian fona, 
below the lower llliterock. 
- - ~ ~ -~----- - -~ . . ' 
- ' .. _ ...-<>.. ~ ' 
- . .. ... ' . . ~ . 
. . 
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Table G.1 continued 
Slllpte lo. 
locality & 
..... 
Correlative Focwatian 
lllole roc:t conglc.erate (~.;antii'Uild) 
0918·1 Matrix-poor, pebble-grade conglomerate. 
(CP) 
2.1 kg 
ParapenderodUs ar,uttut Stoute 
PttracontiocN! crextR!if.tn! (MQUnd) 
Table Point F•., Table Cove F•. 
(A7·B4 ) and St. George Gp.?* 
•p c:rpttodens is an Arenigian species reported frOM Bed 13 in the Green Point F11. (Cow Head Gp.) 
(Jdhnson, 1986). Ethington and Clark (1981) recognize it as a lower Whiterockian, older than the 
lowest Table Point. 
PCP-13 
(PCP) 
CP 29 
(CP) 
2 kg 
0619·1 
(PlAY) 
BC-46 
(8C) 
0.7 kg 
Matrix-poor, pebble·grade conglomerate. 
?Erraticodon balticus Ozik 
Histiodel!e tablehead!nsis Stouge 
lolltodus? curvatus Stouge 
Parapaltodus simplicissimus Stouge 
Ptraptnd!rodus ercuatus Stouge 
Peri9don aculeatys Hedding 
Walliser~ ethirgtoni FAhraeus 
Siliciclastic sedi.ent 
Table Point Fm., Table Cove Fm. 
(A,·B4 ; species ranges) 
Greenish grey, very coarse·grained quartz lithic •arenite• (QFl • 65·70X, <10·15X, >29X); 
Ntrix replaced by ferroan calcite and ferroan dolomite. 
8arren 
Black, l•inattd calcareous shale/argillaceous llll.ldstone; yellow-weathering; poorly· 
preserved graptolites. 
Barren 
Daniel's Harbour..-,.,. calcarenite (in situ) 
Medium- to coarse-grained; ~5-7X quartl, feldspar and lithic fragments (predominantly 
quertz. (Siliciclastic grains on ave ·age finer than ~arbonate grains.) 
Ptroistcd.Js sp. 
Partpanderodys arcuatus Stouge 
Scolopodus cf. oldstockensis Stouge 
Table Point Fm., Table Cove Fm. 
(A2·B•)* 
*l· cf. otd!tockcnsis is reported only froa B, 
APPENDIX B 
LOCATIONS OP MEASURED bECTIONS 
LOCATIGI 
PQRT MJ PQRT MfA 
Big Cove A 
Big Cove B 
Caribou Brook 
West Bay Center Quarry 
Piccadilly Park Roadcut 
Piccadilly Roadcut 
Aguathuna Quarry 
Nortwest Gravels 
Black Cove 
Cold Brook Quar•y 
Shag Cliff 
Bakers Brook 
Stag Brook 
~est Brook 
Southwest Feeder 
TABL£ POINT AII£A 
Portland CrePk Pond (island) 
(shor-e) 
Eaotern Head (l<outh point) 
(north point) 
Cliffy Point 
Daniel's Harbour Zinc Mine 
DH·1516 
DH·1382 
US Borax (80) 11 
us Borax (80) 12 
DH-2301 
Spudgels Cove 
Table Point/Table Cove 
Gargamelle Cove (north side) 
(SOUth side) 
River of Ponds La~e (shore) 
<island) 
Daniel's Harbour 
HARE BAY - PISTOLET BAY AREA 
Beaver Brook 
Roddickton Quarrv 
Springs Inlet (base) 
(top) 
Northern Arm 
Burnt Island (base) 
(top; SE corner) 
(top; SW corner) 
Pistolet Bay (west coast) 
Bakeapple Island (base) 
(top) 
Vaches Pt./Callieux Bay (base) 
(top) 
IW' IU&I All) GRID REFEIEICE 
NTS 12B/11; UD 355777 
NTS 12B/11; UD 350750 
NTS 12B/11; UD 377797 
NTS 12B/10; UD 583837 
NTS 12B/10; UD 595830 
NTS 12B/10; UO 590808 
NTS 12B/10; UD 691718 
NTS 12B/10; UO 721797 
NTS 12B/10; UO 745816 
NTS 12B/911; UO 899882 
NTS 12H/12; VE 378846 
NTS 12H/12; VE 363994 to 349998 
NTS 12H/12; VE 3n085 
NTS 12H/13; VF 595355 
NTS 121/4; VF 581518 
NTS 121/4; VF 608604 
NTS 121/4; VF 585625 
NTS 121/4; VF 562589 
NTS 121/4; VF 566609 
NTS 121/4; Vf 56361~ 
NTS 121/6 & 121/5; VF 747811 
NTS 121/6 & 121/5; VF 711786 
NTS 121/6 & 121/5; VF 732779 
NTS 121/4; Vf 617663 
NTS 121/6 & 121/5; VF 615666 
NTS 121/6 & 121/5; VF 600706 
NTS 121/5 & 121/6; VF 616787/VF 620766 
NTS 121/11; VG 745166 
NTS 121/11; VG 745163 
NT~ 121/11; VF 777945 
NTS 121/6 & 12111; VF764921 
NTS 121/4; UD 577653 
NTS 121/16; ~G 574437 
NTS ~21/16; WG 575459 
NTS 2M/4; WG 806739 
NTS 2M/4; WG 800748 
NTS 12P/8; WG £.69917 
NTS 2M/12; WH 870154 
NTS 2Mt12; WH 869123 
NTS 2M/12; WH 868112 
NTS 2M/12; WH 782084 
NTS 2M/12; WH 802160 
NTS 2M/12; WH 801158 
NTS 2M/12; WH 763179 
NTS 2M/12; WH 769183 
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